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of USPS witness Michael D. Bradley, USPS-T-16 
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EEOCEEPLEPS 

(9:33 a.m.) 

CHAIRMANOMAS: Today we continue to receive 

testimony of the Postal Service witnesses in support of 

Docket No. R2001-1, Request for Rate and Fee Changes. 

I want to announce that yesterday the Postal 

Service submitted a motion submitting a proposed stipulation 

agreement and requesting the establishment of a preliminary 

procedural schedule. The Commission will continue its 

review of this document after today's hearing. I intend to 

deal promptly with the Postal Service's motion for a 

preliminary schedule. 

Yesterday, the American Bankers Association and 

the National Association of Pre-Sort Mailers filed a motion 

for late acceptance of designation of written cross- 

examination of the United States Postal Service Witness 

Schenk. That motion designated responses that should have 

been provided a week before, but had been only filed the 

previous working day. That motion is granted. 

Does anyone have any procedural matters to 

discuss before we continue today? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: There are three scheduled 

witnesses to appear here today. They are Witness Pickett, 

Bradley and Schenk. 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
(202) 628-4888 
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MS. Duchek, would you introduce your first 

witness? 

MS. DUCHEK: Yes, or. Chairman. The Postal 

Service calls John T. Pickett. 

CHAIRMAN 0MA.S: Would you raise your right hand, 

or. Pickett? 

Whereupon, 

JOHN T. PICKETT 

having been duly sworn, was called as a witness 

and was examined and testified as follows: 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Please be seated. 

(The document referred to was 

marked for identification as 

Exhibit No. USPS-T-17.) 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MS. DUCHEK: 

Q Mr. Pickett, my colleague is handing you two 

copies of a document entitled Direct Testimony of John T. 

Pickett on behalf of the United States Postal Service, 

designated as USPS-T-17. Are you familiar with that 

document? 

A Yes, I am. 

Q Was it prepared by you or under your supervision? 

A Yes, it was. 

Q Do you have any changes to make? 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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523 

A I have three editorial changes. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: A fire drill. We will come back, 

hopefully. 

(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Ms. Duchek, we'll try it again. 

MS. DUCHEK: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I 

believe that Mr. Pickett was just about to tell us about 

some minor changes to his testimony. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Correct. 

THE WITNESS: In the table of contents on line 10, 

I corrected the spelling of the word calculation; on page 1, 

line 2, changed the word five to six; and on page 3, line 

18, we've changed the spelling or corrected the spelling of 

the word calculation. 

BY MS. DUCHEK: 

Q With those changes, Mr. Pickett, if you were to 

testify orally today would this still be your testimony? 

A Yes, it would. 

MS. DUCHEK: Mr. Chairman, there are also several 

Category II library references associated with this witness' 

testimony, USPS-LR-J-36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43 and 44. 

BY MS. DUCHEK: 

Q Are you familiar with those library references, 

Mr. Pickett? 

A Yes, I am. 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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Q Do you have any changes to make to them? 

A No. 

MS. DUCHEK: Mr. Chairman, I ask that the direct 

testimony of John T. Pickett on behalf of the United States 

Postal Service designated as USPS-T-17 and the listed 

library references be entered into evidence. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Without objection. I will direct 

counsel to provide the reporter with two copies of the 

corrected direct testimony of John T. Pickett. That 

testimony is received into evidence. As is our practice, it 

will not be transcribed. 

(The document referred to, 

previously identified as 

Exhibit No. USPS-T-17, was 

received in evidence.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Mr. Pickett, have you had an 

opportunity to examine the packet of designated written 

cross-examination that was made available to you in the 

hearing room this morning? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, I have. 

CHAIRMANOMAS: If the questions contained in that 

packet were posed to you orally today, would your answers be 

the same as those you previously provided in writing? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, they would. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Are there any corrections or 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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additions you would like to make to those answers? 

THE WITNESS: No. 

MR. MCBRIDE: Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN OM?G: Yes? 

MR. MCBRIDE: My name is Michael McBride. I 

represent Dow Jones & Company, and I'm here on behalf of the 

Periodicals Coalition. 

We just received yesterday some further responses 

of this witness to some follow up interrogatories, and we 

would like to designate those responses as well. I've 

discussed this with the Postal Service counsel. They have 

no objection to this procedure. We do have two copies for 

the reporter. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: If there is no objection, so 

Ordered. 

Counsel, would you please provide two copies of 

the corrected designated written cross-examination of 

Witness Pickett to the reporter? That material is received 

into evidence, and it is to be transcribed into the record. 

(The document referred to was 

marked for identification as 

Exhibit No. USPS-T-17 and was 

received in evidence.) 

// 

// 
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Revised11 /lQ/Ol 

RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS JOHN T. 
PICKETT TO INTERROGATORY OF AOL-TIME WARNER 

MPA/USPS-T17-1. Please refer to USPS-LRJ-43 and to Docket No. R2000-1, 
USPS-LR-I-60, which both calculate Base Year distance-related transportation, 

. 

costs. 
(a) Please confirm that Base Year 2000 Amtrak costs for Periodicals 
are comprised of $78.931 million of railroad passenger costs and $1.800 
million in roadrailer costs. If you do not confirm, please explain. 
W Please confirm that Docket No. R2000-1, Base Year 1998 Amtrak 
costs for Periodicals were $59.283 million. If you do not confirm, please 
explain fully. 
(4 Please explain generally why Amtrak costs for Periodicals 
increased over 38 percent from $59.283 million in Base Year 1998 to 
$80.731 million ($78.931 plus $1.800 million) In Base Year 2000 and also 
answer the following specifii questions regarding the apparent change in 
the Postal Service’s use of Amtrak to transport Periodicals. 

0) By what percentage did Amtrak unit costs increase 
between FY 1998 and FY 20001 

(ii) What proportion of Periodicals mail was transported 
on Amtrak in FY 19987 

(iii) What proportion of Periodicals mail was transported 
on Amtrak in FY 2000? 

(iv) Di the Postal Service make a policy decision to 
increase its use of Amtrak for Periodicals between FY 1998 and FY 
2000? If so, please explain fully why the Postal Service made this 
decision. If not, please explain the difference between your 
responses to part (c)(ii) and (c)(iii) of this interrogatory. 

RESPONSE 

1. (a) Confirmed. 

(b) Not confirmed. As originally filed, Amtrak BY 1998 costs for 

Periodicals were estimated at $59.283 million, out of a total $73.040 million in 

total Amtrak expenses. In response to Periodicals mailers concerns, the Postal 

Service conducted a special study of mail on Roadrailers. This study was 

described in my rebuttal testimony (USPS-RT-9) in that proceeding and a USPS 

Library Reference l-432 was filed that provided revised Amtrak and Roadrailer 
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Revised 11119101 

RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WlTNESS JOHN T. 
PICKE-IT TO INTERROGATORY OF AOL-TIME WARNER 

cost distributions. According to these revisions, total Amtrak Periodicals costs 

for BY 1998 were $56.946 million. See USPS-LR-I-432, Part A, p. 26. 

(c) In general, Amtrak and Roadrailer costs increased from $73.040 

million in BY 1998 to $100.567 million in BY 2000. This is a 37.9 percent 

increase. Periodicals Amtrak and Roadrailer costs increased from $56.948 in BY 

1998 to $80.731, or 41.8 percent. 

0) It Is unclear what is meant by “Amtrak unit costs”. Since the Postal 

Service does not retain volumetric information for Amtrak service, it is not 

possible to calculate a unit cost for either year. 

If, however, you are referring to simply dividing Amtrak costs by RPW 

volume, this calculation shows a 41 percent increase from 0.55 cents per piece 

to 0.78 cents per piece. 

If you are referring to the rates per linear foot that Amtrak charges the 

Postal Service, I am told that these rates did not change from 1998 to 2000. 

(ii) I do not know. No volumetric data specific to Amtrak operations 

are available. 

(iii) I do not know. No volumetric data specific to Amtrak operations 

are available. 

(iv) The Postal Service increased its use of Amtrak with the 

understanding that Amtrak provided an opportunity for superior service and value 

to other long-haul surface transportation alternatives, such as inter-BMC highway 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS JOHN T. 
PICKETT TO INTERROGATORY OF AOL-TIME WARNER 

and freight rail. Inter BMC highway costs for Periodicals fell from $49.266 million 

in BY 1996 to $38.989 million in BY 2000. Similarly, Freight Rail Periodicals’ 

costs fell from $16.495 in BY 1998 to $12.939 in BY 2000. The percentage of 

Inter-BMC highway costs attributed to Periodicals fell from 19 percent in BY 1996 

to 15 percent In BY 2000. Similarly, the percentage of freight rail costs attributed 

to Periodicals fell from 11 percent in BY 1998 to 10 percent in BY 2000. 

Furthermore, inter-BMC contracts contain inflation adjustment clauses to cover 

increases in fuel costs. From BY 1998 to BY 2000 diesel fuel costs increased by 

66 percent. The decline in inter-BMC highway Periodicals costs, therefore, 

occurred at a time when the rates in these contracts were being adjusted to 

cover this increase in fuel costs. 

I am also informed that, during this same period, rates charged by freight 

rail carriers increased. It is reasonable to assume that this increase was at least 

partly in response to the increase in fuel prices. Despite this increase in rates, 

Periodicals freight rail costs declined during this period. 

It is my understanding that the increased reliance on Amtrak reflected in 

these data is not the result of an explicit policy decision to move more 

Periodicals to Amtrak. The decision to use Amtrak is typically made on a case 

by case basis. In some instances, use of Amtrak is considered more 

economical. In others, Amtrak is thought to provide better service. Moreover, I 

am told that some, unquantifiable portion of the increase in use of Amtrak is in 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS JOHN T. 
PICKET-f TO INTERROGATORY OF AOL-TIME WARNER 

response to specific customer requests to do so. Increased mailer interest in 

Amtrak may have been the result of Amtrak’s aggressive efforts to increase its 

revenues from its express (i.e., freight and mail) business. These efforts were 

part of Amtrak’s strategy to become financially self-reliant. 

Finally, there was a 5.4 percent increase in weight per piece for outside 

county mail, which lead to a 6.2 percent increase in total pounds. These 

increases tend to increase all transportation costs, including Amtrak. 
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RESPONSE OF UNTIED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS JOHN T. 
PICKET-f TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF 

AMERICA 
MPAIUSPS-T17-2. Please refer to your response to MPAIUSPS-T17-t (c)(i) 
where you state, “If you are referring to the rate per linear foot that Amtrak 
charges the Postal Senrice [sic], I am told that this rate did not change from 1998 
to 2000.” 

(4 Please confirm that the rate that Amtrak charges the Postal Service 
is a rate per linear foot. If not confirmed, in what unit is the rate that Amtrak 
charges the Postal Service stated? 

04 In the unit specified in your response to subpart (a), what was the 
per-unit rate that Amtrak charged the Postal Service in FY 1996? 

(c) In the unit specified in your response to subpart (a), what was the 
per-unit rate that Amtrak charged the Postal Service in N 19997 
(d) In the unit specified in your response to subpart (a), what was the 

per-unit rate that Amtrak charged the Postal Setice in PI 20007 
(e) In the unit specified in your response to subpart (a), what does the 

Postal Service project the FY 2003 Amtrak per-unit rate to be? 
0 In the unit specified in your response to subpart (a), how many 

units of mail did Amtrak transport for the Postal Service in FY 1998? 
&I) In the unit specified in your response to subpart (a), how many 

units of mail did Amtrak transport for the Postal Service in FY 19997 
(h) In the unit specified in your response to subpart (a), how many 

units of mail did Amtrak transport for the Postal Service In FY 2ooO? 
(1) Please provfde all contracts that the Postal Service has or had with 

Amtrak that cover FY 1998, FY 1999, and FY 2000. 

RESPONSE 

(a) Confirmed. However, Amtrak rates per linear foot vary depending 

on the service purchased. For example, the rate per linear foot for 15 linear feet 

on a daily run between cities 1000 miles apart would be different from the rate 

per linear foot for 120 linear feet on a five-times-per-week trip between cities 700 

miles apart. 

(b) Objection filed November 23,2Wl, 

(9 Objection filed November 23,2001, 

(d) Objection filed November 23.2001. 

(e) Objection filed November 23, 2001, 

0 The requested data are not available. 
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RESPONSE OF UNTIED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS JOHN T. 
PICKET-f TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF 

AMERICA 
(g) The requested data are not available. 

(h) The requested data are not available. 

(0 Partial objection filed November 23,200l. The standard contract 

language for Amtrak service was provided in Docket No. R2000-1 as USPS 

Library Reference l-268. This language covers the period in question from July 1, 

1998 through FY 2000. The contract language in effect for the period October 1, 

1977 to June 30, 1998 was substantially the same. 



RESPONSE OF UNTIED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS JOHN T. 
PlCKElT TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF 

AMERICA 
M’PAAJSPS-T17-3. Please refer to your response to MPANSPS-T17-l(c)@) 
where you state, “Furthermore, freight rail and inter-BMC [highway] 
transportation contracts contain inflation adjustment clauses to cover increases 
in fuel costs. From BY 1998 to BY 2000 diesel fuel costs increased by 66 
percent. 

(a) Please describe all factor input prices that are included in inflation 
adjustment clauses for freight rail and inter-BMC highway transportation 
contracts. 

(b) What weight do the inflation adjustment clauses for freight rail and 
inter-BMC highway transportation contracts place on diesel fuel costs? 

(c) -By ihat percentage did inflat& adjustment clauses for freight rail 
and inter-BMC highway transp&ation contracts increase the rates charged to 
the Postal Service between FY 1998 and FY 2000? 

RESPONSE 

(a) There are no adjustment clauses for freight rail contracts. (See the 

revised response to MPAIUSPS-T17-1.) Adjustments to freight rai\ contracts are 

made implicitly during contract negotiations. Economic pay adjustments for 

highway contracts are described in Postal Service Management Instruction PO- 

530-97-l (attached). 

(b) There are no adjustment clauses for freight rail contracts. (See the 

revised response to MPAAJSPS-T17-1.) It is not known what weight various 

economic factors have on the rates charged by frelght rail carriers. For inter- 

BMC highway contracts, the weight afforded any particular economic adjustment 

varies from contract to contract and from one time period to another. The Postal 

Service has not quantified the weights in question for inter-BMC contracts. 

(c) There are no adjustment clauses for freight rail contracts. (See the 

revised response to MPAAJSPS-T17-1.) It is not known what percentage 

various economic factors have on the rates charged by freight rail canters. Wii 

534 
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RESPONSE OF UNTIED STATES POSTAL .SERVlCE WITNESS JOHN T. 
PICKETT TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF 

AMERICA 
regard to inter-BMC highway contracts, the Postal Service does not have this 
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a 
UNITEDSXAES 

-SEWKE. 

. - Management Instruction 
Economic Pay Adjustments for 
Highway and Inland Domestic 
Water Contracts 

This instrudicn establishes guidelines and procedures for making aoo 
nomic pay adjustments for regular and temporary highway and inland 
domesttc water contracts. 

11 Policy 

111 General 
Section 5005 (b)(l) of title 39, U.S. Code, provides that the Postal 
Service. with the consent of a ma2 tmnsportetion ocntraotw, may adjust 
Ihe rem of compensation allowed under the oontraot because of ln- 
creased or decreased msts reaulling from Changed economic condC 
tions occurring during the term of the contract. It is Postal Seti p&y 
to allow regular and temporary htthway and hland domestic water 
transportation conbactom an adjustment in the rate of compensation 
when changed economic conditions or operatIonal requirements occur 
over which the contractor has little or no control, subject to the provkbns 
of thii lnslrudton. 

112 scope 

This instruotton appllos only to adjustments in the mta d compensation 
due to changed economic condlttons or opentlonal requiremanta Ad- 
justments because of significant se&e changes must be negotiated 
between the wntrector and the contmcting oflker before the changes 
am made and am provided for in the contrad 

This instructton does not apply to amergency ccntrects. exoept as ape. 
ciflcally stated in other se&tons of thb instruoUon. Refer queatiis that 
cannot be rwolvad by the conkacUng ofttoar at thr DlatrtbuUon Netwmks 
(DN) &Ice level mlatlng to the hteQrelaUln ofthese InsUuckns to the 
manager of National Mail Transportation Purohasing. 

Management Instructton PO-530-97-l 

CONTENTS 

11 Fmliy 
111 oeneml 
112 smpe 

12 Authority 
121 Gale-41 
122 clor*brbq.rlma 

11 q ulcPiinclplu 
14 UmWUoru l d RuWcllms 

141 Adjtubnmh 
142 F,r,mN Enm 
143 Eli#blIy Perkds 
144 OnD-Llm AdJwblmnN 
145 Fuel A&oimmb tRewmI Onb) 
l48 unnnudpaNdcow 
141 Nmabwbh Inuw8n 
l48 Ad.MmmtL~ 

95 tnmalg um lbquat 
1.51 -R~pmllbsly 
152 paWS.NloRaponrMly 

I*., -bum Md v.3llfkukm 
ofCobnnlofFmn74U3 

1522 Rev!awcJ‘ocdawmmnl 
s-bYc.nlhdor 
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12 Authority 

The contrading officer (CO) or the contrading officer’s representative 
(COR) is responsible for approving or dlsspproving all contract com- 
pensetion adjuetmentr cowed by this Iwrudion. The manager of Ne 
lionel Mafl Transport&m Purchasing h respomibk for conducting perf- 
cdio review0 of c&red adjusbnenls at the DNs. The COR may approve 
adjustments up IO 10 percent of the annual conlrad rate. Adjustments 
of mom than 10 percenl must be approved by the CO. AdjusfmenIs 
made under We provisions of this insfruclion msy be made only with the 
camen! of the contra&r excepf for exceptions noted in other sections 
of this docun-mnl and staled in the contract. 

122 Criteria for Approval 
The contractor’s full request for economic adjustment may be granted 
if: 

8. 

b. 

The requested amount is less than or equal to the allcwable 
*mount. or 

The mnlrador has completed the appropriate section of the cos! 
statement in which the contractor requests that the CO complete 
the cost statement end grant the maxlmum adjustment based on 
either: 

(1) The Consumer Price Index - Urban Wage Earner (CPM) 
numbers waifable when the adjustment is processed, or 

(2) The application of the new wage determination. 

Except ss noted above, requests for less than the allowable amount may 
not be adjusted upward. 

13 Basic Principles 
The following basic prlndples apply: 

e. A request for an adjustment in the rate of compensation paid may 
be initiated by the conbador or the Postal Service. Poslel 
SewlcblnHialed adjustments other than fuel am limited to the 
amount of increases granted during the term of the oontmct Any 
exception to the above pal@ musl be stated In the contmd. 

b. To be eligible for an economic adjustment, the offeror musl have 
submilted, prfor to the contract award, a wmpleted Form 74w 
Highway Tmnspmiatim conbacl - B&l cr Renewal Worksheet 
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c. Form 7463. Cost Statement- Highway Transporlabbn Contracts, 
is designed to Identify the wntractor’s operating cost items et the 
beginning end ending of the period for which an adjustment is 
requested. To receive consideration for en adjustment in 
compensation. the contractor must provide documented evidence 
of edual increased costs on those items requiring documentation. 

d. Cases hvolving suspecled fraud require thet the CO submit e 
wrlllen report, accompanied by supporting evidence, to the 
manager of National Mail Transpartetfon Purcheslng. The 
manager may refer the file lo the Inspection Service for review 
and investigation. 

8. When Form 7463 is submitted to the CO, it becomes the basis 
not onb for the requested edjustment but else for wmpartson 
with future costs. Therefore, the cootradar must submit e 
wmpleted Form 7462 to reoelve consideration for the requested 
adjuatmenl and fufum contmct adjustments. 

f. Do nof consider en adjustment in the wntrect rate to recover e 
deficiency in income when the proposal or renewal p&e was 
predicated on revenue lo be derived from other sources that did 
not mater-k&e or which did materialize but were later lost. 

g. The Postal Service ie not permitted to tell e contractor how or 
when to purchase supplies end equipment, but the contractor is 
expected lo conduct en effident operefion end provide equipment 
that reflects favorably on the Postal Service’s image. 

h. Decreases in the cost of specific kerns due to the wntredor’s 
initiative will be used lo offset increases In other items only to the 
extent that increeses were previously granted for these specific 
items during the wnlrad term, with the following exceptions: 

(1) When the wntrador chooser to initiate fuel ccnwrvatlon 
meesures. the CO will aflow the reellgnment of the wsl 
statement (Form 7463) such that effected line items may be 
increased to the extent of the wn-espondlng reduction in the 
fuel line. If, for example, e wntrectcf purchases new 
equipment that is more fuel-efgdent then that presently 
operated. eny cost savings realized from lower fuel 
consumption may be reeflocated to enother line Item(s). This 
amount is to be in addition to the consumer price index (CPI) 
wmpulelion nom& ellowed for the change in equipment. 

(2) When wntndom request e realignment of wete under theee 
provisions. they must Identify in wrking to the CO the spedfrc 
wnservetlon action they propose to take or hew, teken and 
the corresponding line item(s) kt the cost statement to be 
adjusted. 

(3) The Postal Service does not exped to benefd directly from e 
wntredor’s reduced operating costs. Onty increesed wsts 
applicable to the SpedtIc wntmct eewlms mey be 
wnsldemd. 
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14 Limitatioris and Restrictions 

141 Adjustments 
Adjustments 810 ellowed only for cost changes the! owur during the 
wntrad term or a8 otherwise specified harein. 

142 PrOpOSal Errors 
Propowl error8 or omissions in the oontredor’r mat statement e.re the 
responsbifii of the contractor. The Postal Service does not albw adjust- 
ments for them, except 88 provided for under the mieteke in proposal 
prooedures In the Pur&w/ng Manual. 

143 Eligibility Periods 
Adjustments are not allowed before the beginning of the 14th acwuntfng 
period efler proposal closing or the beginning of the 8th awounting 
perfod (lncludlng the accounting pedod in which the renewal wae eITec- 
tii) after the effective date of the wntrad renewal and not before the 
beginning of the 14th awountlng period (including the awounting period 
of the last effective adjustment) thereafter, except that one-line adjuet- 
ments may be allowed es stated in 144. The CPIW comparison date on 
a noveted or subwntracted wntred is the sema 88 the pravioua wn- 
tractor’s wmparfson date. 

14.1 One-Llne,Adjustments 
One-line adjustments must be pmceswd end approved ae outlined in 
16. In instances where a one-line adjustment wfll rwufl in 8 changed cost 
to another Ene iiem, the affected line kern(s) may also be adjusted, e.g., 
change In equipment. fuel msl or insrnnnoe (grow rwaipta). Adjust- 
ments the! Increase or decrease the contractor’s wmpensation may be 
processed as oneline edjustments due to the chenged wndkkns listed 
below: 

a Fuel prfw changes. 

b. Wage rate changes that were previously wheduled (union 
agreement. spedal agreement. wkectlve bargaining agreement. 
etc., Department of Lebor Wage Deteninetion). 

c. lnafgnitTcant mkmr eervtce changes that effect one-ffne kern. 

d. Dowm&ted fine ltemr. These may be adjusted es perl of a 
regular economic pey edjwbnenl or in wnjunctfon with e, b, and 
c above or with e negotleted se&e change. Adjustments to 
documented line #ems will be retmatilve to the date mrts were 
incurred provided that the wntmdor notiRed the CO of lncreesee 
within 99 daye of the wntndor’r knowledge of increases. 
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145 Fuel Adjustments (Renewal Only) 

The following limitations apply lo renewal fuel adjuetmenb: 

a. At the time of negotiition of a renewal ccntmd.‘the contractor will 
show the then-approved cost for fuel as the coet of fuel for the 
ranawed contrad. On the effective date of renewal, tf the 
contmdor’s average wet of fuel for the immediately preceding 
Z&day pedod has increased or decreased by 5 cente or more par 
gallon from the renewal p&e, a Dne-line fuel adjustment effedfve 
on the day of the renewal m& be allowed. provided that the 
request is received within 60 days after the renewal data. The 
effective date for a fuel cost adjustment received later than 60 
days after the renewal date will be calculated ae outlined in 173. 
If the CO has reason to believe that a contmct~e cost for fuel 
has decreaeed sufkientiy since signing the renewal contract. the 
CO will requlm the contracts to complete a new certlftcation of 
Iha fuel cost for the immediatety preceding 2Sdey period. lf the 
contractor’s co81 of fuel has in fad decreased by 5 cents or more, 
the new cost wi# be affective as of the date of renewal. 

b. In instances where a contractor’s average cost of fuel has not 
increased or dectised by 5 cants or more par gallon on the 
effective date of renewal, there will be no change in the mte. 
However, the contractor will be allowed a one-flne fuel adjustment 
in acmrdanoa with the current insbudiis whenever the evemge 
cast of fuel changes by 5 cents of more per gallon from the 
renewal cost. 

w Unanticipated Costs 
AU adjustments during the first 13 acmunting periods (AR) of a new 
contract, or during the first 7 Alps of ,e renewal contract era further 
restricted to those items that mufd not have been reasonably antictpated 
at the lime of the proposal submission or contmd renewal. whiiaver 
is later. Adjustments in rate of compenaatiin during the first 7 0113 Alps 
for any mason other than those listed in 144 mey be made onfy with the 
prior titten approval of the manager of National Mail Tmnsportatfon 
Purchasing. 

147 Nonallowable Increases 
Nonallowable increaser constat of: 

a. Cost increases fur items that we10 omitted in the original or 
renewat coat statement. 

b. Increased labor cost resulting from a contmdof8 choice lo him a 
driver or supervisor iti lieu of personal operation during the term 

. of the co&act, except as pmvidcd for below in l82.q(4). 
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o. Rate of pay on emergency contracts. Exceptions ara made for 
fuel cost incaeases after an ametgency contract has been in 
effed for 56 days. One-line fuel adjustment shall not have an 
effecthe dale prior to 56 days from start of cc&-ad regardless of 
c&hTcation date. To ba considered for a fuel adjustment, the 
contractor is mquirad to identify both fuel consumption and cost 
per gallon concurrant with or prior to start of the cc&ad. The 
akwable increase or decrease is limited by the aduai amount of 
checge in the cost per gallon of fuel, provided that the amount of 
change must be et least 5 cents per gallon. 

IUI Adjustment Limits 
Adjustment limfts ara as fotiowa: 

a. Adjustments In tha rate of compensation for tinas 18. 5. and ii 
on Form 7463 am limited to an amount that does not exceed the 
CPIW percentage change. 

b. Adjustments in the rate of compensation for non=CPlW line ltems 
are limited to the actual cost changes documented by tha 
COilhdOr. 

15 Initiating the Request 

151 Contractor Responsibility 
The contractor who initiates an adjustment raquast must do so by com- 
pleting and submitting Form 7463 and all the required documentation to 
the CO. 

Nota: The contractor must submit a request for Form 7463 to the 
co. 

152 Postal Service Responsibility 

1sz.i Completion and Verification of Column 1 of Form 
7463 

Upon receipt of contractor’s request for adjustment forms, the CO wiil 
forwerd to the contrador. within five wwking days, a copy of Form 7463, 
with wlumn 1 completed to show (whichever is later): 

a. The last approved cost and the CPIW index number usad in 
davaioping the current cofumn 1, or 

b. The CPIW index number bt s&t the month prior to the date of 
pmposai dosing or renewal. 

Other paftfnanf forms are to ba sent to the contractor et this tima. The 
CO will aiso advka the contrador of the CPiW index number available 
when tha forms are mailed and eietl the contractor to verify column 1. 
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152.2 Review of Cost Statement Submiied by Contractor 
When completed forms am received from the contractor they must be 
vedfied by en itemized compadson with the last approved cost state- 
ment 

152.3 Analysis and Approval of Adjustments 
After the initial review of the a@ustment, the spadaliat must have the 
entire 6le reviewed by the contmctbtg offtcer’s designee. The contract- 
ing officer or COR. as appropriate, must approve or diipprove the 
adjustments. The edjustment fib wilf contain all form% cwrespcnde~, 
and documentation concaming fhs requeet. 

152.4 Documentation of AdJurbnonta 

Eech Rle must contafn an itamked summary show@ the reason for 
each non-CPlchanped line ftem. 

16 

161 

Processing the Request 

Completing Within 28 Days 
The adjustment requests must be completed within 28 days after receipt 
of a completed Form 7493 and other pertinent documentation. 

162 Analyzing Form 7483 
Form 7493 analysis consists of the following: 

a. Item1 

(1) nem1A.vehfdemat 

(a) The annual vehicle cost should ngecf the sum of the 
depreclatlon and the Mereet paid on the vehlda(a) 
purchaaod or leased as shown on the lad approved coaf 
etatement. 

(b) The annual cost of eachvehicle is subject to indhriduaf 
adjuslment onty vatlen reptaoemed equipnwd I6 pkced 
in aetvice on the mute. The value of VW replacement 
equipment must exceed the present value in order for the 
contractor to ba consfdamd for addiiel compensation. 
When a conlrador chmges equipment on the mute. the 
allwabls Increase must be detefmirmd by identwyk\g 
(whichever h the latest): 

(i) the CPIW index number used in computing the most 
recent adjustment due to nsptaoed equipment, or 

(ii) the CPtW index number of the month prior to the 
Eolidtauon pmposal dosin 
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to the CPIW hdex number of the month prior to the date 
that the equipment is placed in service on the route. 

(c) If the oontractor agrees, use CPIW computation dates 
that will yield lass than the maximum dollar adjustment 
for which the cantrador may dhenvisa be eligible. As an 
example. the mntraotor, based on previous adjustments 
for aqulpmant changes, may be eligible to use a 
comparison period from August 1966 to August 1995. To 
keep the contract rata compatklva, the oontractor may 
use a comparison period that will pmduce a total dollar 
increase that is lass than the period dlad above (e.g.. 
August 1966 lo gust 1990). The maximum adjustment 
to which the contractor WI be entltled, however, may not 
exceed the amount determined by the CPIW 
cOmpUb3tlOn. 

Exceptton: The manager of National Mail Transport% 
tion Purohaskg may authorlte the contra&g 0% 
cer to appmva an increase in exca*s of CPIW for 
equipment raplacemant cost (purchased or 
leawd) in unueual or unique situations. The con- 
tractor must provide complete documantstion justi- 
fylng an exception. 

(d) All raplacamenl equipment involved in requests for 
economic cost adjustment must be property documented 
and inspected as diraded by the contracting officer. 

(e) A contractor may be granted an increase in the cost of 
leased equipment, provided that such an increase has 
actually been Inamed. However, the allowable amount of 
Ma adjustment is limited lo the same guidelines as 
outllnad in 162. 

(f~ The appmvad annual cost divided by the annual miles 
equals the new rata par mile. The rate par mile (unit cost) 
will be carried out five decimal placee. 

(2) /tam f8. C@arafbna/ Cost. This indudes cost of repairs. 
repair labor, tires. and other miscallanaoua oparatiinal coete 
not carried in other Ilna itame on this form. The allawabla 
kwaaaa In this Ilm ie the amwnl determined by using 
procaduraa outltnad in 163. (No documentation h required.) 

Hem 2, Ufes. Thb is for personal property taxes for v&iotas to 
be uead on the mt.& or other bualnasa taxes sp+ottkally required 
to operate the matl !ransportaUon business. Documentation. such 
aa a tax receipt of tax bill. Is required. 

/tom 3, V&de Regirfre3~. This should show registration fees 
for atl vehktaa used on the mule. Any increase in met incurred 
by the ocntraotor aa a rasuil of increased registration fees is 
allwed only when properly documented. 

/fern 4. Miscellaneous. 
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a. /fam 5, General Overhead Cost Caneral werhaad includes all 
management expanses not tnctudad in other Cna Rams. Included 
ara general supervision and all ratated supanAsoy costs (not 
included in llna barn 17) such as telephone. ofke axpansaa, 
garage rents, parking fees. bulk fuel handling coat, tennbml cost, 
inlaraat and insurance (axoapt interaal and ktaunnce on 
vahides). etc. The allowable adjuatmant in this ltna itam is the 
amount dalarmtned by using procedures outttnad tn 163. (No 
documentation is required.) 

f. lssrn 6. fuel 

(1) CerliticeMM. All cost adjustments for fuel are barad on the 
change In the actual or pravailing saltsanka fual pdca gar 
gallon, The wntradw must furnish a fuel oanbicatttn ahaat 
for the pdce of all fuel purohasad durtng the ceMcatlon 
period. Thii cartification is a statement showing: 

(a) The type of fuel purchased. 

(b) The type of purchase made (wholesale, 
retail-commerdal, or ratakontractor owned). (6ae 
l62.f.(4).) 

(c) Names, locations. and telephone numbers of the 
suppllem of fuel. 

(d) The amount and pdca of fuel pumhasad from each 
supplier during a consecuthre 26day period pdor to the 
date of request. Thoquantily should compare favorably 
kith the consumption reflected on the cost statement 
(1113 of annual gabns). As an example. *contractor 
who uses 130,000 gallons of fud per annum might cart@ 
approximately 10,000 galbns for a cartifka6on period. 
Good judgment must ba used h avatuating the nurnbar of 
gallons listed on the cartification form(s)! 

(e) The ralationship of the contractor to the fuel company, 6 
any. 

If fuel was purchased from more than one supplier, the 
contractor must specify the abwe informatton for each 
supplier. The contra&g ofkar may reqube a contractor to 
provide documentation of the actual price (in the form of 
racdptsAnvokes. etc.) when deemed necassaay or 
appropriate. However, the wntradlng oflkar must nsquk the 
wnb-actor to provide fuel racdpts not lass frequenUy than 
onca par annum. 

(2) calw!adon of cosf 

(a) Increases or daaaasas for fuel cost an bawd on the 
allowed galtons shown on the last approved coat 
statement multtplled by the avaraga prlca par gallon for 
the 26day period shown on the cerMka6on. The everage 
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wsl par galbn is a weighted average based on the 
qusntity of fud purchased at each p&a. 

(b) The wntracting of6mr aggregates fuel prices from a 
raasonabla number of soumas in general metmpollln 
areas where contractors pwoheee fuel to eeteblkh 
pravairi fusi rates forwnolasala and &ail. The 
wntracttt ofkar may atso contact the suppliers to verify 
the ptiw of fual shown in tha wntrsoto13 cadttcatton. 

(3) fhg E&W//& Conlractm may file for a fuel adjustment in. 
the form of a one-line adjustment raquast when tha average 
prtca of fuel for the certifkatbn period changes by at least 5 
cants par gallon from the unit cost allowed In the last 
approved wst statement. Thess oneline adjustment 
mquests must be accompanied by a fuel wrthkstbn 
stalemant as dascrtbsd in 162.f.(l). In addition. each 
contractor must have Rtad a fuel purchase plan as desocdbad 
in 162.1.(6). Fuel prim changes submitted wtth awnomlc 
adjustments do not raquira a Scant par-gallon ohange in 
order for the price to be adjusted. 

(4) Fua/ Purofmses. Purchases of fuel may be mada from any 
source at the optton of the w&actor. Depending on where 
and how (retail or wholesale) purchases are made, one of the 
fdlowtng will apph/ 

(a) Wmfasak Putise. The wnlractorwtU be allowed 
oompensatlon for the actual wholesale price paid for fuel. 
If the wholesala prtw per gallon exceeds the prevatling 
self-servtw retail wmmarcial rata, the adjustment will be 
allowad based on the pravatling saif-sewiw retail (if 
avaitabte) oornmemlal rsta. The caloulation of this amount 
is dasatbad in 162.1.(2). 

(b) ReiWlP~~&ass - crmnerdsl Fuel conrpenv. The 
w&actor will bs altowed ccmpansatlon for the actual 
retail price paid for salf-wnica retail fuel purchases 
(whera a choice is avalisble). The wlcubtbn of this 
amount is described in l62.f.(2). 

(c) Retail Fwdtasa - ConW ml Fuel f&rqoany A 
crmbector-cwned fuel company Is a fuel company that k 
subetsnttalty owned or wntmllad by a wntmctor. a 

member of the inunediata family. the offkars of the 
wrporadon (If the wntractor is a wrporatlon), their 
lmmedlate femlltas, and p&nan or thalr lmmadlate 
hmtllas. Such hral wmpantas wil be wnsiderad as ratall 
fuel companies, and a purchase from suoh a sourw by a 
contraotor will ba wnsldarad as rat&l purchase from a 
cDnlrador-cnvwd fuel wmpany. The wntrador may be 
afknvad. as wmpansatlon, the area prevailing wholesale 
rate for the typa of fuel pumhasad. If the pravstllng 
wholesale rate par gallon exceeds tha pravallkrg 
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self-service retail commercial rate, the adjustment will be 
allowed based on the prevailing salf-sarvl& ratail (ii 
available) oommercial rate. The calculation of this amount 
is described in 152.f@). 

(5) Reexaminah of Prior Fudtlhwncm 

(a) New Cerfkati. To avoid wntinwur mimbwsemant to 
a contractor at a hiiher rate, all contracts may be 
reviewed monthly by the CO to identii instances whem tt 
is suspected that a ciMractor is being allowed 
reimbursement for fuel costs graatar than those adualfy 
being lnowred. For any contradr In whioh the vnount 
currently allowed exceeds the current prwailing 
self-service p&e (either wholesale or retail, 00 
appropriate) by at least 5 cents per gallon in the area 
where the fuel is purchased and at least 69 dap have 
elapsed from the effective date of the last fuel ad)uebnent 
and no new fuel caMcation has been Rled. the CO may 
require the mntrador to file a new oadiicatbn. The new 
certification k to cover the 29day pedod starling with the 
immediately preceding 28 days fmm the date of receipt 
by the contractor of the recertWation request from the 
CO. (Recertiioatlon notices must be went Certified. 
Return Receipt.) Contradors w!II be allowed 60 days from 
the date they receive the nolice from the CO to pmvkle 
the recertification. 

(b) NewFue/Alhvance. The fuel allowance will be 
recomputed on the basis of lhs new wtikatbn if the 
change has been et least 5 oatis per galbn. The 
effeotive date of the new rata will k from the first day of 
the accounting period that began during the cartiflcetlon 
period. If the requested redtbn has not been 
received by the due data, the fuel allowanca will be 
recomputed based on the ama prevailing seif-senrice rate 
(wholesale or retail, as appropriate) with an effective date 
of the first day of the accounting pericd that began during 
the requested oertiimlbn period. This change will be 
prooess@d regardless of the amount of change in fuel 
prlw. 

(5) Fuel Pldmss l=Y.m OIlring the term of the contract. the 
contractor may elect to change fuel purchase planr..No 
change wil be permitted. howaver, that witl result in an 
increase in the total compensatbn allowed the contractor. 
Therefore, conlmctors may be required to appropriately 
realign the sp+oif~ line items of their mat statement. 
Likewise. the contractor will be given the opportunity to 
reati$n the cost statement so that the fuel purchase plan 
change does not red in a red&ton In the totat 
compensation. To change plenr. the mntreotor must, in 
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wltll. prwida the contracting ofiicer with the fol!owtng 
infomMion: 

(a) The typa of change d.eslmd: 

(i) Wholesale to retail commardal. 

(ii) Wholes& to retail contreotor-owned. 

(iii) Retail oommemial to wholesale. 

(hr) Retail commercial to retail contractor-armed. 

(v) Retall contractor-owned to wholesale. 

(vi) Retail contractor-owned to retail oommerdal. 

(vtt) Changes In purchase ratio (sgeotfy). 

(b) The tact 28 days of fuel oertlgcatbn under the currant 
plan and the first 28 days of fuel certification under the 
proposed plan. 

(c) A realigned cost statement that shows the increased or 
decreased fuel Ilna Hem coat and offsettIng decreased or 
increased cost on enother line item(s). 

(d) A naw fuel purchase plan showing the effecttive data of 
the new plan. (The sffacthe date must be the same as 
the first day of the fuel recertiflcatlon period.) Contractors 
must notify the CO within 60 days of the date they 
permanently change the manner in which lhey purchase 
fuel and must change thetr fuel purchase plan 
accordingly wkhln that 6May period. Failure to do so 
may result in termination of the contraot for default. 

Item 7,04? Base the adjustment for the cost of oil on documented 
unit cost. 

ttem 8, tnsumncw 

(1) Genemf. Thlr item is the cost of insurerroe on vehicfes used 
in the performance of service on the route. (Insurance 
coverage carried by contractors for terminal facifities. keyman 
insurance coverage, etc., should be hcluded in /tern 5, 
Genera/ Ovedwd Cast) The adjustment will be allowed only 
when there is an increase or deorease in ooet of ‘same 
coverage’ a* mlleded In the test appmvad oost steternsnt 
(see Rtw/iinmenf below). Co4 of additional ooverags 
purchased at the option of the contrador is not allowable. 
Also, no adjuetmenl wftl be allowed for the higher oost of 
insurance caused by the contractor’s high acddent rate or 
other actbns wllhin the reasonable oontrol of the contractor 
that reatdt In increased pnmkma 

(2) Rmt#gmont In instances where the current ~081s shown In 
item 8. /mumw&w, oan be m&cad due to the development of 
mntractor or industry Mtlated programs, the cartractor may 
be pwmktad to real@ the cost sheat to retled the new 
documented hsumnce costs and retain the money to the 
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extent that It is used in the development end maintenanoe of 
programs or other initiatives designed to reduce insurance 
cost. As an example, a contraotor may, with approval, eled to 
essume respo+bility for a portion of liability daims or 
develop e safety program that reduces insuranea cwl. The 
cost statement may ba maligned and the Eontractor pem-dtted 
to retain the savings for the maintanance of the programs or 
liabilii exposure. Howaver. the annual oontraot mte may not 
be increased es e result of sny such resllgnment Decreases 
in insumnca cc& that are nd due to the development of 
documented contractor or industry-initiated programs may nd 
be realigned and may deauase the annual co&id rate to 
the extent increases have been granted during the term of 
the contrad. (Such deereasaswoutd IwWe ganeral rste 
reductions, change of Insurance canlen. etc.) 

(3) Dooumenfatkm. The contractor is required to document bdh 
pravious end currant [nsvanca cost. Polides must be 
provided that retIeot amour& and types of coverage end 
premium cost identifyiig vehides used WI the mute. 

(4) Gross Receipts. The CO shall allow an adjustment of a 
oontraotor’s insuranca cost when the policy cost is based on 
a percentage of the contractor’s annual gross rclceipts and 
the requast for an insuinnce sdjustment is accompanied with 
e request for sny edjustmant thst changes the annuel ret& In 
computing the emount of increased insurance cost, use the 
following procedure: 

1. Determine the total of column Ill of Form 7463 exclu- 
sive of insunnq8. Insurance wet may be included 
provided thst the contractor provides proof that the 
insurance carrier uses insurance cost in developing 
total insurance coat. 

2. ldentlfy the documented gross recdpts rate pert100 
and change toe dedmal equlvelent. 

3. Subtract decimal equivalent of insurance premium 
rate (e.g., 7.05 peroent mnveited to .0705) from dec- 
imal equivalent of gross edjustment base (e.g.. 100 
percent expressed as l.OOW). 

4. yrmlne the new contract rate by dMding step 1 by 

5. The differenoe betwean amounts in steps 4 and 1 is 
the allcweb!e insurance cost. 

6. The new contrad rata muitiplbd by the Insurance 
gross receipts rate must equd the insurance coat 
found in l62.h.(4)3. 
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Exemple: 

1. Total oolumn Ill of Form 7453, exclusive of insur- 
*race cost = 347904.00. 

2. Gross recelpte insumnoe rata $7.05 per $100.00 
OR 7.05 perwnt. 

3. 1 .ow lees .0705 = 92950 
4. $47.904.00 divided by 92950 = S51.537.00 
5. $51,537.00 lees 347,904 = $3.933.00 
6. 951,537 x ,070s = 53533.00 

Nom The above pmoedums ere apf&abie to the 
cost sheet any time there is an increase or 
decrease In the contract annual rate. In pmces- 
sing adjustments that reduce the contrad 
ennual rate, the CO may process the insurance 
reduction es outlined above. The adjustments 
may raducs the contract rate below the odginel * 
Pmpo=i pd=. 

I. lhnn 9, M/sceheou6 R&f ?%#s. This item is for federal 
highway use tax. state highway use tax, state mlteage tax, and 
state road tau. Increasas due to additiinsl state or federal taxes 
incurred by the contador are allowable when property 
documented. 

j. l&m 70, To/k. New or increased tdl fees era allowable when 
incurred. 

k. km ff, Me/ FLwd and Openrtione/ Cost. Sum of items 1 
through 10. 

I. Item 12, sonight 777 

(1) The contrad rate of compensation may be adjusted to otfset 
Increased driver costs msultlng from new wake 
determinations. colleotlva bargaining agreements. or salary 
edjustments necessary to ensure employment of quallfmd 
and reliible ddvem. 

(2) It is not posslMe to establish minimum or maximum allowable 
percantage Incmawe. but tncreaeas ehoukl be r&Wed to 
emounte thet maintain reasonable end competttlve rates for 
the servfce provided but allow the contmdor’s employees a 
masonebb salary. The percentage increases refleded in 
successive annuel lssuancas of wage determinations may be 
used as e guidegna for oontradors who do not have ooflactive 
bar&kg agreements with their employees. 

(3) The elkwabje adjustment is determined by multiplying the 
alowable houm by tha hourly straight tima rate. 

(4) The atbweble hours &-a the hours shown on the cost 
stetement of kginal proposal, ranewel contrad, subcontrad. 
last appmved adjustment. or negotiited eetvica change. 
whichever is latest, plus Increased hours necessitated by 
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SBIVICS change orders. new CH revised statutes, and other 
changed mnditions effecting the hers required to perform 
the SetViCe. ConVecEoly, MV+X change Odea new or 
revised statutes. or other changed condlins that enable the 
contractorto reduca paid houn will nduoe the allowable 
hours and offset allowable incraasas in oth& line items (or 
result in a reduction in the annual rate). 

(5) Payroll journals or check stubs that reflect the number of 
hours paid, in addttion to Mnge benefits and the gross 
amount paid. will normally constitute suRotent documentation 
to support inveasad costs for thee* iteme. If the contractor 
has a coiledive bargaining agreement with employees. that 
document should normalty be suffioient to document the 
employees’ salery ecale. The incorpomtton of a naw wags 
delermination into a contract mquims the contractor to pay, 
as a minimum. the new wage tale. TMmfore, a request for 
adjustment when a new wage determination is incerpora.ted 
into a ccntract should k, allowed w#hout imnwdieta 
documentation. The CO may require the contrador to fumlsh 
copies of peymll journals and/or check stubs within 90 days 
after the effediie date of the increased wage rate. If the 
contractor fails to provide the requested lnfomratkm wfthin 60 
days of receipt of the request for the Information, the 
contracting officer may retroactively rescind the adjustment. If 
the conkactor provides the requested documentation at coma 
laler data, the adjustment will become effactii the fifsl day 
of the accounting period in which the documentation is 
received. 

(6) The wages of terminal employees and/or supeMsors am to 
be included in either hem IB OT Ham 5 and. therefore, am nd 
to be considered in this Hem. 

m. I&n 13, Ov&me. The elloweble adjustment Is determined by 
multiplying the allowable hours by the hourty overtime rate. 

n. Ifem 14, Pay& Tmss. This is for federal or slate paymll taxes 
paid on salaries of drtvers. The conbad rate of compensation 
may be adJusted to o&et any incmesad wet hcurred for these 
payroll taxes. sodal 6eourRy tax paid by en-&yen is baud on a 
pamentage rate of aach employee’s earnings up to the maximum 
as specitiad by law. The rates for state and fedeml unemployment 
mmpensation ere controlled by stete end federal govemmenle. 
The contractor must adequately document the cost of fadaml and 
state unemployment mmpensatton taxes whrn e request for an 
economic cost adjustment is filed. Worke<s compansatton b 
based on the experience fador of lhs atnmployar and. fhorefom, 
may vary from year to year and contraotorto contmcW The 
contrador may be allowed up lo the menus1 rala for worker’s 
compensation wiihout consideration of experience modtftoation. 
As an example. the co&actor may, due to a tow claims record, 

P 
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reduce rates belrnn the manual rate. The resulting savings may 
be rsalitned lo another tine Aem. Self-employment tax paid by 
the cvntmdor is not an adjustable item. 

o. 8em f5, Fringe 8ene8fs. This item is for the cost of employee 
health end wetfare, pension benefits, vacations, and holidays 
based on the number of employees rsfbded by the number of 
hours in Hems 12 and 13. Allow the increased cost msuking from 
new wage determinauons or negoliated employee agmemanls. 
Fringe beneftis are computed on the basis of the number of hours 
employees work. In oases where en employee does not work 46 
hours perwsak, the fdnge tenetits ara prorated according to the 
number of hours worked. 

p. /rem f8, Tote/ Opemtions Labor Cost. Sum of items 12 through 
15. 

q. ifem I?, Cmrlradors Wages, Personal DntinQ or Su~en.fsion 
(1) The altowable adjustment in the contractor’s wages granted 

soleb for changed economic condiiions is limited to the 
amount shown on the last approved cost statement mullptted 
by the percentage increase/decrease in CPlW since proposal 
doshg, renewal, or last appmved economic cost adjustment. 
whkhever Is the latest. (No documentation b mqulmd.) 

(2) Detsmrine the adjustment allowed by multiplying the annual 
coat by the appropriate CPIW multiplier and then dividing the 
product by the allowable houm shown on the last approved 
cost statement to obtain the per hour unit cost. If new hours 
are being added to ths contract, multiply the new annuel 
hours by the new hourly rate to determine the new annual 
Cost. 

(3) The contractor’s wages may be increased In all cases lo 
allow the contraotor at least the minimum wages established 
by the Fair Labor Standards Ad (as amended). If local 
minimum wages exceed FLSA wages, the CO may adjust the 
oontrador’s hourty wage rate up to the local minlmum wage. 

(4) Contmotlng officers am authortzed to approve one-time 
payments when the tttness of the mnlmdor foross the 
mntmdcr to tempomrlly employ a driver. Any reasonable 
lmrease over the hourly rate that contractors worn mceMng 
for their own ddvkrg time may be approved. The one-ttme 
payment is normalty limiled to the amount of increased cost 
forap~of30daysorless.Requestsfwcomp%n~~ 
that exoaed 36 days must be approved by the manager of 
Nallonal Mail Trensportatbn or dadgnoe. 

r. Item f8, TotalCost. Bum of Items 11.16, snd 17. 

8. /fern 19, Rotum cn /owsrment Return on investment may be 
adjusted onty when vehlctes used on a mute am replaced and an 
Increase Is atlowed in ttem 1A. The adjustment In return on 
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.- 
investment is limited lo a maximum of 10 percent of the change 
allowed in item IA. 

1. km 20, TOM Confred Rats. Sum of items 16 and 19. 

IW Establishing Period of Comparison 

163.1 General 

Ptiorm the following steps to aslablllh the pariod d compariw for an 
economic adjustmeni: 

From: Determine the CPIW Index number used in computing the 
moat recent economic adjustment or the CPiW Index number for 
lha month prior to the solicitation proposal dosing or confmct 
mnewal, whichever is the latest. 

To: Determine the CPIW Index number for the month prior to the 
effective dale of the rsquested economic adjustment or use the 
CPIW Index number used by the comractor provided that the 
number used by the contractcr does not result in increased mot 
in exoess of that which wouid msuit by using the Mast CPIW 
number. 

Nofe: CPIW comparison dale is adjustment-sFeoific and not 
line-itemspedric. As an example, a oonlractor, when sub 
mitting an economic adjustment, may elect to requesl a 

.CPlW adjustment on line items 1B and 5. At Ihe next adjust- 
ment, the CPIW comparison dates would ba the same for 
all line items adjustable by CPIW. exoept itams IA.(l) or 
lA.(2) aqulpment. 

m.z Percentage Change Formula 
The contrador will be allowed an amount equal to the percentage 
change in the CPM for those items edjustabis by CPiW changes. Oeter- 
mine the percentage change e* follows: identify the CPIW Index num 
hers in accordance with 163.1. After identifying tha two CPlW index 
numbars to be used. divide the latest CPIW index number by the pm- 
viousiy ldantified CPIW l-&x number to determine tha percentage fao- 
tar. The resuit of this division factor multiplied by the amount in column 
Ill of the last approved amount for that line item determines the maxi- 
mum compensation the contractor may be ellowad. 

mp.@: 

I. EiTadive date of adjustmant CM. 15, 1994 

2. Comparison period started July l.lg93, June 1893 CPIW 
(14&O) lo 

3. Sept. 1994 CPIW (146.9) q 1.02451 
4. 1.03451 timaa last approved line item cost of 52,600.W = 

62566.26, the new aliowabie amount. 

Menagamenl lnsbuctlon PC-53087-l 17 
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164 

166 

166 

17 

171 

Example format fa analysb: 

HCS, Anatysls~ Lhte: 

Period of Comparison for Economic Adjustment will be the month prior 
lo one of the folbwlng dates: 

. Proposal 
Cbrlry Dale 

a Renewal Date 

Approving the Request 
The CO or COR issues orders on Fum 7440, Confrad Route Sewim 
Onkr. If the full amount dlhs request has bean approved. 

Denying the Request 
When an adjustment request is denied, advise the oontrador of the 
reason for lhii adbn. A delailed explanation Is requked. 

Contractor Appeals 
When a anlradci makes a request for adjustment in compensslion for 
wonomic. masons, and ths CO’s slbwanw is less than Ihal requested. 
the CO will advise the contractor in writing of each item disallowed in 
whole or in pari and the speciric reasons why. If the adjustment is dts- 
puted by the conlradcr, the ease may b+ appealed by the contractor, 
alter the CO has provided s Mal decision, in sccordsnce with dw claims 
and disputes provisian of the contmd. 

Effective Date 

General 
Adjustment of different line bms may be effective on dlfferenl dates as 
prescribed In the foilowing s&ions. Eoonomio adjustments. that is. an 
adjustment soMy for economic reesons. indudmg ccf&aclolswagss, 
for awarded oontrads will not be gmnted more frequently than every 13 
accounting perfcds (364 days). The first eowwmic adjustment afler a 
renewal may t-s granted sewn acccunting periods (198 days) alter the 
effedlvo date of lha rsnawal and awry 13 acoounting periods (364 days) 
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- 172 Other Than One-Line Adjustments 
The effective dale of an economic adjusttint (other than one-line ad- 
justments and doarmented line kerns) is the firs1 day of ths accounting 
period in which the oompleted Fon 7463 Is received. lf the contra&or’s 
inkial request is not supported by the neoessafy documentation and ths 
contractor fails to respond to the oontmoting officeh request for dock 
mentatkm within 28 days of the request (&her pmvidng the requasled 
documentslion or advising ths oonlradf~ tn%er whsn tha documentp 
lion will be provfded ); the adjustment for all fins ilam will become W 
five the 6rst day of the aocountjng period In which Ihs necessary docu- 
mentation is received. 

173 One-Ltne Fuel Adjustments 
The effective date for contractor-initiated oneline fuel adjustments will 
be the first day of the acoounlng period thal begins during the CtKwica- 
lion period, provided the requesl for adjustment and suppodfng dm 
mentation is received within 60 days afkr the last day covered in the 
certlrication period. If the request is nd mosivsd In this time period, lha 
effacectiva date will be the firsi day of the accounting pedod in which the 
request is received. The wntrading offiir must process the adjustment 
as explained in 162. 

174 New Wage Adjustments 
Adjustments in the rats of compensation due to new wags determlna- 
tions, new labor contrsots. and now or r&sad statutes am considered 
aS one-line adjustments and am effecltva on the data the conkador 
a&ally incurs these increased costs. provided that the adjustment m 
quesl k received wkhin 60 days afIar the lncmased oosts are inourrad. 
If the adjustment request is not received within 60 days. the effedive 
date is the Rrst day of the accounting period ln whloh the request is 
received. 

175 Documented One-Line Adjustments 
Adjuslmants in documented line itams will be mkoaottva to the data 
costs wera incurred provided that the oontrsolor has notified ths CO of 
increases wlthln 60 days of the contractor’s knowledge of inoreasas. 
Failure to notify the contracting of3cer of incraasas, within 60 days of 
knowledge, will resuff in lha incnasod costs baii a9sdive the Rrsf day 
of the AP in which received in acwrdanoe with 144. 

176 Replaced Equlpment Adjustments 
Adjusknants in the rate of compensation dur to lhs conbsdor’s election 
to replaca equipment on a mute will ~SJ effscttm the data that suoh 
equipment was plsoed in sarvfoe on thr mute, provided that Ihe oontrs~ 
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18 

181 

152 

133 

184 

w4., 

m4.2 

tor notifks the CO wlthln 60 days of the data rapkcamant equipment 
wss aduatly pkoad in service on the route. Adjustment, for equipment 
am tmeted as dooumented ‘one-line adjustrnents~(see 175). 

Changes While Adjustment Is Pending 

Subcontracts 
If a route h suboontmdad whik a contract adjustmant k pending. any 
adjustmen that k daterrninad lo ba due the wntmdor will be allowed 
to the suboontmdor. 

Service Change 
Any pending oost adjustmant. lf known m time of prooesainp a nago- 
tkted servke change that would have sn affeotfve date preceding the 
sarvka change affaottva data. may be prooesrad along with tha ssrvioa 
change but must ba oakukted sapamtaly, I.e.. develop a cost statamant 
fw each. This will pmvsnt an amendment to the sarvioe change at a later 
date. 

Death 
If a contraotor dies before completing a pendlng adjuatrnant. the con- 
tmdor’s askta or next of kin should be given an opportunity to complete 
the adjustment ease. Any adjustment thus allowed will ba allmvad to the 
suboontmdor if the routa k subcordmdad. 

Interim Adjustments 

Contracting Officer 

The contraoting of9wrlcontmotfng ofnoar’s mpresanktke may approve 
a oontmdor’s request for an interim sdjusbnent when it k datermlnad 
that there may ba a deky in prooesstng the c&motor’s request. lntadm 
adjustments may ba for the full amount that k not in dispute. 

Qualifying Adjustments 

The CO/COR rhsfl qualify a5 interim adjustmanta with a statement on 
Fotm 7Ilo that the encud b not fkal and ia subjad to modffkstbn after 
final approvet of tha adjustment mquast. 

20 Mmgemant lrktruotion PO-530-97-l 
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PICKETT TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF 
AMERICA 

MPAIUSPS-T17-4. Please confirm that Amtrak transports Postal Service trailers 
on flat cars (TOFCs). If confirmed, what percentage of Postal Service costs for 
Amtrak is for TOFCs? 

Not confirmed. 
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PICKET-T TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF 
AMERICA 

MPAAJSPS-T17-5. Please refer to your response to MPAIUSPS-T17-1 (c)(iv) 
where you state, ‘It is my understanding that the increased reliance on Amtrak 
reflected In these data is not the result of an explicit policy decision to move 
more Periodicals to Amtrak. The decision to use Amtrak is typically made on a 
case by case basis. In some instances, use of Amtrak Is considered more 
economical. In others, Amtrak is thought to provide better service.” 

(a) State all statistics in support of your contention that Amtrak is more 
economical than freight rail and inter-BMC highway transportation. 

(b) State all facts in support of your contention that Amtrak provides 
better service than freight rail and inter-BMC highway transportation. 

(c) What was Amtrak’s on-time performance (stated as a percentage) 
in FY 19977 

(d) What was Amtrak’s on-time performance (stated as a percentage) 
in FY 1998? 

(e) What was Amtrak’s on-time performance (stated as a percentage) 
,in FY 1999? 

(9 What was Amtrak’s on-time performance (stated as a percentage) 
in FY 2WO? 

RESPONSE 

(a) I did not say “that Amtrak is more economical than freight rail and 

inter-BMC highway transportation.” What I indicated in my response was that 

Amtrak sometimes is less expensive than other surface transportation 

alternatives and sometimes it provides better service. lt is my understanding that 

Amtrak can be less expensive than inter-BMC highway. Generally, it is not 

regarded as less expensive than freight rail. This observation is not based on an 

analysis: rather, it is based on discussions with personnel who plan and 

purchase these kinds of transportation for the Postal Service. 

(b) I did not say ‘that Amtrak provides better service than freight rail 

and Inter-BMC highway transportation.’ What I Indicated in my response was 

that Amtrak sometimes is less expensive than other surface transportation 

alternatives and sometimes it provides better service. It is my understanding that 

Amtrak generally provides superior service than freight rail and may provide 
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RESPONSE OF UNTIED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS JOHN T. 
PlGKElT TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF 

AMERICA 
superior service to inter-BMC highway in some circumstances. Thii observation 

is not based on an analysis; rather, it is based on discussions with personnel 

who plan and purchase these kinds of transportation for the Postal Service. 

(4 - (9 Amtrak’s on-time petfonnance data are unavailable. 
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CHAIRMAN OMAS: Does anyone wish to enter 

additional written cross-examination for Witness Pickett? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: This brings us to oral cross. No 

participants have requested oral cross-examination. Is 

there any party that wants cross-examination of Witness 

Pickett? 

MR. MCBRIDE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMANOMAS: Mr. McBride? 

MR. MCBRIDE: Thank you. In light of the 

responses we just received, we'd like to ask just a few 

further questions. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

BY MR. MCBRIDE: 

Q Good morning, Mr. Pickett. 

A Good morning. 

Q I'd like to focus your attention particularly on 

the responses to your Interrogatories 6 through 8, MPA 

Interrogatories 6 through 8 that we've just designated. YOU 

do have a copy of those responses in front of you, do you? 

A I do. 

Q First of all, Mr. Pickett, could you please clear 

up for the record the unit applicable to the rates that are 

paid by the Postal Service for transportation via Amtrak? 

Is it per linear foot or per some other unit? 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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A My understanding is per linear foot. 

Q All right. And is that the same unit for truck? 

A No. Well, we pay for the truck by the trip and 

the size of the box and the schedule. 

Q All right. 

A The linear footage is sort of part of the trailer 

length. 

Q Okay. Do you, for purposes of comparing the 

relative transportation cost of Amtrak versus truck, convert 

the cost of transportation by truck to some common unit? 

A Do I convert it? 

Q Or does the Postal Service do that? 

A The Postal Service uses cubic foot miles as its 

common measure of transportation capacity for highway. 

Q So is it your testimony that someone at the Postal 

Service converts both the Amtrak cost and the truck cost to 

those units you just described for purposes of comparison? 

A I’m not sure that they use cubic foot miles when 

they do comparisons. It's not me who does the comparisons, 

so I really don't know. 

Q How then, if you know, does the Postal Service 

compare the cost of transportation via Amtrak to the cost of 

transportation via truck? 

A I’m not certain. 

Q Do you know if that comparison has been made? 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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A I know that it's the policy to consider cost when 

choosing whatever kinds of transportation we're choosing. 

cost, as well as service. I'm told that that is looked at 

when the decision is made. 

My understanding is that that decision is a local 

decision and not one that would necessarily be made, for 

example, at headquarters. 

Q Can you testify whether cost of transportation to 

the Postal Service versus Amtrak are on an overall average, 

system wide basis higher or lower than via truck? 

A Total cost or -- 

Q Average cost per some common unit. Whether they 

are higher or lower on Amtrak versus truck. 

A No, I can't. 

Q Does anyone at the Postal Service have that 

information? 

A I don't think so, no. 

Q IS it your testimony that the Postal Service has 

never in recent years, let's say since 1998, made a 

comparison on a per unit basis of the cost of transportation 

via Amtrak versus truck? 

A I'm not aware of any comparison 

Q Now, with respect to your answer to MPA 

Interrogatory No. 6, Part A, I'm having some difficulty 

understanding what that answer means. 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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We asked you to confirm that it is your testimony 

that the rate per linear foot for every service "purchased" 

from Amtrak was exactly the same in FY 2000 as it was in FY 

1998, and you said, "Confirmed. However, I have not 

conducted a comparison of Amtrak rates per linear foot. 

Rather, I was provided this information by contract and 

logistics specialists who deal with Amtrak on a routine 

basis." 

Does that answer mean that indeed the rates paid 

via Amtrak were the same in FY 2000 as they were in FY 1998, 

but you're simply relying on what someone told you, as 

opposed to having made that comparison yourself? 

A I’m relying on what somebody told me. 

Q But the answer is that they were the same? 

A That's what they told me. 

Q Then with respect to your answer to MPA 

Interrogatory No. 7, again Part A, you say in the first 

sentence, "My understanding is that some Amtrak rates per 

mile are lower than the average rate per mile on inter-BMC 

highway," but you seem to go on to indicate that some Amtrak 

service costs are less. Truck costs may have been a little 

higher than you thought. 

Is this answer, in your view, consistent with your 

previous answers here orally today that overall you do not 

have the ability to determine whether Amtrak average rates 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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are lower or higher than truck rates? 

A I think so. All I'm saying here is that the rate 

per mile that Amtrak quotes us, which is calculated from 

what they -- basically let me describe what Amtrak provides. 

Q Please. 

A They provide the origin of the destination, the 

frequency, the number of linear feet, a rate I think per 

trip and the mileage, from which you can calculate a rate 

per mile. 

When I glanced at that rate per mile, I could see 

that some were well below $1 and some weren't, and I knew in 

the back of my head from talking to Dwight Young and the 

transportation people over the years that $1 a mile is 

approximately a rough ball park figure for what highway 

transportation costs. 

Then when I looked at the HCSS extract that I have 

in an Excel file, I simply calculated the cost per mile off 

of that. It was $1.11. 

Q Is that $1 per mile per linear foot? 

A No. $1 per mile. 

Q Just $1 per mile? 

A Basically for tractor/trailer transportation. 

Q You just referred in your answer a moment ago to a 

gentleman by the name of Dwight Young. Is that the same 

person as James D. Young in your response to MPA 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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Interrogatory 8? 

A Yes, it is. 

Q Again, sir, on the $1 per mile unit we're having 

some difficulty translating that. You don't mean it's $1 

per mile, do you, to move the truck, or do you? 

A 1,000 mile haul via truck loaded with mail. Is 

it your testimony that that would cost the Postal Service 

$1,000 or some other amount of money? 

A Let me tell you what it is. It's the annual cost 

in the contract for that contract route. I think it's 

called route. Let me think a second. Contract cost 

segment. That's the unit in the HCSS file. It has in it an 

annual cost and annual miles. It's just the annual cost 

divided by the annual miles for that segment. 

Q But again if a truck moves 1,000 miles, is it your 

testimony that even if fully loaded with mail the cost of 

moving that truck that 1,000 miles is only $l,OOO? 

A Well, if that's what we've agreed to pay the 

contractor, that's what the cost of that movement is. 

Q Okay. Again then with respect to Amtrak, is it 

your testimony that you're paying Amtrak $1 per mile? 

A No. 

Q You're paying Amtrak what, $1 per linear foot? 

A No. We're paying Amtrak whatever -- I mean, there 

are several. I don't know what they're called. For the 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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purposes of the discussion let's call them routes. 

There are several routes that Amtrak quotes us 

rates for, and some of those routes have rates less than $1, 

and some of those routes have rates for more. I haven't 

calculated an average 

Q Whether it's more or less than $1, is it per mile 

or per linear foot for Amtrak? 

A Per mile. 

Q Per mile. So it would be your testimony then if 

mail is moving on Amtrak for 1,000 miles that the charge per 

that rail car is $l,OOO? 

A It may not be a rail car. It may be more or less 

than a rail car. 

Q Okay. But that unit of mail, whatever that unit 

is, per 1,000 miles, that average cost in the example I gave 

would be $l,OOO? 

A If they charge us $1,000 for 1,000 miles, it's $1 

a mile. 

Q That wasn't my question. 

A Okay. I'm sorry. 

Q My question was you said that you were paying some 

rates to Amtrak of more than $1 per mile and some less, and 

I'm saying that if those are the units then it would be your 

testimony that if it happened that that number was $1 your 

testimony is that the units work out such that a 1,000 mile 
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A Say that again. I'm sorry. 

Q Let's go back a couple of questions. You told me 

that some of the rates that you're paying Amtrak are more 

than $1 per mile and some are less, correct? 

A Correct. 

Q All right. Is it the case ever that the rate may 

be exactly $1 on the rates that you've seen? 

A I don't know. 

Q Do you recall any of the numbers that you saw? 

Are there any that are $l.Ol? $l.lO? $.90? 

A I don't recall the specifics. No. 

Q Have you actually studied any of the precise rates 

paid on Amtrak? 

A I've seen them. I wouldn't call that studying 

them. I've glanced at them. 

Q Okay. You have some familiarity then that some of 

those rates are in the neighborhood of $l? 

A That's fair to say, yes. 

Q Okay. So if such a rate were $1 -- fair enough? 

A Fair enough. 

Q And the transportation were 1,000 miles. 

A Right. 

Q And you're paying per some unit of mail. 

A Right. 
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Q We'll get to what that unit is in a minute, but 

the cost to the Postal Service would be $1,000 under that 

hypothetical. Is that correct? 

A Yes, but you sort of got it backwards. The cost 

would be $1,000 up front. The mileage would be 1,000, and 

the rate per mile would be 1,000. 

Q The rate per mile would be l,OOO? 

A Right. That's a calculation from the rate they 

charge us. 

Q I thought we just agreed the haul was 1,000 miles, 

and the cost was $1,000. 

A Right. 

Q Okay. So wouldn't the rate per mile be $l? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. Now, what is the unit of mail that we're 

talking about in that hypothetical in your understanding? 

For what unit is Amtrak charging the Postal Service that $l? 

A It would be a specified number of linear feet. It 

could be 48. It could be 15. It could be more than that, 

less than that. I don't know. 

Q And who makes the judgement at the Postal Service 

whether it is preferable to ship by Amtrak or to ship by 

truck? 

A My understanding is that would probably be made at 

the distribution networks office, which is a field or 
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logistics transportation office. 

Q And what are their instructions from headquarters, 

to get the lowest price by choosing the less expensive mode, 

or is there something other than that? 

A My understanding is, and I believe there's a 

handbook that we supplied as a library reference, that 

basically the instructions are to consider cost and service. 

The combination of cost and service. 

It doesn't say minimize cost, and it doesn't say 

reach a certain service level. It's somewhat vague. 

Q Amtrak publishes yearly on-time performance 

statistics. Were you aware of that? 

A I'm not aware of it, but I'm not surprised. 

Q All right. Do you know if anyone at the Postal 

Service studies that data to determine if Amtrak's on-time 

performance is better or worse that in a preceding year? 

A I don't know. 

Q Does the Postal Service take into account whether 

Amtrak's on-time service is greater or less than in a 

preceding year before it determines to put mail on Amtrak? 

A I don't know. I could find out, but I don't know. 

MR. MCBRIDE: If you would find out, we would 

appreciate that. That was one of the things we were driving 

at, Mr. Chairman, in our interrogatories. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Ms. Duchek? 
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MS. DUCHEK: That's fine. We'll attempt to find 

out that information. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Seven days? 

MS. DUCHEK: That's fine. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Good. Thank you. 

BY MR. MCBRIDE: 

Q Now I'd just like to explore, Mr. Pickett, your 

answer to MPA Interrogatory 8E. We asked you, "In your 

opinion, does Amtrak generally provide service superior to 

inter-BMC highway transportation," and then asked you if so 

to go on and explain. 

You said, "I do not say that it does 'generally,' 

only that it can. I have not conducted a study to compare 

service levels." Did I read your answer correctly? 

A Yes, you did. 

Q So does the Postal Service, if not you, have a 

response to this question? 

A I don't believe they do, no. 

Q Then when a person is making a judgement to put 

mail on Amtrak versus on a truck and they are directed by 

headquarters to take into account cost and service, as you 

just indicated, if they have no idea whether Amtrak provides 

better service than truck on what basis would they make a 

judgement to take service into account? 

MS. DUCHEK: Before Mr. Pickett answers, I'd like 
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to object. You said have no idea, and I think that totally 

mischaracterizes his prior response. 

BY MR. MCBRIDE: 

Q Do you have some idea whether Amtrak provides 

better service than truck or not? 

A My understanding is that in some cases it does, 

but that's based simply on talking to logistics and 

purchasing people. 

Q And is it also your testimony that in some cases 

it doesn't? 

A I would imagine it doesn't. 

Q Okay. 

A That's probably true. 

Q So overall do you have a way to characterize 

whether Amtrak service is better than truck? 

A No. 

Q All right. Given that answer, then on what basis 

would a person make a judgement about whether Amtrak service 

would be better than truck service when determining to ship 

mail by Amtrak versus truck? 

A I would presume they are looking at what the -- 

there's a window of time that they're actually trying to 

meet for a particular kind of mail. If they're looking at 

that and they can see that Amtrak can meet that window 

faster than highway, or maybe Amtrak claims they can meet 
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that window faster than highway, then they might consider 

Amtrak as an alternative. 

Now, they may find out over time through 

experience that Amtrak isn't meeting that window. That's 

another decision they have to deal with. I'm personally not 

someone who does that for a living, so -- 

Q Have you ever ridden Amtrak? 

A Yes, I have. 

Q Do you assume that it always meets its schedule? 

A No, I don't. 

MR. MCBRIDE: So in getting back to us with the 

response that we asked you for, Mr. Pickett, if you can 

provide us any information on whether the people who make 

these decisions actually take into account Amtrak's actual 

performance that would be appreciated because, frankly, Mr. 

Chairman, we're having some difficulty understanding how 

these decisions are made if there is no data about actual 

service from which they can be made. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Ms. Duchek? 

MS. DUCHEK: We had already said that we would try 

to find that information for you. We will endeavor to 

provide it in seven days, although with the holiday, Mr. 

Chairman, you may have us coming back to you for a slight 

extension of time on that. 

CHAIRMANOMAS: Whatever you can. Thanks. 
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MR. MCBRIDE: We wouldn't object if it comes in 

the day after Christmas. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Thank you, Mr. McBride. That's 

very nice of you. 

BY MR. MCBRIDE: 

Q Now on a slight variation of the hypothetical I 

asked you earlier, Mr. Pickett, if a certain quantity of 

mail is less than a full rail car and it's being tendered to 

Amtrak versus truck, on what basis? Would you still be 

paying Amtrak $1 per mile to move less than a full rail car, 

as opposed to a full rail car?? 

A Well, it depends on how the Amtrak schedule reads. 

It might read less than a full rail car. In fact, in some 

cases it does, so whatever we are contracted for we would 

pay for 

Q Were you a participant in negotiating the contract 

with Amtrak? 

A No, I wasn't. 

Q IS it your testimony that the Postal Service had 

no ability to secure from Amtrak a lower rate for a 

partially filled rail car than a full rail car? 

A Could you repeat that? 

Q I was wondering if it is your testimony that the 

Postal Service could not achieve a lower cost for 

transporting a partially filled rail car than a full rail 
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car. 

A I wasn't involved in the negotiations. I have no 

idea whether that was considered or what they considered. 

Q But it was your testimony that the contract 

provides for the same cost to the Postal Service whether the 

rail car is partially full or full? 

A No. 

Q It is not? 

A No. 

Q You're simply saying that whatever the contract 

says it says? Is that your testimony? 

A That's exactly what I'm saying. Yes. 

Q And you don't know what it says? 

A As I sit here, no. I don't have it in front of 

me. 

MR. MCBRIDE: We have nothing further at this 

time, Mr. Chairman. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Thank you, Mr. McBride. 

IS there anyone else wishing to cross-examine this 

witness? 

(No response. ) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: I've been informed by the bench 

that they have no questions, so, Mr. Pickett, that completes 

your testimony here today. 

MS. DUCHEK: Mr. Chairman, could I approach the 
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witness for a moment? 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Yes. 

MS. DUCHEK: Thank you. 

(Pause. ) 

MS. DUCHEK: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The Postal 

Service has no redirect. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: I apologize. I jumped the gun. 

Now, Mr. Pickett, that completes your testimony 

here today. We appreciate your appearance and your 

contribution to our record, and we thank you again. You' re 

excused. 

THE WITNESS: Thank you very much. 

(Witness excused.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Mr. Cooper, would you please 

introduce your witness, the next Postal Service witness? 

MR. COOPER: Yes, Mr. Chairman. For the record, I 

am Richard Cooper for the Postal Service, and I call Michael 

D. Bradley to the stand. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Would you raise your right hand? 

Good morning. 

Whereupon, 

MICHAEL D. BRADLEY 

having been duly sworn, was called as a witness 

and was examined and testified as follows: 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Please be seated. 
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(The document referred to was 

marked for identification as 

Exhibit No. USPS-T-16.) 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MR. COOPER: 

Q Professor Bradley, you have before you two copies 

of a document marked as USPS-T-16, Testimony of Michael D. 

Bradley on behalf of United States Postal Service. Is that 

correct? 

A That's correct. 

Q Are you familiar with this document? 

A I am. 

Q And it was prepared by you? 

A I prepared it. 

Q If you were to be giving testimony orally today, 

is this the testimony that you would give? 

A It is. 

MR. COOPER: Mr. Chairman, I offer this written 

testimony into evidence at this time. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Without objection. I will direct 

counsel to provide the reporter with two copies of the 

corrected direct testimony of Dr. Michael D. Bradley. That 

testimony is received into evidence. As is our practice, it 

will not be transcribed. 

// 
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(The document referred to, 

previously identified as 

Exhibit No. USPS-T-16, was 

received in evidence.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Dr. Bradley, have you had an 

opportunity to examine the packet of designated written 

cross-examination that was made available to you in the 

hearing room today? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 

cHA1RMAN0MAs: If questions contained in that 

packet were asked of you or posed to you orally today, would 

your answers be the same as those you previously provided in 

writing? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Are there any corrections or 

additions you would like to make to those answers? 

THE WITNESS: No, sir. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Counsel, would you please provide 

two copies of the corrected designated written cross- 

examination of Witness Bradley to the reporter? That 

material is received into evidence, and it is to be 

transcribed into the record. 

// 

// 

// 
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(The document referred to was 

marked for identification as 

Exhibit No. USPS-T-16 and was 

received in evidence.) 
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Response of United States Postal Service Witness Bradley 
t0 

Interrogatories of UPS 

UPS/USPS-TlS-1. Refer to page 5 of your testimony, USPS-T-M. where you state that 
the Commission’s rejection of the Engineered Standards study in Docket No. R2000-1 
“likely reflects the unique circumstances in that case . .‘ Explain in detail what the 
“unique circumstances in that case’ were. 

UPS/USPS-TIG-1 Response: 

The entire sentence from which the quote was taken reads: 

It is true that the Commission rejected the timely Engineering Study (ES) 
data in Docket No. R2000-1 in favor of vintage data, but that most likely 
reflects the unique circumstances in that case and not a change in 
approach. 

The “unique circumstances” I was referring to was simply the record evidence before 

the Commission in that specific case. 
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CHAIRMAN OMAS: Does anyone wish to enter 

additional written cross-examination of Witness Bradley? 

(No response. ) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: That brings us to oral cross- 

examination. No participant has requested oral cross- 

examination. Is there any party who would like to cross- 

examine Witness Bradley? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Are there any questions from the 

bench? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMANOMAS: Dr. Bradley, there being no 

questions, that completes your testimony here today. We 

appreciate your appearance and your contribution to our 

record. Thank you. You're excused. 

THE WITNESS: Thank you. 

(Witness excused.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Ms. McKenzie, would you please 

introduce the next Postal witness? 

MS. MCKENZIE: Yes, Mr. Chairman. The Postal 

Service calls Dr. Leslie M. Schenk. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Dr. Schenk, would you raise your 

right hand? 

// 

// 
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Whereupon, 

LESLIE M. SCHENK 

having been duly sworn, was called as a witness 

and was examined and testified as follows: 

CHAIRMANOMAS: Please be seated. 

(The document referred to was 

marked for identification as 

Exhibit No. USPS-T-43.) 

DIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MS. MCKENZIE: 

Q Please introduce yourself. 

A My name is Leslie M. Schenk. I'm a senior 

economist at Christiansen Associates. 

Q My colleague has handed you two copies of a 

document identified as USPS-T-43 entitled Direct Testimony 

of Leslie M. Schenk on behalf of the United States Postal 

Service. Did you have a chance to examine these documents? 

A I have. 

Q Dr. Schenk, was this testimony prepared by you or 

under your direction? 

A Yes, it was. 

Q Does the document in front of you reflect the 

revision to your testimony dated November 14, ZOOl? 

A Yes, it does. 

Q Do you have any other changes or corrections to 
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make? 

A No. 

Q Dr. Schenk, if you were to testify orally today, 

would your testimony be the same as the document before you? 

A Yes, it would. 

Q Dr. Schenk, is it your intention to sponsor the 

Category II library references associated with this 

testimony? 

A Yes. 

Q The library references listed are USPS-LR-J-58, 

59, 100, 113, 117, 118, 119. IS that correct? 

A Yes, it is. 

Q Was the library reference USPS-LR-J-58 revised on 

November 20, 2001, and December 17, 2001? 

A Yes, it was. 

Q Was the library reference USPS-LR-J-117 revised on 

November 20, ZOOl? 

A Yes, it was. 

Q Was the library reference USPS-LR-J-118 revised on 

November 15, ZOOl? 

A Yes, it was. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Chairman, I ask that the direct 

testimony of Leslie M. Schenk on behalf of the United States 

Postal Service marked as USPS-T-43 and the library 

references associated with that testimony as revised be 
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CHAIRMAN OMAS: Is there any objection? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Hearing none, I will direct 

counsel to provide the reporter with two copies of the 

corrected direct testimony of Leslie M. Schenk. That 

testimony is received into evidence. However, as is our 

practice, it will not be transcribed. 

(The document referred to, 

previously identified as 

Exhibit No. USPS-T-43, was 

received in evidence.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Ms. Schenk, have you had an 

opportunity to examine the packet of designated written 

cross-examination that was made available to you this 

morning in the hearing room? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, I have. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: If any of those questions 

contained in that packet were posed to you orally today, 

would your answers be the same as those previously provided 

to us in writing? 

THE WITNESS: No. There is one interrogatory 

response in the packet that there was a mistake in. That 

interrogatory response was Val-Pak-T-31-38A. 

The originally filed response, there's a table of 
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data, and it reflects ECR Test Year Costs for Flats Only. 

The revised table that was supposed to be filed was supposed 

to include the data for all shapes, -- letters, flats, and 

parcels -- and that table, the original table, was 

inadvertently filed with the revision. 

In the packet, we have handwritten the correct 

data in in the response that's in the packet. 

CHAIRMANOMAS: Thank you. 

THE WITNESS: The correct numbers. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Are there any additional 

corrections you'd like to make at this time. 

THE WITNESS: No. This change in that 

interrogatory that I just mentioned does not affect any 

other interrogatory responses. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Counsel, would you please provide 

two copies of the corrected designated written cross- 

examination of Witness Schenk to the reporter? That 

material is received into evidence, and it is to be 

transcribed into the record. 

(The document referred to was 

marked for identification as 

Exhibit No. USPS-T-43 and was 

received in evidence.) 

// 

// 
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Party 

Advo, Inc 

American Bankers Association and 
National Association of Presort 
Mailers 

Association for Postal Commerce 

Magazine Publishers of America 

Mail Order Association of America 

Major Mailers Association 

lnterrooatories 

VP/USPS-T43-6-8, 10, 12, 14-15, 17, 24 

VP/USPS-T24-1 redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-Se-f, 32e, 34 redirected to T43 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-3a-e, 4, 8-10, 12-41 

PostComlUSPST43l-3 

MPAIUSPS-T43-2-3, 4a, 5a, 6-7 

MPAIUSPS-T34-20 redirected to T43 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-1) 6 

VP/USPS-T43-4-7, Q-IO 

VP/USPS-T5-13d-e redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-38 redirected to T43 

MMAIUSPS-T43-1, 3-13, 15-18 
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Newspaper Association of America ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-1,6-9 

MMAIUSPS-T43-1, Iv, 2-3, 6, 8, 11-12, 18 

MMAIUSPS-T22-2ld-f redirected to T43 

NAAIUSPS-T43-1-16 

PostComlUSPS-T43-2-3 

RIAAIUSPS-T43-2-4 

VP/USPS-T43-l-10, Ilc, 12-16 

VP/USPS-T5-13d-e redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T2C1 redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-Se-f, 32e, 34 redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T39-48-49 redirected to T43 

Recording Industry Association of 
America 

RIAAIUSPS-T43-1-4, 6-7 

Val-Pak Direct Marketing Systems, 
Inc. and Val-Pak Dealers’ 
Association Inc. 

NAAIUSPS-T43-1-2, 5-6, 14-15 

VP/USPS-T43-1-10, Ilc, e, 12-13, 14d-f, 15-17, 
19-21. 23-24 
VP/USPS-T5-13d-e redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T2C1 redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-Se-f, 32e, 34, 38, 39e-h redirected 
to T43 
VP/USPS-T39-48-49 redirected to T43 

Respectfully submitted, 

Steven W. Williams 
Secretary 
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.- 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-1 MOAA, NAA 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-3a ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-3b ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-3c ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-3d ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-3e ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-4 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-6 MOAA, NAA 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-7 NAA 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-6 ABA&NAPM, NAA 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-9 ABA&NAPM, NAA 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-10 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T4312 ABA8NAPM 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-13 ABA&NAPM ’ 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T4S14 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-15 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-16 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-17 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-16 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-19 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-20 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-21 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-22 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-23 ABA&NAPM 
ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-24 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-25 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-26 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-27 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-26 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-29 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-30 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-31 ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-32 ABA&NAPM 
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ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-33 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-34 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-35 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-36 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-37 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-30 

ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-39 

ABA&NAPMiUSPS-T43-40 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-41 

MMAIUSPS-T43-1 

MMAIUSPS-T43-1~ 

MMAIUSPS-T43-2 

MMAIUSPS-T43-3 

MMAIUSPS-T43-4 

MMAIUSPS-T43-5 

MMAIUSPS-T43-6 

MMAIUSPS-T43-7 

MMAIUSPS-T43-6 

MMAIUSPS-T43-9 

MMAIUSPS-T43-10 

MMAIUSPS-T43-11 

MMAIUSPS-T43-12 

MMAIUSPS-T43-13 

MMAIUSPS-T43-15 

MMAIUSPS-T43-16 

MMAIUSPS-T43-17 

MMAIUSPS-T43-16 

MMAIUSPS-T22-2ld redirected to T43 

MMAIUSPS-T22-2le redirected to T43 

MMAIUSPS-T22-21f redirected to T43 
MPAIUSPS-T43-2 

MPAIUSPS-T43-3 

MPAIUSPS-T43-4a 

MPAIUSPS-T43-5a 

MPAIUSPS-T43-6 

MPAIUSPS-T43-7 

MPAIUSPS-T34-28 redirected to T43 

NAAIUSPS-T4bl 

NAAIUSPS-T43-2 

ABABNAPM 

ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPM 

ABABNAPM 

ABA&NAPM 

ABA8NAPM 

ABA&NAPM 

ABA&NAPM 

MMA. NAA 

NAA 

NAA 

MMA, NAA 

MMA 

MMA 

MMA, NAA 

MMA 

MMA, NAA 

MMA 

MMA 

MMA, NAA 

MMA, NAA 

MMA 

MMA 

MMA 

MMA 

MMA, NAA 

NAA 

NAA 

NAA 
MPA 

MPA 

MPA 

MPA 

MPA 

MPA 

MPA 

NAA, Val-Pak 

NAA, Val-Pak 
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NAAIUSPS-T43-3 

.-~ NAAIUSPS-T43-4 

NAAIUSPS-T43-5 

NAAIUSPS-T43-6 

NAAIUSPS-T43-7 

NAAIUSPS-T43-8 

NAAIUSPS-T43-9 

NAAIUSPS-T4S10 

NAAIUSPS-T43-11 

NAAIUSPS-T43-12 

NAAIUSPS-T43-13 

NAAIUSPS-T43-14 

NAAIUSPS-T43-15 

NAAIUSPS-743-16 

PostComlUSPS-T43-1 

PostComlUSPS-T43-2 

PostComlUSPS-T43-3 

RIAAIUSPS-T43-1 

RIAAIUSPS-T43-2 

RIAAIUSPS-T43-3 

RIAAIUSPS-T43-4 

RIAAIUSPS-T43-6 

RIAAIUSPS-T43-7 

VP/USPS-T43-1 

VP/USPS-T43-2 

VP/USPS-T43-3 

VP/USPS-T43-4 

VP/USPS-T43-5 

VPIUSPS-T43-6 

VP/USPS-T43-7 

VPIUSPS-T43-a 

VP/USPS-T43-9 

VP/USPS-T43-10 

VP/USPS-T43-1 lc 

VP/USPS-T43-lie 

VP/USPS-T43-12 

VP/USPS-T43-13 

VPIUSPS-T43-14 
- VP/USPS-T43-14d 

NAA 

NAA 

NAA, Val-Pak 

NAA, Val-Pak 

NAA 

NAA 

NAA 

NAA 

NAA 

NAA 

NAA 

NAA, Val-Pak 

NAA, Val-Pak 

NAA 

PostCom 

NAA, PostCom 

NAA, PostCom 

RIAA 

NAA, RIAA 

NAA, RIAA ’ 

NAA, RIAA 

RIAA 

RIAA 

NAA, Val-Pak 

NAA, Val-Pak 

NAA, Val-Pak 

MOAA, NAA, Val-Pak 

MOAA. NAA, Val-Pak 

Advo, MOAA, NAA, Val-Pak 

Advo, MOAA, NAA, Val-Pak 

Advo, NAA, Val-Pak 

MOAA, NAA. Val-Pak 

Advo, MOAA, NAA, Val-Pak 

NAA, Val-Pak 

Val-Pak 

Advo, NAA, Val-Pak 

NAA, Val-Pak 

Advo, NAA 

Val-Pak 
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VP/USPS-T43-14e 

VP/USPS-T43-14f 

VP/USPS-T43-15 

VP/USPS-T43-16 

VP/USPS-T43-17 

VP/USPS-T43-19 

VP/USPS-T43-20 

VP/USPS-T43-21 

VPIUSPS-T43-23 

VP/USPS-T43-24 

VP/USPS-T5-13d redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T5-13e redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T24-1 redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-Se redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-9f redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-32e redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-34 redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-38 redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-39e redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-39f redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-39g redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T31-39h redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T39-48 redirected to T43 

VP/USPS-T39-49 redirected to T43 

Val-Pak 

Val-Pak 

Advo, NAA, Val-Pak 

NAA, Val-Pak 

Advo, Val-Pak 

Val-Pak 

Val-Pak 

Val-Pak 

Val-Pak 

Advo, Val-Pak 

MOAA, NAA, Val-Pak 

MOAA, NAA, Val-Pak 

Advo, NAA, Val-Pak 

Advo, NAA, Val-Pak 

Advo, NAA, Val-Pak 

Advo, NAA, Val-Pak 

Advo, NAA, Val-Pak 

MOAA, Val-Pak 

Val-Pak 

Val-Pak ~ 

Val-Pak 

Val-Pak 

NAA, Val-Pak 

NAA. Val-Pak 
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ABA&NAPM/USPS-143-l In your testimony, you devote less than one page to the 
discussion and analysts of the largest cost segment of the entire Postal Service, 
delivery costs. At that, the one page starting at page 10, line 8, simply states that you 
are sponsoring LR-117. which also contains no analytical discussion of Postal Service 
delivery costs, By contrast, for mail processing costs in First Class Mail alone, the 
direct testimony is 41~ pages. 

a. What is your understanding, if any, of the “single subclass stop” debate 
between various parties in postal rate cases and how does it affect the topics 
of your testimony? If you have incorporated any part of the Commission’s 
methodology on this issue, please state where it LR117 it appears. 

b. What is your posilion on the ‘Chown metric” from R97-1 in connection with 
the allocation of delivery costs? 

c. Why did you avoid the discussion of delivery costs in your testimony? 

d. Who prepared LR-117? If it was not you, who prepared it? Was it prepared 
under your supervision? If not, under whose supervision was LRI 17 
prepared? 

RESPONSE: 

a. My understanding is that ‘single subclass stop’ costs are city carrier access 

costs treated as incremental in the Postal Service’s cost methodology but 

included in the Commission’s “attributable” cost estimates. Since my 

testimony encompasses volume-variable cost analyses using the Postal 

Service’s volume-variable cost methodology, I do not use single-subclass 

stop costs. 

b. I assume that by the “Chown metric” you mean witness Chown’s proposed 

“weighted attributable cost” method (which was not accepted by the 

Commission in Docket No. R97-1). My opinion is that witness Chown’s 
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“weighted attributable cosr involves an economically arbitrary (non-causal) 

mechanistic method for distributing the Postal Service’s “institutional” costs to 

products, and that it is therefore irrelevant to the volume-variable cost 

analyses I present in L&l 17. 

Ic 

c. The cited portion of my testimony does not describe any new methodology for 

carrier (i.e., ‘delivery”) costs, but simply sponsors the update of a previous 

analysis that de-averaged the Postal Service’s volume-variable cost 

estimates by subclass to finer categories than are reported in the Cost and 

Revenue Analysis (CRA), which is well documented in the this case. Thus, I 

do not “avoid” the discussion of delivery costs in any.material way, but rather 

have avoided clogging up the record with repetitious documentation. 

d. USPS-LR-J-117 was prepared under my supervision. 

_- 
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ABAEiNAPMlUSPS-T43-3 You assert in your testimony at line 9, page ii,.that you have 

had experience with “cost models of mail processing”. 

a. Can most mail processing costs be attributed by class and subclass? 

b. Have most mail processing costs in the Postal Service request been 
attributed by class or subclass? 

c. In an automated mail processing system, where several different 
classes/subclasses of mail are intermingled as they are run on mail 
processing equipment, do you believe that it is easy to attribute costs as in 
a manual or mechanized environment for which the IOCS tally method 
was designed? 

d. At what point in the analysis of costs does work activity including machine 
time and space time cease to be defined as mail processing costs and 
begin to be defined as delivery costs. Please give complete and full 
details in your answer. 

e. Has this demarcation line changed with the advent of automation? For 
example, were DPS activities now attributed to mail processincj once part 
of the manual activity of carriers and attributed to CRA cost segments 7 
and lo? 

f. Is there any part of cost segment 3.1 in the final preparation of mail for 
delivery that was formerly activity conducted by carriers? 

g. Do carriers spend more time on mail processing docks under automation 
than they used to before automation? 

h. If your answer to g. is in the affirmative, please explain fully why carriers 
have to spend more time on the docks and less time on the streets 
actually delivering mail. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Mail processing costs can be distributed to class and subclass as volume-variable 

costs to the degree that they are volume-variable. If the degree of volume-variability 

is greater than 50 percent, then a majority of (i.e., “most”) mail processing costs can 

be distributed as volume-variable costs. 
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b. It is my understanding that a majority of total Cost Segment 3.1 costs are classified 

as volume-variable in the Postal Service’s cost methodology. 

c. It is my understanding that IOCS data collection methods have evolved to provide 

sufficient, reliable data for the distribution of mail processing volume-variable costs 

in automated operations. 

d. The Postal Service’s costs analysis defines the mail processing,cost component 

(cost segment 3.1) as clerk and mailhandler labor in processing and distribution, 

allied labor, and support activities. Please see witness Van-Ty-Smith’s testimony, 

USPS-T-13, and USPS-LR-J-55, Section I for details. 

e. It is my understanding that the “demarcation line” has not changed with the advent of 

automation per se, but rather with the subsequent introduction of automated delivery 

point sequencing (DPS) of letter mail. Note that the manual sorting of mail to 

delivery point sequence by city carriers would be classified as part of costs segment 

6 (city carriers, in-office), not cost segment 7 (city carriers, street activity). 

f. Redirected to the Postal Service. 

g. Redirected to the Postal Service. 

h. Redirected to the Postal Service. 
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ABA&NAPMIlJSPS-T43-4 

a. Explain the distribution keys used for all portions of FCM and Standard A mail 
delivery costs that are attributed, e.g. per piece for cost segment “x2 or per weight 
increment for cost segment “a.c”. 
b. What is your expert opinion as to why so few delivery costs are attributed while so 
many mail processing costs are? 
c. Before the advent of large volumes of advertising and catalogue mail into the Postal 
Service, did First Class Mail pay for almost all the total costs of the universal delivery 
system of the Postal Service? 
d. Do you have knowledge of how Standard A mail (old Third Class classification) was 
first priced when it became a major mailstream within the Postal Service? Specifically, 
whether it paid any portion of delivery costs at all and if so how much? Can you cite 
where this data can be found? 

RESPONSE: 

a. Please see USPS-LR-J-1, and witness Meehan’s B workpapers, provided in LR- 

J-57. 

b. I have not studied the issue and therefore, I have no expert opinion on the 

matter. 

c. This question is beyond the scope of my testimony. 

d. No. 
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ABA&NAPMNSPS-T43-3 Please confirm that in a purely technical sense, it is possible 
to allocate all of the Postal Service’s delivery costs by piece and by weight, i.e., 
these numbers are known or could be known by class, subclass and rate category, 

RESPONSE: 

Not confirmed. It is, of course, possible to allocate all delivery costs to products by 

whatever method as a purely mechanical exercise without any particular economic 

significance. However, in the “purely technical sense” of economic (causal) costs, not 

all delivery costs can be causally associated with classes, subclasses, and/or rate 

categories of mail. 
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ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-7. In your testimony at page 10, lines 16 and 17, you state 
that you have adopted the “same” “methodology” for the estimation of delivery 
costs as used by USPS witness Sharon Daniel in R2660-I. 

a. Please explain fully for each column in USPS LR-J-117, e.g. “6.1”, “6.2” 
etc., BY~and TY cost sheets for FCM letters, exactly what that 
methodology is? 

b. Did you accept the methodology after independently evaluating it, or did 
you evaluate it at all? 

c. Were you asked to evaluate the Postal Service’s methodology for 
examining delivery costs? 

d. Did you ask the Postal Service whether you could independently evaluate 
the pre-packaged delivery cost methodology that was handed to you? 

RESPONSE: 

Actually, I state in my testimony, page 10, lines 17 and 16 (USPS-T-43 revised) that 

“The methodology used in this library reference is the same as that described in witness 

Daniel’s testimony.” Nowhere In my testimony do I state that I ‘adopr the methodology. 

a. The methodology used to deaverage volume variable carrier costs as shown in 

USPS-LR-J-117.~1~ is fulty described in the formulae in the workbook. For BY 

cost segment 6.1, costs for First-Class single piece. First-Class Presort and 

Standard flats and letters, and Standard ECR are deaveraged using the 

LIOCATT method, while for First-Class Presort fetters deaveraged casts are 

developed by taking the weighted average of DPS and non-DPS costs, with 

weights equal to the estimated percentage of DPS and non-DPS letters in each 

modeled category. Cost segment 6.2 costs are distributed to modeled category 
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by using the relevant ratio for cost segment 6.1 costs. Cost segment 7.1 and 7.2 

costs are each distributed to modeled category by using the relevant volume 

ratio. Cost segment 7.3 costs are distributed to modeled category by using the 

relevant load key. Cost segment 7.4 costs are distributed to modeled category 

by using the relevant ratio of total 6.1 - 7.4 costs. Cost segment 10 costs are 

distributed to modeled category by using the relevant rural key. TY costs are 

estimated using the same methodology for all categories except cost segment 

6.1 First-Class single piece costs, which are distributed to modeled category by 

using the relevant ratio of BY segment 6.1 costs. 

b. - d. My assignment was to update a methodology that had been presented in 

Docket R2000-1. In doing so I reviewed witness DanieTs methodology. It 

appears to be a reasonable methodology for de-averaging carrier costs below 

the CRA subclass level. 
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ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-8. With reference to your base year or test year spread sheets 
by CRA delivery cost segment, please explain: 

a. The methodology for each piggyback in the “total piggied” column, including 
exactly what costs are piggybacked by rate category. 

b. What “adjusted” means in the column labeled “Adj TY Volume”, by rate category 
unless the adjustment is identical in content across all rate categories. 

RESPONSE: 

a. The calculations in the “total piggied” column multiply the estimated Test Year 

city carrier labor costs (cost segments 6 and 7) and the estimated Test Year rural 

carrier costs (cost segment 10) by the corresponding (subclass-specific) 

piggyback factor, developed by witness Smith. Generically. “piggybacked” costs 

include “overhead” costs causally related to carrier labor, including supervision, 

administrative expenses, carrier facilities, carrier vehicles, supplies, etc. See 

also witness Smiths testimony, USPS-T-l 5, at 16-l 9, and USPS-LRJ-1. 

b. The referenced column does not involve an adjustment as such, but rather a 

distribution of Test Year volumes by subclass to the detailed mail categories. 
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ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-9. In your BY spreadsheets, you show that cost segment 7.1 
(city carrier route costs) is distributed by volume. 

a. Please confirm using the audited 2000 CRA that only $110 million of C. S. 7.1 are 
distributed across~classes by volume, while 92.7 billion of those costs are not 
distributed across classes and subclasses at all. 

b. Please provide the calculations distributing&l 7.1 costs by volume across classes 
and subclasses. 

~c. Please do the same for cost segment 7.2. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Partially confirmed. According to witness Meehan’s exhibit USPS-1 1 A. cost 

segment 7.1 volume-variable costs are $110.366 million; and other (non-volume- 

variable) cost segment 7.1 costs are $2,695.645 million: Since these “other” 

costs are non-volume variable costs, they are not distributed to classes and 

subclasses as volume-variable costs. 

b. The calculation you describe would, presumably, assign the $2,806.011 million in 

total cost segment 7.1 costs to classes and subclasses in proportion to the 

volume shares by class and subclass-i.e., the calculations would have the form 

(C/S 7.1 Total Cost) x (Volume of Subclass 1) + (Total Volume). Since the 

“other” costs in the C/S 7.1 total are non-volume-variable, this mechanical cost 

distribution exercise is meaningless from the standpoint of economic (causal) 

costing principles. Sea also the response to ABABNAPfvVUSPS-T43-1 (b) and 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-6. 

c. See the response to part b. 
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ABAINAPM-USPS-T43-1O 

a. Please list and explain the entire “rural key” that is referenced in your 
spreadsheets. 

b. Why shouldn’t the rural allocation of delivery costs be based, e..g., on the same 
method used for 7.1 and 7.2, namely volume? 

c. Why are a higher percentage of rural carrier costs declared as volume variable 
than city carrier costs? 

RESPONSE: 

a. See workbook LR-J-117.~1s sheet ‘Rural Crosswalk,’ range A42:F52. The “rural 

key” is a distribution key used to distribute rural carrier costs from CRA subclass 

categories to shape. In the CRA, rural carrier costs are developed by rural 

carrier compensation categories (that do not necessarily correspond to a single 

shape as defined in DMM CO50) and subclass. The “rural key” is developed by 

cross-walking the rural carrier costs by subclass and compensation category to 

subclass and shape. 

b. Rural carriers and city carriers are compensated according to different systems 

that are differentially affected by mail volumes and other cost-causing factors. 

See USPS-L&J-l, pages 1 O-l to 1 O-4. 

c. According to witness Meehan’s Exhibit USPS-1 1 A, city carrier (cost segments 6 

and 7) volume-variable costs are 47.4 percent of total city carrier costs 

(6,229,387/13,139,989), whereas rural carrier (cost segment 10) volume-variable 

costs are 43.9 percent of total rural carrier costs. Thus, it is actually the case that 
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the percentage of volume-variable costs is higher for city carriers than for rural 

carriers, contrary to the statement of the interrogatory, 
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ABA&NAPMAJSPS-T43-12 

a. Please state where in your TY spreadsheets you used the “Mix TY Piggy&’ 
referenced on page 2. 

b. Please explain what you mean by “discount” in the set of TY rural and city 
Piggys labeled “Discount N Piggys”. 

RESPONSE: 

a. The “Mix TY Piggys” are not used in the LR-J-117 calculations. 

b. The term “discount” has no significance other than to distinguish the piggyback 

factors used in the LR-J-117 calculations from the “Mix TY Piggys.” The 

referenced set of piggyback factors is described in witness Smiths testimony, 

USPS-T-15, at 18-19. 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-13: 
Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58ASP.xls, Worksheet titled “SP all 
(by function)” for “First-Class Single-Piece All Shapes Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function.” 

a. Please confirm that the marginal cost weight ounce difference for the range “1 to 2” 
is $0.273. 

b. Please provide marginal cost difference for the entire extra ounce increment for all 
ranges in your table. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. The unit cost for First-Class Single-Piece for all shapes for the entire extra ounce 

increment (i.e., pieces over 1 ounce in weight) is $0.572, which results in a marginal 

cost difference for the entire extra ounce increment of $0.366. 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-14: 

Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58ASP.xls Worksheet titled “SP all 
(by function)” for “First-Class Single-Piece All Shapes Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function.” 

a. Please confirm that the unit mail processing cost is rising from 12.155 cents to 
44.118 cents between the ranges “0 to 1” and “3 to 5”. 

b. Please confirm that unit cost mail processing cost drops to 30.585 cents in the 
range “5 to 7”. 

C. Please explain what factors contribute to such a erratic results in mail processing 
costs in the range “5 to 7” as compared to preceding ranges. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. Confirmed. 

c. Please note that the costs by detailed weight increment for First-Class Mail are not 

used by any other postal witness in this docket. The cost by weight distributions 

provided in USPS-LR-J-58 are designed to provide a general indication of the 

relationship between weight and cost. Variation in the cited costs by weight 

increment may be caused by a variety of factors, including (but not limited to) shape 

mix, automation compatibility (or machinability), and sampling variation in the Postal 

Service’s statistical cost data systems. Note, in particular, that the costs in lightly 

populated ounce increments such as those cited here are subject to more sampling 

variation than the cost estimates in the more heavily populated ounce increments. 
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For lightly populated ounce increments, sampling variation is likely the primary 

driver. 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-15: 

Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58ASP.xls, Worksheet titled “SP all 
(by function)” for “First-Class Single-Piece All Shapes Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function.” 

a. Please confirm that unit mail processing costs are 12.155 cents and 32.779 cents 
for the ranges “0 to 1” and “1 to 2” resp~ectively. 

b. Please explain in detail and provide all supporting documents regarding the factors 
contributing to unit mail processing cost for the “1 to 2” range to be 2.7 times 
(32.779/12.155) larger as compared to the “0 to 1” range. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. See the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-14~. In addition to the factors cited in 

the referenced response, changes in presort level and entry profile may cause the 

increase in measured costs between the cited ounce increments. 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-16: 

Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58ASP.xls Worksheet titled “SP all 
(by function)” for”First-Class Single-Piece All Shapes Test Year Unit Costs by Function” 
and Excel file, LR58AREG.xlq Worksheet titled “3CREG all (by function)” for “Standard 
Mail reg. All Shapes Test Year Unit Costs by Function.” 

a. Please confirm that unit mail processing costs are 12.155 cents and 32.779 cents 
for ranges “0 to 1” and “1 to 2” for First-Class and are 5.9 and 8.7 for the Standard 
Mail. 

b. Please explain what factors contribute the unit mail processing cost of First-Class 
mail in the “1 to 2” range to being 2.7 times larger (32.779/12.155) than its “0 to 1” 
range whereas the unit mail processing cost of the Standard mail in the “1 to 2” 
range to being only 1.5 times (8.715.9) larger than its “0 to 1” range. 

C. Please explain in detail what factors contribute to the unit mail processing cost in 
the “1 to 2” range for the first-class mail to being 3.8 times (32.779/8.7) larger than 
that of unit mail processing cost in the “1 to 2” range for the standard mail. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. See the response to ABA&NAPMlUSPS-T43-15b. Also please note that the detailed 

costs by weight increment for Standard Regular Mail are not used by any other 

postal witness in this docket. 

c. I believe the primary factor driving the cited cost difference is that the First-Class 

Mail costs are for single-piece (non-presorted) mail, whereas much of the Standard 

Mail in the cited ounce increment will be presorted (up to &digit automation presort) 

and/or drop-shipped. Additionally, First-Class Mail letters and Standard Mail letters 

will differ in the workload associated with undeliverable-as-addressed mail pieces. 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-17: 

Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58ASP.xls. Worksheet titled “SP all 
(by function)” for “First-Class Single-Piece All Shapes Test Year Unit Costs by Function” 
and Excel file, LR58AREG.xls Worksheet titled ‘3CREG all (by function)” for “Standard 
Mail Reg. All Shapes Test Year Unit Costs by Function.” 

a. Please refer to charts you have provided in these worksheets. Explain what 
factors are responsible for the graph for the unit mail processing cost for First- 
Class mail being erratic whereas for the standard mail to be smoother and upward 
sloping. 

b. Please provide all the Tallies (sample sizes) and the corresponding CVs 
(Coefficient of Variations) for all the ranges in your tables for these worksheets, 

RESPONSE: 

a. See the response to ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-15b and ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43- 

16b-c. 

b. See Attachment A, Tables 1 and 2. 
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ATTACHMENT A (to the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-17b) 

Table 1: BY00 IOCS Direct Tally Dollar Weights ($000) 

First-Class Single Piece 

NO 
Cost Segment 0 io 1 1 to2 2 to 3 3to 5 5 to 7 7 to 9 Over9 Weight Total 

Mail Processing (3.1) 1.800.569 406,954 180.286 192,594 63,543 36,163 50,064 6,338 2.738,511 

Window Service (3.2) 

City Carrier In-Office (6.1) 

Standard Mail Regular 

Cost Segment 
Mail Processing (3.1) 

Window Service (3.2) 

City Carrier In-OMce (6.1) 

35,620 11,778 4,664 8.766 4,448 2,941 3.034 92 71,562 

807,441 107,042 40.588 36,973 10,740 6,693 5,926 565 1.015.969 

NO 
0 to 1 1 to2 2 to 3 3to5 5107 7109 91011 llto13 Over13 WeQht Total 

596,121 264.369 163,076 235,592 66,120 40.212 22,707 23,101 31,306 8,635 1,471,239 

1,987 573 284 599 157 205 66 190 565 0 4,627 

358,242 139,115 69,963 91,460 20,074 10,409 6.182 4,493 5,952 104 705.995 
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ATTACHMENT A (Continued) 

Table 2: Unit Costs Coefficients of Variation By Combined Weight increments 

First-Class Single Piece 
Broad Weight Groups 

oto1 1toz zto3 3to5 5to7 7tog over9 @&I 
Mail Processing Unit Cost 12.2 32.8 36.6 44.1 30.6 37.6 49.2 15.5 
(CS 3.1) cv* 0.8% 1.6% 2.3% 2.2% 3.6% 4.3% 3.6% 0.7% 

Window Service Unit Cost 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.1 1.5 
(CS 3.2 direct labor) CV’ 4.5% 7.6% 12.2% 9.1% 12.6% 15.6% 15.4% 3.2% 

City Carrier In-Office Unit Cost 3.5 6.0 5.9 5.9 3.7 3.9 3.6 3.8 
(CS 6.1 direcl labor) CV’ 1.0% 2.6% 4.5% 4.7% 6.6% 10.9% 11.5% 0.9% 

Standard Mail Regular (Commercial and Nonprofit) 
Broad Weight Groups 

oto1 1to2 2to3 3to5 5to7 7to9 9to11 11to13 over13 Total 
Mail Processing Unit Cost 5.9 a.7 10.2 11.3 10.4 17.5 17.9 21.4 59.6 8.1 
(CS 3.1) cv 1.3% 1.8% 2.3% 2.0% ,3.4% 4.1% 5.2% 5.1% 4.3% 0.9% 

Window Service Unit Cost 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.1 
{CS 3.2 direct labor) CV* 16.9% 31.9% 43.9% 31.3% 63.6% 50.6% 95.6% 56.2% 32.6% 11.3% 

City Carrier In-OMce Unit Cost 2.3 3.0 3.2 3.1 2.1 2.7 2.7 2.1 5.3 2.6 
(CS 6.1 direct labor) CV’ 1.5% 2.4% 3.4% 3.0% 6.3% 6.7% 11.3% 13.3% 11.6% 1.1% 

‘Coefficients of Variation (CV) calculated using the generalized variance function approach 
used by Witness Ramage ANM/USPS-TZ-13 (Docket R2000-1, Tr. 411116) 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-1%: 

Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58ASP.xls Worksheet titled, “SP 
Letters (by function)” for “First-Class Single-Piece Letters Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function” and Excel file, LR58PRE.xls. Worksheet titled, “Pre Letters (by function): for 
“First-Class Presort Letters Test Year Unit Costs by Function.” 

a. Please confim that unit mail processing cost for the “5 to 7” range for the First- 
Class Single-Piece is 26.465 cents and for the First-Class Presort Letters is 
570.431 cents. 

b. Please explain why presort mail should cost 21.6 times (570.431/26.465) more to 
process in the “5 to 7” range as compared to First-class mail letters in the same 
range. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. See the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-15b. . 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-19: 

Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58ASP.xls Worksheet titled, “SP 
Letters (by function)” for “First-Class Single-Piece Letters Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function” and Excel file, LR58PRE.xls. Worksheet titled, “Pre Letters (by function)” for 
“First-Class Presort Letters Test Year Unit Costs by Function.” 

a. Please confirm that unit mail processing cost for the “7 to 9” range for the First- 
Class Single-Piece Letters is 58.689 cents and for the First-Class Presort Letters is 
1725.835 cents. 

b. Please explain why presort mail should cost 29.4 times (1725.835/58.689) more to 
process in this range compared to First-class single-piece mail letters. If these 
values are wrong, please provide the correct values. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. See the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-15b. 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-20: 
Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58PRE.xls. Worksheet titled, “Pre 
Letters (by function)” for “First-Class Presort Letters Test Year Unit Costs by Function.” 

a. Please confirm that unit mail processing cost for the “7 to 9” and “over 9” ranges 
for the First-Class Presort Letters is 1725.835 cents and 8.258 cents respectively. 

b. Please explain why presort mail should cost 209 times (1725.835/8.258) more to 
process in “7 to 9” range as compared to “over 9” range. If these values are 
wrong, please provide the correct values. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. See the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-15b. 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-21: 

Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58ASP.xls Worksheet titled, “SP 
Letters (by function)” for “First-Class Single-Piece Letters Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function” and Excel file, LR58PRE.xls, Worksheet titled, “Pre Letters (by function)” for 
“First-Class Presort Letters Test Year Unit Costs by Function.” 

a. Please confirm the following values are correct for “Marginal Cost Difference” 
reported in your worksheets: 

1 to 2 2 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 7 7 to 9 over 9 
First-Class Single-Piece $0.273 $0.072 $0.133 $(0.080) $0.160 
All Shapes $0.236 
First-Class Single-Piece $0.201 $0.212 $0.220 $(0.183) $0.542 
Letters $0.378 

Ratio (Letters/All Shapes) 1.4x 2.9x 1.7x 2.3x 3.4x 1.6x 

First-Class Presort $0.179 $0.066 $0.230 ($0.009) ($0.003) 
All Shapes ($0.085) 
First -Class Presort Letters $0.160 $0.139 $0.413 $6.635 $11.130 

F ($14.104) 
Ratio (Letters/All Shapes) 1.1x 2.1x 1.8x 737.2x 3710x 165.9x 

b. Please explain why for the “2 to 3” to “over 9” ranges the marginal cost difference 
as you have calculated is many times larger for First-Class single-piece letters as 
compared to First-Class single-piece all shapes. If these differences are due to 
wrong values in these worksheets please provide the revised worksheets. If the 
differences are due to the sampling procedure, please explain in detail and provide 
all the supporting documents as to how sampling has contributed to this problem 
and why this problem (which was also prevalent in the R2000-1 rate case) was not 
resolved. 

c. Please explain why for the “2 to 3” to “over 9” ranges the marginal cost difference 
as you have calculated is many times larger for FC presort letters as compared to 
FC single-piece all shapes. If these differences are due to wrong values in these 
worksheets please provide the revised worksheets. If the differences are due to 
the sampling procedure, please explain in detail and provide all the supporting 
documents as to how sampling has contributed to this problem and why this 
problem, which was also prevalent in the R2000-1 rate case, was not resolved. 

d. Please explain why the marginal cost difference for the FC single-piece all shapes 
in the “2 to 3” ounce range compared to “1 to 2” ounce range is 3.8 times 
(.273/0.073) lower whereas for the FC single piece letters it in fact rises from 
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$0.201. If these differences are due to wrong values in these worksheets please 
provide the revised worksheets. If the differences are due to the sampling 
procedure, please explain in detail and provide all the supporting documents as to 
how sampling has contributed to this problem and why this problem, which was 
also prevalent in the R2000-1 rate case, was not resolved. 

e. Please explain why the marginal cost difference for the FC presort letters in the “7 
to 9” ounce range is $11.30 compared,to only $0.542 for the FC Single Piece 
letters. If these differences are due to wrong values in these worksheets please 
provide the revised worksheets. If the differences are due to the sampling 
procedure, please explain in detail and provide all the supporting documents as to 
how sampling ahs contributed to this problem and why this problem, which was 
also prevalent in the R2000-1 rate case, was not resolved. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. - e. See the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-15b. In general, the estimated 

costs in higher ounce increments are smaller for presorted First-Class MaiLand 

would thus be expected to exhibit greater sampling variation than corresponding 

costs for single-piece First-Class Mail. Please note also that the marginal cost 

differences need not vary linearly or even monotonically. For instance, whereas 

heavier letter-shape pieces are likelier to be incompatible with the Postal Service’s 

automation equipment and hence exhibit higher costs than lighter letters, the same 

is not true for non-letter pieces (flats, irregular parcel post (IPPs), and parcels). 
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ABAINAPM-USPS-T43-22: 

Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel tile, LR58ASP.xlq worksheet titled, “SP 
Letters (by function) for “First-Class Single-Piece Letters Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function” and Excel file LR58AREG.xlq worksheet titled, “3CREG Letters” for 
“Standard Mail Reg. Letters Test Year Unit Costs by Function.” 

a. Please confirm that the marginal cost difference reported in these worksheets for “1 
to 2” range for FCM is $0.201 and for the Standard mail is $0.003. 

b. Please explain what factors contribute to the marginal cost difference for the FCM 
in the “1 to 2” range to be 67 times (.201/003) larger than the one for the standard 
mail. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed 

b. See the responses to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-15b, ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-16c, 

and ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-21 b-e. 
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NAPMIUSPS-T43-23: 

Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58ASP.xlq worksheet titled, “SP 
Letters (by function) for “First-Class Single-Piece Letters Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function” and Excel tile LR58AREG.xls worksheet titled, “3CREG Letters” for 
“Standard Mail Reg. Letters Test Year Unit Costs by Function.” 

a. Please confirm the following values for the “Other” unit costs are correct (cents): 

oto 1 1 to2 2 to 3 

Other: 
First-Class Single-Piece 0.482 1.616 2.833 
Standard Mail 0.068 0.163 0.307 

Ratio (FCIStd) 7.0x 9.9x 9.2x 

b. Please explain in detail what are the “Other” unit costs. 

C. Please explain what factors contribute to the “Other” unit costs for the First Class 
letters to be 7 to IO times larger than standard mail letters. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. The “Other” unit costs are the CRA TY03 costs that are independent of the 

reported cost segments in the tables. The costs reported for each of the specific 

segments are the actual CRA costs for the segment as well as any piggybacked 

costs from other cost segments not explicitly listed in the table. The “Other’ 

costs are calculated by simply subtracting the sum of the costs of all the 

segments in the table from the total CRA costs for the subclass of mail. 

c. See USPS-LR-J-1 and the responses to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-15b and 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-16~. 



.- 
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ABA&NAPtvlIUSPS-T43-24: 

Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58ASP.xlq worksheet titled, “SP 
Letters (by function) for “First-Class Single-Piece Letters Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function” and Excel file LR58AREG.xls. worksheet titled, “3CREG Letters” for 
“Standard Mail Reg. Letters Test Year Unit Costs by Function.” 

a. Please confirm the following values for the mail processing costs are correct 
(cents): 

0 to 1 1 to2 2 to 3 

Mail Processing: 
FirstClass Single-Piece 11.508 24.674 40.169 
Standard Mail 4.975 4.632 6.378 

Ratio (FCIStd) 2.3X 5.3x 6.3X 

b. Please explain in detail why the mail processing unit costs for the FC mail letters 
are almost doubling across weight increments whereas for the standard mail letters 
they are almost constant. 

C. Please explain in detail why the mail processing unit costs for the FC mail to be 2 
to 6 times larger than that of standard mail letters for the above ranges. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. See the response to ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-15b, 

c. See the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-16~. 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-25: 

Please refer to your USPS LR-J-58, Excel file, LR58ASP.xls worksheet titled, “SP 
Letters (by function) for “First-Class Single-Piece Letters Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function” and Excel file LR58AREG.xlq worksheet titled, “3CREG Letters” for 
“Standard Mail Reg. Letters Test Year Unit Costs by Function.” 

a. Please confirm the following values for the sum of the “City Delivery in-office,” 
“City Delivery Street,” “Vehicle Service,” ” Rural Delivery,” and “Transportation” are 
correct (cents): 

Delivery Unit Costs: 
First-Class Single-Piece Letters 

% Change 
Standard Mail Letters 

% Change 
Ratio (FCIStd) 

0 to 1 1 to 2 2 to 3 

8.386 12.193 16.953 
91% 39% 

4.000 4.597 6.381 
15% 39% 

1.6X 2.7X 2.7X 

b. Please explain in detail why delivery unit costs across the above weight increments 
are several times larger for FC mail as compared to Standard mail. 

C. Please explain in detail why delivery unit cost as given above rises by 91% 
between “0 to I” and “1 to 2” ounce ranges for FC mail as compared to only 15% 
for the standard mail. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. I would not characterize the transportation costs in cost segments 8 (Vehicle 

Service) and14 (Purchased Transportation) as “delivery” costs. Cost segment 8 

includes costs associated with vehicle service drivers. Vehicle service driver 

workload includes transporting mail between processing and distribution facilities 

and between Bulk Mail Centers (BMCs). Cost segment 14 includes costs 

associated with contract air and highway transportation. See USPS-LR-J-1 for 
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the description of these cost segments. See also the response to 

ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-15b. 

c. See the response to part ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-16~. 

.- 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-26: 
Please refer to your R2001-1, LR-J-58. Table, “First-Class Single-Piece Letters Test 
Year Unit Costs by Function” and the corresponding table in R2000-1, LR-I-91. 

a. Please confirm that the figures in the following table are correct: 

R2001-1 R2000-1 % Change 

City Delivery In-Office Total Unit Cost (cents) 3.6 2.9 24.1% 
Overall Unit Cost ($) 0.211 0.204 3.4% 

b. Please explain in detail what changes might have occurred between these two rate 
cases that justify 24% increase in the “City Delivery In-Office Total Unit Cost” given 
the overall unit cost increase of only 3.4%. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. In addition to changes in the factors listed in my response to ABA&NAPM/USPS- 

T43-14c, cost differences between the test years of different rate cases may be 

caused by changes in the economic forecasts, cost changes in Postal 

Resources, differences in cost reductions, and other programs. In Docket No. 

R2000-1, these issues are discussed in the testimonies of witnesses Kashani 

(USPS-T-14). Tayman (USPS-T-g), and Meehan (USPS-T:! 1). and in the 

supplemental testimony of witness Patelunas (USPS-ST-44). In the current 

docket, the Postal Service has provided a base year, a rollforward, and test year 

costs that were developed from assumptions made nearly two years after the 

development of the Docket No. R2000-1 test year costs. For discussion of these 

issues in the current docket, please see the testimonies of witnesses Patelunas 

(USPS-T-12) Tayman (USPS-T-6), and Meehan (USPS-T-l 1). 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-27: 

Please refer to your R2001-1, LR-J-58, Table, “First-Class Single-Piece Letters Test 
Year Unit Costs by Function” and the corresponding table in R2000-1, LR-I-91. 

a. Please confirm that the total unit costs ($) across weight increments given in the 
following table are correct: 

0 to 1 1 to 2 2 to 3 3 to 5 5 to 7 7 to 9 & M 

R2001-1 0.199 0.400 0.612 0.832 0.649 1.191 1.570 0.211 
R2000-1 0.195 0.330 0.476 0.707 0.812 0.900 1.041 0.204 
% Change 2.1% 21.2% 28.6% 17.7% -20.1 32.3% 50.8% 3.4% 

b, 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

9. 

Please explain in detail what changes might have occurred between these two rate 
cases resulting in the unit cost for the 1 to 2 oz. range in R2001-1 to be 21.2% 
higher than that in R2000-1 rate case compared to overall rise of only 3.4%. 

Please explain in detail what changes might have occurred between these two rate 
cases resulting in the unit cost for the 2 to 3 oz. range in R2001-1 to be 28.6% 
higher than that for R2000-1 as compared to overall rise of only 3.4%. 

Please explain in detail what changes might have occurred between these two rate 
cases resulting in the unit cost for the 4 to 5 oz. range in R2001-1 to be 17.7% 
higher than that for R2000-1 as compared to overall rise of only 3.4%. 

Please explain in detail what changes might have occurred between these two rate 
cases resulting in the unit cost for the 7 to 9 oz. range in R2001-1 to be 32.3% 
higher than that for R2000-1 as compared to overall rise of only 3.4%. 

Please explain in detail what changes might have occurred between these two rate 
cases resulting in the unit cost for the over 9 oz. range in R2001-1 to be 50.8% 
higher than that for R2000-1 as compared to overall rise of only 3.4%. 

Please explain in detail what changes might have occurred between these two rate 
cases resulting in the unit cost for the 5 to 7 oz. range in R2001-1 to drop by 20.1% 
as compared to R20001-I. 
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RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. - g. See the responses to ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-14c and ABA&NAPM/USPS- 

T43-26b. 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-28: 
Please refer to your R2001-1. LR-J-58, Table, “First-Class Presort Letters Test Year 
Unit Costs by Function” and the corresponding table in R2000-1, LR-I-91. 

a. Please confirm that the total unit costs ($) across weight increments given in the 
following table ace correct: 

7 to 9 0 to 1 1 to 2 2 to 3 3~to 5 5 to 7 over Overall 

R2001-1 0.094 0.253 0.392 0.805 7.44 18.571 4.467 0.099 
R2000-1 0.098 0.249 0.383 0.908 1.47 3.797 5.212 0.103 
% Change -4.1% 1.6% 2.3% -11.3% 406% 389% -14.3% -3.9% 

b. Please explain in detail why the total unit cost in the weight increments of “5 to 7” 
and “7 to 9” are essentially 4 times larger in R2001-1 compared to the R2000-1 
rate case. 

C. Please explain in detail for the R2001-1 rate case what additional tasks are 
performed on the First-Class Presort Letter mail in “5 to 7” oz. range costing $7.44 
as compared to only $0.805 for the “3 to 5” oz. range, a difference of more than 9 
times ($7.44/$0.805). Whereas, in the R2000-1 rate case the corresponding rise 
was only 1.6 times ($1.47/$0.908) between these two oz. ranges. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed 

b. See the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-14c and ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43- 

c. See the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-14~. Note also that some letters in 

the 3-5 oz. range weigh less than 3.3 oz. and thus may be automation 

compatible. Accordingly, 3-5 oz. letters will tend to require less manual 

processing (and hence incur lower costs) than 5-7 oz. letters, 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-29: 

Please refer to your R2001-1, LR-J-58, tables, “First-Class Presort Letters Test Year 
Unit Costs by Function” and the “Standard Mail Reg. Letters Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function” and the corresponding tables in R2000-1, LR-I-91. 

a. Please confirm that the total unit costs ($) across weight increments given in the 
following table are correct: 

First-Class Presort Letters Std. Mail Reg. Letters 
Otol lto2 2to3 Overall 2 to 3 Overall 0 to 1 1 to 2 

R2001-1 0.094 0.253 0.392 0.099 0.092 0.095 0.132 0.096 
R2000-1 0.098 0.249 0.383 0.103 0.107 0.111 0.146 0.113 
% Change -4.1% 1.6% 2.3% -3.9% -14% -14.4% -9.6% -15% 

b. Please explain in detail what changes might have occurred between these two rate 
cases regarding the operations performed by the USPS on the Standard Mail 
Regular Letters and the First-Class Presort Letters resulting in the total unit costs 
across the weight increments and the overall to drop significantly for the former 
while dropping by a smaller percentage or even rising for the latter. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Not confirmed. The R2001-1 costs labeled “Std. Mail Reg. Letters” include both 

commercial and nonprofit mail, whereas the R2000-1 costs include only commercial 

rate mail. The following table provides the comparison between R2000-1 and R2001-1 

Standard Regular total unit costs that include both commercial rate and nonprofit mail: 

Std Mail Reg. Letters 
Obl 1 to2 2tcl3 Overall 

R2001-1 0.092 0.095 0.132 0.096 
Rzooo-1 0.102 0.104 0.148 0.107 
% Change -9.8% -8.7% -10.8% -10.3% 

b. See the response to ABA&NAPMiUSPS-T43-26b. 
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ABA8NAPMIUSPS-T43-30: 

Please refer to your R2001-1, LR-J-58, tables, “First-Class Presort Letters Test Year 
Unit Costs by Functions” and “First-Class Presort Flats Test Year Unit Costs by 
Functions.” 

a. Please confim, that the unit costs (in cents) in the following table for the weight 
increment “2 to 3” oz. range are correct: 

Mail Processing 
City Delivery In-Office 
City Delivery Street 
Total Unit Cost in cents 

FC Presort Letters FC Presort Flat % Difference 
(Letters over 
Flats) 

22.072 16.864 31% 
6.758 5.088 33% 
5.075 1.988 155% 

39.231 29.774 32% 

b. Please confirm that the total unit cost across all weight increments for the First- 
Class Presort Flats is 43.038 cents. 

C. Please explain in detail why then the FC Presort Letters unit costs for the above 
categories are significantly larger than those of FC Presort Flats in this wei ht 
increment ounce range despite that its overall unit cost being less than l/4 # 

(9.859ents/43.038cents) of FC Presort Flats. If these values are wrong, please 
provide the revised table for the “first Class Presort Letters Test Year Unit Costs.” 

a. Confirmed. 

b. Confirmed. 

c. See the response to ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-15b and ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43- 

21 b-e. 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-31: 

Please refer to your R2001-1, LR-J-58. tables, “First-Class Presort Letters Test Year 
Unit Costs by Function” and “Standard Mail Reg. Letters Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function _” 

a. Please confirm the following values for the sum of the “City Delivery in-Office,” 
“City Delivery Street,” “Vehicle Service,” ” Rural Delivery,” and “Transportation” 
are correct (cents): 

Delivery Unit Costs: 
First-Class Presort Letters 

% Change 
Standard Mail Letters 

0 to 1 1 to2 2 to 3 

4.783 10.311 16.148 
116% 57% 

4.000 4.597 6.381 

b. 

C. 

d. 

% Change 15% 39% 
Ratio (FC/Std) 1.2x 2.2x 2.5X 

Please explain in detail why delivery unit costs across the above weight 
increments are several times larger for First-Class Presort Letters as compared 
to Standard regular mail letters. 

Please explain in detail why delivery unit cost as given above rises by 116% 
between “0 to 1” and “1 to 2” ounce ranges for FC presort letters mail as 
compared to only 15% for the Standard regular mail letters. 

Please explain in detail why delivery unit cost as given above rises by 57% 
between “1 to 2” and 2”to 3” ounce ranges for FC presort letters mail as 
compared to only 39% for the Standard regular mail letters. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Not confirmed. The unit cost for First-Class Presort Letters, 2 to 3 ounces is 

15.948 (cents) and the % Change is 55%. 

b. - d. See the response to ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-15b, ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43- 

16~. and ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-25b. 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-32: 

Please refer to your R2001-1, LR-J-58, tables, “First-Class Presort Letters Test Year 
Unit Costs by Function” and “Standard Mail Reg. Letters Test Year Unit Costs by 
Function.” 

a. Please confirm the values for the total unit cost for the following weight 
increments are correct (cents): 

0 to 1 1 to 2 2 to 3 
First-Class Presort Letters 9.361 25.329 39.231 

% Change 171% 55% 
Standard Mail Letters 9.186 9.533 13.201 

% Change 4% 38% 
Ratio (FC/Std) 1.02x 2.66X 2.97x 

b. Please explain in detail why total unit costs in the “1 to 2” and “2 to 3” ranges are 
several times larger for First-Class Presort Letters as co.mpared to Standard 
regular mail letters. 

C. Please explain in detail why total unit costs rises by 17i% between “0 to 1” and 
“1 to 2” ounce ranges for FC presort letters mail as compared to only 4% for the 
Standard regular mail letters. 

d. Please explain in detail why total unit costs rises by 55% between “0 to 1” and “1 
to 2” ounce ranges for FC presort letters as compared to only 38% for the 
Standard regular mail letters, 

a. Confirmed. 

b. -d. See the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-15b and ABA&NAPM/USPS- 

T43-16c, 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-33: 
In the library Reference you sponsor, USPS-LR-J-117. under Section II. Organization, 
page 4, you state the underlying city carrier in-office Cost data is estimated in “a similar 
manner” to the last rate case. 

a. Is it estimated in an identical manner, or not? 

b. If your answer to a. is other than an unequivocal “Yes.“, please explain all 
differences. 

RESPONSE: 

a. - b. The city carrier in-office cost data are estimated in USPS-LR-J-117 in an 

essentially identical manner to that used in USPS-LR-I-95/R2000-1. The same 

FORTRAN programs are used to replicate the LIOCATT cost estimation process 

in USPS-LR-J-117 as were used in USPS-LR-I-lOO/R2gOO-I, The only 

difference is that updated input files, such as the FY2000 IOCS data set and 

updated activity code maps, are used in USPS-LR-J-117. 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-34: 

Between the base year from the last rate case (BY98) and the base year for this rate 
case (BY2000). the history indicates that total unit delivery costs have fallen by a 
greater percentage for Standard A Regular workshared letter mail than for First Class 
workshared letter mail. Specifically, for automation 3D letters, for FCM workshared, it 
has dropped by 14%~ from 4.05 cents to 3.48 cents, while for Standard A Regular 
workshared, it has dropped from 4.22 cents to 3.33 cents, a 21% drop. For automation 
5D letters, total unit delivery costs have dropped by 15% for FCM workshared letters but 
also by 21% for Standard A Regular letters. 

a. By detailed city and rural carrier cost segment, please explain how and why such 
costs have dropped more for Standard A Regular than for FCM workshared. 

b. Please list all cost cutting efforts that would explain both reductions in unit costs, 
and explain why any such efforts would produce greater cost savings for Standard 
A Regular than FCM workshared. 

C. In dollar amounts, how much effort between this rate case and the fast one was 
devoted to cutting delivery costs for Standard A Regular versus FCM workshared 
letter mail? 

RESPONSE: 

a. In addition to changes in the factors listed in my response to ABA&NAPM/USPS- 

T43-14c, cost differences between the base years of different rate cases may be 

explained by cost reduction efforts over the intervening years. Please see the 

testimony and supporting workpapers of witness Kashani (USPS-T-14 and 

USPS-LR-I-126) from Docket No. R2000-1 for details on cost reduction programs 

in the Postal Service’s R2000-1 proposal. For a list of cost reduction programs in 

the Postal Service’s response to Order No. 1294 in Docket No. R2000-1, please 

see the testimony and supporting workpapers of witness Patelunas, USPS-ST- 

44. It is also my understanding that the Postal Service has employed a different 

methodology for developing volume-variable costs in cost segment 7 in Docket 
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No. R2001-1, as compared to Docket No. R2000-1. See witness Meehan’s 

testimony, USPS-T-l 1, at 4. 

b. - c. It is my understanding that cost reduction efforts are discussed in USPS-T- 

14/R2000-1 and USPS-T-12 in this docket. 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-35: 

For your base year and test year summary tables in USPS-LR-J-117, please present 
the following rows of data for all column costs: 

a. non-automation presort letters for FCM letters, as defined in USPS witness 
Daniel’s corresponding table from the last rate case; 

b. basic automation FCM letters, as defined in USPS witness Daniel’s corresponding 
table from the last rate case. 

RESPONSE: 

a. -b. See Attachment B. 
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ATTACHMENT B (provided in response to ABAaNAPMIUSPS-T43-35) 

BY and TY Carrier Costs 

Costs (000s) 

PERMIT 
TO&l M City Carrier Rural Carrier Total Unit 

$J s.z u 7.2 u u lo Piaavbacked (ooos) unit cost Unit Cost cost 
BY 
Nonautomation Presort Letters 70,991 12,923 647 3,998 20,631 17,035 31,516 209.232 4,118,006 $0.0413 $0.0095 $0.0508 
Basic Automation Letters 53,605 9,758 815 5,035 25,979 14,851 29,587 185,016 5,185,503 $0.0286 $0.0071 $0.0357 

TY 
Nonautomation Presort Letters 92,310 17,334 855 5,172 26,751 22,617 40,103 274,839 4.625,031 $0.0486 $0.0108 $0.0594 
Basic Automation Letters 67,191 12,617 1,077 6,513 33,686 19.228 37,597 238,016 5,823,962 $0.0328 $0.0080 $0.0409 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-36: 

Your summary unit delivery cost tables for FCM and Standard differ from USPS witness 
Daniel’s in having city carrier unit cost and rural carrier unit cost columns. Yet, the new 
methodology was completed for the last rate case and discussed at length in USPS LR- 
l-173 in that case. Please provide if possible the same two columns of data referenced 
above for BY98 and TYZOOO [sic] for cost dynamics comparison purposes. 

RESPONSE: 

I assume you intend to refer to TY 2001 from Docket No. R2000-1. The city carrier unit 

costs can be obtained for BY98 and TY2001 by multiplying the sum of the costs in the 

columns labeled “6.1” through “7.4” by the appropriate city piggyback factor (from 

.K127:K134) and dividing by the appropriate total volume (in the column labeled “Permit 

Volume”) in worksheets ‘Summary BY and ‘Summary TY’ in workbook Ir95revised.xis 

from USPS-LR-I-95. Rural carrier unit costs for BY98 and TY2001 can be obtained by 

subtracting the city carrier unit costs from the total unit costs (column labeled “Total Unit 

Cost”). 
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ABA&NAPMIUSPS-T43-37: 

The following questions pertain to a comparison of test year unit costs for C.S. 6.1, city 
carrier in office direct labor, and 6.2, city carrier in office support, for TY2003 in this case 
compared to TY2001 from R2000-1 (see for your convenience the attached summary 
spread sheet comparing the LR-I-95 figures from R2000-1 and the LR-J-117 figures 
from R2001-1). 

a. Why are these 6.1 unit costs going up for FCM single piece (31 .I% increase) and 
workshared (15.5% for 3D; 14.2% for 5D) while they are going down for Standard 
A Regular (-5.4% for 3D; -5.9% for 5D)? Please list all factors explaining the 
differences, or if in error, please provide the correct figures. 

b. Why would in office support costs drop by a greater percentage for Standard A 
Regular letters (-18.7% for 3D; -19.1% for 5D) between the two test years than for 
FCM workshared letters (-12.4% for 3D; -13.4% for 5D)? Please list all factors 
explaining the differences, or if in error, please,provide the correct figures. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Please see the response to ABABNAPMAJSPS-T43-26b. 

b. Please see the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-26b. 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-36: 

The following question pertain to a comparison of test year unit costs for C.S. 7.1, city 
route costs for TY2003 in his case compared to TY2001 from R2000-1. Why would 
route costs drop by 56.1% for a Standard A Regular automated letter, 3D and 5D, but 
by only 44.5% for its FCM counterparts? 

RESPONSE: 

It is my understanding that the Postal Service has employed a different methodology for 

developing volume-variable costs in cost segment 7 in Docket No. R2001-1, as 

compared to Docket No. R2000-I. See witness Meehan’s testimony, USPS-T-l 1, at 4. 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-39: 

The following questions pertain to a comparison of test year unit costs for C.S. 7.2, city 
access costs, for TY2003 in this case compared to TY2001 from R2000-1. 

a. 

b. 

6. 

Please define fully in your own words what cost activities encompass this cost 
segment. 

Why are these costs rising by substantial double digits for both FCM letters and 
their Standard A Regular counterparts between the two test years? 

Why are they rising by over twice the rate for FCM letters workshared than their 
Standard A Regular counterparts, namely by 59.6% for FCM letters 3D and 50, but 
by 22.1% for Standard A Regular letters, 30 and 5D? 

RESPONSE: 

a. The activities associated with the access cost component are the deviations of 

the carrier from the route to go to and from customer delivery points or street 

collection boxes. My understanding is that cost segment 7.2 also includes 

driving time associated with deviating from the route. For a more detailed 

description of this cost segment, please refer to USPS-LR-J-1, pages 7-5 to 7-7. 

b. It is my understanding that the rise in access costs is due to the change between 

BY1998 and BY2000 in the methodology used to proportion out street time costs. 

See Workpaper B, WS 7.0.4.1 in both USPS-T-l l/R2000-1 and USPS-T-l 1 in 

this docket, and page 4 in USPS-T-l 1 in this docket. 

c. Please see the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-26b. 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-40: 
The following questions pertain to a comparison of test year unit costs for C.S. 7.4, city 
carrier street support costs, for TY2003 in this case compared to TY2001 from R2000-1. 

a. Please define fully in your own words what cost activities encompass this cost 
segment. 

b. Please confirm that these unit costs are nearly identical as between 3D and 5D 
letters, and as between FCM workshared and Standard A Regular workshared 
letters. 

c. Why are these costs falling by more for Standard A Regular 3D and 5D than for 
their FCM counterparts, roughly by 23% as opposed to 19120% for FCM 
workshared? 

RESPONSE: 

a. Street support costs include the additional carrier costs not accounted for in Cost 

Segments 7.1 through 7.3 - i.e., the portion of street time not spent running or 

delivering mail on the route. These activities include clocking in and out, 

traveling to and from the route and the Postal facility, loading the vehicle, and 

preparing mail at the vehicle. For a more detailed description please refer to 

USPS-LR-J-1, pages 7-9 to 7-l 0. 

b. Confirmed. 

c. Please see the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-26b. 
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ABABNAPMIUSPS-T43-41: 
The following questions pertain to a comparison of test year unit costs for C.S. 10, rural 
carrier costs, for TY2003 in this case compared to TY2001 from R2000-1. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

Please confirm that these costs are rising for FCM letters overall while they are 
falling for Standard A Regular according to your data. 

Why would rural carrier costs be rising for FCM workshared letters (6.4%for 3D; 
6.7% for 5D) while they are falling for Standard A Regular counterparts (-20.8% for 
3D; -20.4% for 5D)? 

In your expert opinion, is it harder for a rural carrier to put a First Class letter in a 
mail box than to put a Standard A Regular advertising letter in a mail box? 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. Please see the response to ABA&NAPM/USPS-T43-26b. 

c. Possibly, in the sense that if the letters are non-identical (i.e., in different rural 

carrier evaluation categories), a hypothetical First-Class letter could be in a 

higher-cost rural carrier evaluation category than a hypothetical Standard Mail 

letter. Note it is my understanding that any two mail pieces in the same rural 

carrier evaluation category would have the same rural carrier cost regardless of 

subclass. Since the costs referenced in the interrogatory are not for identical or 

homogeneous categories of mail, it is possible for relative rural carrier unit costs 

by class and subclass to change over time. 
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MMANSPS-T43-1 Please refer to page 10 of your Direct Testimony where you 

describe generally the basis for deriving First-Class and Standard Mail delivery costs, 
you indicate that you follow the same methodology used by USPS witness Daniel in 
Docket No. R2000-1, and you state that you are sponsoring Library Reference USPS- 
LR-J-117. 

A. Please confirm that unit delivery costs shown in the table below are derived in your 
Library Reference USPS-LR-J-I 17 study in this case. If you cannot confirm. please 
make any corrections and explain why~each such correction is necessary. 

Comparison of USPS FIrstClass and Standard Mail Letter Delivery Costs 

Rate Category 

,Single Piece Letters: 

Delivery Costs Difference 

First Class Standard FC - Std 

6.037 

Nonautomation Nonautomation Nonmachinable 3-Digit Nonmachinable 3-Digit 
Nonautomation Nonautomation Nonmachinable 5-Digit Nonmachinable 5-Digit 
Nonautomation Nonautomation Machinable 3-Digit Machinable 3-Digit 
Nonautomation Machinable 5Digit Nonautomation Machinable 5Digit 

6.406 6.406 5.592 5.592 2.616 2.616 

6.406 6.406 5.592 5.592 2.816 2.816 

3.937 3.937 3.795 3.795 0.142 0.142 
3.937 3.795 0.142 1 3.937 1 3.795 ) 0.142 / 

Automation Letters: 
Automation Mixed AADC Letters 4.165 3.687 1 0.278 

Automation AADC Lettern 4.165 3.627 0.336 

Automation 3-Digit Presoct Leners 3.980 3.812 0.168 
Automation 5Digit Presort Letterr 3.795 3.736 0.057 

Please explain why delivery costs vary between First-Class letters and Standard 
letters. Be sure to include in your answer the impact that average weight and the 
number of pieces delivered to a post office box might have on First-Class and 
Standard Mail letter delivery costs. 

Please explain why the delivery costs vary between the rate categories within First- 
Class, including First-Class single piece. Please discuss the various cost drivers 
that affect delivery costs for the rate categories. 

2 
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Please confirm that unit delivery costs shown in the table below correctly compare 
your results to those of USPS witness Daniel in Docket No. R2000-1 (please note 
that the BMM delivery costs are estimated by USPS witness Miller (see Library 
Reference USPS-LR-J-60 at 1. USPS-T-22 at 20)). If you cannot confirm, please 
make any corrections and explain why each such correction is necessary. 

Comparison of USPS Letter Delivery Unit Costs 
In Docket Nos. RZOOO-1 and RZOOl-1 

First-Class Category 

Single Piece Letters 

BMM Letters 

Dellve~ Unit Costs in Cents Difference 
ROO-1 ROI-1 RO1.l - ROO-1 

5.362 6.037 0.675 
5.479 4.066 (1.413) 

Nonautmation Presort Letters 

’ “---3chinable Mixed ADC Nonautomatior. I.VIIIIII 

Nonautomation Nonmachinable ADC 

Nonautomation Machinable Mixed AADC 

Nonautomation Machinable AADC 

Nonautomation Nonmachinable 3-Digit 

achinable S-Digit 

“able 3-Digil 

Nonautomation Machinable S-Digit 

I I t 
5.479 5.933 0.454 

8.406 

6.406 

4.066 

4.066 

6.408 

6.406 

3.937 

3.937 

Automation Mixed AADC Letters 4.165 

Automation AADC Leks 4.016 

Automation Basic Lenen 4.319 

Automation 3-Digit Presorl Letten 4.196 3.960 (0.216) 

Automation 5Digit Presort Letters 2.966 3.795 0.629 

Automation 5-Digil Presort Letters (CSBCS/Manual Sites) 6.160 6.161 0.001 

Automation Carrier Route Presort Letters 6.059 6.060 0.001 

Source: 
I I I 
IUSPS-LR-I-95 (rev) /USPS-L&J-I 17 1 

Please confirm that the unit delivery costs for First-Class single piece are expected 
to rise by ,675 cents between TY 2001 and TY 2003. If you confirm. please explain 
why such costs are expected to rise by 12.6% between TY 2001 and TY 2003. If 
you do not confirm, please provide the correct figures and explain the reason for 
such corrections. 

Please confirm that the unit delivery costs for First-Class Nonautomation presort 
letters are expected to rise by ,454 cents between TY 2001 and TY 2003. If yes, 

3 
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please explain why such costs are expected to rise by 8.3% between TY 2001 and 
TY 2003. If you do not confirm, please provide the correct figures and explain the 
reason for such corrections. 

G. Please confirm that the unit delivery costs for First-Class Automation 3-digit presort 
letters are expected to decrease by 216 cents between TY 2001 and TY 2003. If 
yes, please explain why such cost [sic] go down by 5.1% between TY 2001 and TY 
2003. If you do not confirm, please provide the correct figures and explain the 
reason for such corrections. 

H. Please confirm that the unit delivery costs for First-Class Automation 5digit presort 
letters are expected to rise by ,829 cents between TY 2001 and TY 2003. If yes, 
please explain why such cost [sic] are expected to rise by 28.0% between TY 2001 
and TY 2003. If you do not confirm, please provide the correct figures and explain 
the reason for such corrections. 

I. Please confirm that the unit delivery costs for First-Class BMM letters are expected 
to decrease by 1.413 cents between TY 2001 and TY 2003. If yes, please explain 
why such costs are expected to go down by 25.8% between TY 2001 and TY 2003. 
If you do not confirm, please provide the correct figures and explain the reason for 
such corrections. 

J. For workshare letters, have you attempted to isolate the impact of presortation level 
on delivery costs? If yes, please explain how you accomplished this specifically 
addressing the effect that weight and p.o. box delivery has on delivery costs. 

K. Please explain how, if any, delivery operations differ between single piece First- 
Class letters and BMM letters, which causes the former to cost on average 50% 
more. 

L. Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-J-53. Please confirm that the test year 
volume estimate for metered mail letters is 17.006,096,000. If you cannot confirm, 
what is the estimated volume of metered mail letters in the test year? 

M. Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-J-53. Please confirm that the test year 
volume estimate for single piece letters is 43,018.465,000. If you cannot confirm, 
what is the estimated volume of single pieces letters in the test year? 

N. Please confirm that the test year volume estimate for stamped single piece letters is 
43,018,465,000 letters - 17,006,099,000 letters = 26,012,366,000 letters, If you 
cannot confirm, please explain why not and state what the estimated volume of 
stamped single pieces letters in the test year is. 

0. Please confirm that the test year stamped single piece delivery cost can be 
estimated by using the volume information provided in parts L through N of this 
interrogatory, the unit delivery costs that you derive for First-Class single piece 

4 
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letters, and the First-Class metered mail unit delivery cost assumed by USPS 
witness Miller? For example, if the volume figures suggested in parts L through N of 
this interrogatory are correct, then the stamped single piece unit delivery cost can be 
computed as shown in the following table. If you cannot confirm, please provide an 
estimate of the stamped single piece unit delivery cost and support your answer. 

Estimation of TY First-Class Stamped Letter Unit Delivery Cost 

First-Class Category PI (2) (3) I 

N Volume (000) N Unit Del Cost ($1 N Del Cost ($000) 
(1) x (3) 

1 I / / 

jlll Total Single Piece Letters 43.016.465 0.06037 2.596936 1 
I4 Metered Letters 17.006096 0.04066 691,468 

[I] - 121 Stamped Letters 26.012.369 0.07325 I, 1.905.470 

I/ Comwtad 1.905470 / 26.012.369 

P. 

Q. 

R. 

S. 

T. 

U. 

Please explain why stamped letters cost 80% more than’metered letters for 
delivery service. 

Please conftrm that letters delivered to a post office box completely bypass carrier 
route sequencing operations and out-of-office delivery costs. If you cannot 
confirm, please explain why not. 

Please confirm that your delivery cost estimate for single piece letters assumes 
that 33% of all single piece letters will be delivered to a post office box. (See 
Library Reference USPS-LR-J-117. worksheet “Delivery Volumes”.) If you cannot 
confirm, please explain why not. 

Please confirm that your delivery cost estimate for presorted letters assumes that 
13% of all presorted letters will be delivered to a post office box. (See Library 
Reference USPS-LR-J-117, worksheet “Delivery Volumes”.) If you cannot confirm, 
please explain why not. 

If only 13% of single piece letters were delivered to a post office box, would the 
delivery cost for these pieces be higher or lower than the 6.037 cent estimate you 
derived? Please explain your answer. 

Please estimate the average delivery cost for only those single piece letters that 
are actually delivered. For purposes of this interrogatory request, letters that are 
delivered to a post office box should be removed from the analysis. 

5 
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V. Please estimate the average delivery cost for only those presorted letters that are 
actually delivered. For purposes of this interrogatory request, letters that are 
delivered to a post office box should be removed from the analysis. 

RESPONSE: 

A. Confirmed with the following exceptions. First, the carrier costs for First-Class 

Automation AADC letters are 4.016 cents per piece, not 4.165 cents as stated in the 

given table (see cell C19, spreadsheet ‘Table 1’ in LR-J-117.xls). The difference 

between First-Class and Standard for Automation AADC letters carrier costs is then 

0.189 cents (not 0.338 cents, as given). Second, the carrier cost for all Standard 

Nonautomation Presort Letters is 4.743 cents per piece (not 4.368 cents, as given). 

This cost is calculated by taking the total TY delivery costs for all nonautomation 

Standard letters (sum of cells K58-K65 in spreadsheet ‘summary TY’ in LR-J- 

117.~1~) and dividing by the TY volume of nonautomation Standard letters (sum of 

cells L58-L65 in spreadsheet ‘summary TY’ in LR-J-117.~1~). Based on this 

correction, the difference between First-Class and Standard Nonautomation Presort 

letters carrier costs is I. 190 cents (not 1.564 cents, as given). All other costs stated 

in the above table are confirmed. 

6. The estimated fraction of Standard letters delivered to post office boxes is 17 

percent, which is higher than that for First-Class presort letters (13 percent). A 

higher rate of deliveries to post office boxes would tend to result in lower carrier 

costs per piece for Standard letters. Additionally, carrier costs for undeliverable-as- 

addressed (UAA) mail would tend to be lower for Standard letters than for First- 

6 
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Class letters. Any impact weight has on in-office carrier costs is reflected in the cost 

data for the relevant cost segments. 

C. The measured differences within First-Class presort result from differences in the 

estimated percentage of DPS pieces in each rate category. The differences 

between single-piece and presorted First-Class letters are likely driven by the 

differences in the fractions of machinable and, by extension, DPS pieces, the 

relative address quality and UAA costs, and the presence of collection-related costs 

for single-piece First-Class. These factors would tend to result in higher single-piece 

unit carrier costs relative to presorted First-Class. The aforementioned factors will 

tend to be offset, to some extent, because there is a higher percentage of single- 

piece First-Class letters delivered to post offtce boxes than First-Class presort 

letters. 

D. Confirmed with the following exceptions. The R2000-1 unit carrier cost for 

Automation 5-Digit Presort Letters is 3.997 cents (not 2.966 cents, as given). The 

2.966 cents cost given in the table is only applicable to DBCS sites (note that the 

corresponding R2001-1 cost for DBCS sites is 2.894 cents). The correct cost 

difference for Automation 5-Digit First-Class Presort letters is -0.202 cents. 

E. Confirmed. The increase appears largely to result from increased carrier wages (the 

forecast TY 2003 city carrier wage is 10.35 percent higher than the TY 2001 wage 

from Docket No. R2000-I), which is somewhat offset by higher degrees of DPS 

sortation. 
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F. Confirmed. See response to part E. 

G. Confirmed. See response to part E. 

H. Not confirmed. See the response to part D, above. 

I. TY2001 and TY2003 unit delivery cost estimates for First-Class Bulk Metered Mail 

(BMM) letters are not directly comparable because different assumptions were used 

to develop these costs. In R2000-1, witness Daniel used the unit delivery costs for 

nonautomation presort letters as a proxy for the unit delivery costs of BMM letters. 

In R2001-1, witness Miller used the unit delivery costs for nonautomation 

machinable Mixed AADC letters as a proxy for the unit delivery costs of BMM letters. 

No directly comparable unit delivery cost was developed by witness Daniel in 

R2000-1. 

J. Yes. For “workshare” letters (presorted First-Class and Standard non-ECR letters), 

the effect of the presort level is isolated in the analysis in USPS-LR-J-117 to the 

extent that the presort level determines the percentage of DPS pieces for a given 

presort category. 

K. The differences between single-piece and BMM First-Class letters are likely driven 

by the differences in the fractions of machinable and. by extension, DPS pieces, the 

relative address quality and Undelivered-As-Addressed (UAA) costs, and the 

avoidance of collection-related costs for BMM First-Class letters. These factors 

would tend to result in higher unit carrier costs for all First-Class Mail single-piece 

letters relative to BMM letters. 

L. Confirmed 
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M. Confirmed. 

N. Not confirmed. The calculation presented in part (N) of this interrogatory yields an 

test year volume estimate for single piece First-Class letters with all indicia other 

than meter imprints, which includes but is not limited to stamped mail. Based on 

data in USPS-LR-J-112, Table IO. the TY volume of single piece stamped First- 

Class letters is 23.334.537.000 pieces and of First-Class letters with other indicia is 

2,677,832.000 pieces. 

0. Not confirmed. The method described in part (0) of this interrogatory and the 

accompanying table contains two errors. First, as indicated in the response to part 

(N), above, the calculation from part (N) of the interrogatory does not yield the 

stamped volume. Second, it is inappropriate to use witness Miller’s BMM delivery 

cost estimate-which employs the unit cost for machinable nonautomation mixed- 

AADC First-Class presort letters (see USPS-T-22, page 20. lines 21-23)-as an 

estimate of carrier costs for metered single piece First-Class letters as a whole. The 

table presented below provides the appropriate comparison of estimated unit 

delivery costs by indicia for single piece First-Class letters, 

Estimation of TY First-Class Stamped Letter Unit Delivery Cost 
I 

(2) (3) 

(1) TY Unit TY Delivery Cost 1 

First-Class Category TY Volume (000) 
Delivery Cost” ($000) ) 

($) 
(1)x(3) 

, Total Single Piece Letters 43,018.465 0.0604 2.596.938 

9 
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Metered Letters 17.006.096 0.0592 1.007.436 1 

Stamped 23.334537 0.0600 1,401.025 ( 

Other 2.677.832 0.0704 188.477 I 

‘Source: USPS-LR-J-112 

“Source: TY CRA costs distributed based on BY costs (developed using LIOCATT methodology). 

P. As shown in the table provided in response to part 0, stamped letters do not cost 60 

percent more than metered letters for delivery service, 

Q. Not confirmed. It is generally true (i.e., barring mis-sorts) that pieces addressed to 

post office boxes will avoid carrier route sequencing operations. However, it is not 

generally true that letters addressed to post office boxes will avoid all carrier costs, 

since some.letters addressed to post office boxes will be collected by carriers. 

R. Partly confirmed. The 33 percent figure for single piece First-Class Mail delivered to 

P.O. Boxes is not assumed, but rather is calculated by subtracting city delivery and 

rural delivery volumes from the RPW volumes for single piece First-Class Mail. The 

referenced calculations in USPS-LR-J-117 assume that the percentage of single 

piece First-Class letters delivered to P.O. Boxes is the same as that for all single 

piece First-Class Mail. 

S. Partly confirmed. The 13 percent figure for presorted First-Class Mail delivered to 

P.O. Boxes is not assumed, but rather is calculated by subtracting city delivery and 

rural delivery volumes from the RPW volumes for presorted First-Class Mail. The 

referenced calculations in USPS-LR-J-117 assume that the percentage of presorted 

650 
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First-Class letters delivered to P.O. Boxes is the same as that for all presorted First- 

Class Mail. 

T. I am assuming that “delivery cost for these pieces” refers to the unit carrier costs for 

First-Class~single piece letters (per RPW piece) as reported in USPS-LR-J-117. 

Other things being equal, if fewer First-Class single piece letters were delivered to 

P.O. Boxes. I would expect measured unit carrier costs for First-Class single piece 

letters to increase. 

U. Test year unit carrier cost for First-Class single piece letters delivered by carriers 

can be estimated by dividing the LR-J-117 Total Unit Cost for single-piece letters by 

(1 - percentage of single piece letters delivered to P.O. Boxes). This calculation 

results in the test year unit carrier cost for First-Class single piece letters delivered 

by carriers of $0.0901. which is an overestimate of the unit carrier costs for these 

pieces delivered by carriers, since collection costs associated with pieces delivered 

to P.O. Boxes are included in total unit costs. 

by dividing the LR-J-11 

lvered to P.O. Boxe 

ate of the unit Carrie 

since collection cos 

11 
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MMAAJSPS-143-l Please refer to page 10 of your Direct Testimony where you 
describe generally the basis for deriving First-Class and Standard Mail delivery costs, 
you indicate that you follow the same methodology used by USPS witness Daniel in 
Docket No. R2000-1, and you state that you are sponsoring Library Reference USPS- 
LR-J-117. 

V. Please esbmate the average delivery cost for only those presorted letters that are 
actually delivered. For purposes of this interrogatory request, letters that are 
delivered to a post office box should be removed from the analysis. 

RESPONSE: 

V. Test year unit carrier cost for First-Class presort letters delivered by carriers can 

be estimated by dividing the LR-J-117 Total Unit Cost for presort letters by (1 - 

percentage of presort letters delivered to P.O. Boxes). This calculation results in 

the test year unit carrier cost for First-Class presort letters delivered by carriers of 

$0.0481. 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-2 Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-J-117. worksheet 
“summary BY.” 

A. Please fully explain your methodology for deriving costs for sub-segment 6.1 (City 
Carrier In-Office Labor) for single piece letters. 

8. Please fully explain your methodology for deriving costs for sub-segment 6.1 (City 
Carrier In-Office Labor) for presorted letters. 

RESPONSE: 

A.-B. For cost segment 6.1, I use the Carrier Mixed Mail (CARMM) methodology, 

described by witness Shaw (see USPS-T-l at 7. lines 12-19). to estimate costs by 

Cost and Revenue Analysis (CRA) rate categories and shape, including single 

piece and presorted First-Class Mail letters 

12 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-3 Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-J-117 worksheets 
“summary TY” and “letters 93.” 

A. Please explain why, on worksheet “summary TY”, Line 29, Column A, shows the 
“nonDPS unit cost (FY93 LIOCATT Costs wage rate adjusted to FYOl dollars)-, 
rather than TY03 dollars. 

6. Please explain why, on worksheet “letters 93”. footnote 9 refers to the “FY98 wage 
rate”, rather than the Base Year 2000 wage rate. Please provide the specific 
source, including the exact page and line number. for the FY98 wage rate of 
$27.74. What is the relevance of this wage rate in this case? 

C. Please explain why, on worksheet “letters 93”. footnote 10 refers to the “FYOI 
wage rate”, rather than the NO3 wage rate. Please provide the specific source, 
including the exact page and line number of USPS-T-12, for the FYOl wage rate of 
$32.62. 

D. Please explain why, on worksheet “letters 93”, columns [S] and [7] are ratioed unit 
cost for $FY98 and $FYOl, respectively. What is the relevance to FY98 and FYOI 

- in this case? 

E. Please explain how the following factors impact your use of FY 93 data as the 
basis for the ratioed unit costs in columns [6] and [7] of “letters 93.” 

1. Change in mail mix between FY 93 and the test year in this case: 
2. Inclusion of zip+4 letters which no longer exist: and 
3. Change in the relative volumes delivered by carrier and the volumes delivered 

to post office boxes. 

F. Is column .[4] of worksheet “letters 93” the total volume of letters or the total volume 
of letters processed by those routes covered in columns [l] and [2]? 

G. Please provide for FY 93 the volumes by rate category as shown in column [4] of 
worksheet “letters 93.” 

RESPONSE: 

A. The referenced label was inadvertently not updated. The referenced nonDPS unit 

cost of $0.0311 is adjusted to TY 2003 wage levels. 

13 
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6. The referenced label was inadvertently not updated. The referenced wage rate is 

the BY 2000 wage. See National Payroll Hours Summary Report (NPHSR). AP 13 

2000 Report A. Average Hourly Rate, Line 43. City Delivery Carrier, Consolidated. 

C. The referenced label was inadvertently not updated. The referenced wage rate is 

the TY 2003 wage. See USPS-LR-J-50, Chapter 9, Section B. 

D. The referenced label was inadvertently not updated. The referenced costs are 

adjusted to BY 2000 wage levels. 

E. The purpose of the FY93 data is to obtain unit carrier in-office costs from a non-DPS 

environment to estimate the costs of handling non-DPS letters in the test year. 

Consequently, to the extent that the factors listed would affect the DPS percentage, 

they are irrelevant to the analysis. I have not performed any analysis to determine 

the impact of the other listed factors on the costs of handling non-DPS letters. 

F. It is my understanding that the referenced volumes are the total volumes of letters 

for the given rate categories. 

G. I assume that this part is asking for a breakdown of the total First-Class single-piece 

and workshared volumes provided in cells F8 and F15. respectively, by rate 

category for FY93. To my knowledge, the detailed data are not available. 

14 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-4 Are the costs associated with placing letters Into a post office 
box considered mail processing. in-office delivery, or out-of-office delivery costs? 
Please explain. If such costs are mail processing, then is it true that the delivery cost 
for a letter that is delivered to a post office box is zero by definition? If no. please 
exolarn. 

RESPONSE: 

The actrvities involved in the distribution of mail to post office boxes. Including placrng 

mail rn the box. are generally performed by clerks: the associated labor costs are part of 

mall processing (cost segment 3.1). It is generally true (i.e.. barring mts-sorts) that 

preces addressed to post office boxes will not be delivered by carriers. However. it IS 

not generally true that letters addressed to post office boxes will avoid all carrier costs. 

since some letters addressed to post office boxes will be collected by carrcers 

15 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-5. Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-J-117. worksheets 
“summary BY’. and “Delivery Volumes.” 

A. Please confirm that you project 13% of total First-Class presorted letters will be 
delrvered to post office boxes. If you cannot conftrm, please explain. 

B. Please confirm that you project 33% of total First-Class single piece letters will be 
delrvered to post office boxes. If you cannot confirm, please explain. 

C. Please confirm that for each category within First-Class presorted letters. you project 
that 13% of the letters will be delivered to post office boxes. If you cannot confirm. 
please explain 

D. What is the basis for your assumption that the delivery charactenstics that constitute 
total presorted letters can be broken down proportionally to each of the 14 separate 
rate categories withrn First-Class presorted letters, particularly when the volumes for 
most of those categories are quite small compared to Automation 3-digit and 5-drgit? 
Please support your assumption that the delivery charactenstics exhibrted by total 
presorted volumes will be shared proportionally for each of the 8 subcategories you 
ilst for non-automation letters. 

Ed Please explain how. for First-Class presorted mail, the total of rural route parcels 
(I ,872) plus the total city earner parcels (15.215) is greater than the RPW total 
parcels (9.980). 

RESPONSE: 

A. Please see the response to MMAfUSPS-T43-l(s). 

6. Please see the response to MMA/USPS-T43-l(r). 

C~ Confrrmed. 

D. It IS not clear to which calculations this Interrogatory refers. However. it is not true. 

rn general. that the LR-J-117 analysis assumes identical or proportronal “delivery 

charactensttcs” within presorted First-Class letters. 

16 
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E. The referenced volumes are statistical estimates from independent data systems 

The estimated rural delivery and city delivery parcel volumes are subject to statlstlcal 

varlatton and not controlled to sum to the RPW volume. 

17 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-6 Please refer to USPS-LR-J-117. worksheet “summary BY.” 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

Do you agree that the unit cost incurred by city carriers to deliver a First-Class 
srngle piece letter is 10.22 cents? [Divide the piggybacked total city delivery costs 
by the srngle piece city delivery letter volume from worksheet “Delivery Volumes.“] 
If you cannot confirm. please explain why not and provide the correct unit cost. 

Do you agree that the unit cost incurred by city carriers to deliver a First-Class 
presorted letter is 4.56 cents? [Divide the piggybacked total city delivery costs by 
the presorted city delivery letter volume from worksheet “Delivery Volumes If you 
cannot confirm. please explain why not and provide the correct unit cost. 

Do you agree that the unit cost incurred by rural carriers to deliver a First-Class 
srngle piece letter is 3.07 cents? [Divide the piggybacked segment 10 costs by the 
stngle piece rural delivery letter volume from worksheet “Delivery Volumes.“] If you 
cannot confirm. please explain why not and provide the correct unit cost. 

Do you agree that the unit cost incurred by rural carriers to deliver a First-Class 
presorted letter is 3.12 cents? [Divide the piggybacked segment 10 costs by the 
presorted rural delivery letter volume from worksheet.“Delivery Volumes.“] If you 
cannot confirm. please explain why not and provide the correct unit cost. 

If you can confrrm parts A through D, please explain why It costs more than twice 
as much for a city earner to deliver an average First-Class single piece than Bn 
average presorted letter. but it costs about the same for a rural carrier to deliver 
such pieces. 

RESPONSE: 

A~ No. The city carrier costs used in the unit cost calculation described in MMAIUSPS- 

T43-6A include both delivery and collection costs for First-Class single piece letters. 

Excluding collection costs, the BY 2000 unit cost is 9.57 cents, 

8. Yes 

C~ No The costs and volumes used in the unit cost calculation described in 

MMA/USPS-T43-6C include both delivery and collection costs and volumes for Frrst- 

Class single piece letters. Excluding collection costs and volumes from, 
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respectively. the numerator and denominator of the unit cost calculation yields a BY 

2000 unit cost of 3.71 cents. 

3. Yes, 

E The city carrier costs depend on the actual labor required to deliver the piece. The 

rural carrier costs depend on contractually specified route evaluation factors that 

may differ from the actual costs. 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-7. Please refer to USPS-LR-J-117, worksheet “letters 93.” 

A. Please confirm that columns [l] through [3] provide the costs to process 
nonDPSed letters. If you cannot confirm, please explain. 

B. Please confirm that column [4] provides total volumes for the respective rate 
categories, including volumes delivered to a post office box that did not incur the 
costs shown in columns [l] through [3].~ If you cannot confirm, please explain. 

C. Please provide the corresponding FY 93 First-Class volumes for each rate 
category that were delivered by: 

1. City carriers; 
2. Rural carriers; and, implicitly, 
3. To post office boxes. 

RESPONSE: 

A. Partly confirmed. The referenced costs are the FY 1993 city carrier in-office (cost 

segment 6.1) costs for the IOCS activity codes in column A of the worksheet. 

Insofar as automated delivery point sequencing was not generally deployed until 

after FY 1993, the FY 1993 costs in columns [l] through [3] in worksheet ‘letters 93 

represent city carrier in-office costs for letter mail categories in a non-DPS 

environment. 

B. Confirmed. 

C. See responses to’MMA!USPS-T43-11 (C)(2) and MMAAJSPS-3. 

2 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-8. Please refer to USPS-LR-J-117. worksheet “summary BY.” 

A~ Please conflrm that when you deaverage the unit delivery costs for the vartous rate 
categories withi.n presorted First-Class. the cost driver speciflcally for City Carrier In- 
Offlce labor costs. segment 6.1. IS the percent of letters sorted to delivery point 
sequence (DPS) by automation. If you cannot confirm. please explain. 

5. Please confirm that as shown in your column B (%DPS) machinablF letters are 
much more likely to have a higher %DPS. resulting in a much lower segment 6~1 urni 
cos!. as shown in column C. If you cannot confirm. please explain. 

C Please confirm that all workshare automation letters are required to be machmable. 
Ii you cannot confirm, please explain. 

D Please confirm that because workshare automation letters are required to be 
machinable. they have a very high probability of being D,PS sorted. all things being 
equal. If you cannot confirm. please explain. 

Ed Please confirm that according to your data shown in column 6. the DPS percentage 
Increases as the level of presort Increases. when automation IS avallable In the 
delivery office. If you cannot confirm. please explain. 

F. Please confirm that the Postal Service has no actual data that provides the DPS 
percentage by First-Class rate category. and that the only DPS percentages that the 
Postal Service has are theoretlcal estimates provided by USPS witness Miller s mall 
flow models? If you cannot confirm. please explain. If the Postal Service has actual 
data. please provide that data for the base year in this case and the previous 5 
annual penods. 

Go Whal IS the DPS percentage for all First-Class single piece letters? Please support 
your answer. 

Hi Please confirm that metered mail letters have no prerequisite requirements or 
regulat!ons that require it to be machmable. yet the Postal Service es&mates that it’s 
DPS percentage IS vtrtually the same as non-automation machinable letters. 
automation mixed AADC. automatlon AADC. and automation 3-Digit. If you cannot 
confirm. please explain. 

I. Are metered letters. which make up approximately 40% of single piece letters. more 
likely to take on the delivery characteristtcs. of single piece letters or more ltkely to 
take on the delivery charactenstics of presorted. machinable. non-prebarcoded 
mlxed AADC letters. Please explatn your answer and be sure to discuss the fact 
that the volume of metered letters outnumbers presorted. machinable, non- 
barcoded. mixed AADC letters by about 30 to 1, 

21 
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RESPONSE (MMAIUSPS-T43-8): 

A. Confirmed, in that the percent of letters sorted to delivery point sequence by 

automation is used to distribute city carrier in-office costs (segment 6.1) to rate 

categories within presorted First-Class letters. 

B. Confirmed. 

C. Confirmed. 

D. Confirmed. 

E. Not confirmed. The estimated percentage of DPS pieces is lower for automation 

carrier route letters than for 5digit automation letters. 

F. Confirmed. 

G. It is my understanding that the requested data are not available 

H. Not confirmed. The Postal Service does not equate the DPS percentage for 

machinable non-automation presort letters with that for metered mail letters taken as 

a whole, but for BMM letters. 

I. First-Class single piece metered letters are not homogeneous in terms of mail 

characteristics. MMA/USPS-T43-l(K) discusses the factors that cause differences 

in carrier costs associated with single piece First-Class letters (including non-BMM 

metered letters) and BMM First-Class letters. 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-9. Please refer to USPS-LR-J-117, worksheets “summary BY” and 
“summary TY”. In worksheet “summary BY” you show that the unit cost to deliver 
nonDPSed letters is 2.65 cents and the cost to deliver DPSed letters is .5 cents each 
In worksheet “summary TY” these two cost figures are 3.11 cents and 5 cents, 
respectively. 

A. Please state precisely what is meant by each of these four average cost figures, 
including the time period and precise operations that are covered by each cost. 

B. Do these figures take into account that, for presorted letters, 13% of the pieces were 
delivered to post office boxes in the base year? Would these figures change if, in 
the test year, the percentage of pieces delivered to post office boxes were to, say, 
double? 

C. Please explain why the average unit cost to deliver nonDPSed letters is expected to 
increase by 17% between the base year and test year, but that the average unit cost 
to deliver DPSed letters is expected to remain the same. 

RESPONSE: 

A. The referenced costs are the cost segment 6.1 (city carrier in-office) cost per RPW 

piece for presorted First-Class letters. The referenced costs on the “summary BY” 

page are for BY 2000; those on the “summary TY” page are for TY 2003. See 

USPS-LR-J-1, Section 6.1.1. for a description of the activities encompassed by cost 

segment 6.1. 

B. The percentage of presorted letters delivered to post office boxes is implicit in the 

level of the referenced unit costs, If the percentage of presorted letters delivered to 

post office boxes were to double, the actual carrier in-office costs would be expected 

to decline, other things being equal 

C. Assuming that the average “unit cost” figures referenced in this part are the unit 

carrier costs from the preamble to MMA/USPS-T43-9. please note that the 

23 
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referenced unit costs represent the unit city carrier costs for in-office activities; see 

the response to part A. The non-DPS unit cost increases by “17%” (actually, 17.56 

percent) because the actual labor time required for a city carrier to case a non-DPS 

letter is assumed constant, while the wage rate is projected to increase by 17.56 

percent (which rounds to 18 percent). The DPS unit carrier cost increases by a 

smaller amount (1.2 percent) because, in the de-averaging procedure, city carrier in- 

office cost reductions largely offset the effect of the wage increase. 

24 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-10 Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-J-117, 
specifically worksheets “summary BY” and “summary TY” 

A. Please provide the implied DPS percentage for First-Class single piece letters 
for: 

I. The base year, and 

2. The test year, 

6. Please confirm that the Postal Service intends to increase the number of 
barcoded First-Class single piece letters between the base year and test year. 
If you cannot confirm, please refer to page 5. lines 16-25 of USPS-T-22, the 
Direct Testimony of USPS witness Miller, and explain your answer. 

C. If you show that the implied First-Class single piece letter DPS percentage 
goes down between the base and test years, please explain why this 
percentage goes down while, at the same time, the volume of First-Class single 
piece letters that are barcoded goes up. 

RESPONSE: 

A. The implied DPS percentage for First-Class single piece letters cannot be 
estimated from the analysis in USPS-LR-J-117. 

B. Redirected to witness Miller. 

C. Not applicable. 

n 
L 
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MMAAJSPS-T43-11 Please refer Library Reference USPS-LR-J-117, specifically 
worksheet “letters 93”. 

A. Please confirm that the number of letters delivered to a post office box is not a 
significant cost driver for delivery costs. If no, please explain the impact that a 
letter delivered to a post office box has on delivery costs? 

6. Please confirm that the titles in columns 6 and 7 should refer to $FYOO and 
$FYO3, respectively? If no, please explain., 

C. Please consider your computed $FY93, $FYOO and $FY 03 First-Class unit 
delivery costs as shown on line 8 in columns 5, 6 and 7. 

1. Please confirm that your computation of the $FY 93 unit delivery cost of 2.13 
cents is the total cost shown in column 3 divided by the total volume shown in 
column 4. If no, please explain how to compute that figure. 

2. For the 50,443,703 letters used to compute the $FY93 unit cost, please 
confirm that you do not know what portion of the total was delivered by either 
rural or city delivery carriers, or what portion was delivered to post office 
boxes. If no, please provide those percentages. 

3. For the $FYOO and FY03 unit costs, please confirm that you inherently 
assume that the portion of letters delivered to post office boxes is the same 
as for $FY93. If no, please provide the percentage of letters delivered to post 
office boxes for each of the three unit costs. 

4. If you assume that the portion of letters delivered to post office boxes was the 
same for each of the three unit costs, please justify this assumption. 

D. In $FY93, you show that the unit delivery nonDPS costs for single piece and 
presorted letters are 2.13 and 2.21 cents, respectively. 

1. According to those computed unit costs, are the nont3PS delivery costs for 
presorted letters really approximately .08 cents less than single piece 
presorted letters? Please explain your answer. 

2. A&me for purposes of this question that 33% of presorted letters were 
delivered to a post office box and that 13% of the single piece letters were 
delivered to a post office box. Assume also that the delivery cost for letters 
delivered to a post office box and collection costs were very close to zero. 
Under these circumstances, is it appropriate to compare nonDPS delivery 
costs as shown in the table below? If not, please explain why not? 
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Computation of $FY93 nonDPS Delivery Costs Per Delivered Letter 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
,First-Class Total Delivery Total Volume. % Delivered Total Volume Unit Cost per’ 
Category cost ($000) (000) by Carriers Delivered Delivered 

(000) Letter ($) 

Single Piece 1,076,586 50,443,703 87% 43,886,022 0.0245 
Presorted 652,975 29,486,424 67% 19,755.904 0.0331 

Source: 
USPS-LR-J-117 
“letters 3” 

Cal 3 Cal 4 
Assumption (2) x (3) (1) / (4) 

3. Assume that 13% of presorted letters were delivered to a post office box and 
that 33% of the single piece letters were delivered to a post office box. 
Assume also, for purposes of this question that the.delivery cost for letters 
delivered to a post office box and collection costs were very close to zero. 
Under this circumstance, do you think it is appropriate to compare nonDPS 
delivery costs as shown in the table below? If not, why not? 

Computation of $FY93 nonDPS Delivery Costs Per Delivered Letter 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
First-Class 
Category 

Total Total Volume % Delivered Total Volume Unit Cost per 
Delivery (000) by Carriers Delivered (000) Delivered 

I cost ($000) 1 
I I I 

Letter 
I I I I 

Single Piece I 1,076.5861 5r 
Presorted 652,975i -,a l! 

3,443,7031 67%) 33,797.2811 0.031: 
I ~3,486,4241 87%1 25,653,189( 0.025E 

Source: 
USPS-LR-J-117 
“letters 3” 

COI 3 COI 4 
Assumption (2) x (3) (1) I(4) 

4. Please explain whether one can tell which incurs more nonDPS delivery cost 
for FY93. single piece or presorted, unless you know how many pieces are 
actually delivered by rural and city carriers? 

5. Assume that during FY 93, 33% of presorted letters were delivered to a post 
office box and that 13% of the single piece letters were delivered lo a post 
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office box, similar to the situation asked in Part 2. Assume further that for 
FYOO, 13 % of presorted letters were delivered to a post office box and that 
33% of single piece letters were delivered to a post office box. Assume also, 
for purposes of this question that the delivery cost for letters delivered to a 
post office box and collections costs were very close to zero. Under this 
circumstance, would not the $FYOO unit nonDPS delivery cost for all 
destinating letters be more appropriately computed as shown in the table 
below than the way you computed it in column 5 of worksheet “letters 93”? 
Please explain your answer. 

Computation of $FYOO nonDPS Delivery Costs Per Originating Letter 

Sl”Qk Piece 50.a43.703 0.0245 23.1660 27.7445 0.0294 67% 33797,281 932.014 0.0197 

Presarted 29..466.424 0.0331 23.1880 27.74.c 0.0396 67% 2k553.769 1.014,MS 0.0344 

6. Please explain the differences between the $FYOO unit nonDPS delivery 
costs computed in Part 5 and your derived unit delivery costs of 2.55 cents 
and 2.65 cents for single piece and presorted letters, respectively. 

RESPONSE: 

A. Confirmed that a letter delivered to a post office box would normally avoid carrier 

delivery activities, as discussed in my response to MMAAJSPS-T43-4. 

EL Confirmed 

C. 1. Partly confirmed. $FY93 unit cost equals the total costs shown in column 3 

divided by the total volume shown in column 4 multiplied by 1000. 

- 
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2. The data needed to answer this question is archived and is in the process of 

being retrieved and evaluated. The information will be provided as soon as it 

becomes available. 

3. Not confirmed. Since the referenced costs are, specifically, city carrier costs, the 

LR-J-117 non-DPS cost calculations assume that the percentage of letters 

delivered on city delivery routes remains constant. It does not require a specific 

assumption about the percentage delivered to post office boxes. 

4. Not applicable 

D 

1. I assume that by “really’ you mean whether 0.08 cents is the actual difference 

in FY 1993 unit costs in cost segment 6.1 (city carrier in-office) for single- 

piece and presorted First-Class letters. The 0.08 cent measured cost 

difference is a statistical estimate and subject to sampling variation. 

However, it is the estimated FY 1993 unit difference. 

2. The data needed to answer this question is archived and is in the process of 

being retrieved and evaluated. The information will be provided as soon as it 

becomes available. 
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The data needed to answer this question is archived and is in the process of 

being retrieved and evaluated. The information will be provided as soon as it 

becomes available. 

The data needed to answer this question is archived and is in the process of 

being retrieved and evaluated. The information will be provided as soon as it 

becomes available. 

The data needed IO answer this question is archived and is in the process of 

being retrieved and evaluated. The information will~be provided as soon as it 

becomes available. 

The costs computed in part D5 of the interrogatory depend on the 

hypothetical given there. The costs computed in the $FYOO column of the 

‘letters 93’ tab of LR-J-l17.xls do not depend on the hypothetical in part D5. 

Specifically, the hypothetical in part D5 of the interrogatory presupposes a 

large shift in delivery mix that is not assumed in my calculations. Please see 

also the response to pan D5, above. 
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MMAAJSPS-T43-11 Please refer Library Reference USPS-LR-J-117, specifically 
worksheet “letters 93”. 

C. Please consider your computed $FY93, $FYOO and $FY 03 First-Class unit delivery 
costs as shown on line 8 in columns 5, 6 and 7. 

2. For the 50,443,703 letters used to compute the $FY93 unit cost, please confirm 
that you do not know what portion of the total was delivered by either rural or city 
delivery carriers, or what portion was delivered to post office boxes. If no, please 
provide those percentages. 

D. In $FY93, you show that the unit delivery nonDPS costs for single piece and 
presorted letters are 2.13 and 2.21 cents, respectively. 

2. Assume for purposes of this question that 33% of presorted letters were 
delivered to a post office box and that 13% of the single piece letters were 
delivered t0.a post office box. Assume also that the delivery cost for letters 
delivered to a post office box and collection costs were very close to zero. Under 
these circumstances, is it appropriate to compare nonDPS delivery costs as 
shown in the table below? If not, please explain why not?~ 

Computation of $FY93 nonDPS Delivery Costs Per Delivered Letter 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
First-Class Total Delivery Total Volume % Delivered Total Volume Unit Cost per 
Category cost ($000) (000) by Carriers Delivered Delivered 

(000) Letter ($) 

Single Piece 1,076,586 50,443,703 87% 43,886,022 0.0245 
Presorted 652,975 29,486,424 67% 19,755,904 0.0331 

Source: Assumption’ (2) x (3) (f)/(4) 
USPS-L&J-l 17 Co13 Cal 4 
“Jetters 3 

3. Assume that 13% of presorted letters were delivered to a post office box and that 
33% of the single piece letters were delivered to a post office box. Assume also, 
for purposes of this question that the delivery cost for letters delivered to a post 
office box and collection costs were very close to zero. Under this circumstance, 
do you think it is appropriate to compare nonDPS delivery costs as shown in the 
table below? If not, why not? 
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Computation of $PY93 nonDPS Delivery Costs Per Delivered Letter 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
First-Class Total Total Volume % Delivered Total Volume Unit Cost per 
Category Delivery PW by Carriers Delivered (000) Delivered 

cost ($000) Letter 

Single Piece 1,076,586 50,443,703 67% 33,797,281 0.0319 
,Presorted 652,975 29,486,424 87% 25,853,189 0.0255 

Source: Assumption (2) x (3) (l)/(4) 
USPS-LR-J-117 Cal 3 Cal 4 
“letters 3” 

4. Please explain whether one can tell which incurs more nonDPS delivery cost for 
FY93, single piece or presorted, unless you know how many pieces are actually 
delivered by rural and city carriers? 

5. Assume that during FY 93, 33% of presorted letters were delivered to a post 
office box and that 13% of the single piece letters were delivered to a post office 
box, similar to the situation asked in Part 2. Assume further that for PYOO, 13 % 
of presorted letters were delivered to a post office box and that 33% of single 
piece letters were delivered to a post office box. Assume also, for purposes of 
this question that the delivery cost for letters delivered to a post office box ahd 
collections costs were very close to zero. Under this circumstance, would not the 
$FYOO unit nonDPS delivery cost for all destinating letters be more appropriately 
computed as shown in the table below than the way you computed it in column 5 
of worksheet “letters 93”? Please explain your answer. 

Computation of $FYOO nonDPS Delivery Costs Per Originating Letter 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 0 (8) (9) 

tbor I FVW L&WI ratio&unit I ~~00% I F~wTotal I FYOOTCM I FYWUnn i FYS3 Total FYs3 unit FY93 Lt 
Volume (OW) cost per Rate Rate cost SFYW Delivered Volume Dellvety Cost Cost for all 

Deltvwed by Caniers Delivered (000) (WQ letters 
LtiM 

First-Class 
category 

Single Piece 50443,703 0.0245 23.18w 27.72 0.0294 67% 33.797281 S92,ors 0.0197 

PreSOrted 2S,456,424 0.0231 23.1880 27.7445 0.0395 87% 25.653.159 1.014,505 0.0344 

source: 
USPS-L&J-117 
‘Imers 3’ 

Cd4 

PaIt D(2) (2) x (4) I (3) Assmptii (1) x (6) (5)X0 (8) I(1) 

Fn 5 FnS 
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RESPONSE: 

11 C 2. Partly confirmed. It is my understanding that the Postal Service was able to 

locate FY 1993 CCS and RCS data in response to MMNUSPSB. Using those data, 

I was able to compute the proportion of the total RPW volume delivered on city 

carrier letter routes. However, that information is not incorporated in the LR-J-117 

calculations. Insofar as the rural carrier shape categories do not directly correspond 

to the DMM CO50 shape definitions used in LR-J-117, and given that I am not aware 

of the existence of any data with which to crosswalk the RCS data to DMM CO50 

shape, I am unable to compute the split between rural routes and post office boxes 

for the remaining volumes. Using the cost per CCS piece, I calculate that the 

resulting “non-DPS” costs per RPW piece would be as follows: 

Results of alternative calculation using CCS data of First-Class unit costs from 
‘letters 93’ worksheet, LR-J-117.~1~. 

First-Class Mail 

Category 

FY 1993 cost per Ratioed unit cost Ratioed unit cost 

CCS letter (per RPW piece) (per RPW piece) 

$BY 2000 $TY 2003 

Single-Piece Letters 0.0452 0.0245 0.0288 

Presorted letters 0.0292 0.0224 0.0263 

D. 

2. It is not appropriate to compare nonDPS delivery costs as shown. The data in 

the column labeled “% Delivered by Carrier” of the table presented in D2 are 
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incorrect, in that the percentage of mail delivered by carriers is not equal to 100 

percent less the percentage of mail delivered to post office boxes. Other mail not 

delivered either by carriers (i.e., those on “letter routes”) or to post office boxes, 

include caller service mail, mail delivered on parcel routes, and mail delivered on 

other “nonletter” routes. Therefore, the volumes in the column labeled “Total 

Volume Delivered” do not represent the volumes of mail delivered by carriers. 

3. See the response to part D2, above. 

4. See the response to part C2, above. 

---- 5. See the response to part D2, above. Based on the results I present in response 

to part C2, the relative FY 1993 costs per delivered piece presented in part D5, and 

thus the assumptions of the hypothetical, appear to be incorrect. 
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MMAIUSPS-T4b12 Please refer to your response to Part J of Interrogatory 
MMA/USPS-T43-1, where you confirmed that you belleve you have isolated the 
impact of presortation on delivery costs, and Part B of your response to Interrogatory 
MMAIUSPS-T43-9. 

A. Please confirm that in deriving all of your unit costs for the various levels of 
worksharing, you implicitly assumed that 13% of the pi&es are addressed atid 
delivered to post office boxes. If you cannot confirm, please explain. 

B. Please confirm that the 2.65-cent unit cost derived for nonDPSed presorted 
letters, as derived on worksheet “letters 93”, is used to derived the DPS unit cost 
of .5 cents shown on worksheet “summary BY’, as shown in column A, lines 32- 
34. If you cannot confirm, please explain. 

C. Please confirm that for the derivation of the 2.65-cent non-DPS unit cost for 
presorted letters, you have no information as to what percentage of pieces were 
implicit as being addressed and delivered to post office boxes. If you cannot 
confirm, please provide the percent of letters implicitly delivered to post office 
boxes that is implicit in that derived 2.65 unit cost. . 

RESPONSE: 

A. Not confirmed. 1 assume that the interrogatory refers to the calculation of costs 

for detailed rate caiegories within presorted First-Class letters. My calculations 

assume that the rate category within presorted First-Class letters (degree of 

presort and/or automation compatibility) does not affect carrier costs per RPW 

piece, other than the effect on DPS. 

B. Confirmed, with the correction that the DPS unit cost calculation is shown in 

column A, lines 32-33 in the ‘summary BY worksheet. See also the response to 

MMALJSPS-T43-15, part C. 
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C. The data needed to answer this question is archived and is in the process of 

being retrieved and evaluated. The information will be provided as soon as it 

becomes available. 

- 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-12 Please refer to your response to Part J of Interrogatory 
MMNUSPS-T43-1, where you confirmed that you believe you have isolated the impact 
of presortation on delivery costs, and Part B of your response to Interrogatory 
MMAIUSPS-T43-9. 

C. Please confirm that for the derivation of the 2.65~cent non-DPS unit cost for 
presorted letters, you have no information as to what percentage of pieces were 
implicit as being addressed and delivered to post office boxes. If you cannot 
confirm, please provide the percent of letters implicitly delivered to post office boxes 
that is implicit in that derived 2.65 unit cost. 

RESPONSE: 

C. Please see the response to MMAAJSPS-T43-11, part C(2). 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-13 Please refer to your response to Part N of Interrogatory 
MMAIUSPST491. There you compute unit delivery costs separately for First-Class 
metered, stamped, and other letters. 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

Please show exactly how you computed each of those unit costs. 

Please explain why metered letters cost 5.92 cents to deliver while BMM letters 
cost only 4.066 cents, almost 2 cents less. 

Please confirm that metered letters (5.92 cents) cost virtually the same to deliver 
as single piece letters (6.04 cents). If no, please explain. 

Do single piece letters and metered mail letters have a similar DPS percentage? 
Doesn’t your answer indicate that? Please support your answer. 

Are the percentages of single piece letters and metered mail letters delivered to a 
post office box similar? Please support your answer. 

Do metered mail letters and BMM letters have a similar DPS percentage? 
Please support your answer. 

Are the percentages of metered mail letters and BMM letters delivered to a post 
off ice box similar? Please support your answer. 

Doesn’t USPS witness Miller’s assumption that non-automation machinable 
mixed AADC letters can be used as a proxy for BMM letters Implicitly assume 
that non-automation machinable mixed AADC letters and BMM letters have a 
similar DPS percentage and a similar percentage of pieces delivered to a post 
office box. If no, please explain. 

RESPONSE: 

A. The referenced calculations are found in the response to MMAIUSPS-T43-1, 

subpart 0. I computed base year First-Class city carrier in-office costs by shape 

and indicia using the CARMM methodology. These base year costs by shape 
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and indicia were used to distribute total TY CRA First-Class city carrier in-office 

costs by shape and indicia. City carrier street and rural carrier costs were then 

computed under the assumption that the unit cost for a given subclass and shape 

is not affected by the type of indicia. The calculations are provided in workbook 

MMAT43-10.~1s which is provided in USPS-LR-J-191. 

B. See the response to part A above for the development of the unit carrier cost of 

5.92 cents for all metered single piece First-Class letters. Witness Miller, in 

USPS-T-22, assumes that the unit carrier costs for machinable nonautomation 

Mixed AADC First-Class presort letters can be used as a proxy for the unit carrier 

costs of BMM letters, which are a subset of all metered First-Class letters. The 

costs associated with BMM are not necessarily equivalent to those for all 

metered letters, as discussed in the response to MMA-T43-lo. 

C. Confirmed. 

D. I am not aware of any data on the DPS percentage for single piece letters; by 

indicia or otherwise. Whether or not the DPS percentage is the same for stamped 

and metered First-Class single-piece letters depends on the unknown DPS and 

non-DPS costs for each group; see the response to MMANSPS-T43-15, part C. 

E. I am not aware of any data upon which to base a response. My understanding is 

that the CCS and RCS data do not allow the identification of city delivery and 

rural delivery volumes by indicia. 
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F. See the response to part 0. 

G. See the response to part E. 

Ii. Redirected to witness Miller. 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-15 Please refer to your response Interrogatory MMAAJSPS- 
T43-2. There may have been some confusion with the original question because 
you did not explain your methodology for deriving sub-segment 6.1 costs for each 
category within presorted letters. 

A. For single piece letters, please confirm that you were provided the total sub- 
segment 6.1 costs by shape from another witness. If you cannot confirm, please 
explain. If you confirm, please identify the witness.. 

B. For presorted letters, please confirm that you were provided the total sub- 
segment 6.1 costs by shape from another witness. If you cannot confirm, please 
explain. If you confirm, please identify the witness 

C. For each category within presorted letters, please confirm that you used the 
following steps to derive the sub-segment 6.1 costs. II no, please explain. 

1. You obtained the nonDPSed presorted unit ccst from FY93 and ratioed that 
cost to up to FYOO. 

2. You obtained the weighted average DPS percent for all presorted letters by 
obtaining DPS percentages and volumes for each rate category from USPS 
witness Miller. 

3. You computed the average presorted DPS unit cost by solving the following 
equation: 

Average DPS Cost = % nonDPS xnonDPS unit cost + % DPS x DPS unit cost 

4. You computed the average 6.1 sub-segment unit cost for each Ategory by 
using the following equation: 

Unit Cost = % DPS x Average DPS Cost + % nonDPS x nonDPS unit cost 

5. You computed the total 6.1 sub-segment cost for each category by multiplying 
the unit cost computed in step 4 by the appropriate volume for each category. 
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D. Please confirm that in step 1 of Part C, the nonDPSed presorted unit cost is not the 
nonDPS cost per letter processed and delivered by carriers, but is the nonDPS 
cost per letter delivered, including letters delivered to a post office box. If no, 
please explain. 

E. Please confirm that in your derivation of the presorted nonDPS unit cost referred to 
in step 1 of Part C, you do not know the volume of actual letters that were 
processed and delivered by carriers using the nonDPS methods. 

RESPONSE: 

MMAAJSPS-T43-2 asked for the methodology used to derive costs for “single piece 

letters” (part A) and “presorted letters” (part B). Accordingly, my response to 

MMA/USPS-T43-2 explained how costs by subclass and shape were developed. 

A. Not confirmed. I was not provided the total sub-segment 6.1 costs by shape by 

another witness. I was provided the cost segment 6.1 volume-variable costs by 

subclass by witness Meehan (see her B workpapers, USPS-LR-J-57). I then 

used FORTRAN programs (which are provided in USPS-L&J-l 17) that replicate 

the Postal Service’s CARMM methodology to disaggregate cost segment 6.1 

volume-variable costs by subclass to shape. 

B. See response to Part A. 

C. Confirmed with the following exceptions: I solve the equation in step 3 for the 

DPS unit cost to obtain the formula in LR-J-117.~1~: 

DPS unit cost = (Total unit cost - % nonDPS x nonDPS unit cost) / % DPS, 
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D. Confirmed. This is consistent with the de-averaging procedure described in 

response to pat-i C. 

E. The data needed to answer this question is archived and is in the process of 

being retrieved and evaluated. The information will be provided as soon as it 

becomes available. 
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MMAJUSPS-T43-15 Please refer to your response Interrogatory MMALJSPS-T43-2. 

There may have been some confusion with the original question because you did not 

explain your methodology for deriving sub-segment 6.1 costs for each category within 

presorted letters. 

E. Please confirm that in your derivation of the presorted nonDPS unit cost referred to in 
step 1 of PartC, you do not know the volume of actual letters that were processed and 
delivered by carriers using the nonDPS methods. 

RESPONSE: 

E. Please see the response to MMANSPS-T43-11, part C(2). 
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MMAJUSPS-T43-16 Please refer to your response to Part E of Interrogatory 
MMAAJSPS-T43-3. Is it your testimony that the volume of letters delivered to a post 
office box has no impact on your derivation of nonDPS costs? If no, please explain 
your position. If yes, please explain how you can properly estimate the nonDPS unit 
cost if you do not know how many pieces were processed and delivered by carriers 
using nonDPS methods, as computed on worksheet “letters 93” of Library Reference 
USPS-LR-J-117? 

RESPONSE: 

The data needed to answer this question is archived and is in the process of being 

retrieved and evaluated. The information will be provided as soon as it becomes 

available. 
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SCHENK TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE MAJOR MAILERS ASSOCIATION 

MMAIUSPS-T43-16 Please refer to your response to Part E of Interrogatory 
MMNUSPS-T43-3. Is it your testimony that the volume of letters delivered to a post 
off ice box has no impact on your derivation of nonDPS costs? If no, please explain your 
position. If yes, please explain how you can properly estimate the nonlIPS unit cost if 
you do not know how many pieces were processed and delivered by carriers using 
nonDPS methods, as computed on worksheet “letters 93” of Library Reference USPS- 
LR-J-117? 

RESPONSE: 

Please see the response to MMANSPS-T43-11, part C(2). 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-17 Please refer to your response to Part D of Interrogatory 
MMAIUSPS-T43-5 where you indicate that your analysis does not, in general, 
assume that the delivery characteristics are identical for each of the presorted 
categories. 

A. Are the delivery characteristics not identical because you use different, 
independenlly derived, DPS percentages for each category? If no, please 
explain. 

B. Don’t you assume that 13% of the letters from each category will be delivered to 
post office boxes? If no, please explain. 

C. If your answer to Part B is yes, what is your basis for assumlng that the 13% of 
total presorted letters that are delivered to post office boxes can be broken down 
proportionally to each of the 14 separate rate categories, particularly when the 
volumes for most of those categories are quite small compared to Automation 3- 
digit and E.-digit? Please explain why this assumption is appropriate for each of 
the 8 subcategories you list for non-automation letters. 

RESPONSE: 

A. Yes. 

B. Please see the response to MMA/USPS-T43-5, part C. 

C. This is a simplifying assumption used in USPS-LRJ-117, based on data 

availability. In other words, I am not aware of any data to support a 

disproportionatg distribution of costs to some rate categories. The percentage of 

letters delivered to post office boxes would have to differ appreciably by rate 

category to materially affect the deaveraged unit cost estimates provided. I do 

not believe that the relative volumes by rate category are, by themselves, 

relevant. 
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MMAAJSPS-T43-18 Please refer to your response to Interrogatory MMA/USPS- 

T43-6. 

A. Please provide the derivation of the 9.57 cents that you indicate is the First-Class 
single piece city carrier delivery unit cost, excluding collection costs. 

B. Please provide the derivation of the 3.71 cents that you indicate is the First-Class 
single piece city carrier delivery unit cost, excluding collection costs. 

C. Ptease provide the totat collection costs incurred by the Postal Service for BYOO. 

RESPONSE: 

A. The First-Class single piece city carrier delivery unit cost is calculated using the 

following inputs, which are found in LR-J-117.xls in USPS l-R-J-1 17 unfess 

otherwise noted: 

(a) City Carrier In-Office Costs (6.1 + 6.2) -the sum of cells D3 and E3 in the 

worksheet ‘Summary BY 

(b) % Delivery Costs for City Carrier In-Office - see Table I in Attachment A 

(c) Cost Segment 7 Costs -the sum of cells F3 through 13 in the worksheet 

‘Summary BY 

(d) % Delivery Costs for Cost Segment 7 -calculated by taking the 

percentage of collection costs and subtracting it from one. The 

percentage of collection costs is calculated using CSO6&7.xls found in 

witness Meehan’s 6 workpapers (USPS LR-J-57). It is calculated by 
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taking the sum of collection costs (cells C12, D12, M12, P12, S12, and 

T12 in worksheet ‘7.0.3’) and divided them by the total Cost Segment 7 

costs for First-Class single piece (cells El 1, Fll, and Gl 1 in worksheet 

‘Output to CRA’). 

(e) BY00 Piggyback Factor for C/S 6.1 First-Class Single Piece - cell K114 in 

worksheet ‘Summary BY 

(1) BY00 City Carrier Delivery Volumes-cell G3 in the worksheet ‘Delivery 

Volumes’ 

The following formula uses these inputs to calculate the unit cost: 

Unit cost = ([(a)‘(b)+((c)‘(d))r(e)) I (f) l 100 

9.57 = ([(1,121 ,119’0.9975)+(490,750’0.7970)~1.351)/21,308,674”100 

B. The First-Class single piece rural carrier delivery unit cost is calculated using 

the following inputs, which are found in LRJ-117.~1~ in USPS LR-J-117: 

(a) BY00 Rural Carrier Costs (C/S 10) - cell 53 in worksheet ‘Summary BY 

(b) BY00 Piggyback Factor for C/S 10 First-Class Single Piece - cell L114 in 

worksheet ‘Summary BY 

(c) Delivery Unit Cost Key - calculated by taking the ratio of the letters 

collection coststo total rural carrier costs (cell 032 in worksheet ‘Rural 
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Crosswalk’ divided by cell R32 in the same worksheet). This ratio is then 

subtracted from the letters cost distribution key (cell C44 in ‘Rural 

Crosswalk’) and then divided by the same number yielding the delivery 

unit cost key 

(d) Rural Carrier Delivery \iolumes -sum of cells Cl8 through F18 and Ml6 

in worksheet ‘Rural Crosswalk 

?he following formula uses these inputs to calculate the unit cost: 

Unit Cost = [(a) * (b) l (c)l 1 (d) l 100 

3.71 = [258,211 l 1.236 l 0.8530]/7,344,088 l 100 . 

C; Redirected to witness Meehan. 

- 
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MMA/USPS-T22-21 (d)- (f). 

(d) Does the weight of a letter have any impact on the cost of processing the letter in 

the delivery operation? Please explain your answer. 
(e) Does the weight of a letter have any impact on the cost to of processing the 

letter in the mail processing operation? Please explain your answer. 
(f) Please explain how Standard letters sorted to the same degree as First-Class 

letters can cost so much less for the delivery operation when they weigh 64% 
more per piece. 

RESPONSE: 

(d) The weight of a letter may have an impact on the city carrier in-office cost of 

processing the letter. Any impact weight would have on city carrier in-office 

costs would be reflected in the tally costs. 

(e) The impact that the weight of a letter has on “the costs to of processing the 

. letter in the mail processing operation” will depend in part on the mail 

processing operation through which the mail piece is processed. While there is 

almost certainly some relationship between weight of a letter and mail 

processing costs, there is no information available as to the nature of this 

relationship (e.g., if it is linear or monotone). An estimate of the distribution of 

mail processing cost by subclass, shape, and weight is provided in USPS-LR-J- 

58. 

(f) The cost data do not support the claim that the delivery costs for Standard 

letters presorted to the same degree as First-Class letters are “so much less” 

for the delivery operation, given that these cost differences are within or nearly 

within the sampling variation for the cost segments included in carrier costs. 

Standard letters can cost less than First-Class letters presorted to the same 
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degree because some city carrier in-office costs, including costs associated 

with “markups” (i.e., mail that must be readdressed or is otherwise 

undeliverable), are associated with First-Class mail but not Standard mail. 

,- 
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MPAAJSPS-T43-2. Please refer to your analysis of Test Year cost savings for 
bundle breakage reduction for flats mail, USPS-LR-J-118, and USPS-LR-61. 

(4 

(b) 

w 

Please confirm that running USPS-LR-J-61 without piggyback factors 
produces the test year unit costs as provided in USPS-LR-J-118. If 
you cannot confirm, please explain. 

Please describe the steps necessary to be taken to eliminate the 
piggyback factors from USPS-LRJ-6i. 

Please provide references to all cells in USPS-LR-J-61 that must be 
adjusted lo replicate the unit cost figures you used in USPS-LR-J-118 
and explain how they must be adjusted. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) Not confirmed. Running the models in USPS-LRJ-81 (in workbooks 

FCM.xls, Period.xls, and Standard.xls) without piggyback factors produces 

the test year unit costs for fhe current bundle breakage rates (see column 

2a of Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 of USPS-LRJ-118) for First-Class 

flats, Periodicals Outside County flats, and Standard Regular flats, 

respectively. The test year unit costs for the reduced bundle breakage 

rates. which are reported column 3a of Tables l-3 in USPS-LR-J-118, are 

produced by running the models in USPS-LR-J-81 without piggyback 

factors and with the reduced bundle breakage rates. 

(b) There are two main steps used to eliminate piggyback factors from USPS-~ 

LR-J-61. Unless otherwise noted, each step is applied to the indicated 

spreadsheets in FCMxls, Period.xls, and Standard.xls in USPS-LR-J-81. 
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The first step is to set the piggyback factors given in cells B5:Bll in the 

spreadsheet ‘Piggybacks’ equal to 1 .OOO. 

The second step is to incorporate CRA costs without piggybacks in 

spreadsheet ‘CRA Flats’. This step is achieved by the following steps: in 

USPS-LR-J-53 workbook ShpO3usps.xls spreadsheet ‘Pool’, change the 

non-zero values in cells B29:8139 to 1 .OOO and in spreadsheet ‘Class’ 

change Cells L7:L39 to 1 .OOO; copy B21:BC21 from spreadsheet ‘Fiats(3) 

in Shp03usps.xls; paste (with options special, values, and transpose) to 

cells H12:H65 in ‘CRA Flats’ in Period.xls in USPS-LR-J-61 (for FCMxls 

copy cells Bll:BCll, for Standard.xls copy cells B29:BC29). Column 1131 

with the column heading ‘Total .Mail Proc Unit Cost’ in sheet ‘CRA ADJ 

UNIT COSTS’ provides the unit costs repotted in column [2a] of Tables 1 

- 3 in USPS-LR-J-118. 

(c) In addition to the adjustments made to the piggyback factors (see 

response to 2(b)), two steps are needed to replicate the Test Year costs 

savings for a 25 percent reduction in bundle breakage rates. After the 

piggyback factor adjustments described in part (b) have been done, the 

next step is that the cell labeled [S] in sheet ‘CRA ADJ UNIT COSTS (i.e., 

for the CRA Proportional Adjustment, which is in cell F25 in FCM.xls, In 

cell F27 in Periodicalsxls, and in cell F24 in Standard.xls) must be copied 

and the values pasted to the same cell. Then the bundle breakage rates 
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are adjusted by multiplying the current rates in cells C8, ClO, C12, C14, 

D8, 010, D12, and D14 of sheet Package Data in FCM.xls, Period.xls, and 

Standard.xls in USPS-LRJ-61 by 0.75. Column 1131 with the column 

heading ‘Total Mail Proc Unit Cost’ in sheet ‘CRA ADJ UNIT COSTS then 

provides the unit costs reported in column j3a] of Tables 1 - 3 in USPS- 

LR-J-118. 
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MPANSPS-T43-3. Please refer to Table 1 of USPS-LR-J-119 and Docket No. R200!% 
1, USPS-LR-l-307, page 4 and Docket No. R2ooO-1, LRQ%lel.xls, worksheet ecr splits. 

(a) Please confirm that the costs shown in the column titled %arrter In- 
Office Costs” do not include any piggyback costs. If not confirmed. 
please explain fully. 

(b) Please confim, that volumes in the “Total Volum8s” column are total . 
RPW volumes. 

(c) Does LOT sequencing of Carrier Route flats affect rural carder costs 
in addition to city carrier costs? Please explain your response fully. 

(a) Conffrmed. 

(b) Confirmed. 

(c) Unless sp8cifiilly exempted, required LOT sequencing of Carrier Route Rata 

would be applicable to all Carder Route flats, regardless of whether they were 

delivered by rural carriers or city carriers. 

.-. 
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MPAAfSPS-T43-4. In Sectfon II of your testimony, you discuss your methodology for 
calculating cost savings from reduced bundle breakage. -. 

(a) Please confirm that reducing bundle breakage, as modeled using USPS-LR-J-61, 
reduces oosts by replacing piece sorting (of pieces in broken bundles) with 
bundle sorting (of intact bundles), which is a less expensive activity on a per- 
piece basis. If not confirmed, please explain fully. 

(b) Please amfirm that th8 cost savings, as modeled using USP&RJ-61, from 
presorting also results from r8pf8cing pieoe sorting with bundle sorting, which is a 
less expensive activky on a per-piece baaii. If not confirmed, please explain 
fully. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) Confirmed. 

(b) Redirected to USPS. 

,- 
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MPAAJSPS-T43-5 Please refer to Section III of your testimony. .. 

(a) Please confirm that the cost sayings from the LOT requirement for Periodicals 
Carrier Rout8 Basic mail reduce city carrier in-office costs by increasing the 
efficiency by which carriers can case Carrier Route mail. If not confirmed, please 
explain fully. 

(b) Pleas8 confirm that implementing the LOT requirement does‘not require 
significant changes to citycarrier operational proc&~res. If not confirmed, 
please exptain fulty. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) Confirmed that the LOT requirement for Carrier Route Basic mail reduces city 

carrier in-office costs by increasing the efficiency by which carriers can case 

Carder Route mail that is not presented in any particular order. 

(b) Redirected to USPS. 
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MPAAJSPST436. Please refer to your response to MPAAJSPS-T43-2, Table 1 below, 
USPS-LR-J-118, and USPS-LR-J-81, Period.xls. 

Table 1. Unit Costs Wlthout Plggyback Factors Uslng Current Breakage Rates 

r 

Rate Category 
Basic 
Nonautomation 
(Nonauto) Presort 
3-Digit Nonauto 
Presort 
5-DigitNonauto 
Presort 
Carrier Route 
Nonauto Presort 
Basic Automation 

Model Unit Costs 
(in cents)’ 

11.118 

8.494 

4.874 

1.182 

8.489 

Total Mail Unit Costs (current 
Processing Unit 
Costs (in cents)2 

breakage rates; in 
cents)3 

24.904 18.3434 

20.178 13.2125 

13.655 8.8912 

8.858 4.3888 

20.168 13.2063 
(Auto) Presort 
S-Digit Auto Presort 6.855 17.224 . 11.2559 
IDigit Auto Presort 4.298 12.617 8.2034 
‘source: LtSPS-LRJ-61, Period.xls, CRA ADJ UNfT COSTS worksheet, cells D36:D48 
%ource: USPS-LRJ-61, Pertod.xls, CRA ADJ UNIT COSTS worksheet, cells G36:G48 
3source: USPS-LR-J-118, Table 2 worksheet, cells C8:C20 

(a) Please confirm that setting the piggyback factors given in cells B5:Bll equal to 
1 .OoO in the worksheet Piggybacks in Pedod.xls develops the Model Unit Costs 
and Total Mail Processing Unit Costs presented in Table 1. 
please explain fully. 

If you do not confirm, 

(b) Please confirm that the Unit Costs (current breakage rates; in cents) presentedin 
Table 1 are the unit mail processing costs (without piggybacks) presented in 
USPS-LRJ-118, Table 2 worksheet, cells C8:C20. If you do not confirm, please 
explain fully. 

(c) Please confirm that neither the Model UnitCosts nor the Total Mail Processing 
Unit Costs equal the Unit Costs (current breakage rates; in cents) by rate 
category presented in Table 1. If you do not confirm. please explain fully. 

(d) Please confirm that ‘[rlunning the models in USPS-LRJ-61 (in workbooks 
FCM.xls, Pedod.xls, and Standard&) without piggyback factors’ does not 
produce the corresponding Test Year unit costs in USPS-L&J-l 18. 
confirm, please explain. 

If you do not 

(e) Please describe all the steps necessary to modify USPS-LRJ-61 to develop the 
Test Year unit costs in USPS-LR-J-118. If your explanation includes 
incorporating Cost and Revenue Analysis (CRA) flats mait processing unit costs 
that exclude piggyback costs, please provide a cite to the CRA flats mail 
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processing unit costs that exclude piggyback costs for First-Class Mail, 
Periodiils, and Standard Mail. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) Confirmed. 

(b) Confirmed. 

(c) Confirmed. 

(d) Not confirmed. Running the models in USPS-LRJ-81 (in workbooks FCM.xls, 

Perfod.xls, and Standard.xls) without piggyback factors, as fully described in the 

revised response to MPAAJSPS-T48-2b, does produce the corresponding Test 

Year unit costs in USPSLRJ-118. 

(e) See MPAAJSPS-T48-2b (Revised November 15,2881). 
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MPAIUSPS143-7. Please refer to your response to MPA/USPS-T43-2, Table 2 below, 
USPS-LR-J-118. and USPS-LRJ-61, Petiodxts. 

Table 2. Unlt Costs Without Piggyback Factors Using 25% Reduction In 

I 
Breakage Rates 

I Total Mail 
Model Unit Costs Processim Unit 

Rate Category 
Basic 
Nonautomatlon 
(Nonauto) Presort 
3-Digit Nonauto 
Presort 
5-Digit Nonauto 

(in cents)’ Costs (in Cants)’ 
11.026 25.082 

8.453 20.366 

4.866 13.791 
Presort 
Canter Route 0.983 6.673 
Nonauto Presort 
Basic Automation 8.458 20.375 s 
(Auto) Presort 
3Dgit Auto Presort 6.849 17.427 
5-Digit Auto Presort 4.277 12.713 
‘source: USPS-LRJ-61, Pefiodxls, CRA ADJ UNIT COSTS work: 
*source: USPS-LRJ-61, Penod.xls, CRA ADJ UNIT COSTS work 
3source: USPS-LRJ-118, Table 2 worksheet, cells D8:D20 

Unit Costs (25% 
reduction in 

breakage rates; in 
centsP 
16.2352 

13.1639 

8.8819 

4.2461 

13.1699 

11.2494 
8.1793 

teet, cells D36:D48 
wet, cells G36:648 

(a) Please confirm that setting “the piggyback factors given in cells B5:Bll equal to 
1 .OOO in the sheet Piggybacks” and “multiplying the current rates by 0.75 in cells 
C8, CIO, C12, C14, D8, DlO, D12, and D14 of sheet Package Data” in Period.xls 
in USPS-LRJ-61 develops the Model Unit Costs and Total Mail Processing Unit 
Costs presented in Table 2. if you do not confirm, please explain fully. 

(b) Please confirm that the Unit Costs (25% reduction in breakage rates;.in cents) 
presented in Table 2 are the unit mail processing costs (without piggybacks) 
presented in USPS-LR-J-118, Table 2 worksheet, cells D8:D20. If you do not 
confirm, please explain fully. 

(c) Please confirm that neither the Model Unit Costs nor the Total Mail Processing 
Unit CO& equal the Unit Costs (25% reduction in breakage rates; in cents) by 
rate category presented in Table 2. If you do not confirm, please explain fully. 

(d) Please confirm that ‘[rlunning the models in USPS-LRJ-61 (in workbooks 
FCM.xls, Period.xls, and Standard&) without piggyback factors” and 
‘multiplying the current rates by 0.75 in cells C8, ClO, C12, C14, D8, DlO, D12, 
and D14 of sheet Package Data” does not produce the applicable Test Year unit 
costs in USPS-LRJ-118. If you do not confirm, please explain. 
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(@Please describe all the steps necessary to modii USPS-LR-J-61 to develop the 
Test Year unit costs in USPS-LR-J-118. lf your explanation includes 
incorporating Cost and Revenue Anatysff (CRA) flats mail processing unit costs 
that exclude piggyback costs. please provide a tits to the CRA flats mail 
processing unit costs that exclude piggyback costs for First-Class Mail, 
Periodicals, and Standard Mail. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) Confirmed. 

~’ (b) Confirmed. 

(c) Confirmed. 

(d) Not confirmed. Running the models in USPS-LR-J-81 (in workbooks FCMxls. 

Pertod.xls, and Standard&) without piggyback factors and wtth test year bundle 

breakage rates, as fully described in the revised response to MPANSPS-T43-2b 

and c, does produce the corresponding Test Year unit costs fin USPS-LR-J-118. 

(e) See MPAIUSPS-T43-2b and c (Revised November 15,200l). 
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MPAASPS-T34-28. Please refer lo USPS-LR-J-100, which contains the model used to 
estimate the pallet cost avoidance. 

(a.)Please confirm that cell YlO in USPS-LR-J-100, worksheet “Table 1” shows that 
the cost to unload and move sacked mail at the ‘destination’ facility is $0.871 per 
sack. If you~do not confirm, please explain. 

jb.)Please confirm that cell Y18 in USPS-LR-J-100, worksheet “Table 1” shows that 
the cost to unload and move palletited mail at the ‘destination’ facility is $13.232 
per pallet. If you do not confirm, please explain, 

RESPONSE: 

(a.) Not confirmed. The cost of $0.871 per sack cited above includes not only the 

cost lo unload and.move sacked mail at the ‘destination’ facility, but also includes 

the cost of dumping the sack, and costs associated with empty container 

handling% The cost to unload and move sacked mail at the ‘destination’ facility is 

$0.151 per sack, which is obtained by adding cells Y5 and Y6 in USPS-LR-J-100, 

worksheet ‘Table 1.” 

(b.) Not confirmed. The cost of $13.232 per pallet cited above includes not only the 

cost to unload and move palletized mail at the ‘destination’ facility, but also 

includes the cost of dumping the pallet, and costs associated with empty pallet 

handlings. The cost to unload and move palletized mail at the ‘destination’ 

facility is $8.026 per pallet, which is obtained by adding cells Y12 and Y13 in 

USPS-LR-J-100. worksheet “Table 1.” 
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NAA/USPS-TO-l. Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-J-58, and explain how 
the volume distributions by destination entry and weight increment given in 
‘tiers-table.xls’ from the data in LR-J-112 are developed. Please provide specific 
calculations. 

RESPONSE: 

As described in LRJ-58, page 24, the volume distributions by destination entry and 

weight increments given in tiers-tablexls come from Volumes-liersxls, also in USPS- 

LR-J-55. The calculations are given in sheet ‘Summary by entry in Volumes-tiersxls. 

The source data from LR-J-112 (specifically, workbook 

RPW-Shape-PFY-GFY-ounce.xls) are provided in the rest of the sheets in 

Volumestiers.xls. Each cell in sheet ‘Summary by enby provides the formulas used to 

calculate each volume. The general methodology used is to sum volumes across 

shapes and rate elements corresponding to each cell in Table 7. 
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TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

NAA/USPS-T43-2. Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-J-58, and explain how 
non-variable costs are calculated and then please explain how those costs are 
distributed to different subclasses. 

RESPONSE: 

The cost by ounce increment models in USPS-LA-J-58 provide deaveraged volume 

variable costs. Non-variable costs are not included in USPS-LR-J-58. 
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TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

-~ 

NAAAJSPS-T43-3. Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-J-56. and provide all 
calculations and the results for transportation-related dropship cost avoidance. 

RESPONSE: 

Dropship cost avoidances are calculated in USPS-LR-J-68. AppenB.xls provides the 

calculations of the transportation-related drbpship cost avoidance for Standard Mail. 



RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

NAADJSPS-T43-4. Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-J-58, and provide all 
calculations and the results for non-transportation-related and transportation-related 
dropship cost avoidances separately for each mail subclass. 

RESPONSE: 

Dropship cost avoidances are calculated in USPS-LR-J-68. AppenB.xls provides the 

calculations of the transportation-related dropship cost avoidance for Standard Mail. 

AppenC.xls provides the calculations of the non-transportation-related dropship cost 

avoidances for Standard Mail. 

708 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

NAAASPS-T43-5. Please refer to Library Reference USPS-LR-J-58, and state 
whether non-transportation-related dropship cost avoidances are figured into the total 
dropship costs? 

RESPONSE: 

Non-transportation-related dropship cost avoidances are figured into the total dropship 

costs for Standard Mail in USPS-LR-J-58. 
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TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

.- 

NAAAJSPS-T43-8. Please confirm that Table 7 in Library Reference USPS-LR-J-58 
presents volumes by units. 

RESPONSE: 

Table 7 in USPS-LR-J-58 provides volumes (pieces) by tier (Basic, High Density, and 

Saturation), destination entry, and weight increment for Standard ECR (Commercial) 

mail. 



RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

NAAIUSPS-T43-7. Please refer to the FY2000 IOCS data set. 

Identify the total number of tallies. 
identify the number of tallies that are not dollar-weighted. 
Identify the number of tallies with “Leave” activity codes. 
Identify the number of tallies that were used to distribute mail processing 
costs, by class and subclass. 

RESPONSE: 

a. The FY2000 IOCS data set contains 655,132 records. 

b. The FY2000 IOCS data set contains 361,235 records with a zero tally dollar weight. 

c. The FY2000 ICCS data set contains 326,651 records with a “leave” activity code 

(F262). A “leave” activity code is defined as all activity codes except 9130 that are 

reported in Section 9 of Table B-2 (page B-22) of USPS LR-J-l (Summary Description 

of USPS Development of Costs by Segments and Components Fiscal Year 2000). 

d. See Attachment A. 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

ATTACHMENT A - FY2000 IOCS Tallies - Clerks/Mallhandlt%s Mail Processing 

Z&S 
Racord Cowl Weighted Tallies ($000) 

Singlsplece leners 36.001 2.736.511 
Presorted letters 10,052 751,101 
Slnglspiecs cards 1.561 106,686 
Presorted cards 313 22,715 
Total First-Class 49$27 3,621.213 
p*mY 5,216 349,569 
Exp- 1,066 60,533 
Mailgrams 2 129 

Periodical6 In-County 284 9,176 
Regular 4.615 3v36o 
Non Proiii 665 58.413 
ClaSSmOm 202 3,156 
Total Parbdka$ s,of36 466,429 
R@,“lar ECR 2,104 159,023 
Rewdar other 18.569 1.211.021 
Non Prc.fH ECR 259 15.973 
NW Proffi Other 3,670 280,216 

22,602 1,649~ 
1,524 101,692 

e011nd ninted water 953 63,057 
Special Rata 631 4w-n 

’ Llbmrv Rate 97 6.027 
Total Padcage Services 
USPS 

3,215 211;656 
1,257 swo3 

International 4.164 125,926 

-WY 413 23,164 
CWtlllOd 356 32.oM 
I~SUra~CB 13 965 
COD 11 9!36 
Money ordera 0 0 
StampedEmrelopes 0 0 
special HarKlllng 4 106 
P.O. Box 0 0 
other spec&l Se&es 449 35.664 
Total Special Ser.&s 1,246 23,066 

Total Dlmct 94.640 6.614.088 
Standard (A) Mixed Mail 203 14,665 
Ofher Mixed Mail 29,256 1.663.251 
Not Handling 67,139 6,135,4CJ7 

T&II 221.436 14.627.311 
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NAA/USPS-T43-6. Please refer to LR-J-56 spreadsheet ‘LR56AECR,xls”, tab “TY MP.” 
Please provide the number of IOCS direct tallies and the number of weighted tallies 
associated with each distributed mail processing cost figure, by shape, presort level 
(activity code), handling category (Field F9213: single piece item, and container), and 
by weight increment (including no weight). 

RESPONSE: 

See Attachment B. 
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AHACHMENT B: BY66 lOC6 WeIghled Dirti Tallla (&IO@ by #hapa and watgbl lnc-t -Standard Mall inhrnwd Carrier Route (EC%) 

Acllvity Handling Weight lncranetlt (otmc.96) 

Shape code c-a!aow 0 IO .5 .5 to 1 .o 1.0 to 1.5 1.5lO2 2 to 2.5 2.5 to i 3 IO 3.5 3.5 to 4 4to5 5 IO 6 6 IO 7 
Letlen 1310Single Piece 6.655 8Ax-9 1,086 1.0w 970 848 288 417 0 0 0 

1310Slngle Item 7,682 6.063 2.490 1 ,MS 889 583 307 951 143 0 0 
1310caltainw 302 0 58 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

13WSingk Piece 2464 1,866 1,049 202 111 51 64 15 0 0 0 

lw4lshlgls Item 1,684 1.466 121 0 77 0 0 0 0 ~0 0 
13WcOn&hahtr 128 55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Letlen 21,0% 17,530 4,765 2,745 2,146 1.4S3 659 I.383 143 0 0 

Flat8 

Total Flats 

23lOSinde Piece 

wlos~e Iken 
23lOCcmlaiwr 
2330Si@e Piece 
233OShgle llem 
W30conla.iner 

1,851 8.091 5.389 5,199 3.358 3,566 4,138 5,422 1,769 1,277 1.183 
3,382 5.325 6,619 7.089 7,267 4.856 5,64?4 7,606 3,323 2.453 1,626 

311 505 261 622 365 320 525 260 173 27j 142 
315 1,316 649 753 346 320 451 169 115 88 62 

371 636 352 476 0 514 57 261 357 59 67 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

6.240 13,673 13.280 14.136 11,336 9,706 10.838 13.721 5,757 4.146 3.060 

IPPS w10single Piece 513 107 48 120 193 778 559 589 162 110 167 

23loSlnple Item 0 229 116 110 0 0 47 180 60 196 64 
331OCWlW~ 57 0 54 0 0 0 ,115 0 91 57 0 
333Dslng!a Piece 0 0 52 0 0 0 57 0 0 0 80 

333Dslngle llem 0 0 55 0 0 0 54 261 0 0 0 
333oconh~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total IPPS 569 336 333 230 163 n6 831 1,030 333 363 332 

PUG& 43lOSin$e Piece 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

43lOSiwje Item 0 0 0 0 . 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
43lOcontAlner 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

432OSln(lle Piece 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

433oShwJl6 Item 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
433Ocaltaher 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Pamela 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AHACHMEM 8: BY60 lOC6 Wetghted Dlmcl TaIIIeL (S6Mr) by shapa and watght Incremenl - %andard Mail Enhanced Carrlr Rouls (EM) (cr~ntlnt,ed) 

., 
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TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE Ii PAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
‘r 

Shwe Cod.3 CatewlY 7106 9100 9tolO 1Otoll llto12 12to13 13tc.14 14to15 151018 >I602 NoWgt' Told 
LEtfen l3lOSlnglePieoe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22,707 

131081nglenm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 116 0 466 22.540 
1310cult8iwJr 0 0 0 0 0 0 .O 0 0 0 0 1.671 
1333Sln!JePiece 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7,172 
1330Sln@ellm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 23, 4.903 
1mCcntainw 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,513 

TotalLdtm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 116 0 489 60.506 

Fbb 2310SBl$ePleoe 1.987 371 53 124 669 323 52 0 455 0 0 05,M5 
23lOSindeltm 706 585 365 615 198 347 478 341 745 0 1.573 63.586 
23lOconbhw 220 0 0. 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.336 
2330SMj.ePke 0 0 225 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.150 
2330Sln~elki-n 100 15 0 0 0 0 0 82 0 0 175 5.631 
233OCant6ltNJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.230 

TotalFkta 3,012 w2 642 769 a67 676 531 433 1,199 0 1,740 130,888 

IPR 33lOStnplePiece 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,696 
331oslilgs llem 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 115 4,431 
3310conlalner 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,667 
333oSlndePiec6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.519 
333Osin&llm~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3;700 
333ocalbiner 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,330 

TotallPPs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 115 23.365 

Parcels 4310sinplePieoe 117 219 69 0 0 0 246 269 635 59 0 5,925 
43ios+3km 254 0 0 0 46 160 0 0 0 0 254 5,030 
431oContainer 0 59 0 70 ,47 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.466 

. 433osl~e Piece 6d 59 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,502 
4wo~lbm 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 231 4.644 
433OCoflblner 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4,330 

Total Pace!3 517 337 119 70 04 188 246 269 035 59 465 26.917 

_ I.. 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

NAAfUSPS-T43-9. Please refer to your response to OCAIUSPS-107, wherein you 
identify 6,497 “letter-shaped unweighted IOCS tallies” for mail processing Cost Segment 
3.1 for Standard Regular mail in the O-l oz. range. Please also refer to your answer lo 
OCA/USPS-I 12 (a), which lists 10,442 IOCS direct tallies for Standard Regular letters 
less than 1 oz. Please explain why these two tally numbers differ. 

RESPONSE: 

The unweighted tallies for Standard Regular mail letters in the O-l ounce range reported 

in OCAAJSPS-107 reflect clerk/mailhandler mail processing tallies only. The IOCS 

direct tally number reported in OCA/USPS-112 (a) contains not only the~mail processing 

tallies, but window service and administrative clerk/mailhandier tallies and city carrier 

tallies. 



RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORY OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOClATlON OF AMERICA 

NAAIUSPS-T43-10 Please refer to the “TY Summary” page of LR-J-117.xls. 

a. For the ECR volumes, you cite LR-J-52. Please identify the location of 
these data in LR-J-52, or the correct citation, if not there. 

b. Please confirm that your ECR figures include NECR. 

c. Please confirm that the volumes and costs are TYBR figures. 

d. Please confirm that, after receiving the TY volumes and total TY costs for 
ECR from witnesses Smith and Patelunas, you performed all the 
calculations to determine costs by density tier for ECR mail. 

RESPONSE: 

a. The base year ECR volumes in LR-J-117.~1~ come from USPS-LR-J-112, 

Tables 16 and 19. The test year to base year ratio used to develop test year 

volumes from base year volumes is provided in US&LR-J-53, 

SHP03U-1 .xIs, sheet ‘Class’ in cell 027. 

b. Confirmed. 

c. Confirmed. 

d. As described in part (a) above, the TY volumes are estimated from base year 

volumes obtained from witness Loelscher. and the test year to base year 

volume ratio obtained from witness Smith. Given these data and the total TY 

costs obtained from witness Patelunas. the calculations used lo determine the 

carrier costs by density tier for ECR mail are contained in USPS-LRJ-117. 

2 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

NAA/USPS-T43-Il. Please refer to your response to NAAAJSPS-T43-8 and 
Attachment B thereto. Please provide a table, similar to Attachment B, but presenting 
*weighted BY00 IOCS tallies by shape and weight increment for Standard Enhanced 
Carrier Route mail. 

RESPONSE: 

See Attachment A. 
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2330- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 

Total Fl.tr 02 169 161 175 155 I34 1.2 15, 03 55 39 

IPPI 33lOsbl#e Pb.a . 2 1 2 3 0 0 3 3 2 3 
331osh#m Item 0 3 2 2 0 0 1 3 1 1 1 
33,oconwner 1 0 I 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 
3x3oshd9Pieu 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
3xlow Ilam 0 0 I 0 0 

333ocaulml 
0 1 2 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOW IPR 5 6 5 4 3 8 (4 13 5 1 5 

PWAS UlOsb?ye Pk3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
43103h&la a4m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
43lOcawnU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
433esh(* Plnce 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
433osh!@ ,k 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
433oco*lher 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TDUl Puc*r 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

_ _-_.. ----. -- 
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1310- IlW 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 2 0 II 300 
1310CUlUhN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
wo~Piam 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ‘0 0 0 76 
139om Iun 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 54 
1mConWrr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

TtilAiM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 13 713 

Flab WiOSit+ P*cs ‘8 3 1 2 1 4 1 0 6 0 0 515 
*‘)~o~ ball 1, * 8 3 3 8 4 7 II 0 33 843 
PiOcmwnSr 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 46 
233osho*Piaa 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 
233oshde Itam 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 8 51 
233oConulnsr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TWi F!aU 33 15 8 I2 7 10 6 .9 17 0 36 1.517 

u3oconwnr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total P.ru* 5 5 2 1 2 3 3 2 3 I 15 48 

.- 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORJES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

NAAIUSPS-T43-12. Please refer to your response to NAMISPS-T43-3 and 
Attachment S thereto. Please explain the difference between “Single Piece” and ‘Single 
Item.” 

RESPONSE: 

The handling category refers to the response to Question 21A in the IOCS data set. A 

“Single Piece” indicates the employee is ha~ndling a single piece of mail at the time of 

the IOCS reading which receives a response of ‘A” for Question 21A. “Single Item” 

indicates that the employee is handling an individual item at the time of the reading and 

receives a response of ‘8’ for Question 2tA. The single item may contain multiple 

pieces or be empty. Single items include bundles, trays, pallets, and sacks. For further 

explanation please refer to the IOCS Field Operating Instructions, Handbook F-45, 

Chapter 12 (USPS-LR-I-14/R20OCt-1). 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WlTNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

NAAAJSPB-T43-13. Please refer to your response to NAAAJSPS-T43-8 and 
Attachment B thereto, which reports 118 weighted IOCS tallies for Single Item letters in 
the 15 to 16 ounce range. Please explain what Standard ECR letters weigh 15 to 16 
ounces. 

RESPONSE: 

Please note that less than 0.2 percent of all weighted letter tallies for Standard ECR 

letters fall in the 15 to 16 ounce range. IOCS is a sampling system, and the results are 

therefore subject to sampling vartation. 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

NAANSPS-T43-14. In Library Reference LR-J-58, as revised Nov. 20, please refer to 
the table captioned “Standard Mail ECR Letters Test Year UnR Costs by Detailed (l/2 
ounce) Weight Increments,” which reports cost and volume figures for Standard ECR 
letters above 3.5 ounces. Please describe what Standard ECR letters would weigh 
more than 3.5 ounces. 

RESPONSE: 

Please note that less than two percent of total letter costs for Standard ECR letter mail 

is for letters above 3.5 ounces. IOCS is a sampling system, and the results are 

therefore subject to sampling variation. Only 0.6 percent of all Standard ECR letter 

volume given in USPS-LR-J-58 weighs more than 3.5 ounces. The volume data are 

obtained from the RPW system, which obtains shape from information reported by 

mailers on the postage statements. 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WtTNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

NAAIUSPS-143-15. In Library Reference LR-J-58, as revised Nov. 20, please refer to 
the table captioned “Standard Mail ECR Flats Test Year Unit Costs by Detailed (l/2 
ounce) Weight Increments: 

a. Please explain why the unit costs for 8-9 ounce flats are less than the unit 
costs of 7-6 ounce flats. 

b. Please explain why the unil costs for 11-12 once flats are less than the unit 
costs of 1 O-1 1 ounce flats. 

RESPONSE: 

a. - b. The cost by weight distributions provided in USPS-LR-J-56 are designed to 

provide a general indication of the relationship between weight and cost. The 

analysis in USPS-LR-J-56 is not designed to be a definitive analysis of the 

relationship between weight and cost, and tt is not used as such by any postal 

witness in this docket. In order to provide a definitive analysis of the 

relationship between weight and cost, one would need to control for other 

factors that affect cost, including presort level, entry profile, automation 

compatibilby, and other piece characteristtt. It is possible that dterences in 

one or more of these factors are responsible for the demonstrated unit cost 

differences noted in your question. In addition, the cost estimates by weight 

increment provided in USPS-LR-J-58 are subject to sampling variation. As 

stated in my response to VP/USPS-T43-5. I am satisfied that the other Postal 

witnesses in this docket have used the results in USPS-LR-J-56 with the 

understanding that they are not intended to be an exact quantification of costs 

for every individual weight increment, but that they do provide some insight 

into the relationship between weight and cost. 

- 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF THE NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

NAAAJSPS-T43-16. In Library Reference LR-J-58, as revised Nov. 20, please refer to 
the table entitled Standard Mail ECR Flats Test Year Unit Costs by Function. 

a. Please explain why, between the “0 to 1” and “2 to 3” ounce ranges, City 
Carrier In-office unit costs decline while City Carrier Street Time unit costs 
rise. 

b. Please explain why the City Carrier In-office costs of Standard ECR flats 
weighing 3 to 7 ounces (0.33 cents) is less than the unit City Carrier In-offii 
costs of Standard ECR flats between 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 ounces. 

c. Please explain why the unit City Carrier In-office costs of Standard ECR flats 
weighing 11 to 13 ounces is less than the unit City Carrier In-office costs of 
Standard ECR flats weighing between 0 and 2 ounces. 

RESPO.NSE: 

a. - c. See the response to NAAfUSPST43-15a-b. 

.- 
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AESPONSE OF UNfTED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF ASSOCIATION FOR POSTAL COMMERCE 

POSTCOMNSPS-143-l. Please refer to LR66adjxls, worksheet Table 6. Please 
provide a revision to this spreadsheet based only on the Standard Regular subclass. 

RESPONSE: 

Since ‘the test year CRA data (USPS-T-12) do not break out Standard costs foi Regular 

and Nonprofit @I, I am not able to provide a revision to worksheet Table 6 of 

LMadj.xls that is based only on the Standard R&lar subdass. 

. 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF ASSOCtATfON FOR POSTAL COMMERCE 

POSTCOh4/USPS-T43-2 Please refer to LRf%areg.xls, worksheet 3CREG Parcels 

(combined) and USPS&R-I-92 from Docket No. fX?OOO-1. 

(a) Please confirm that the parcel volume estimates on LR58areg.xls, 
worksheet 3CREG Parcels loombinedl onlv include r&aces that oav 
the residual shape surcharge. ff not confirmed, please explain f&y. 

(4 

b-3 

(9 

(9) 

O-0 

Please reproduce (in an electronfc spreadsheet format) rows 3-6 of 
LR5Samg.xls, worksheet 3CREG Parcels for Standard Regular 
paroels that are prepared as automation flais. Please identtfy the 
source of your data. 

Please confirm that the source of Standard parcel volumes that you 
use in your anafysfs is Standard making statements. If not confirmed, 
please explain fully. 

Please confirm that the source of Standard parcel mail processing 
costs is a combination of IOCS and MODS. If. not confirmed. please 
explain fulfy. 

Please confirm that LR58aregxfs, 3CREG Parcels (combined) 
includes Standard Regular and Standard Nonprofit parcels. If 
confirmed, please provide a version of LR53areg.xls, 3CREG Parcels 
(combined) individually for Standard Regular parcels and Standard 
Nonprofit parcels. 

Please confirm that the Test Year unit cost for 3 to 5 ounce parcels 
estimated in LR58areg.xls is $2.335. If not confirmed, please explain. 
fully, 

Please confirm that the Test Year unit cost for 3 to 5 ounce parcels 
estimated in Docket No. R200C1-1, USPS-LR-I-92 was $1.330. If not 
confirmed, please explain fully. 

Has the Postal Service or any of ifs contractors perfomed any 
analysis to determine why the cost for 3 to 5 ounce parcels estimated 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POST’ SERVICE WtTNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF ASSOCIATION FOR POSTAL COMMERCE 

in this case is so much higher than estimated in Docket No. R2000-1. 
If so, please provide a copy of each analysis. 

(i) Please describe any signifiit changes in the cost&g methodologies 
that the Postal Service used to estimate the unit cost for Standard 
Regular parcels by weight increment and estimate the impact that 
each significant change would have on the unit cost for 3 to 5 ounce 
Standard Regular parcels. 

(j) Please confin that the Test Year unit cost in LR59aregxts for all 
Standard Regular parcels is $1.025. 

(k) Has the Postaf Service or any of its contractors performed any 
analysis to determine why tie cost for 3 to 5 oqce parcels is so much 
higher than the sufxlass average for parcels? If so, please provide a 
copy of each analysis. 

(I) Please provide a detailed description of the characteristics (including 
dropship patterns, presort patterns, and content) of 3 to 5 ounce 
Standard Regular parcels. 

(m) What is the coefficient of variation on the Test Year mail processing 
cost estimate for Standard Regular parcels weighing between 3 a@ 5 
ounces? 

(n) What is the coefficient of variation on Test Year total cost estimate for 
Standard Regular parcels weighing between 3 and 5 ounces? 

(0) Please provide documentation on how the In-Office Costs System 
(loCX?j) defines a flat, an automation flat, a parcel, and an IPP. 

(p) Please provide documentation on how the Domestic Mail Manual 
defines a flat, an automation flat, a parcel, and an IPP. 

(9) Please provide documentation on how the Sta?dard Regular mailing 
Statement defines a flat, an &tomation flat, a parcel, and an IPP. 
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(r) Please provide documentation on how the Postal Service’s Revenue, 
Pieces, and Weight system for Standard Mail defines a flat, an 
automation ftat, a parcel, and an IPP. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. Since the volume and cost data are not available for parcels prepared as automation 

flats separate from all parcels, rows 3-6 of LR58AREG.xts worksheet 3CREG Parcels 

cannot be prepared as requested. 

c. Confirmed (see USPS-LRJ-112). 

d. Confirmed. The Standard parcel mail processing costs are estimated using the 

Postal f%Vice’S proposed cost distrfbutfon methodology ‘(USPS-T-13), which uses 

IOCS tallies and some cost pool variabilities estimated from MODS data,(USPS-T-14). 

e. Confirmed. A version of LR58AREG.xf.s. 3CREG Parcels (combined) cannot be 

indiiually provided for Standard Regular parcels and Standard Nonprofii parcels 

because the test year CW data (USPS-T-12) do not break out the Standard costs for 

1. Confirmed. 

g. No! confirmed. The Test Year unit costs for 3 to 5 ounce Commercial~Standard 

parcels estimated in Docket No. R2000-I, USPS-LR-l-92 was $1,330. The Test Year 

unit costs for 3 to 5 ounce Standard Nonprofit parcels was $1.697. Therefore the Test 

Year unit costs for all 3 to 5 ounce Standard parcels estimated in USPS-LR-I-92/R2000- 

1 was $1.358. 



RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF ASSOCIATION FOR POSTAL COMMERCE 

RESF’bNSE CONTINUED: 

h. No formal analysis has been performed to determine why the cost for 3 to 5 ounce 

parcels estimated in USPS-LR-J-58 in this case is higher than that astimated in USPS- 

LR-I-92/R2099-1. 

i. There were no significant differences in the costing methodologies that the Postal 

Service used in USPS-LR-I-92/R2ooo-l and USPS&R-J-58/R2ggl-1 to estimate the 

unit cost for Standard Regular parcels by weight increment, other than the fact that in 

USPS-LR-f-92 the unit costs for Standard Regular Commercial and Nonprofii parcels 

was estimated separately, and in USPS-LR-J-58 the unit cost reported for Standard 

Regular parcels includes both Commerolal and Nonprofit parcels. 

j. Confined, given that the source of the Test Year unit cost of $1.025 for all Standard 

parcels fs LR58AREG.xls. not LR59areg.xls. 

k. No formal analysis has been performed to determine why the cost for 3 to 5 ounce 

parcels estimated in USPS-LR-J-58 in this case is higher than that estimated for the 

subclass average for parcels. 

1. The Postal Service does not collect data on the contents of Standard Regular 

parcels. Presort and dropship volumes for Standard Regular Parcels are presented in 

Attachment A. 

. 

m. Given limited resources and the fact that the cost estimates were only used to 

indicate the general relationship between cost and weight, no coefficients of variation 

were calculated for Test Year mail processing cost estimates reported in USPS-LR-J- 

58. 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF ASSOClATfON FOR POSTAL COMMERCE 

RESPONSE CONTINUED: 

n. Given limited resources and the fact that the cost estimates were only used to 

indiite the general relationship between cost and weight, no coefficients of variation 

were cakulated far Test Year maff processfng cost estimates reportad in USPS-LR-J- 

58. 

a. SW fnstructfons for~C&mstfon 22 in llSPS-LR-l-14/R2OO&1 (Handbook F-45, In- 

office Cost System, Field Operating tnstmcttons). 

p. Shape definitions can be found in section CO50 and C820 of the Domestic Mail 

Manual. 

q. The Standard Regular Mail postage statement (PS Form 2602) indicates that shape 

(~rocassfng cat- is basad on the shapa definitions defiied in sections CC60 and 

0320 of the Domestic Mail Manual. 

r. All Standard Mail esttmates in the Revenue, Pieces, and We’ght Report derive from 

postage statement (also referred to as mailing statement) data. Therefore, the shape 

definitions in RPW are the same as given in my response to 2q above. 
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RESPONSE OF UNlTED STATES POSTAL SERVlCE WlTNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF ASSOClATfON FOR POSTAL COMMERCE 

POSTCObVUSPS-T-43-3. Please refer to LR53aECRxls. worksheet 3CREG Parcels 
(combined). 

a. What is the coefficient of variation on the Test Year mail processing cost 
estimate for Standard ECR parcels? 

b. What is the coefficient of variition on the Test Year total cost estimate for 
Standard ECR parcels? 

c. Please descdbe the mail characteristics (in particular the contents 09 
Standard ECR parcels. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Gin limited resources and the fact that the cost estimates were only used to 

indicate the general relationship between cost and weight, no coefficients of variation 

were calculated for Test Year mail processing cost estimates reported in USPS-LRJ- 

58. 

b. Given limited resources and the fact that the cost estimates were only used to 

indicate the general relationship between cost and weight, no coefficients of variation 

were calculated for Test Year mail processing cost estimates reported in USPS-LR-J- 

58. 

c. The Postal Service does not cokct data on the contents of Standard ECR parcels. 

Presort and dropshii characteristics are presented in Attachment 6. 

.- 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF ASSOClATlON FOR POSTAL COMMERCE 

ATTACHMENT A TO POSTCOIWUSPS-T-14 

f 
Standard 3 to 5 Ounce Parcels 

By Presort Level and Entry Discount 
PFY2000 
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RESPONSE OF UNlTED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF ASSOClATtON FOR POSTAL COMMERCE 

AnAbHhlENT B TO POSTCOM/lJSPS-T&3-14 

PFv 2600 

Stsndard ECR Ounc8 Pwzelo 
By Presort Level and Enby Oiscuunt 

I None I DBMC-’ DSCF DDU T&l 
3,456.620 1 60.726 703.417 136,173 14.363,237 

nQ442t 121,414 124.039 254,364 
691 16,9600 1.565.370 614,310 2.467.828 

I I I I I 
Total 13.636.051 I 99,666 f 2,410.201 1 1.077,521 1 17.125.460 
8olncez usPs-LR-J-112 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE RECORDING INDUSTRY 

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA. 

RIAAktSPS-T43-1. Please refer to your response to PostComlUSPS-T43-2h. Has the 
Postal Service or any of its contractors performed any analysis to explain cost changes 
from R2000-1 to R2001-1 for Standard Regubr or Non-Profit parcels for any weight 
ranges? If so, please provide a copy of each analysis. 

RESPONSE: 

No formal analysis has been performed to explain cost changes from R2000-1 to 

R2CtOl-1 for Standard parcels for any’weight ranges. a 
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

RIAAIUSPS-T43-2. Please refer to your responses to PostComIUSPS-T43-2m and 
PostComlUSPS-T43-2n concerning Test Year costs for Standard Regular and Non- 
Profit parcels provided in the Excel file LR58AREG.xls of LR-J-58. 

(a) Has the Postal Service calculated coeffiiients of variation for any Test Year unit 
costs for any weight ranges of Standard Regular and Non-Profit parcels? If so, 
please provide these coefficients of variation. 

(b) Please confimt that the Test Year unit costs for Standard Regular and Non-Profit 
parcels within each weight range result from dividing Test Year total cost for 
Standard Regular and Non-Profit parcels wlthin each weight ra?rge by the 
corresponding Test Year total volume for Standard Regular and Non-Profit 
parcels within that weight range. If not confirmed, please explain fulty. 

(c) Please confirm that the Test Year costs and volumes for Standard Regular and 
Non-Profit parcels within each detailed weight range result from applying the 
rollfoward methodology to Base Year costs and volumes for Standard Regular 
and Non-Profit parcels within each detailed weight range. If not confirmed, 
please explain fully. 

(d) Please describe the rollforward adjustments that are performed to transfoml 
Base Year costs and volumes for Standard Regular and Non-Profit parcels into 
Test Year costs and volumes for Standard Regular and Non-Profit parcels. 

(e) Has the Postal Servfce calculated coefficients of variation for any Base Year 
costs or volumes for any weight ranges of Standard Regular and Non-Profit 
parcels? If so, please provide these coefficients of variation. 

. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) Given limited resources and the fact that the cost estimates were only used to 

indicate the general relationship between cost and weight, no coefficfenta of 

variation were calculated for Test Year mail processing cost estimates reported 

in USPS-LRJ-58. 

(b) Confirmed. 

(c) Confirmed. 



RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE RECORDING INDUSTRY 

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

(d) TY volumes by shape and ounce increment are determined by multiplying base 

year volumes by shape and ounce increment by the test year to base year 

volume ratio (from USPS-LRJ-53, workbook SHPO3U-1 .xfs, sheet ‘Class’ cell 

D57). Test year mail processing costs are determined by multiplying base year 

mail processing costs by shape, ounce increment, and cost pool by the final 

reconciliation factor and the cost ratio and by the sum of the pr8mium pay factor 

and the test year piggyback factor less one. Test year wlndow service costs are 

detemtined by taking the base year costs by ounce increment and shape and 

. multiplying by both the test year ptggyback factor and the ratio of the total test 

year cost segment 3.2 and base year cost segment 3.2 costs. Test year city 

carrier in-office costs are determined by taking the base year costs by ounce 

increment and shape and multiplying by both the test year piggyback factor and 

the ratio of the total test year cost segment 6.1 and base year cost segment 6.1 

costs. All other test year costs are determined by taking the total CRA cost for 

each modeled segment times the piggyback factor and distributing them to shape 

by the appropriate distribution key. 

(e) Given limited resources and the fact that the cost estimates were onfy used to 

indite the general relationship between cost and weight, no coefficients of 

variation were calculated for Base Year mail processing cost estimates reported 

in USPS-LR-J-58. 
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RESPONSE OF UNiTED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE RECORDING INDUSTRY 

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

RIAAAJSPS-T43-3. Please refer to the Excel file LR58AREG.xls of LRJ-58, 
worksheets “3CREG Flats (detailed)’ and “3CREG Parcels (detailed)‘. 

(a) Please confirm that Standard mail (previously referred to as Standard (A) mail) 
must weigh less than 16 ounces. If not confirmed, please explain fully. 

(b) Please confirm that both of the two referenced worksheets include a column 
labeled ‘15 to 16+” that indicates the weight increment in ounces of the mail for 
which the column provides information. If not confirmed, please explain fully. 

(c) Please confirm that any mail weighing 16 ounces or more is incorrectly classified 
as Standard mail. If not confirmed, please explain fully. 

(d) For the two referenced worksheets, please provide a revised version of the 
volumes and costs listed in the column labeled ‘15 to 16+* that excludes all data 
for mail pieces weighing 16 ounces or more. 

RESPONSE: 

(a) Confirmed. The DMM (section E610) states that Standard mail must weigh less 

than 16 ounces. 

(b) Confirmed that the column is labeled ‘15 to 16+” to indicate the weight increment 

in ounces. 

(c) While it is technically true that mail paying Standard rates has to weigh less than 

18 ounces, mall paying Standard rates could weigh more than 16 ounces if this 

mail was not discovered and disqualified during the verification process. 

(d) The base year and test year cost data for mail processing, window s&vice, and 

city carrier in-office Standard costs for 15 to 16 ounce and 15.1 ounc6 pieces 

separately are provided in LR58AREG(revised).xls, in sheets ‘TY MP’ (columns 

V and W), ‘TY Window’ (columns U and V), and ‘TY Ciy (columns V and W), 

respectively. As these data show, only 0.34 percent of total Standard costs are 
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assigned to pieces weighing 16 or more ounces. The other costs for 15 to 16+ 

ounce pieces cannot be disaggregated to provide the costs for pieces that are 15 

to 18 ounces only. The volume data presented in USPSLR-J-56 for 15 to 16+ 

ounces cannot be split up to show those the number of pieces that are less than 

16 ounces from the number that are more than 16 ounces. Volumes by ounce 

increment are obtained from USPS-LR-J-112. The ultimate socrce of these 

volume data is postage statement data (i.e., data on piece weights provided by 

the mailer). Since pieces found weighing 16 ounces or more are disqualified 

from belng mailed at Standard rates, this data source would not provide an 

estimate of the number of pieces weighing 16 ounces or more mailed at 

Standard rates. 

, 



RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE RECORDING INDUSTRY 

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 

RIAAkJSPST43-4. Please refer to your response to PostComllJSPS-T43-2r, in which 
you state that ‘[a]ll Standard Mail estimates in the Revenue, Pieces, and Weight Report 
derive from postage statement (also referred to as postage statement) data.” 

(a) Please provide a copy of the postage statements that were used for Standard 
Mail during Base Year R2000-1 and Base Year R2001-1. 

(b) Please describe in detail what dak are entered into the RPW system that 
indicate the shape of mail. Please further describe in detail how the shape- 
related data entered into the RPW system are determined from each of the 
postage statements provided in (a). m 

(c) Please describe in detail how the,shape-related data in the RPW system were 
used to determine the shape of mail for the volume and weight data provided in 
LR-J-58 and LR-I-92. 

(d) Please describe in detail how the weight of mail to be entered into the RPW 
system is determined from each of the postage statements provided in (a). 

RESPONSE: 

(a) A Copy of each postage statement used in the two base years is provided in 

USPS-LRJ-19, Appendix A, and USPS-LR-I-28, Appendix A. 

(b) The shape of the mail in RPW Is determined by the “processing category” 

indicated on the postage statement, which, as shown on the postage statement, 

is based on the shape definitions defined in sections CO50 and C820 of the 

Domestic Mall Manual. 

(c) The volume and weight data in USPSLRJ-58 and USPS-LR-I-92 come from 

RPW data, so the shape of mail for that data is determined by the processing 

category indicated on the postage statement, as described in RIAAICISPS-T48- 

4b. 

740 
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(d) It is my understanding that the weight reported on the postage statements that is 

entered under the PERMJT system is summarized by accounting period and 

finance number for input to the RPW system. Weight can be obtained from a 

postage statement in two different ways: either from the unit weight of identical 

pieces times the number of pieces or from the total weight for non-kientid 

pieces. PERMlT computes the total weight, which is the weigh1 reflected in 

RPW. For piece-rate mailings with single-piece weight under the break point, for 

which there is no explicit pound-rate charge, the total weight reported from the 

postage statement is assigned by PERMIT to each presort category in proportlon 

to its presort volume. For pound-rated mail, the totaLweight for each presort 

category is provided on the postage statement. 
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RIAAAJSPS-T43-6. In LR-J-58, please refer to worksheet “Table 5” in Excel file 
LR58STDCBSxlq worksheet “Table 5” in Excel file LRSTDCBSl .xls, and worksheet 
“Table 6” in Excel file LR58ADJ.xls. Please further refer to USPS-T-32, pagelO, 
footnote 11. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

8. 

Please confirm that the citation to Table 6 in USPS-T-32, page 10, footnote 
11 (in the sentence containing the passage “Table 6 has the unadjusted 
parcel-flat differential of 93.4 cents”) is an incorrect citation to worksheet 
“Table 5” in the Excel file LR58STDCBSxls. If not confirmed, please explain 
fully. 
Please confirm that the citation to Table 7. in USPS-T-32, page IO, footnote 
11 (in the sentence containing the passage “Table 7 has the adjustment for 
presort and destination entry profile of 9.5 cents”) is an incorrect citation to 
Table 6 in the Excel file LR58ADJ.xls. If not confirmed, please explain fully. 
Please confirm that the worksheet “Table 5” in Excel file LR58STDCBSl .xls 
provides a version of “Table 5” in Excel file LR58STDCBS.xls that calculates 
costs separately for “Regular” and “ECR” Standard Maif. Please confirm 
further that the “Regular column includes costs for both the Regular and 
Nonprofit subclasses, and that the “ECR” column includes costs for both the 
Enhanced Carrier Route and Nonprofit Enhanced Carrier Route subclasses. 
If not confirmed, please explain fully. 
Please confirm that the worksheet “Table 6” in Excel file LR58ADJ.xls 
calculates presort and dropship cost differences for Standard Mail for all four 
subclasses together. If not confirmed, please explain fully. 
Please provide a version of the worksheet “Table 6” in Excel file LR58ADJ.xls 
that calculates the presort and dropship cost differences for only the Regular 
and Nonprofit subclasses of Standard Mail. If data are not available for 
calculating the entire table for these two subclasses, please provide those 
portions of the table for which data are available for the Regular and Nonprofit 
subclasses. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. Confirmed. 

c. There was no worksheet named LR56STDCBSl .xls filed with USPS-LR-J-58, 

or in any other library reference sponsored by me. 

d. Confirmed. 
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e. The cost avoidance ($/lb) data are not available for Standard Regular 

(commercial and nonprofit) separafe from Standard ECR (commercial and 

nonprofit) lo the best of my knowledge. The pieces by presort level are 

already provided for Standard Regular and ECR separately. The weight by 

entry discount data, which is obtained from USPS-LR-J-112, is provided 

below. 

Weight By Entry Discount (000) 

1 None I BMC 1 SCF 1 DDU 1 Total 
Regular (commercial and nonprofit) 

Flats 1 1.416.483 )1,104.647 1 1,059.916 I 
1 1: 

1 3.581.046 
Parcels 280.745 I 96,299 I 35,540 

I 
( 412,684 

I I 
ECR (commercial and nonprotii) 

I 

Flats I 185.722 1 499,212 1 2,580,795 
I 

I 1.461,640 1 
PaRAs 2,549 1 I 

4,727,269 
23 840 I384 1 3,796 
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RIAAIUSPS-T43-7. Please refer to your responses to PostCom/USPS-T43-2m and 
PostComlUSPS-T43-2n concerning Test Year costs for Standard Regular and Nonprofit 
parcels provided in the Excel file LR58AREG.xls of LR-J-58. Please further refer to 
Presiding Officer’s Information Request No. 5/12 and to the generalized variance 
function (GVF) approach to calculating coefficients of variation that was used by witness 
Ramage in R2000-l’ to respond to interrogatory ANMAJSPS-T2-13 (Docket R20CrO-1, 
Tr. 4/l 116). Using the GVF approach used by~witness Ramage in R2000-1 and 
requested in POIR 5/l 2, please calculate coenicients of variation for each combined 
weight increment of the IOCS-based Test Year costs for Standard Regular and 
Nonprofit parcels provided in worksheet ‘3CREG Parcels (combined)” in the Excel file 
LR58AREG.xls of LR-J-58. 

RESPONSE: 

See Attachment A 



ATTACHMENT A TO RESPONSE TO RIAA/lJSPS-143-7 

Standard Mail Regular (Commerclal and Nonprofit) Parcels: Costs (000) and Coefflclents of Variation By Comblned Weight IncrementS 

Broad Weight Groups 
0 3 5 7 &&jJ 101011 llto12 12to13 Over13 m 

Mail Processing Total Cost 57,912 55.691 23,839 20.469 23,323 11,063 18.068 14.388 50,170 274,922 
(CS3.1) cv 4.9% 5.0% 7.3% 7.8% 7.4% 

WindowService Total Cost 222 379 0 0 0 
(CS 3.2 direct labor) CV' 60.7% 46.6% N/A N/A N/A 

City Carrier In-Office Total Cost 5,762 5,031 1,341 1,168 1,794 
(CS 6.1 direct labor) cv 12.2% 13.0% 25.0% 26.8% 21.7% 

Total (3.1, 3.2, and 6.1) Total Cost 63,895 61,101 25,180 21,638 25,117 
CV’ 4.7% 4.8% 7.2% 7.7% 7.2% 

'Coefficients of Variation (CV) calculated using the generalized variance function approach. 

10.3% 

88 
95.6% 

735 
33.6% 

11,866 
10.1% 

8.3% 9.2% 

242 0 
58.2% N/A 

1.082 597 
27.8% 37.3% 

19,393 14,985 
8.1% 9.1% 

5.2% 2.4% 

423 1,355 
44.2% 24.9% 

3,687 21.197 
15.2% 6.4% 

54,280 297,474 
5.1% 2.4% 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Leslie M. Schenk 
to Interrogatories of Val-Pak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc. and Val-Pak Dealers’ 

Association, Inc. 

VPNSPS-T43-1. Please refer to USPS-LR-J-58. In the files Lr58aecr and 
Lr58areg, which refer respectively to Standard ECR and Standard Regular Mail, 
a number of tabs contain graphical depictions that plot cost on the vertical axis 
and weight on the horizontal axis, similar to those found in Postal Service witness 
Daniel’s testimony (USPS-T-28) in Docket No. R2000-1. Witness Daniel’s prior 
testimony concerning~ the effect of weight on costs, which your testimony 
updates, also contained regressions computed on the basis of the data depicted 
in her graphical presentations. 

a. For Standard ECR Mail, did you compute any regressions of the 
weight-cost relationship? 

b. For Standard Regular Mail, did you compute any regressions of the 
weight-cost relationship? 

c. Unless your answer to the preceding parts a and b is an unqualified 
negative, please provide the results for each regression which you 
computed, or indicate where those regressions results can be found in 
the extensive files contained in the electronic version of USPS-LR-J-58 
or elsewhere. 

d. For each graphical presentation within Standard Mail for which a 
regression could be computed and where witness Daniel did in fact 
compute a regression, but you elected.not to do so, please explain why 
you opted not to compute and present the results of a regression. 

RESPONSE: 

a. No. 

b. No. 

c. Not applicable. 

d. Regression results were not computed or presented because they 

were not needed for any analysis presented by Postal Service 

witnesses in this docket. 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Leslie M. Schenk 
to Interrogatories of Val-Pak Direct Marketing Systems, inc. and Val-Pak Dealers’ 

._- Association, Inc. 

VP/USPS-143-2. Postal Service witness Hope’s testimony, USPS-T-31, (i) at 
page 13, Table #3, contains data on the unit cost of piece-rated and pound-rated 
Standard ECR pieces at both a 3.0 ounce dividing line, and a 3.5 ounce dividing 
line, and (ii) at page 15, Table #4, contains data on the distribution of Standard 
ECR pieces by weight. 

a. Did you provide witness Hope with the unit cost data shown in her 
above-referenced Table #3? 

b. Regardless of whether you provided witness Hope with the unit cost 
data in her Table #3 and the piece distribution in Table #4, what other 
guidance, data or information (other than your testimony and the library 
references which you sponsor) did you provide to her with respect to 
the weight-cost relationship for Standard ECR Mail? 

RESPONSE: 

a. Yes. 

b. None, other than the distribution of costs by weight increment for Standard 

ECR mail provided in USPS-LR-J-56, which is sponsored in my testimony 

(USPS-T-43). 
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Response of United States Postal Service Witness Leslie M. Schenk 
to Interrogatories of Vat-Pak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc. and Val-Pak Dealers’ 

Association, Inc. 

VP/USPS-T43-3. 

a. Does your testimony, your library reference USPS-LR-J-58, or any 
other document sponsored by you in this docket, contain one or more 
estimates of the weight-cost relationship for Standard ECR Mail that 
exceeds the 3.3 ounce breakpoint? If so, please indicate where such 
estimate or estimates can be found. 

b. If you have developed more than one estimate of the weight-cost 
relationship for Standard ECR Mail, do you consider any one of those 
estimates to be more reliable than the others? If so, please indicate 
which and provide every reason on which you rely for your selection as 
the most reliable, or “best” depiction of the weight-cost relationship. 

RESPONSE: 

a. The only examination of costs by weight increment for Standard ECR 

Mail that I provide in this Docket is the analysis in Excel workbook 

LR58AECR.xls in USPS-LR-J-58. Since costs are provided by ounce 

and half-ounce increments, no estimate for Standard ECR mail that 

exactly exceeds the 3.3ounce breakpoint is provided. 

748 

b. Not applicable. 
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Response of United States Postal Service Witness Leslie M. Schenk 
to Interrogatories of Val-Pak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc. and Val-Pak Dealers’ 

Association, Inc. 

VPILISPS-T43-4. 

a. For Standard ECR and Standard Regular Mail, regarding the costs that 
were assigned to individual ounce increments, what percentage was 
assigned on the basis of direct IOCS tallies, and what percentage was 
“distributed” to ounce increments using any basis other than IOCS 
tallies for said distribution? 

b. For each distributed cost, please provide the basis (or “key”) used for 
the distribution, and explain the rationale for selecting that basis (or 
“key”) as the best available to capture the underlying weight-cost 
relationship. 

RESPONSE: 

a. For Standard Regular Mail, 75.5 percent of total volume variable costs 

were distributed to ounce increments using IOCS tallies, and 24.5 

percent were distributed to ounce increments using other methods. 

For Standard ECR Mail, 48.8 percent of total volume variable costs 

were distributed to ounce increments on the basis of direct IOCS 

tallies, and 53.2 percent were distributed to ounce increments using 

other bases. 

b. The following table provides the basis used for each distributed cost in 

USPS-LR-J-58. 
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Response of United States Postal SefviCe Witness Leslie M. Schenk 
to Interrogatories of Val-Pak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc. and Val-Pak Dealers’ 

Association, Inc. 

RESPONSE CONTINUED: 

Keys Used To Distribute Subclass/Shape Costs to 
Weight Increments In USPS-L&l-58 

cos 
Total Mail Processing 
Window +ni*a 
City Delivery II 
City Delivery Route 
City Delivery Access 
r.ih, l=llmnantd I rim-4 

1 1ulr3 wy analy 
I mrc tsll\r c.nshr 

1 voium 
\/ml, am 

I Wainht I 
Wm., LIYIII”I.,UI b”s.1 ..“,Y”. 

City Delivery Support Other city delivery costs 
Vehicle Service Cube 
Rural Delivery Volume 
Air/Water Transportation Weight 
Highway/Rail Transportation Cube 

b. (continued) The general rationale used to select distribution keys is to select 

the key that best represents the cost driver for the cost segment modeled, 

consistent with CRA methodology to the extent possible. Exceptions to this 

rationale used to distribute costs to weight increment in USPS-LR-J-58 are 

described in my response to VP/USPS-T43-7b. 
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to Interrogatories of Val-Pak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc. and Val-Pak Dealers’ 

Association, Inc. 

VP/USPS-T48-5 

a. Aside from sponsoring the technical work in USPS-LR-J-58, would it 
be correct to state that it is not the purpose of your testimony to offer 
any guidance or interpretation ,of the data and numerical results 
concerning whether, or the extent to which, those data capture the 
underlying cost-weight relationship for Standard ECR and Regular Mail 
(or what you consider to be the most reliable measure of the weight- 
cost relationship)? 

b. Unless your answer to the preceding question is an unqualified 
affirmative, please explain the purpose of your testimony as it relates 
to analyzing, interpreting and offering advice to the Commission and 
interested parties regarding the quantitative results as they are 
presented in USPS-J-58. 

a-b. The purpose of my testimony in regard to sponsoring USPS-LR-J-58 

is to present distributions of cost by weight increment for certain mail 

subclasses and shapes. By replicating witness Daniel’s methodology 

in R2000-1 without comment, I am implicitly incorporating her 

interpretations and caveats concerning this exercise, as noted in 

USPS-T-28/R2000-1. I am satisfied that the other Postal witnesses in 

this docket have used the results in USPS-LR-J-58 with the 

understanding that they are not intended to be an exact quantification 

of costs for every individual weight increment. 
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VP/USPS-T43-6 Witness Hope’s testimony, USPS-T-31, at page 13, Table #3, 
contains data on the unit cost of piece-rated and pound-rated pieces (i) at a 3.0 
ounce dividing line, and (ii) at a 3.5 ounce dividing line which she cites as being 
obtained from you. In Docket No. R2000-1, Postal Service witness Moeller 
(USPS-T-35) presented similar data for Standard ECR Mail. Commenting on 
those data, the Commission at paragraph 5541 of its Opinion and Recommended 
Decision stated: 

Witness Moeller’s implicit markups reflect the mix of mail on 
either side of the break point. However, pieces above and 
below the break point have different worksharing profiles and 
different shape profiles. The Commission believes that 
implicit markups comparison should be adjusted for these 
differences. 

a. Did the unit cost data which you supplied to witness Hope make any 
or all of the adjustments called for by the Commission? 

b. Unless your answer to part a is an unqualified negative, ~please 
indicate which adjustments were made, where they are described, and 
where they can be found in your testimony, library references 
sponsored by you, or any other documents sponsored by you in this 
docket. 

c. If you made any of the adjustments called for by the Commission, but 
did not document or describe them adequately, please do so in 
response to this interrogatory. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Yes, to the extent that the unit cost data I supplied to witness Hope 

are developed by shape and weight increment. Those data do not 

make any adjustments for worksharing differences. it is my 

understanding that no adjustments are needed, since the costs I 

provided are consistent with the revenues witness Hope uses, in that 

both reflect the different profiles above and below the breakpoint. 
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RESPONSE CONTINUED: 

b. See USPS-LR-J-58, workbook LR58AECR.xls for the development of 

costs by shape. 

c. Not applicable. 
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VP/USPS-T43-7. The Commission’s Opinion and Recommended Decision in 

Docket No. R2000-1 stated: 

[t]he Commission calls on the Service to conduct a new 
analysis addressing the matters described at the conclusion 
of this section. [para. 54571 

While the estimates of IOCS costs for pieces above and below 
the break point are statistically reliable, the Commission has 
not closely examined the basis upon which transportation and 
delivery costs are distributed. If the Commission is to make 
proper further use of the implicit markups in setting the pound 
rate, the basis for distributing transportation and delivery costs 
must be subject to more scrutiny. [para. 55391 

a. Please describe any and all new analysis (other than data updates) 
conducted by you in USPS-LR-J-58 in response to the Commission’s 
call for such analysis. 

b. Please explain fully the basis for distributing transportation and 
delivery costs in USPS-LR-J-58, and note explicitly all changes and 
improvements made since the study was conducted by witness Daniel 
in Docket No. R2000-1. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Other than the data updates, I conducted no new analysis in USPS- 

LR-J-58, compared with that presented in USPS-LR-I-91,92. and 93 

in Docket No. R2000-1. 

b. The bases used in USPS-LR-J-58 for distributing transportation and 

delivery costs are provided in VP/USPS-T43-4b, and are the same as 

those used by witness Daniel in USPS-LR-I-91,92, and 93 in Docket 

No. R2000-1. 
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RESPONSE CONTINUED: 

Air and water transportation costs are distributed to ounce increment 

based on weight. This methodology is consistent with CRA 

methodology. Highway and rail costs are distributed to ounce 

increment based on cube. This distribution key is a proxy for cubic 

foot miles (as used in the CRA methodology). Data on cubic foot 

miles are not available by weight increment. 

City delivery in-office costs (cost segments 6.1 and 6.2) are distributed 

to ounce increment based on IOCS tallies. This methodology is 

consistent with CRA methodology. 

Delivery access costs and rural delivery costs are distributed to ounce 

increment based on volumes. This methodology is basically 

consistent with the costing methodology presented in USPS-T-l 1. 

Delivery route costs are distributed to ounce increment based on 

volumes. In the CRA methodology, delivery route cost segments are 

distributed based on volume or weight. Since most delivery route 

costs are distributed based on volume in the CRA methodology, this 

key was used to distribute delivery route costs to ounce increment. 

Delivery support costs are distributed to ounce increment based on 

the distribution of all other delivery costs, since support costs are 
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. P 

RESPONSE CONTINUED: 

related to all delivery aspects (this methodology is consistent with 

CRA methodology). 

In USPS-LR-J-58, delivery elemental load costs are distrfbuted to 

ounce increment based on weight. In the CBA methodology, 

elemental load costs are distributed based on volumes. But as 

discussed by witness Daniel in Docket No. R2000-1, the purpose in 

distributing elemental load costs across weight increments (within 

subclass and shape) using weight instead of volume is to set an upper 

bound of the effects of weight for city carrier costs (see~Tr. 411395 in 

Docket No. R2000-1). As reiterated by witness Kay, ‘Ms. Daniel’s 

distribution of elemental load costs among ounce increments within a 

rate category does exactly as she intends and sets an upper bound for 

the effects of weight on city carrier costs within rate categories.” 

(USPS-RT-19/Fi2000-1, at 4). Since previous criticisms of the support 

for the pound rate included a concern that the effect of weight was 

understated, a distribution key was chosen that would blunt that 

criticism. Note that in USPS-LR-J-58, elemental load costs are 

distributed across subclass and shape using CRA methodology. It is 

only when elemental load costs within subclass and shape are’ 

distributed across weight increment that costs are distributed by 
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RESPONSE CONTINUED: 

weight. Weight was chosenas a distribution key in this instance for 

illustrative purposes. 

If elemental load costs were distributed across weight increments 

(within subclass and shape) by volume instead of by weight, witness 

Hope’s use of these data in her proposal would strengthen her 

argument for lowering the ECR pound rate, since the gap in implicit 

coverage between piece-rated and pound-rated pieces would be 

wider. An alternative version of her Table 3, including unit cost 

estimates developed using a volume distribution key for Standard 

ECR elemental load costs, is provided in Attachment A. 

The version of unit costs in Attachment A that is developed using 

volume to distribute elemental load costs to weight increment is 

consistent with CRA methodology. The version of unit costs in 

Attachment A that is developed using weight to distribute elemental 

load costs to weight increment sets an upper bound for the effects of 

weight on city carrier costs within subclass and shape. Both versions 

of unit costs support witness Hope’s proposal. 
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ATTACHMENT A 

Piece- 0.14245 0.0664 206.3% 0.0712 200.1% 0.15057 
rated 
Pound- 0.20655 0.9639 246.2% 0.075 275.4% 0.20895 
rated 
‘Distribution of delivery elemental load costs within subclass and shape by weight 
“Distribution of delivery elemental load costs within subclass and shape by volume 

0.0664 220.1% 0.0712 211.50% 

0.0639 249.1% 0.075 276.6% 

- 

Ii m 

. - - 
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VP/USPS-T43-8. 

Please refer to your response to VP/USPS-T39-48 (redirected from witness Kingsley), 
wherein you state that the Postal Service has no data whatsoever which provide the 
weight of all flats accompanied by detached address labels (“DALs”). 

a. When an In-Office Cost System (“IOCS”) tally is taken of a postal employee 
(irrespective of whether that person is a carrier, clerk, mailhandler) handling a 
DAL (as opposed to the associated mailpiece) is the fact that a DAL was being 
handled recorded by the IOCS tally? If so, in what field? 

b. If the DAL and the accompanying mailpiece are Standard ECR, is that fact 
recorded? If so, in what field? 

c. Is the weight of the mailpiece that accompanies the DAL also recorded on the 
same IOCS tally? If so, in what field? If not, why not? 

d. If your answers to preceding parts a, b and c are affirmative, please use the 
IOCS data base for FY 2000 to provide (i) the average weight of all Standard 
ECR flat-shaped mailpieces that were accompanied by DALs, and (ii) the 
distribution of weight of the accompanying Standard ECR flat-shaped mailpieces 

/-- by half-ounce increment up to 4.0 ounces, and by ounce increment for pieces 
that weigh 4.0 ounces or more. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Not generally. Assuming the sampled employee is handing a single piece of 

mail or the “top piece rule” applies, then it is my understanding that IOCS data 

collectors are instructed to record shape and related information based on the 

associated mailpiece when the sampled employee is observed handling a DAL 

and the associated mailpiece is identifiable. See Handbook F-45, in USPS-LR-I- 

14 (Docket No. R2000-l), at 12-10 to 12-11. In such cases, it cannot be 

determined from the data whether the emplOyt?e was handling the DAL or the 

associated mailpiece. The fact that a DAL was being handled is only observable 

if the associated mailpiece cannot be identified by the data collector, in which 
F 
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case response “K” is recorded in IOCS field F9635. See also witness Shawls 

response to VP/USPS-T1 -1 a. 

b. Assuming subclass information is recorded for the tally, the subclass can be 

determined from the IOCS activity code, field F9805. 

c. Not in all cases. The weight of the associated mailpiece would not be recorded if 

the associated mailpiece is not identifiable by the data collector. Assuming the 

associated mailpiece is identifiable and weight information is recorded for the 

tally, then the weight information is contained in fields F165, F166, and F167. 

d. Not applicable. Note also that IOCS is not a volume (or weight) measurement 

system, and IOCS cannot provide estimates of the requested weight 
- 

information-rather, it provides information on the labor g involved in handling 

pieces of certain weight increments. 
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VP/USPS-T439. 

Please refer to USPS-LR-J-59, file named Volumes by Weight Update GFYOO.xls, tab 
Std A ECR, and confirm that the distribution of pieces by shape and weight was as 
shown below. If you do not confirm, please provide the correct data. 

Letters 
Flats 
Parcels 

Volumes (000) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Under 3.0 3.0 to 3.5 Over 3.5 Total Pieces 
Ounces Ounces Ounces 

10,176,686 103,062 56,553 10,334,300 
11,984,074 2,008,655 8,433,005 22,426,734 

11,207 327 3,431 14,964 

a. For Base Year 2000, did you compute the average revenue per piece for pieces 
weighing under 3.0 ounces? 

b. If so, were the volume data in column (1) used in the denominator of that 
computation? If not, what volume data were used? 

c. For Base Year 2000, did you compute the average revenue per piece for pieces 
weighing 3.0 ounces or more? 

d. If so, was the sum of the volume data in columns (2) and (3) used in the 
denominator of that computation? If not, what volume data were used? 

e. Was the percentage distribution of the above-referenced data found in USPS-LR- 
J-59 used as the basis to distribute projected Test Year volumes by weight 
increments? If not, on what basis were projected Test Year volume data 
distributed to weight increment? 

RESPONSE: 

Not confirmed. Note that the above referenced data are for commercial ECR only. The 

volume of commercial ECR letters under 3.0 ounces is 10,174,686, not 10,176,686 as 

presented in the table above. The volume of commercial ECR flats under 3.0 ounces is 

11,985,074, not 11,984,074. The other data in the table are correct. 

a. No. Revenue data are not reported in USPS-LR-J-59. 

b. Not applicable. 
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c. No. Revenue data are not reported in USPS-LR-J-59. 

d. Not applicable. 

e. No. Assuming you are asking about the calculations used to develop the Test 

Year volume distribution keys used in LR-J-58 to develop Standard ECR costs by 

shape and ounce increment, those are provided in the spreadsheet 

LR58AECR-revised.xls, sheet volume&lbs. The Base Year volumes in the 

calculation of the Test Year volume distribution key include both commercial and 

nonprofit ECR volumes. 
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VP/USPS-T43-10. 

Please refer to your response to VP/USPS-T43-6, part a, where you state that it is your 
understanding that the unit costs need no adjustments for worksharing differences, in 
that the unit cost data you supplied to witness Hope are consistent with her unit revenue 
data insofar as both reflect the different profiles above and below the breakpoint. 

a. Please define the term “consistent” as you use it here, and explain in more detail 
what you mean when you state that unit costs are consistent with revenues. 

b. In your opinion, when computing implicit coverages for subdivisions of Standard 
ECR Mail (e.g., by shape or weight) is it generally important, or at least desirable, 
for cost data in the denominator to be consistent with revenue data in the 
numerator? Please explain fully any negative answer. 

c. If the Standard ECR unit cost data which you supplied to witness Hope are not 
consistent with her unit revenue data, would you recommend that she rely on 
your unit cost data when computing implicit coverages above and below the 3.3 
ounce breakpoint and relying on those coverages for policy decisions about rate 
design for Standard ECR Mail? Please explain your reasoning. 

d. Is it your opinion that above and below the 3.3 ounce breakpoint, (i) the unit costs 
you supplied to witness Hope, or (ii) the unit costs in Attachment A of your 
response to VP/USPS-T43-7 are consistent with revenues in all respects? If 
your answer is affirmative, please explain all factors that you investigated or 
considered to ascertain that this is in fact the case. 

RESPONSE: 

a. By “consistent,” I mean that the unit costs and unit revenues used by witness 

Hope .represent the same underlying groups of mail to the extent possible, given 

data limitations. 

b. In my opinion, it is desirable for the cost data in the denominator to be consistent 

with revenue data in the numerator to the extent possible, given data limitations. 

c. I recommended to witness Hope that she use the unit cost data from USPS-LR- 

58 to compute implicit coverage factors because these were the best data 

available for her analysis. In the event that there were some inconsistency 
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between the cost and revenue data, whether or not witness Hope should employ 

the data would depend on the materiality of the inconsistency. 

d. Given that the costs and revenues involve statistical estimation, it is presumably 

not possible for the data to be consistent in “all respects.” For example, sampling 

variation in the data used to develop the costs may result in costs being 

distributed to subclass “A” instead of subclass “B,” which would lead to an 

inconsistency of a sort, albeit one that is statistically immaterial. It is my opinion 

that the unit cost data I supplied to witness Hope and provided in Attachment A 

are consistent with unit revenues used to the extent possible, and represent the 

best available data for the implicit cost coverage calculations. 
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VP/USPS-T43-11. 

a. Please confirm that in the sample of mail taken for the city carrier cost system, 
and used as the “volume” basis for distributing costs to mail by class and 
subclass, as well as by shape and weight, a Standard ECR DAL will be counted 
as a piece, and the accompanying flat or parcel will also be counted as a piece. 
If you do not confirm, please explain what is counted and what is not counted. 

b. Assuming that Standard ECR DALs are counted when the sample of mail is 
taken for the city carrier cost system, would they be recorded as letters, or would 

,- 

they be recorded as flats or parcels in accordance with the shape of the 
accompanying mailpiece? 

c. Please confirm that the Revenue, Pieces and Weight (“RPW”) System records all 
revenues from Standard ECR mailings with DALs as being from either fiats or 
parcels; i.e., from the pieces that accompany the DALs. If you do not confirm, 
please indicate all circumstances where the RPW System records revenues from 
DAL mailings as being from “letters.” 

d. Do the data that are recorded in the city carrier cost system distinguish between 
DALs and other similarly-shaped pieces? That is, if DALs are recorded as letters 
or letter-shaped pieces, can the data base for the city carrier cost system be 
used to ascertain the number of percentage of “letters” that in fact were DALs? If 
so, please provide this information for Base Year 2000. 

e. When the sample of mail is taken for the city carrier cost system, is the weight of 
individual pieces in the sample recorded? If not, please: 

i. Describe the procedure that is used to distribute volume variable city 
carrier delivery costs by weight increment; 

ii. State explicitly all underlying assumptions involved in that procedure; 
and . . . III. Explain how those assumptions avoid any mismatch and guarantee 
consistency between revenues by weight increment and costs by weight 
increment. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Redirected to witness Harahush. 

b. Redirected to witness Harahush. 

c. Confirmed. 

d. Redirected to witness Harahush. 
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e. No. (i.) The distribution keys used to distribute volume variable city carrier costs 

by weight increment within subclass and shape are discussed in the response to 

VP/USPS-T43-4(b). 

(ii.) The use of the distribution keys specified in the response to VP/USPS-T43- 

4(b) for city carrier street costs assumes constant volume-variable costs per 

piece or pound (depending on the distribution key used) by shape. 

(iii.) See the response to VP/USPS-T43-10, parts (a) and (d). 
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VP/USPS-T43-12. 

a. According to your response to VP/USPS-T43-4, city carrier route, access and 
support costs are distributed wholly or in part on the basis of “volume.” Does 
your reference to “volume” mean pieces ? If not, please explain the meaning and 
interpretationof volume in terms of city carrier cost data base. 

b. For Base Year 2000, when those volume variable city carrier costs that are 
distributed to Standard ECR on the basis of volume (i.e., route, access and 
support costs) were distributed by shape to Standard ECR letters, flats and 
parcels, please describe all steps that were taken to assure that those volume 
variable city delivery costs attributable to DALs were distributed to flats and 
parcels in a manner consistent with the way that revenues from those pieces 
were recorded and distributed in the RPW System. That is, what assurance is 
there that implicit coverage ratios by shape avoid any inconsistency or mismatch 
whereby costs of DALs are attributed to letters while all revenues associated with 
DALs are attributed to flats and parcels? 

c. If no step was taken such to prevent or correct for such possible inconsistency 
within Standard ECR, as mentioned in part b, please explain why it was not 
considered necessary. 

d. When the Base Year unit costs for Standard ECR were extrapolated to Test Year 
unit costs, what steps were taken to assure that no inconsistency in the treatment 
of Standard ECR DAL costs occurred between the estimated revenues and costs 
by shape for the Test Year? If nothing was done to prevent or correct for such 
possible inconsistency, please explain why it was not considered necessary. 

RESPONSE: 

a. The “volumes” used to distribute city carrier route, access, and (implicitly) a 

portion of support costs by shape to weight increment are estimated test year 

RPW pieces by shape and weight increment. 

b. The CRA costs for the city carrier route and access components (and, implicitly, 

the support costs distributed to those components) are developed by subclass, 

and subsequently distributed to shape and weight increment using RPW volumes 

in the USPS-LR-J-58 spreadsheets. Inconsistency is avoided because the 

- volumes by shape and weight increment are derived from the same system as 

the revenues 
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c. See the response to part (b), above. 

d. See the response to part (b), above. 
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VP/USPS-T43-13. 

a. According to your response to VP/USPS-T43-4, city carrier route, access and 
support costs are distributed wholly or in part on the basis of “volume.” For Base 
Year 2000, when volume variable city carrier route, access and support costs 
were distrib~uted to pieces by weight category, please describe all steps that were 
taken to make certain that the volume variable route, access and support costs 
attributed to DALs were distributed td the corresponding weight category of the 
flats and parcels which they accompanied, in a manner consistent with the way 
that revenues were distributed to the weight of those pieces. That is, what 
assurance is there that implicit coverage ratios for the weight groupings used by 
witness Hope avoid any inconsistency or mismatch whereby the carriers’ costs of 
handling OALs are attributed to very light-weight pieces (corresponding to the 
weight of the DALs), while revenues associated with DALs are distributed to flats 
and parcels that (i) weighed considerably more than the DAL, and (ii) may have 
weighed more than 3.0 or 3.5 ounces in many instances? 

b. If no step was taken to prevent or correct for such possible inconsistency, please 
explain why it was not considered necessary before providing witness Hope with 
unit cost data used to compute implicit coverages of pieces that weigh more or 
less than 3.0 (and 3.5) ounces. 

c. When the Base Year costs were extrapolated to the Test Year, what steps were 
taker-r to assure that no such inconsistency in the treatment of DAL costs 
occurred between the estimated revenues and costs by weight increment for the 
Test Year? If nothing was done to prevent or correct for such possible 
inconsistency in the Test Year unit cost data that you supplied to witness Hope, 
please explain why it was not considered necessary. 

RESPONSE: 

a.-c. Please see the response to VP/USPS-T43-12(b). 
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a. With respect to the National Mail Count for rural carriers, please provide the 
evaluated time for every class and subclass of items handled, both in the office 
and while delivering on the route. 

b. In the National Mail Count, would Standard ECR DALs be classified as letters, or 
would they be classified as flats or parcels in accordance with the shape of the 
accompanying mailpiece? 

c. If Standard ECR DALs are classified as letters in the National Mail Count for rural 
carriers, is the level of detail contained in that data base capable of distinguishing 
between ordinary Standard ECR enveloped letters and DALs? That is, if 
Standard ECR DALs are recorded as letters, or letter-shaped pieces, can the 
available data from the city carrier cost system be used to ascertain what 
percentage of Standard ECR “letters” were in fact DALs? If so, please provide 
this statistic for Base Year 2000. 

d. When the evaluated time for rural carriers, in conjunction with the National Mail 
Count, was used to distribute volume variable rural carrier costs to Standard 
ECR pieces by shape for Base Year 2000, please describe-all steps that were 
taken to make certain that the evaluated time for handling Standard ECR DALs, 
and the volume variable costs to which such evaluated time gives rise, was 
distributed either to the Standard ECR flats or parcels which the DALs 
accompanied, in a manner consistent with the way the RPW System distributes 
revenues to those pieces., That is, what assurance is there that Base Year 
implicit coverage ratios based on shape would avoid any inconsistency or 
mismatch whereby rural carrier volume variable costs occasioned by handling 
DALs are attributed to letters, while all revenues associated with DALs are 
attributed to flats or parcels. 

e. If no preventive or corrective measure was taken with respect avoiding a 
mismatch on account of costs attributable to DALs when distributing rural carrier 
volume variable costs by shape, please explain why it was not considered 
necessary. 

f. When the Base Year costs were extrapolated to the Test Year, what steps were 
taken to assure that no such inconsistency in the treatment of DAL rural carrier 
costs occurred between the estimated revenues and costs by shape for the Test 
Year? If nothing was done to prevent or Correct for such possible inconsistency, 
please explain why it was not considered necessary. 

RESPONSE: 

a. - c. Redirected to the Postal Service. 

d. It is my understanding that DAL pieces are generally recorded as “boxholders” or 

“other letter” for rural carrier costing purposes. In the development of the data used to 
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crosswalk the costs for such pieces to DMM CO50 shape, the shape of DAL pieces was 

based on the shape of the accompanying mailpiece, consistent with the RPW system. 

Thus, no adjustment is necessary to ensure consistent treatment of rural carrier costs 

by shape for DAL pieces and the associated volumes. 

e. Please see the response to part (d), above. 

f. Please see the response to part (d), above. 
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VP/USPS-T43-15. 

a. When the evaluated time for rural carriers, in conjunction with the National Mail 
Count, was used to distribute volume variable rural carrier costs to Standard 
ECR pieces by weight, please describe all steps that were taken to assure that 
the evaluated time for handling Standard ECR DALs, and the volume variable 
time to which such evaluated time gives rise, was distributed to the weight 
increment or either the accompanying flats or parcels that (i) weighed 
considerably more than the DAL, and (ii) may have weighed more than 3.0 or 3.5 
ounces in many instances, so that the final result would assure consistency and 
avoid any mismatch whereby rural carrier volume variable costs occasioned by 
handling DALs would be attributed to light-weight pieces while all revenues 
associated with DALs would be attributed to flats or parcels. 

b. If no such preventive or corrective step was taken with respect to DALs when 
distributing rural carrier volume variable costs by weight increment, please 
explain why it was not considered necessary. 

c. When the Base Year costs were extrapolated to the Test Year, what steps were 
taken to assure that no such inconsistency in the treatment of DAL rural carrier 
costs occurred between the estimated revenues and costs by shape for the Test 
Year? If nothing was done to prevent or correct for such possible inconsistency 
in the Test Year unit cost data that you supplied to witness Hope, please explain 
why it was not considered necessary. 

d. In the National Mail Count for rural carriers, is the weight of individual pieces 
recorded? If not, please: 
i. Describe the procedure that is used to distribute volume variable rural 

carrier delivery costs by weight increment; 
ii. State explicitly all underlying assumptions involved in that procedure; and . . . 
III. Explain how those assumptions avoid any mismatch and guarantee 

consistency between revenues by weight increment and costs by weight 
increment. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Volume-variable rural carrier costs are distributed to weight increments 

within subclass and shape based on RPW volume (pieces), not on 

evaluated time or National Mail Count data, as suggested in the question. 

See the response to VP/USPS-T43-4(a). 

b. Please see the response to VP/USPS-T43-14(d). 

c. Please see the response to VP/USPS-T43-14(d). 
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d. It is my understanding that the weight of individual pieces is not recorded 

in the National Mail Count. 

i. Please see the response to VP/USPS-T43-4(a). 

ii. Please see the response to VP/USPS-T4S11 (c)(ii). 

iii. Please see the response to VP/USPS-T43-11 (c)(iii). 
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VPIUSPS-T43-16. 

Please refer to the TY Standard ECR unit costs that you provided to witness Hope for 
use in her computation of implicit coverages above and below, respectively, 3.0 and 3.5 
ounces. 

a. For each such unit cost that you supplied, please provide the portion, both in 
absolute amount and percent, that w&s represented by volume variable city 
carrier route, access and support costs. 

b. For each such unit cost that you supplied, please provide the portion, both in 
absolute amount and percent, that was represented by volume variable rural 
carrier cost. 

c. If you are unable to provide the information requested in preceding parts a and b 
(i.e., the breakdown of unit costs above and below the breakpoints), then please 
provide the requested breakdowns for the total unit cost of Standard ECR Mail. 

RESPONSE: 

a. See Attachment A. 

b. See Attachment A. 

c. Not applicable. 

.- 
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Attachment A: Response to VP/USPS-T43-16, parts a and b 
Standard Mail Enhanced Carrier Route 

Unit Costs (ypiece) 

&@ cost 
All Total Unit Cost 

City Carrier Route Cost 
City Carrier Access Cost 
City Carrier Support Cost 
Rural Carrier Cost 

O-3.0 3.0+ o-3.5 3.5+ 
Total Ounces Ounces Ounces Ounces 

0.0663 0.0636 0.0721 
0.0009 
0.0026 
0.0047 
0.0169 

Percent City Carrier Route Cost 1.2% 
Percent City Carrier Access Cost 3.6% 
Percent City Carrier Support Cost 6.5% 
Percent Rural Carrier Cost 23.5% 

0.0675 0.0826 
0.0009 0.0009 
0.0026 0.0026 
0.0043 0.0056 
0.0175 0.0157 

1.3% 1.1% 
3.8% 3.1% 
6.3% 6.7% 

25.9% 19.0% 

0.0655 0.1549 . 

0.0009 0.0009 
0.0026 0.0026 
0.0043 0.0057 
0.0173 0.0157 

1.3% 1 .O% 
3.8% 3.1% 
8.3% 6.9% 

25.4% 18.7% 

Letters Total Unit Cost 0.0666 
City Carrier Route Cost 0.0009 
City Carrier Access Cost 0.0026 
City Carrier Support Cost 0.0041 
Rural Carrier Cost 0.0195 

0.0009 0.0009 
0.0026 0.0026 
0.0040 0.0110 
0.0195 0.0195 

0.0659 0.2420 
0.0009 0.0009 
0.0026 0.0026 
0.0041 0.0151 
0.0195 0.0195 

Percent City Carrier Route Cost 1.3% 1.3% 0.6% 1.3% 0.4% 
Percent City Carrier Access Cost 3.9% 4.0% 1.7% 3.9% 1.1% 
Percent City Carrier Support Cost 6.2% 6.2% 7.1% 8.2% 6.2% 
Percent Rural Carrier Cost 29.2% 29.8% 12.6% 29.6% 8.1% 

Nonletters Total Unit Cost 0.0747 0.0693 0.0814 0.0702 0.0826 
City Carrier Route Cost 0.0009 0.0009 0.0009 0.0009 0.0009 
City Carrier Access Cost 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 
City Carrier Support Cost 0.0049 0.0045 0.0055 0.0045 0.w57 
Rural Carrier Cost 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156 0.0156 0.0158 

Percent City Carrier Route Cost 1.2% 1.3% 1.1% 1.2% 1.1% 
Percent City Carrier Access Cost 3.5% 3.7% 3.2% 3.7% 3.1% 
Percent City Carrier Support Cost 6.6% 6.4% 6.7% 6.4% 6.9% 
Percent Rural Carrier Cost 20.9% 22.6% 19.2% 22.2% 18.9% 
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VP/USPS-T43-17. 

a. If some or all of the city and rural carrier volume variable delivery costs 
attributable to DALs have in fact been distributed to letters and very light-weight 
pieces, while the RPW System has distributed all revenues derived from those 
mailings to the heavier-weight flats and parcels that accompanied the DALs, 
would you agree that when implicit coverages are computed from such data the 
cost data in denominator may not be consistent with the revenue data in the 
numerator? Please explain any disagreement. 

b. If you agree that the unit cost data you supplied to witness Hope may be 
inconsistent with the unit revenue data which she used, do the city carrier cost 
system data base and/or the National Mail Count for rural carriers contain 
sufficient detail to permit you to check on, quantify and correct for any 
inconsistencies that may exist ? If so, please provide any necessary corrections 
to your unit cost data, and show how they were derived. 

RESPONSE: 

a. The situation described in the question, if it were to exist, may lead to an 

inconsistency between the cost and revenue. However, I do not believe 

that the treatment of carrier costs of DAL pieces leads to any material 

inconsistency between costs and revenues. 

b. I do not agree that there are material inconsistencies related to the 

treatment of DAL pieces between the cost and revenue data employed by 

witness Hope. 
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VP/USPS-T43-19. 

Please refer to your response to MMA/USPS-T43-G(E). Is your response intended to 
convey that the contractually-specified route evaluation factors for rural carriers may 
have little relationship to the actual time or cost of performing the specified functions? 
Unless your answer is an unqualified affirmative, please specify contractually-specified 
route evaluation factors that, in your opinion, do not bear much resemblance to the 
actual labor required to perform the function. 

RESPONSE: 

No. It isnot my intention to convey that there is little or no relationship between the 

contractually-specified route evaluation factors for rural carriers and the actual time or 

cost of performing the specified functions. It is my understanding that the route 

evaluation factors are workload measures used to determine rural carrier compensation, 

and as such represent rural carrier costs to the Postal Service, which are the relevant 

costs for my analysis. 
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VP/USPS-T43-20. 

Please refer to USPS-LR-117, spreadsheet LR-J-117, tab ‘city load’. 

a. Please refer to row 53, columns c-f, and explain how the title “Total Unit Costs 
with DMM Volumes” pertains to the numbers shown immediately below it (which 
are in the hundreds of thousands of dollars). 

b. In row 62 of that spreadsheet, you show the “DMM-definition Based Distribution 
Key.” 

0) 

(ii) 

Are the distributions shown in rows 68-69 based on revenues or 
volumes? 
What use do you make of these distributions? 

c. Please refer to row 67, “Standard Mail A ECR” [sic], and row 68. If the 
distribution in row 68 is based on volumes, did the volumes used to compute the 
percentage distribution of letters include detached address labels (‘DALs”)? 

- RESPONSE: 

a. The data in C54:F59 are total costs. 

b. (i) The distributions shown in rows 68-69 are based on total costs. 

(ii) These distributions are used in developing base year and test year cost 

segment 7.3 costs for First-Class single piece letters, flats, and parcels (see cells 

H3:H5 in sheets ‘Summary BY’ and ‘Summary TY’). 

c. Not applicable (the distributions are based on total costs, not volumes). 
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VP/USPS-T43-21. 

Please refer to USPS-LR-J-117, spreadsheet LR-J-117, tab ‘Delivery Volumes’. Under 
column G, CCS Letters, Row 7 shows 9,855,793 Standard ECR letters. 

a. Was this total derived from the City Carrier System (“CCS”) data base? 
b. Does this total volume of CCS letters include DALs? If not, please explain how 

DALs were excluded from the count. If so, are you able to estimate the number 
of DALs that are included in the total? If so, please explain how. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. 

b. Yes, the total volume of CCS letters includes DALs (see witness Harahush’s 

responses to VP/USPS-T5-la and VP/USPS-T5-7). As witness Harahush states 

in his response to VP/USPS-T43-1 Id (redirected from me), the number of DALs 

can not be determined from the CCS data. 
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VP/USPS-T43-23. 

Please refer to USPS-LR-J-117, spreadsheet LR-J-117, tab ‘Delivery Volumes’. 

a. Row 1, columns K-M have the label “RPW Permit System.” Row 3, columns K-M 
provide data for.First-Class single piece letters, flats, and parcels. Please 
explain the extent to which these First-Class single piece data are derived from 
the Revenue, Pieces, and Weight (“RPW”) Permit System. If they are not 
derived from the Permit System, please explain either why those data are 
presented here, or why the label has not been changed. 

b. Please confirm that in row 3, First-Class single piece letters, column C, rural 
letters are 10,384,160 and column G CCS letters are 21,308,674, and these are 
exceeded by the corresponding RPW Permit System volume of 47.033,105 
shown under column K, by some 15,340,271. If you do not confirm, please 
provide the correct figures. 

c. Please confirm that in row 4, First-Class presort letters, column C, rural letters 
are 10, 304,441 and column G CCS letters are 28,757,969, and these are 
exceeded by the corresponding RPW Permit System volume of 44,931,629 
letters shown under column K, by some 5,869,219. If you do not confirm, please 
provide the correct figures. 

d. Please confirm that in row 8, Standard Regular letters, column C, rural letters are 
6,961,372 and column G CCS letters are 23,459,132 and these are exceeded by 
the corresponding RPW Permit System volume of 37,872,913 letters shown 
under column K, by some 7,452,408. If you do not confirm please provide the 
correct figures. 

RESPONSE: 

a. The volumes referenced are derived from the Revenue, Pieces, and Weight 

(“RPW”) Permit System. For a description on how the volumes are estimated, 

see USPS-LR-J-112. 

b. Confirmed. 

c. Confirmed. 

d. Confirmed. 
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VP/USPS-T43-24. 

Please refer to USPS-LR-J-117, spreadsheet LR-J-117, tab ‘Delivery Volumes’. 
The volume of rural Standard ECR letters shown under column C, row 7 is 3,810,544. 
The volume of CCS Standard ECR letters shown under column G, row 7 is 9,855,793. 
The sum of these two is 13,666,337, which exceeds by 1,773,653 the total RPW Permit 
System figure for Standard ECR letters shown in column K of 11,892,684. 

a. Please confirm that, in this spreadsheet, the apparent excess of rural and city 
letters relative to the RPW Permit System figure occurs only with respect to 
Standard ECR letters. If you cannot confirm, please explain. 

b. Could the apparent excess of rural and city Standard ECR letters in the cells 
referred to above be accounted for in part or in whole by the fact that the City 
Carrier System and the National Rural Mail Count both include and count DALs 
as letters, whereas the RPW system does not record DALs? If not, please 
provide your best explanation for why this occurs. 

c. Please explain how you reconciled the apparent excess of rural and city 
Standard ECR letters with the RPW Permit figure, and managed also to estimate 
a positive figure for Standard ECR letters under column 0, Implicit P.O. Box 
Volume, even though the rural and city carrier letters exceeded the total RPW 
letters. 

d. Would the excess referred to above of 1,773,653 Standard ECR letters, if added 
to the Implicit P.O. Box Volume of 1,019,088 Standard ECR letters, be a good or 
reasonable way to estimate the volume of DALs in Base Year 2000? If not, 
would it represent a good “lower bound” for the estimated number of DALs? 
Please explain why or why not, and if you do not consider this is a good estimate, 
please indicate how you would estimate the number of DALs and provide that 
estimate. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. However, the CCS Standard ECR letters volume used in the cost 

estimates produced in ‘Summary BY’ and ‘Summary TY’ do not use the volume 

provided in column C, row 7. Instead, the adjusted volume of 7,063,051 provided 

in column G, row 15 is used. Therefore, in the cost estimates produced in this 

analysis, there is no “apparent excess” of rural and city letters relative to the 

RPW volume figure. 

- b. See part a. 
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c. See part a. 

d. See parta 
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VP/USPS-T5-13. 

Please refer to LR-J-131, WPl, Page H, tab COST, column 2, which shows unit delivery 
costs for ECR letters and flats in various presort conditions. 
d. Do the delivery costs for Standard ECR Mail shown in the above-referenced 

spreadsheet include all volume variable city carrier costs included in Cost 
Segment 6 and 7, or are some (or all) of the costs in Cost Segment 6 included 
under Mail Processing? 

e. Do the delivery costs for Standard ECR Mail shown in the above-referenced 
spreadsheet include all volume variable rural carrier costs included in Cost 
Segment 107 If not, please explain how those costs are apportioned between (i) 
Mail Processing and (ii) Delivery? 

RESPONSE: 

d. Yes, the costs for Standard ECR Mail shown in the above-referenced spreadsheet 

include all volume variable city carrier costs included in Cost Segments 6 and 7. 

The “delivery cost” nomenclature used in USPS-LR-J-117 is a carry-over from 

USPS-LR-I-95/R2000-1; these costs are more correctly described as “carrier costs.” 

e. Yes, the costs for Standard ECR Mail shown in the above-referenced spreadsheet 

include all volume variable city carrier costs included in Cost Segment 10. The 

“delivery cost” nomenclature used in USPS-LR-J-117 is a carry-over from USPS-LR- 

I-95/R2000-1; these costs are more correctly descrfbed as ‘carder costs.’ 
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VP/USPS-T2C1. a. Please state whether you and/or the Postal Service have studied 
empirically, modeled separately, or otherwise estimated a separate unit cost for carriers 
to case saturation Standard ECR mail when such mail consists of: 

i. Letters; 
ii. Enveloped flats; 
iii. Catalogs; 
iv. Detached Address Labels (“DALs”); 
v. Flat-shaped pieces (including any inserts) that accompany DALs; 
vi. Periodicals that accompany DALs; 
vii. Merchandise samples that accompany DAL% or 
viii. Bound printed matter that accompany DALs. 

b. For each affirmative answer to the preceding part a, please indicate the 
estimated Base Year unit cost for carrier casing, and provide references to where 
such unit cost estimates can be found in your testimony, your exhibits and 
workpapers, or library references on which your testimony relies. 

c. For each negative answer to preceding part a, please explain why separate 
estimates for such unit costs have not been prepared. 

RESPONSE: - 

a. (i.) - (viii.) No. 

b. Not applicable. 

C. (i.) - (viii.) Cost segment 6 provides costs for all city carrier in-office activities. 

Separate costs for casing mail separate from other city carrier in-office activities 

are not available. Cost segment 10 provides the costs for all rural carrier 

activities. Separate costs for casing mail separate from other rural carrier are not 

available. 
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VP/USPS-T31-Se. Could the cost difference between the average ECR flat 
(most of which are not mailed with DALs) and the average ECR parcel (all of 
which are mailed with DALs) be due to the additional costs caused by DALs, 
rather than costs incurred by the shape or weight of ECR parcels? Please 
explain your answer. 

VP/USPS-T31-9f. In Docket No. R2000-1, Postal Service witness Crum (USPS- 
T-27) observed that the high costs attrlbuted to ECR parcels ($0.746 in PY 1998) 
may reflect the costs of DAL mailings. Response to PSAMSPS-T27-5(a), Tr. 
8/3427, Docket No. R2000-1. 

0) Do you believe that the high costs attributed to ECR parcels in~this 
docket are due, at least in part, to the higher costs incurred in 
processing and delivering DAL mailings? Please explain your answer. 

(ii) What other reason(s) would you suggest that explain the high costs 
attributed to ECR parcels~ in this docket? ’ 

RESPONSE: 

VP/USPS-T31-Se. To my knowledge no study or analysis has been conducted 

concerning whether the source of the cost difference between the average ECR 

flat and the average ECR parcel can be attributed to DALs or to other factors, 

such as shape or weight. 

VP/USPS-T31-9f (i-ii). To my knowledge no study or analysis has been 

conducted that proves that there are higher costs incurred in processing and 

delivering DAL mailings. In addition in his response to PSA/lJSPS-T27-S(a), Tr 

8/3427. Docket No. RZOOO-1~ witness Crum discussed four possible reasons why 

high costs were attributed to ECR parcels. While he stated that DALs “could 

cause higher costs for ECR parcels.“ he also mentioned other factors that may 
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RESPONSE CONTINUED: 

cause these higher costs, including the way regular and ECR parcels arrive and 

are processed, differences in average physical and/or location characteristics, 

and small sample issues. He did not report any analysis that indicates the 

degree to which these possible factors contribute to higher costs for ECR 

parcels. To my knowledge, no study of the cost differences caused by DALs has 

been done since Docket No. R2000-1, so there is no infom-ration available to 

determine whether higher costs are incurred in processing and delivering DAL 

mailings. The reasons witness Crum discussed as possible explanations for the 

high cost of EC!? parcels seem reasonable avenues of exploration for 

determining the source(s) of high ECR parcel costs. 
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VP/USPS-T31 -32. 

Please refer to your response to VP/USPS-T31 -8, part d. 

e. Do the cost data which you used to compute implicit coverages include all volume 
variable costs attributed to Standard ECR letters and nonletters, respectively, or 
just some portion of total costs. o If just some portion, please list which costs and 
explain. 

e. Yes, the costs used to compute the implicit coverages in witness Hope’s response to 

VP/USPS-T31-8(d) include all volume variable costs attributed to Standard Mail 

ECR letters and nonletters. 
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.~- VP/USPS-T31-34. 

Please refer to your response to VP/USPS-T31 -13. 

a. 

b. 

For each of the rate categories shown in USPS-LR-J-131, WPl , Page H, COST, 
please provide the Postal,Service’s best estimate of the other volume variable Test 
Year unit costs, including associated indirect costs; specified in your response to 
part a of that interrogatory. If estimates are not available for all of those unit costs, 
please provide such’estimates as are available. 

Your response to part b of the above-referenced interrogatory states that although 
the Test Year mail processing and unit costs shown in your work paper have not 
been reconciled to estimated total CRA costs for the Test Year, they “should” roll up 
for those cost segments. The last sentence in your response, which is somewhat 
conclusory, states that no reconciliation is needed. 

i. Please state what cost segments are encompassed in your estimated mail 
processing and delivery unit costs. 
ii. Please provide an explanation as to why you have confidence that the 
estimated unit costs would in fact roll up to and reconcile with the CRA total 
rollforward costs for those cost segments if you or the Postal Service were to 
make the requisite effort. Should you opt to do such a reconciliation, please 
provide the results. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Estimates of other volume variable Test Year unit costs, including associated 

indirect costs, specified in witness Hope’s response to subpart (a) of VP/USPS-T31- 

13 are not available by rate categories as shown in USPS-LR-J-131, WPl, Page H. 

b. i. Mail processing costs include Cost Segment 3.1. Delivery Unit costs include Cost 

Segments 6.1,6.2,7.1 -7.4, and 10. 

ii. The mail processing and delivery costs reported in USPS-LR-J-131, WPl , page 

H are developed by tying base year CRA costs to test year CRA costs, as shown in 

USPS-LR-J-59 and USPS-LR-J-117. Since the mail processing and delivery costs 

are tied to test year CRA costs, the costs should roll up to the total roll forward costs 

for the relevant cost segments, and therefore no reconciliation should be needed. 
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VP/USPS-T31-38. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

With reference lo the total cost data requested in VP/USPS-T31-39, please 
provide a breakdown among (i) mail processing, (ii) delivery, (iii) transportation, 
and (iv) other, for each of the four categories discussed: i.e., for piece-rate and 
pound-rated pieces above and below 3.0 ounces and 3.5 ounces. If the 
requested breakdown is not available for Test Year costs, please provide it for 
Base Year 2000. 
Please describe how transportation cots are distributed to piece-rated and 
pound-rated pieces by ounce increment. 
Please describe how delivery costs are distributed to piece-rated and pound- 
rated pieces by ounce increment. 

RESPONSE: 

a. I assume this interrogatory is referring to VP/USPS-T31-37, rather than 

VP/USPS-T31 -39 as stated above. The requested breakdown is provided below. 

I stanaard ECR TY Total Costs ($000) 
) Piece-Rated Pieces 1 Pound-Rated Pieces 
! F dividing line 

=4 
Mail Processmg 
Delivery I, 374 07,7 
Transportation I 
Other ~66,90 c59jlH9 71 -214 

-. 
I 
1 

‘Other includes window service, vehicle service, and other. 

b. The same distribution key is used to distribute costs to ounce increment for 

piece- and pound-rated pieces; see response to VP/USPS-T43-4b for distribution 

keys. 
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c. The same distribution keys are used to distribute costs to ounce increment for 

piece- and pound-rated pieces; see response to VP/USPS-T43-4b for distribution 

keys. 

P 
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VP/USPS-T31-39. 

e. In your computation of TYAR unit cost for letters, did you include any costs, 
including but not limited to city carrier and rural carrier costs, that were 
attributable to the handling of DALs? 

i. If not, please indicate how you excluded the volumes of DALs, and the 
associated costs thereof, from the city carrier and rural carrier database. 

ii. If your computation of unit costs did include any costs that were 
attributable to DAL& please explain whether in your opinion the revenues 
in the denominator of your implicit coverage calculation for letters is fully 
consistent with the costs used in the denominator. That is, if the revenues 
from DAL mailings are never recorded as being from letters, why should 
any costs attributable to such mailings be distributed to and included in the 
unit cost of letters? 

f. In your computation of TYAR unit cost for letters, did the mail processing cos1s. 
and/or city carrier costs, and/or rural carrier costs include ,or exclude any costs 
from letier-shaped pieces that weighed more than 3.3 ounces? 

g. If your response to the preceding interrogatory is to the effect that you included 
any costs attributable to letter-shaped pieces that weighed more than 3.3 
ounces, then please explain whether your consider the inclusion of such costs to 
be consistent with revenues in the numerator of your implicit coverage 
calculation; i.e., with revenues based only on letters that weighed less than 3.3 
ounces. 

h. When you computed the TYAR unit cost for nonletters, did you include in those 
costs all mail processing costs, and/or all city carrier costs, and/or all rural carrier 
costs that were recorded as being attributable to the cost of handling DALs? 

i. If so, please indicate how you estimated the volumes of DALs, and the 
associated costs thereof, in the city carrier and rural carrier database, and 
transferred those costs from letters to nonletters. Also, please indicate the 
amount of the costs of DALs that you transferred from letters to nonletters. 

ii. If your computation of unit costs for nonletters did not include any costs 
that were attributable to handling of DALs, please explain whether in your 
opinion the revenues in the numerator of your implicit coverage calculation 
for nonletters is fully consistent with the costs used in the denominator. 
That is, if all revenues derived from DAL mailings are recorded as being 
from nonletters, shouldn’t all of the costs attributable to such mailings - 
including the costs of DALs - be distributed IO nonletters? 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
,- INTERROGATORY OF VAL-PAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC. AND VAL- 

PAK DEALERS’ ASSOCIATION, INC. REDIRECTED FROM WITNESS HOPE 

RESPONSE: 

e. 

i. The costs and volumes used in the unit cost computations provided in 

VP/USPS-T31 -8 are obtained from USPS-LPI-J-55 The costs in USPS-LRJ- 

58 are based in part on the IOCS, CCS, and RCS cost systems. In IOCS, the 

costs for pieces associated with DALs are assigned to the shape of the 

associated piece. In the CCS system, DALs are generally assigned the letter 

shape (see witness Harahush’s response to VP/USPS-TS-le, VP/USPS-T5- 

7, and VP/USPS-T5-8b). In the RCS system, DALs are generally identified 

as “other letter” or ” boxholder” (see witness Harahush’s response to 

VP/USPS-T5-3c and VP/USPS-TS-8b). In the case of the CCS and RCS 

systems, the costs associated with DALs cannot be separately identiiied from 

other letter costs (see witness Harahush’s response to VP/USPS-T43-1 Id, 

redirected from me). The volumes are obtained from the RWJ system, which 

includes the volumes of the pieces associated with DALs, but does not 

include the number of DALs (see my response to VP/USPS-T43-1 lc). 

ii. The costs in the denominator are consistent with the revenues in the 

numerator to the extent possible (i.e., where possible, the costs associated 

with DAL pieces are included under the shape of the associated piece). 

f. In my computation of the unit costs provided in the response to VP/USPS-T31-8, 

costs are provided by shape as given by the DMM definition. Therefore all costs 

for all letter-shaped pieces are incorporated into the computation of letter costs. 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORY OF VAL-PAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC. AND VAL- rC 

PAK DEALERS ASSOCIATION, INC. REDIRECTED FROM WITNESS HOPE 

g. The fact that costs for letters over 3.3 ounces are included in the calculation ,of 

letters unit costs in VP/USPS-T31-8, but revenues for letters over 3.3 ounces are 

included in the calculation of nonletters unit revenues does constitute an 

inconsistency in the data. However, as discussed by witness Hope in her 

response to VP/USPS-T31-39i, this inconsistency does not affect the implicit 

coverages reported in Table 3 of her testimony (USPS-T-31) at all, and does not 

substantially affect the implicit coverages reported in VP/USPS-T31-8. 

h. See the resoonse to VP/USPS-T31-39e. 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF VAL-PAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC. AND 

VAL-PAK DEALERS ASSOCIATION, INC. REDIRECTED FROM WITNESS KINSLEY 

VP/USPS-13948. 

Regarding flats which are identified as accompanying detached address labels: 

E: 
What is the average weight? 
What percentage of such flats weighs more than 3.5 ounces? 

C. What percentage Of such fiats weighs more than 3.0 ounces? 

RESPONSE: 

a. - c. To my knowledge there are no data available that provide the weight of all flats 

identified as accompanying detached address labels (DALs). In USPS-LR-J-58, volume 

and weight data are provided for all flats. These data are from the PERMIT system, 

which does not identify flats with DALs separately from fiats without DALs. 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF VAL-PAK DIRECT MARKETING SYSTEMS, INC. AND 

VAL-PAK DEALERS ASSOCIATION, INC. REDIRECTED FROM WITNESS KINSLEY 

VP/USPS-T39-49 

Regarding parcels which are identifies as accompanying detached address labels: 
a. What is the average weight? 
b. What percentage of such parcels weighs more than 3.5 ounces? 
c. What percentage of such parcels weighs more than 3.0 ounces? 

RESPONSE: 

a. - c. To my knowledge there are no data available that provide the weight of all 

parcels identified as accompanying detached address labels. In USPS-LR-J-58, 

Spreadsheet ECR Parcels (detailed) in Workbook LR58AECR, I provide the volume 

and weight data for Standard ECR parcels, all of which must be accompanied by 

DALs (see witness Hope’s response to VP/USPS-T31-12b). These data show that 

the average weight of all Standard ECR parcels is 0.22 pounds, 31.9 percent of all 

ECR parcels weigh more than 3.5 ounces, and 34.2 percent of all ECR parcels 

weigh more than 3.0 ounces. Volume and weight data for other parcels do not 

distinguish between those with and without DALs. The PERMIT system, which is 

the source of the volume and weight data in USPS-LR-J-58, does not distinguish 

parcels with or without DALs. 
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CHAIRMAN OMAS: Is there any additional written 

cross-examination for Witness Schenk? 

MR. COSTICH: Mr. Chairman, Rand Costich, OCA. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Mr. Costich? 

MR. COSTICH: I overlooked some redirected 

interrogatories for this witness, and I'd like to designate 

them now. 

I’m going to hand the witness two copies of her 

responses to Interrogatories OCA/USPS-T-39-5 through 7, and 

I will ask her to examine those and indicate whether her 

answers would be the same today. 

THE WITNESS: Yes, they would. 

MR. COSTICH: Mr. Chairman, I will hand the two 

copies to the reporter and ask that they be admitted into 

evidence and transcribed. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Without objection. So Ordered. 

(The documents referred to 

were marked for identification 

as Exhibit Nos. 

// 

// 

// 

// 

OCA/USPS-T-39-5 through 7, and 

were received in evidence.) 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
(202) 628-4888 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF THE OFFICE OF THE CONSUMER ADVOCATE 

REDIRECTED FROM WITNESS KINGSLEY 

OCA/USPS-T39-5. Please refer to LR55ASP.xlq sheet “volume&lbs.” 

a. Please confirm that 74.99 percent of single-piece First-Class letter-shaped pieces 
weight 0.5 ounces or less. If you do not confirm, please explain. 

b. Please confirm that 19.93 percent of single-piece First-Class letter-shaped pieces 
weigh more than 0.5 ounce and less than or equal to 1 .O ounce. If you do not 
confirm, please explain. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. Note that the letters volumes in the named spreadsheet do not include 

card volumes. 

b. Confirmed. Note that the letters volumes in the named spreadsheet do not include 

card volumes. 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
INTERROGATORIES OF THE OFFICE OF THE CONSUMER ADVOCATE 

REDIRECTED FROM WITNESS KINGSLEY 

OCAbJSPS-T39-6. please refer to LR56PRE.xlq sheet “volume&lbs.” 

a. Please confirm that 38.01 percent of presorted First-Class letter-shaped pieces 
weigh 0.5 ounces or less. If you do not confirm, please explain. 

b. Please confirm that 59.30 percent of presorted First-Class letter-shaped pieces 
weigh more than 0.5 ounce and less than or equal to 1 .O ounce. If you do not 
confirm, please explain. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. Note that the letters volumes in the named spreadsheet do not include 

card volumes. 

b. Confirmed. Note that the letters volumes in the named spreadsheet do not include 

card volumes. 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK TO 
I/--- INTERROGATORIES OF THE OFFICE OF THE CONSUMER ADVOCATE 

REDIRECTED FROM WITNESS KINGSLEY 

OCAAJSPS-T39-7. Please refer to LR56AREG.xls, sheet “volume&lbs.” 

a. Please confirm that 35.00 percent of Standard Regular letter-shaped pieces weigh 
0.5 ounces or less. If you do not confirm, please explain. 

b. Please confirm that 48.48 percent of Standard Regular letter-shaped pieces weigh 
more than 0.5 ounce and less than or equal to I .O ounce. If you do not confirm, 
please explain. 

RESPONSE: 

a. Confirmed. Note that the letters volumes in the named spreadsheet do not indude 

card volumes. 

b. Not confirmed. The percent of Standard Regular letter-shaped pieces that weigh 

more than 0.5 ounces and less than or equal to 1 .O ounce is 43.48 percent 

/-. (18,268,904,399/42,061,307,618). Note that the letters volumes in the named 

spreadsheet do not include card volumes. 

,- 
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CHAIRMAN OMAS: That brings us to oral cross- 

examination. 

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Yes? I'm sorry. 

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Tom McLaughlin for Advo. We'd 

like to designate an interrogatory we just received. It's a 

response to Advo/USPS-T-43-l. 

In addition, there were two others. I'm not 

certain if these were incorporated into the record, in the 

packet earlier. I didn't see them in designations. It was 

VP/USPS-T-43-22 and 27. I'll double check those to see if 

they're in the packet, but I know that the Advo 

interrogatory is not there. 

I'll show these to the witness right now. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Thank you. 

(Pause.) 

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Mr. Chairman, I did check, and 

they do not appear to be in the packet. 

I would ask the witness if her answers to these 

interrogatories would be the same if she were asked orally 

today? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, they would. 

MR. MCLAUGHLIN: Mr. Chairman, with that I will 

supply two copies to the reporter and ask that these be 

received into evidence and transcribed in the record. 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
(202) 628-4888 
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CHAIRMAN OMAS: Without objection. 

(The documents referred to 

were marked for identification 

as Exhibit Nos. 

Advo/USPS-T-43-l and 

VP/USPS-T-43-22 and 27 and 

were received in evidence.) 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
(202) 628-4888 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
Ye TO INTERROGATORY OF ADVO, INC. 

ADVO/llSPS-T43-1. Please provide the mail processing (cost segment 3.1) 
window service (3.2) and in-office (6.1) data in USPS LR-J-58, spreadsheet 
LR58aecr-revised.xls, disaggregated by shape and density level. Provide also any 
supporting documentation, in electronic format, used to develop the disaggregation. 

RESPONSE: 

The disaggregated costs for mail processing are presented in Attachment A, window 

service in Attachment B, and in-office in Attachment C. Supporting documentation is 

provided in USPS-LR-J-198. 



RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORY OF ADVO, INC. 

Attachment A - Provided In Response to ADVOAJSPS-T43-1 

Basil 
-LSllWS 
-Flats 
-ParCelS 

TotalBa~ic 

-L&tars 
4w.s 
-PSrCeIS 

Total6aiuratim 
Hiihbnsity 

-LdiWS 
-Fl& 

<0.5oz 0.5-10~ l-1.50.? 1.5-20~ 2-2.50~ 2.5-302 3-3.502 3.5-402 402-502 5oz-602 6oz-702 70.?-802 

49.391 '47,164 10,632 6.914 5,149 3,574 2,023 3.662 359 70 25 58 
18.125 41.390 36,072 35,215 30227 26,094 36.487 36,354 16.311 11.354 6,925 7.666 
1,206 1,933 1,301 1,318 790 2,162 3,099 5,072 1.662 554 1,520 4.076 

68,722 90,507 46,296 43.447 36,166 33,630 41.609 47,269 16,362 12,306 6,475 11.990 

7,312 6,713 1.461 1.257 2,466 767 215 643 5 13 4 9 
2,670 2,725 5,147 4,751 3,355 555 3,223 3,577 752 50s 2,251 950 

624 2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 455 0 651 
10.606 9,439 6.5oa 6.o9s 5,815 1,656 3,439 4.221 760 1.274 2,255 1,640 

1.066 738 969 157 1 325 1 4 1 1 0 2 
5a4 214 1,620 1,239 622 354 3 671 367 480 192 142 

-PaRAS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TotalHic~hDmSity 1,770 952 2.569 1.396 623 679 4 674 388 450 192 144 
Aulomaliin 

-Lanara 14.726 14.206 2,669 1.952 114 651 166 1.116 11 16 6 14 
-Flats 0 0 0 0 ,- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-Parcats 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

TolalAutomatbn 14.726 14.2c6 2,559 1.952 114 651 159 1,116 11 16 6 14 

Total6tandardECRMail 
-Lanara 72.517 66,646 16,131 10250 7.724 5.316 2.426 5,625 '405 101 35 54 
-Flak 21.479 44,330 42,539 41,204 34.404 29,337 39,713 42.601 17,451 12,639 9,371 5,976 
-Parcels 2.030 1.936 1,302 1,316 790 2,162 3.099 5.073 1,662 1,339 1,521 4,726 

Total 96.026 115.105 66,272 62803 42,917 36.617 45,240 53.300 19,541 14.076 10.928 13,788 

- __ - - - - . 



RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORY OF ADVO, INC. 

Attachment A - Provided In Response to ADVONSPS-T43-1 (Contlnued) 

No9 Hall Processing (Cost 6egmenlS.l) Costs (SOW) - Piggyback and Premium Pay Factors Applied 
standard ECR Mall (Regular and Nonpmm) 

8oz-9oz9oz-looz lOoz-1102 lloz-120~ 1202-1302 Woz-1402 14oz-150~ 15.x-16oz>16oz Total 
Basic 

-L&lers 29 10 10 26 0 6 12 465 107 130.159 
-Flats 2,510 2,322 2,451 2,575 2,115 1.105 2nO9 3.369 292 325.161 
-Parcels 1,561 524 656 470 964 1,388 906 2,649 225 34,594 

Total Basic 4,lrnl 2,657 3.117 3.080 3.099 2,479 2,926 6,722 624 466,933 
6aturatlm 

-Leners 3 3 1 4 0 1 2 3 7 20.664 
-FlatS 3 5 265 3 0 1 2 169 21 31.613 
-Parcels 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 149 0 2,065 

Total Saturation 7 7 265 7 0 1 4 321 26 64,562 
High Dmsily 

-L&W6 1 1 0 0. 0 0 0 0 1 3,266 
-Flats 512 1 139 1 0 253 0 1 6 7.720 
-Parr&s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Hih Dmsily 513 2 139 1 0 253 0 1 6 11.006 
Manstion 

-L%tlerS 7 2 3 7 0 1 4 13 14 35,925 
-Fhls 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-ParCeb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Automation 7 2 3 7 0 1 4 13 14 35,925 

Total Standard ECH Mail 
-Lellws 40 15 13 39 0 6 16 601 129 19fJ.254 
-Flals 3,025 2,326 2,674 2,576 2.115 1,359 2,011 3.556 319 364.513 
-Pareels 1,661 525 656 476 w4 1,369 906 2,s96 225 36,679 

Total 4,626 2.666 to”~%O/US&%3-1 3,100 2,736 2,935 7,057 673 591,446 
Attachment B - Provided In Response 

..-__,__.,.,.,..- _ -..-. -~ ,-...-,: ,..- --- 

.., ^ .” . 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORY OF ADVO. INC. 

N63 Wlndow Swvka (Cost Segment 3.2) Costs ($606) - Piggyback and Premium Pay Fact- Applted 
Standard ECFI Mall (Ragtdar and Nonprotit) 

<0.5oz 0.5-102 1-1.50~ 1.5-20~ 2-2.5oz 2.5-30~ 3-3.502 3.5-402 4oz-502 502-60~ 602-70~ 7oz-602 
sasll 

-Letters 592 1.473 92 53 22 14 4 0 1 0 0 0 
-Flats 62 365 169 441 162 269 393 727 304 150 79 40 
-Parcels 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Basic 654 1,636 261 494 205 224 397 726 xl5 150 79 40 
SatUrati0n 

-Lalers 404 220 63 77 69 33 10 7 3 0 0 0 
-Flats 36 126 621 236 319 190 73 73 35.9 109 43 20 
-ParCels 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Satwab 440 346 704 315 367 223 63 60 361 109 43 21 
Hiih Da&y 

-Leuers 
-Flat5 

52 16 ‘4 6 10 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 
3 11 20 30. 35 26 14 10 28 25 17 10 

-Parcels 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Hii DansHy 55 27 24 36 45 39 15 11 27 25 17 10 
Aulomaticn 

-Lell&-s 161 555 44 13 6 12 6 0 0 0 0 0 
-Flats 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

~-Parcels 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total Automation 161 555 44 13 6 12 6 0 0 0 0 0 

Total standard ECR Mail 
-Leltem 1,226 2,264 223 150 107 66 23 7 4 1 0 0 
-Flats 102 565 630 706 536 426 460 611 SW 264 136 71 
-Parcels 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 1.330 2,769 1.053 660 643 496 503 616 693 265 139 71 



RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORY OF ADVO, INC. 

Attachment B -Provided In Response to ADVONSPS-T43-1 (Continued) 

Wg3 WIndow S&he (Cost Segment 3.2) Costs ($OOg) - Piggyback and Pmmlum Pay Factors Applied 
Slsndsrd ECR Mail (R+tar and ROn@tt) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ >16oz Total 
Bask 

-Leller!s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,250 
-Flats 30 15 6 10 4 3 1 2 0 3,214 
.Parcels 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

Total 6asii 30 15 6 10 4 3 1 2 0 5.466 
salumlbn 

-LeltWS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 904 
-Fbls 7 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2,225 
-ParcelS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Total Saturation 7 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3,129 
Hiih Demily 

-Lenem 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 101 
-Flab 6~ 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 246 
-Parcels 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total tiii DensiN 6 4 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 347 
Aubmaibn - 

-Letters 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 620 
-Rsts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
parcels 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total AutOmati 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 620 

Total Standard ECR Mail 
-Letters 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.075 
-Flats 43 22 11 12 5 3 2 2 0 5,684 
-PaN!& 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Total 43 22 11 12 5 3 2 2 0 9,762 

-- - . .._. - 



RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORY OF ADVO. INC. 

Attachment C - Provided In Response to ADVO/USP$-T43-1 

NW CHy CmiWS (Cost Segment 6.1) Costs ($WMJ) - PIggyback and Plcmtum Pay Factors Applkd 
Standard ECR Mall (Regular and NonprofIt) 

Basic 
co.502 0.5-l OZ l-l.502 1.5-20~ 2-2.50~ 2.5-302 3-3.502 3.5-402 402-502 5oz-602 60z-702 7,,z-60~ 

-lmws 45,467 32.147 10,151 2.706 2.603 
-Flats 16.635 35,994 30,656 26,366 23.447 
-Parcels 1,920 312 270 507 0 

Total Bask 64.022 66,452 41,076 31.523 26,050 

-Lenera 24.147 5,629 2,161 1.561 614 
-Flats 7.142 6.473 5.921 5.154 4.663 
-PalW!S 4,236 0 .105 0 -277 

Total Saluratbn 35526 12,301 6.167 6,735 5,754 
High Densily 

1,559 1,766 617 wo 506 0 166 
20,040 20,305 31.442 16,930 10,146 4,652 4,245 

107 112 121 134 102 0 0 
21.706 22.203 32,180 19,665 10.7M 4.652 4,413 

757 297 103 262 0 103 66 
6.055 3.195 3,603 2,134 1,577 376 741 

0 255 0 0 111 67 0 
6.611 3.747 3.905 2.416 1,666 566 637 

--Leuers 4,631 1,701 516 530 258 147 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-Fm 1.056 1.696 3,302 2.526 1.016 1,754 1,679 1,611 1.162 1,267 607 424 
-parCelS 679 106 0 192 239 129 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Hi DensHy 6.265 3.505 3.620 3,249 1.513 2,029 1.679 1.611 1.162 1.267 607 424 
AUlOllWlbll 

-L&WS 3.672 4,460 0 440 0 173 0 197 0 0 0 0 
-FM3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-Palcels 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total Automa 3,672 4,460 0 440 0 173 0 197 0 0 0 0 

Total Star&d ECR Mall 
-Lelbrs 76.017 44.137 12.830 5259 3.675 2,635 2.064 917 662 506 103 264 
usls 24,633 44.164 39,679 35,966 29.126 27,646 25.176 36.656 22.247 12.990 5.637 5.410 
-ParCek 6,636 417 375 669 516 236 367 121 -134 .213 67 0 

Total 109,665 66,718 53,064 41.946 33.317 30,719 27.629 37,693 23,263 13,769 6.027 5.673 

^_-.--I.... .---.-------- --_--__ “-- 
“_-I--.- .._-_-..---l..*- 

_____-.-- -... _._. 



RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS SCHENK 
TO INTERROGATORY OF ADVO, INC. 

Attachment C - Provkled In Response to ADVONSPS-143-l (Continued) 

TYO3 City Canters (Cost 6egment 6.1) Costs (SOW) - Plggyback and Pmmlum Pay Facton Applied 
tttandard ECR Mall (Ftqdar and No~@mfll) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ a1602 Total 
Basil 

-Letters 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 96.312 
-FM3 1.771 1.651 1.272 663 735 515 141 626 0 252,596 
-PaK& 0 126 0 190 0 0 0 195 0 4,097 

Total Basic 1.771 1.779 1.272 673 735 515 141 1,023 0 355,005 
6aturatii 

-Leners 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .O 36.170 
-Flats 0 441 0 220 0 91 0 0 0 47,966 
-PafCalS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5,070 

Total 6aturatbn 0 441 0 220 0 91 0 0 0 89226 
Hii Density 

-Leners 0 0 0 66 0 0 0 0 0 7.773 
-Flats 356 0 151 0 0 200 0 0 0 16.629 
-i&ds 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.345 

Total Hiih DanMy 368 0 151 69 0 2cQ 0 0 0 27,946 
Automation 

-Lenefs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,141 
-Flak3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-Parcels 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total AutcmaNon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,141 

Total standard ECA Mail 
-Leltws 0 
-Flats 2,126 
-Palo& 0 

Total 2.126 

0 0 66 0 0 0 0 0 151.396 
2,092 1,422 604 735 607 141 626 0 319,412 

126 0 190 0 0 0 195 0 10.512 
2220 1,422 1,162 735 807 141 1,023 0 461.320 
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RESPONSE OF UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 
WITNESS SCHENK TO INTERROGATORY OF VAL-PAK DIRECT MARKETING 

SYSTEMS, INC. AND VAL-PAK DEALERS’ ASSOCIATION, INC. 

809 

VP/USPS-T43-22. Please refer to USPS-LR-J-117, spreadsheet LR-J-117, tab Rural 
Crosswalk. Row 70, column C, shows a total of 3,810,544 Standard ECR letters. 

a. Are these data for rural letters derived from the National Rural Mail Count? lf 
not. from what data source are they derived? 

b. Does this total volume of rural fetters include DALs? If not, please explain how 
DALs were excluded from the count. If so, are you able to estimate the number 
of DALs that are included in the total? if so, please explain how. 

RESPONSE: 

a. No, these data for rural letters are derived from the Rural Carrier Costing System 

(RCCS). 

b. It is my understanding that these rural letter volumes include those DALs that 

were identified as being letter-shaped (i.e., those with specific addresses), but 

the information that would identify whether a letter-shaped piece is a DAL or not 

is not recorded in the RCCS. 
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VP/USPS-T43-27. 

Please refer to your response to VP/USPS-T31-38 (redirected from witness Hope), as 
well as your response to VP/USPS-T43-26, regarding each of the different delivery 
costs that you provide for piece-rated and pound-rated pieces. 

a. For each total delivery cost which you have provided for piece-rated and pound- 
rated pieces below and above the 3.0 ounce dividing line, please provide a 
breakdown of those total delivery costs as between (i) in-office costs, and (ii) 
street time costs. 

b. For pound-rated pieces above the 3.0 ounce dividing line, do the street time 
costs contain costs attributable to handling detached address labels (“DALs”) on 
the street (be., for the portion of pound-rated pieces that were accompanied by a 
DAL)? Please explain why or why not. 

c. For piece-rated pieces below the 3.0 ounce dividing line, do the street time costs 
contain all costs attributable to handling DALs for Standard ECR Mail on the 
street? If so, please explain why all such costs should be attributed solely to 
piece-rated pieces. If not, please explain how you partitioned the street time 
costs attributable to Standard ECR DALs in a manner that would allow them to 
be distributed ratably between piece-rated and pound-rated pieces. 

d. Please provide the actual volumes that were used to convert total cost6 which 
you have provided into (i) unit mail processing costs above and below the 3.0 
ounce dividing line, (ii) unit in-office delivery costs above and below the 3.0 
ounce dividing line, and (iii) unit street-time costs above and below the 3.0 ounce 
dividing line. 

e. When you computed unit costs for (i) mail processing, (ii) in-office delivery, and 
(iii) street time, did you always use the same volumes, and did the sum of the 
volumes below and above the 3.0 ounce dividing line equal the total projected 
volumes for Standard ECR Mail in Test Year? If not, please explain the 
calculations that you performed. 

RESPONSE: 

a. The requested breakdown is provided below. Rural carriers costs cannot be 

divided between in-office and street time but are included in the table so that the 

total delivery costs are shown to match those reported in the revised response to 

VP/USPS-T31-38. 
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b. It is my understanding the DALs are recorded as letters in the carrier cost system 

(see witness Harahush’s responses to VP/USPS-T5-7a, VP/USPS-T58b, and 

VP/USPS-T43-11 b (redirected from me)). Street time carrier costs (Le., cost 

segment 7) are distributed to weight increment using RPW volume or weight (see 

my response to VP/USPS-T43-4b). For mailpieces with accompanying DALs, 

RPW only records the volumes or weights of the accompanying mailpieces (see 

my response to VP/USPS-T43-1 lc). Therefore it is my understanding that some 

street-time costs reported for pound-rated pieces include costs associated with 

DAL% 

c. It is my understanding that some street-time costs reported for piecerated pieces 

include costs associated with DALs (see response to b above). 

d. Unit mail processing costs, unit in-office delivery costs, and unit street-time costs 

are not provided in the responses to VP/USPS-T31-38 or VP/USPS-T43-26. 
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e. Unit mail processing costs, unit in-office delivery costs, and unit street-time costs 

are not provided in the responses to VP/USPS-T31-38 or VP/USPS-T43-28. 
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CHAIRMAN OMAS: Is there any additional written 

cross-examination? 

MR. COSTICH: Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Yes? 

MR. COSTICH: Rand Costich again. We still have 

three interrogatories directed to this witness outstanding, 

so we would just like to reserve the right to designate them 

later if necessary and, heaven forbid, recall the witness. 

CHAIRMANOMAS: Without objection. 

Mr. Hall? 

MR. HALL: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have one 

additional interrogatory response to designate. That's 

MMA/USPS-T-43-20. I've handed two copies to the witness. 

I will ask you, Ms. Schenk, if you were asked the 

questions that appear in there would your answers be the 

same as the ones that appear in your response? 

THE WITNESS: In the copy you've handed me, 

there's a page missing to my response. The responses to 

parts B through G is missing. 

MR. HALL: If we could have one second here? 

(Pause.) 

MR. HALL: I'm sorry. Did you say B through G? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

MR. HALL: Is that two pages that are missing 

then? 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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THE WITNESS: NO, only one page. Wait. I'm 

sorry. It's in the wrong order. The response -- let's see. 

I just think the pages are in the wrong order. Pages 2 and 

3 are in the wrong order in this packet. 

MR. HALL: Thank you. With that clarification, 

would your answers be the same as appears in the package 

there? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, they would. 

MR. HALL: 1'11 take the two copies and hand them 

to the reporter. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Would you like to enter them? 

MR. HALL: Yes, please. If we could have those 

entered? At the break, I will rearrange the pages for the 

reporter. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Without objection. 

(The document referred to was 

marked for identification as 

Exhibit No. MMA/USPS-T-43-20 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

and was received in evidence.) 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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MMAIUSPS-T43-20 Please refer to your response to Interrogatory MMANSPS- 
T43-10. There you state that the implied DPS percentage for First-Class single 
piece letters is not available from your analysis of First-Class delivery costs as 
provided by Library Reference USPS-LR-J-117. Please refer also to worksheet 
“summary BY of USPS-LR-J-117 (revised 1 l/20/01). 

A. Please confirm that in order to compute the presorted ‘DPS unit cost by solving 
equation” as shown in cell A32, you used the following equation: 

A32 = (C27 - (1 -B29) x A31) I 829 

= (.0106 - (1 - .73693) x .0265)! .736931 

= .0050 

If you cannot confirm, please provide the correct fomula and computation. 

B. Please confirm that in the formula shown in Part A, the cells shown refer to the 
following information: 

:. 
C27 = average presorted unit 6.1 cost = .0106 

829 = average presorted DPS percentage = 73.693% 

A31 = nonDPS unit cost from [letters 93]H15 = .0265 

If you cannot confirm, please provide corrections. 

C. Please confin that for First-Class single piece letters, all of that same 
information is available from your analysis. For example, the following 
information is shown on that same worksheet: 

C3 = average single piece unit 6.1 cost = .0202 

[letters 931 H8 = nonDPS unit cost = .0255 

A32 = DPS unit cost = .0060 

If you cannot confirm, please explain. If you determine that the average DPS unit 
cost for presorted letters cannot be used as the DPS unit cost for single 
piece letters, please provide precisely your reasons and support for making 
such a conclusion. 

D. In you can confirm part C, please explain why the implicit single piece DPS 
percentage for the base year cannot be derived using the following equation: 
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S.P. DPS% = (C3 - A32)/([letters 931 H8 - A32) 

= (.0222 - .0050) I .0255 - .0050) 

= 73.87% 

Where [letters 93]H6 is your nonDPS base year unit cost for single piece letters. 

E. Please explain why the test year implied DPS % for single piece letters, which 
yields a result of 68.86%, cannot be computed in the same manner. 

F. Please confirm that you derive the following nonDPS average unit base year 
costs for First-Class letters: 

Single Pi.ece 2.55 Cents 

Presorted 2.65 Cents 

G. By comparing the two unit costs in Part F, is it possible to conclude that it costs 
the Postal Service .l cents less to nonDPS process single piece letters than for 
presorted letters? Please explain how this is a valid comparison when, as you 
stated in response to Interrogatory MMAIUSPS-T43-7. you do not know the 
actual volume of letters that incurred the nonDPS costs as shown in worksheet 
“letters 93”. 

H. Please confirm that the two unit costs in Part Fare not the unit costs incurred by 
nonDPS processing, but are the total nonDPS costs incurred divided by all 
letters, a significant unknown portion of which were delivered to post office boxes 
and did not cause those costs to be incurred. If you cannot confirm, please 
explain how all the total volumes shown in column 4 of worksheet “letters 93”. 
including those delivered to post office boxes, caused the costs shown in 
columns l-3 to be incurred. 

I. Please explain why the DPS unit costs for First-Class single piece letters and 
workshare letters, for those letters that are DPS sorted, should not be the same. 

J. Please explain why the nonDPS unit costs for First-Class single piece letters and 
workshare letters, for those letters that are nonDPS sorted, should not be the 
same. 

RESPONSE: 

A. Not confirmed. The reference to C27 should be to C29, and the last number in 

the formula in line 2 is property rounded to 0.73693, not 0.736931. 
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B. Not confirmed. The reference to C27 should be to C29. 

C. Not confirmed. The average single piece unit 6.1 cost and the nonDPS unit 

costs are available in USPS-LRJ-117 for First-Class Single-Piece letters. The 

LIPS unit cost for First-Class Single-Piece letters is not available in my analysis. 

I am not aware of any analysis that specifically confirms or denies that the DPS 

unit costs for single-piece and workshare letters are the same. However, unless 

the physical and other characteristics of single-piece and presorted First-Class 

letters were identical, the assumption of identical DPS unit costs would not 

generally be warranted, a priori. 

D. Aside from the fact that I cannot confirm part C, there are also other errors in the 

equation presented in part D. The average single-piece unit 6.1 cost is 0.0202, 

not .0222 as indicated in the equation. Also, the formula is incorrect. Solving the 

equation in cell A32 of USPS-LR-J-117.xls. worksheet “summary BY” (and also 

given in part A above) for the percent of DPS (‘829” in the equation given in part 

A above), results in the following equation: 

S.P.DPS% = (C3 - [letters 93]H6) I (A32 - [letters 93]H6) 

E. See the response to part C. above. 

F. Confirmed. 

G. See the response to MMA/USPS-T43-11 C2. 
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H. Confirmed. It should be noted however that First-Class Single-Piece letters may 

still incur carrier in-office costs even if delivered to a post office box, in that they 

can incur collection costs. See the response to MMAAJSPS-T43-lQ, 

MMf+lUSPS-T43-lU, and MMAfUSPST43-4). 

I. See response to part C. above. 

J. For those letters that are nonDPS sorted, nonDPS unit carrier costs for First- 

Class single piece and workshare letters would not be the same, since other 

carrier costs, including but not limited to collection costs and costs related to 

pieces being undeliverable as addressed will vary between single piece and 

workshare letters. See my response to MMAAJSPS-T43-1C. 
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CHAIRMAN OMAS: Is there any additional written 

cross-examination for Witness Schenk? 

(No response. ) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: There appears to be no more. That 

brings us to oral cross-examination. 

Five parties have requested oral cross-examination 

of Witness Schenk, the Association for Postal Commerce, 

Major Mailers Association, Newspapers Association of 

America, Recording Industry of America, Val-Pak Direct 

Marketing Systems, Inc., and Val-Pak Dealers Association, 

11 Inc. 

12 
- 

13 

14 

The Association for Postal Commerce, Mr. Wiggins? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Major Mailers Association, Mr. 

15 Hall? 

16 

17 

MR. HALL: This isn't going very well so far. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

18 BY MR. HALL: 

19 

20 

Q 

A 

Q 

Good morning, Ms. Schenk. 

Good morning. 

21 My name is Michael Hall, and I'm going to be 

22 

23 

24 

25 
P 

asking you questions on behalf of Major Mailers Association. 

I will be asking you some questions about Library 

Reference 117, which is entitled Development of Delivery 

Costs by Rate Category for First Class and Standard, which 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
(202) 628-4888 
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you are sponsoring, and, to further limit things for you, I 

am interested in delivery costs for different types of first 

class mail only. 

Before we get started, did your counsel show you 

some draft cross-examination exhibits that we e-mailed to 

her yesterday? 

A Yes, she did. 

Q And you had an opportunity to look those over? 

A Yes, I did. 

Q I'd like to hand you a copy of that now and give 

one to your counsel. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to note that 

we only did receive these yesterday about midday, the cross- 

examination exhibits. Pursuant to the Rules of Practice 

31 (e) , we should have received them two calendar days ahead 

of time. 

However, to facilitate these proceedings we will 

not object. The Postal Service will not object at this time 

to some questions being asked, but since they do involve 

four spreadsheets it may go beyond the ability of the 

witness to answer with the limited time she had to review 

these. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: We'll accept that. Thank you. 

MR. HALL: At this time I would like to identify 

the four exhibits for the record. I've handed two copies to 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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the reporter, one copy to the witness and one copy to her 

counsel. 

The first exhibit, which is marked Exhibit 

MM&X-l, is entitled Summary of FY 1993 Non-DPS City Carrier 

Delivery Costs. Exhibit MM&X-2 is entitled Derivation of 

Average Delivery Costs for First Class Single Piece Letters 

by Indicia. Exhibit MMA-X-3 is entitled Comparison of FY 

1993 and BY 2000 First Class Letter Volumes. The final 

exhibit, Exhibit MM&X-4, is entitled Comparison of DPS and 

Non-DPS Unit Costs. 

(The documents referred to 

were marked for identification 

as Exhibit Nos. MM&X-l 

through 4.) 

BY MR. HALL: 

Q Ms. Schenk, to begin with I would like to get some 

common understanding with you about certain definitions and 

principles. First, the term DPS means delivery point 

sequenced. Is that correct? 

A Yes. 

Q And two of the terms that we are going to be using 

today are DPS letters, meaning letters that can be delivery 

point sequenced, and non-DPS letters, which means letters 

that cannot be delivery point sequenced. Is that correct? 

A Yes. 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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Q So letters, single piece and pre-sort letters that 

are DPS'd, are sorted to the delivery point using automated 

equipment? IS that correct? 

A Yes. 

Q And single piece and pre-sort letters that are 

non-DPS must be sorted manually, right? 

A They would be sorted manually to the delivery 

point, yes. 

Q And is that true for city carriers? 

A Yes. 

Q And what about post office boxes? 

A I'm not sure what question you're asking about 

post office boxes. 

Q Let me pass on. What about rural letters? 

A That would be the case for rural letters, yes. 

Q Are they DPS'd? 

A I thought your question was that if they were 

non-DPS that they would need to be manually sorted to 

delivery point. 

Q Right. Are rural letters DPS'd, or are they 

non-DPS? 

A It's my understanding that some rural letters are 

DPS'd. 

Q Do you have any idea what the proportions are? 

A No. 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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Q And you're not aware of any study that's been done 

of that? 

A No. 

Q Now, in general, manual processing is more 

expensive than an automated processing. Isn't that right? 

A Since the library reference I’m sponsoring deals 

with delivery costs, I think that that's really beyond the 

scope of my testimony. 

Q But as a general matter, is that your 

understanding? 

A That's my understanding. 

Q So the significance of DPS and non-DPS lies in the 

extent to which different letters can be sequenced by 

automation or manual operations? Is that right? 

A I'm not sure what you're referring to when you say 

the significance of it. 

Q Once again, if it's DPS it gets automated 

processing. Is that right? 

A That's my understanding, yes. 

Q Non-DPS gets a manual? 

A It gets manually sorted to delivery point. 

Q That's right. Now, DPS letters can be processed 

by automation because they have a bar code. IS that right? 

A I don't know all the -- I don't recall all the 

rules about DPS. That's really beyond the scope of my 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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testimony. My library reference deals with delivery costs, 

carrier costs, not with mail processing costs. 

Q Isn't DPS part of delivery costs? 

A The costs that I'm referring to in Library 

Reference 117 are the costs of the carriers, the carrier 

cost, not the mail processing cost. 

Q So those carrier costs are going to be far lower 

if the letters are DPS'd rather than if they can't be DPS'd. 

Is that right? 

A Which letters in particular are you referring to? 

Q Let's start with pre-sort letters. 

A If you hold all other factors constant, if you're 

comparing the same letters, then, yes, letters that have 

been delivery point sequenced would have in general lower 

carrier costs. 

Q And the same would be true of single piece 

letters? Is that correct? 

A Yes. 

Q Now in terms of principles, would you agree that 

if you're going to compare two things they must be 

comparable? In other words, you don't want to end up 

comparing apples to proverbial oranges, do you? 

A I think in general that's preferable. 

Q Okay. And that would also be true if you're going 

to compare two things over time? You would want to know 
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that what you're comparing is comparable? 

A Yes, to the degree that they can be. 

Q Okay. Now let's go back to Library Reference 117 

specifically. Is this basically the same study that was 

done by USPS Witness Daniels in the last case? 

A Yes. It is an update of that study. 

Q So did you just take Ms. Daniels' study and change 

figures that were appropriate to update it? 

A In general, yes, that's what I did. 

Q I've taken a look at Ms. Daniels' study in 

R2000-1. That was Library Reference 95. IS that correct? 

A Yes, that's correct. 

Q Do you have your library reference in this case, 

117? 

A Yes, I do. 

Q Could you look at the table marked Letters '93? 

A I don't have all the spreadsheets with me. No. I 

have the text with me, but I don't have all the workbooks 

with me. 

Q Well, maybe you can see this on what you have. Do 

you see Footnote 9 and lo? 

A No. 

Q Footnote 9 says, "FY '98 wage rate." Is that 

correct? 

A I don't have it in front of me, so I can't confirm 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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Q Well, maybe you'll take my representation subject 

to check that that's what it says. That's not really my 

question. My question is is that what it should say? 

A I guess I'd have to see the spreadsheet to see 

what exactly that's referring to. I do believe, however, 

that, and I'm trying to find them, there were some 

interrogatory responses that I responded to that did address 

the question. 

There were a few headings and designations or 

explanations of cells where we forgot to update the labeling 

when we updated the numbers. I'm trying to find exactly if 

the interrogatory responses would indicate that that's one 

of the ones that we had to change, but -- 

Q I don't know. It may be. Another one could be on 

that same spreadsheet, the heading for Columns 6 and 7. Is 

that correct? 

A Yes. If you look at Interrogatory MM?+T-43-3, 

Part D, there I explain that the reference label was 

inadvertently not updated; that those FY' 98 costs should 

refer to base year 2000 costs. 

Q And the FY '01 references? 

A Should reference test year '03. 

Q Okay. Now, you revised your library reference on 

November 20? 
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A Yes. 

Q But you didn't make that change? 

A No. That revision was due to a change in one of 

the inputs that we got from Witness Miller, and it flowed 

through through the model. We didn't change the labeling on 

that. 

Q Okay. Are you going to? 

A That's something we could do. 

MR. HALL: Okay. Could I ask that it be done? 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Ms. McKenzie? 

MS. MCKENZIE: That would be fine. 

CHAIRMANOMAS: Thank you. 

BY MR. HALL: 

Q If you look at the table marked Summary Base Year, 

BY, at the bottom you have a code. Maybe you can't see it. 

There is a code or a legend that tells you what is going on 

in the various columns above. 

The description for 6.1, Letters, says, "Based on 

DPS calculations '93 versus BS '98." Are you telling me now 

that should be changed as well? 

A Yes. The data were updated. We inadvertently did 

not update the labels. 

Q Okay. Now, there is also worksheet in there 

called DPS Key. 

A Yes. 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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Q That was there? You just took Ms. Daniels' study? 

You didn't use that key for anything, did you? 

A No. I believe there was an interrogatory response 

that also discussed that; that it's not used in this 

analysis. 

It was kept in the spreadsheet just to make -- to 

show that we were using equivalent methods in general, so it 

was left in. I don't know exactly which interrogatory that 

was, but that issue was addressed in an interrogatory, I 

believe. 

Q Okay. I believe if you take a chance to review 

it, you will not find an interrogatory response to that 

effect. 

In any event, that whole DPS key which was in 

there you had to keep in there because if you had removed it 

a bunch of your other formulas or numbers in your library 

reference would have just zeroed out. Is that correct? 

A It made it easier to update the study quickly. We 

didn't have to change the formulas, but those numbers in 

that spreadsheet do not affect any of the calculations. 

They're not needed. It was just we were asked to do the 

analysis at the last minute, so -- 

Q In other words, you were kind of rushed when you 

did this? 

A No. 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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Q You didn't want to spend the time doing it, so you 

just did it quickly? 

A We wanted to make sure we had the content 

correctly. We weren't as concerned with how it looked. We 

wanted the content to be correct. 

Q Okay. Now I'd like to focus on one change you did 

make from the Daniels study, Library Reference 95 in the 

last case. YOU broke up first class non-automated letters 

into eight categories. Is that right? 

A Yes. That is one difference between the old 

methodology and this one. 

Q Ms. Daniels' methodology specifically just lumped 

all eight of your categories into one that she called 

non-auto pre-sort letters. Is that right? 

A I believe that's correct, yes. 

Q Now, when you first began the task of redoing MS 

Daniels' study for this case, as I believe you've indicated, 

you wanted to do it quickly. Did you first do what she had 

done; namely derive the non-DPS average cost for FY '93 for 

all pre-sorted letters? 

A No. 

Q What did you do? 

A We were asked to provide the pre-sort letter 

delivery cost by the categories that are shown in Library 

Reference 117. 
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Q And who asked you to do that? 

A The Postal Service. 

Q Did they tell you why? 

A It's our understanding that that's the way they 

needed the data presented. 

Q Who specifically asked you to do that? 

A I believe it was the cost studies -- the special 

studies group. 

Q And was there a memorandum that came out? 

A I don't believe so. 

Q Just a directive? Whom did you speak to, and when 

did you speak to them? 

A I can't recall. 

Q Who is on the group? Who did the group consist 

of? 

A I believe the group is managed by Virginia Mays. 

Q So did you speak to Virginia Mays? 

A Probably. I don't exactly recall. 

Q Did you ask her why she wanted it that way? 

A It is my understanding that that's the way they 

wanted the data. 

Q So you didn't ask why they wanted it that way? 

A I don't recall asking, no. 

Q So in other words, the breaking up of the 

categories is not something that you're sponsoring in this 
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A No. It's in the analysis that I'm sponsoring. 

Q But the only reason you're doing it is because you 

were told to do it? Is that a fair summary of your 

testimony so far? 

A It seemed like a reasonable request. I didn't see 

any reason why it shouldn't be broken up. 

Q But there was no affirmative reason given to you? 

Is that correct? 

A We are generally not asked to do things just to be 

asked to do them. There is generally a reason to do an 

analysis. 

Q Okay. But you don't know what that reason was? 

A I can't say. 

Q And you don't know what it is? 

A No. 

Q Let's go back to what you did as you were getting 

ready to break up the costs, the non-DPS costs, into these 

various categories. Didn't you have to derive the non-DPS 

average costs for FY '93? 

A Yes. The non-DPS costs for FY '93 are developed 

in Library Reference 117. 

Q Then you derived a DPS unit cost for pre-sorted 

letters using the DPS percentages that you obtained from 

USPS witness Michael Miller. Is that correct? 
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A Could you repeat the question, please? 

Q Did you derive a DPS unit cost for pre-sorted 

letters using the DPS percentages that you obtained from 

USPS witness Michael Miller? 

A Yes. 

Q Now, when you computed the non-DPS average cost 

you didn't just find the average cost to sort a letter by 

non-DPS or manually, did you? 

A I'm sorry. Could you repeat the question? 

Q Well, let me try to rephrase it into what I think 

you did. You simply divided total non-DPS costs by the 

total pre-sorted volume. Isn't that correct? 

A The non-DPS unit cost was calculated by taking 

total carrier cost in FY '93 and dividing by the total 

volume. 

Q So looking at MMA's first cross-examination 

exhibit, MM&X-l, I guess we're still talking about 

pre-sorted letters. You used the approximately 25% billion 

letters in Column 2. Is that right? 

A My -- 

Q I'm sorry. Twenty-nine and a half billion. 

A Yes. 

Q And for single piece letters you used the 

approximately 50% billion -- 

A Yes. 
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Q -- letter volume? 

A Yes. 

Q And when you did this, were you simply following 

what Ms. Daniels had done in the last case? 

A This is the same methodology that was done by 

Witness Daniels. Yes. 

Q Okay. So you didn't at that point think to wonder 

if all of the letter volume that you were using there 

actually incurred non-DPS costs, did you? 

A At the time, it was my understanding that this was 

the best volume data available to make this calculation. 

Q But did you recognize at the time that that volume 

included some volumes of letters that in fact didn't incur 

delivery costs at all? 

A Yes. 

Q You're trying to look at just carrier costs, 

right? Carrier delivery costs? 

A Yes. 

Q I'm sorry. City carrier costs. Is that correct? 

A Yes. 

Q But it also included other volumes for rural 

letters? Isn't that correct? 

A Yes, but at the time it was my understanding this 

was the best data available to make this calculation. 

Q Since that time, I guess the Postal Service has 
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filed a response to MMA's Institutional Interrogatory No. 3 

and actually provided a breakdown of volumes for 1993. Is 

that correct? 

A Yes. 

Q And did you assist in the preparation of the 

response of that interrogatory? 

A No. 

Q But you have seen the interrogatory? 

A Yes. 

Q And reviewed it, and you understand it to be 

accurate? 

A I understand that that's the data that they found. 

Yes. 

Q So now you have better data? Would that be a fair 

assessment? 

A No. 

Q Well, you certainly know that if you're trying to 

get city carrier non-DPS letter costs that you have rural 

letters that you could take out of that mix. Don't you know 

that? 

A I have not had a chance to review the FY '93 city 

carrier volumes that they produced to know the reliability, 

so I can't say that it's better data at this point. I have 

not had a chance to study that. 

Q Do you know who did prepare or compile that data? 
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A No. I believe it was presented as a library 

reference and that the MMA Institutional Response 3 mentions 

where that data comes -- the source of that data, but I 

don't know who prepared that library reference. 

Q Well, do you have any reason to think it isn't 

accurate since it was produced by the same company, as it 

were, that gave you the directions on how to break up 

categories, for example? 

A There could be reasons why data provided in FY '93 

was perhaps less reliable. I don't know. I have not 

studied it, so I can't say that it's more reliable or better 

data than what I have available. 

Q But again you have no reason to think that it 

isn' t? 

A I don't know. I have not studied the data to see 

whether it is or isn't. 

Q Let's assume that it is because we don't have a 

USPS institutional witness here to tell us that we've got 

inaccurate data, and you can't tell us that. If this data 

is accurate, you would agree, wouldn't you, that it would be 

a better measure of non-DPS unit cost to remove, for 

example, rural letters? 

A If the data were accurate, reliable, it would be a 

better way to estimate non-DPS city carrier costs to use the 

city carrier volumes that were presented in MMA/USPS-3. 
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Q Would it also be true that it would be more 

accurate to exclude volumes that were delivered to post 

office boxes? 

A If that data could be determined. I believe the 

institutional response to MM&3 said that they could not 

find any estimates of FY '93 post office box volumes. 

Q Let me refer you back to your own Library 

Reference 117. Do you see the sheet Delivery Volumes? 

A I don't have it in front of me. No. 

Q Well, do you recall it? 

A I recall it in general, yes. 

Q Okay. Do you recall the fact that the term 

implicit P.O. boxes or post office boxes volumes were 

determined? 

A Yes. 

Q And could you describe that for me, please? 

A In general, you can determine or you can estimate 

the volumes of mail that are not delivered by rural or city 

carriers by taking the total RPW volume and subtracting out 

the city carrier volume and the rural carrier volume, as 

long as you make sure to crosswalk the rural carrier volumes 

to the DMM shapes. 

Q When the crosswalk was done for that table, were 

there significant differences that appeared in terms of the 

definition of a letter? 
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A I don't recall that particular detail. 

Q If we could go back now to Exhibit 1, but also 

please keep your thumb on Exhibit 3 if you need to? There 

you see in Column 3 we've replicated the way that you 

calculated the average city carrier delivered costs. 

A Column 3 in Exhibit l? 

Q Yes. 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. Now do you see Column 5 entitled Unit City 

Carrier Delivery Cost per Delivered Letter? 

A In Exhibit l? Yes. 

Q Okay. And do you understand that that's 

calculated by taking the total delivery cost, which is the 

same number that you used, but dividing by the fiscal year 

1993 letter volume actually delivered by city carriers shown 

in Column 4? 

A Yes. It is divided by the letter volume that was 

presented in MMA -- in the response to MM?-3. Yes. 

Q Okay. Now, there's a difference of about is it 

E/lOOths of a cent that you come up with between single 

piece letters and pre-sorted letters in Column 3. Am I 

reading that right? 

A Yes. 

Q In other words, something very small, right? 

A Yes. 
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Q And actually pre-sorted letters, according to you, 

cost more? IS that right? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. Done just using the city carrier volumes, 

do you see that the difference between single piece letters 

and pre-sorted letters is much larger? Do you know that 

it's 1.6 cents? 

A That's what this table shows. Yes. 

Q Okay. As a general matter, you would say that 

because we focused in on the volumes that actually incur the 

costs that you're trying to measure that the calculation in 

Column 5 is more accurate than the calculation that appears 

in Column 3? 

A Since I don't know the reliability of the FY '93 

letter volume data that you present here, I can't say 

whether it's more or less accurate than the analysis I've 

presented previously. 

Q Okay. But assuming that the Postal Service gave 

us accurate data, then it would follow that the calculation 

shown in Column 5 is more accurate, wouldn't it? 

A Given the reliability of that data, that would 

show the FY '93 unit city carrier costs per delivered 

letter. 

Q Was that a yes? 

A Provided the data that's used there is accurate, 
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Q NOW in your mind, what would account of a 

difference of 1.6 cents? 

I'm sorry. Before I go there, now the 

relationship has flipped. It's now single piece letters 

that are much more expensive than pre-sorted letters. Is 

that right? 

A In this hypothetical, yes. 

Q Okay. I'm sorry. What is hypothetical? 

A Well, I meant in your analysis that's what it 

shows 

Q Okay. I mean, we're simply using numbers that you 

gave us, total costs that you used yourself, so there's 

nothing hypothetical about that. 

A In 117, I did not use the data in Column 4. 

Q I'm aware of that. In Column 1, my question went 

to total delivery cost. You did use that? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. And we've simply used in Column 4 volume 

information provided by the Postal Service. Is that 

correct? 

A Yes. 

Q And there's nothing hypothetical about that, is 

there? 

A I just meant to say that in your analysis, that 
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would be the case. 

Q Okay. 

A That's what this table shows. I'm not saying that 

that's what I agree with. 

Q Okay. In your mind, what would account for such a 

substantial difference in non-DPS city carrier delivery 

costs? 

A I haven't -- this isn't an analysis that I'm 

supporting, so I haven't really thought about that. 

Q Okay. Let's take pre-sorted letters, okay, and 

single piece letters. When they get down to the delivery 

section, they all have bar codes on them, don't they? 

A I don't know if that's true. 

Q I’m sorry. I got confused myself here. We are in 

a non-DPS or a manual environment, so there are no bar 

codes, I believe. 

Since both types of letters are being handled 

manually, what would account for the different cost to 

handle the different types of letters? 

A As I said, this isn’t my analysis so I haven't 

really thought about what would cause these costs to be. 

It's not my analysis. 

Q Did you ask the same question of yourself with 

respect to your analysis? 

A When I looked at our numbers, the things that I 
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thought of was there are definitely different 

characteristics of the pieces that could cause some 

differences in the cost, one of them being the degree to 

which pieces were undeliverable as addressed, but I haven't 

thought about it in terms of your analysis. 

Q Well, would you expect in terms of your analysis 

UAA? Would you expect single piece letters to be more UAA 

than pre-sorted letters? 

A I don't know what degree they are or not. 

Q Well, this is what you offered, UAA, as the 

difference. 

A I said that that was a factor that could cause a 

difference. 

Q Okay. Let's examine how it would impact the cost 

of single piece and pre-sort letters. Would you tell me 

how? 

A If one type of mail tends to have more 

undeliverable as addressed pieces than another type of mail, 

then they would cause more carrier cost because the carriers 

would have to do more. They'd have more workload associated 

with those pieces. 

Q And so you would expect single piece letters to 

have more UAA than presorted letters, wouldn't you? 

A I don't think you can -- I have not seen any 

evidence to say that that's true. 
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Q Are you aware of the Postal Service's move update 

program and requirements? 

A I'm generally aware of it. 

Q Do you understand the purpose of the program to be 

to reduce the amount of UAA mail? 

A That's my understanding. 

Q And is it also your understanding that the move 

update requirements apply to pre-sorted letters? 

A That's my understanding, yes. 

Q Do you understand that it applies to single piece 

letters? 

A That's my understanding. Well, actually I'm not 

sure. I know it applies to pre-sorted. 

Q Let's assume that it doesn't apply to pre-sorted, 

or maybe I'll just ask you to accept subject to check, I 

mean, that it doesn't apply to single piece. Let me ask you 

to accept that subject to check. 

A Okay. 

Q So then you would expect single piece to have a 

higher proportion of UAA letters, right? 

A Not necessarily. 

Q And why would that be? 

A One reason, and I'm sure there are a number of 

factors. One factor would be that the pieces that are sent 

single piece, perhaps the people are more aware of people 
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moving and so they have that information already, but that's 

only one of the factors. I haven't really studied this 

issue to know whether which one would be more affected. 

Q Since you are an expert in delivery costs, can you 

think of any other characteristics which might cause the 

cost differential? 

A One other factor would be collection costs 

Q Would you happen to know what collection costs 

were in 1993? 

A I don't recall that number offhand. 

Q Well, would you accept subject to check 

approximately .54 cents, a little over a half a cent? 

A Is there a source that you're getting? I don't 

know whether that's correct or not. 

Q It's one of your interrogatory answers, and if you 

have -- 

A Could you point that out to me? 

Q Certainly. Your response to Interrogatory 

MA/USPS-T-43-6A. 

A That was 6A, you said? 

Q Yes. That provides the collection cost, the unit 

collection cost, of .65 cents for the base year of 2000. 

The .54 is simply reversing the factors that were taken to 

gross up fiscal year 1993 costs to the base year. 

A According to my copy of that response, excluding 
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collection costs, the base year 2000 unit cost was 

calculated as 9.57 cents. 

Q And didn't that come down from 10.22, leaving a 

difference of .65? 

A That did come down from 10.22, yes. 

Q So then you would agree with the .65? 

A I would agree with .65, yes. I thought before you 

said .54. 

Q I am asking you to accept subject to check that 

that would be the equivalent collection cost in fiscal year 

1993. 

A I haven't done that calculation, but the base year 

was .65. 

Q I'm just asking you to accept it subject to check, 

and I assume you'll do that. Would you also accept subject 

to check that the collection cost would be .76 cents? 

A I'm sorry? 

Q . 76 cents in the test year. 

A For? 

Q Collection costs. 

A I'm sorry. I'm confused. I'm not sure which 

number you're referring to when you say .76 cents. 

Q I'm simply changing from the base year where 

you've agreed that it's .65 cents. 

A Uh-huh. 
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Q I'm increasing the cost to .76 cents for the test 

year. 

A Like I said, I haven't done that calculation. I 

don't know if that's the correct one 

Q I'm just asking you to accept it subject to check. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Mr. Hall, could you tell me how 

much longer you have with this witness? 

MR. HALL: Probably about another 15 or 20 

minutes. Something like that. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: All right. Why don't we take a 

midmorning break for about ten minutes, if that's all right 

with counsel. We'll be back here at 11:15. 

(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Mr. Hall, before you proceed may I 

just make a general announcement to everyone here? 

The court reporter would appreciate if you would 

stop by and give her your card for those of you who are 

orally cross-examining. Mr. McLaughlin, she would 

appreciate your card as well. 

Please be specific and clear. This is a new court 

reporter, so she's not as familiar as some of those in the 

past have been with us. I'd appreciate that, and I know she 

would. 

Mr. Hall? 

THE WITNESS: Mr. Chairman? 
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MR. HALL: Thank you. 

THE WITNESS: I wasn't sure. I thought there 

might still be a question pending to me about whether I 

would be willing to accept subject to check those numbers. 

I wasn't sure. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Okay. 

MR. HALL: I believe I finished that one. 

THE WITNESS: I'm not sure I answered the 

question. 

CHAIRMANOMAS: Okay. Why don't you go back? 

What question are you referring to Ms. Schenk, that you 

didn't comment? 

THE WITNESS: He wanted to know whether I was 

willing to accept subject to check that the FY '03 unit 

costs excluding collection costs were .76 cents. 

MR. HALL: No. No. I was asking you to accept 

subject to check that the FY 2003 collection costs were .76 

cents. 

THE WITNESS: Oh. No, I'm not willing to accept 

that subject to check. 

BY MR. HALL: 

Q And would you tell me why? 

A There's no -- I'm not sure where I'm supposed to 

check to get that data. I'm not sure where the reference 

data is. I don't do that calculation in my analysis, so I 
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don't know where to check to find that. 

Q Don't you ratio things up based on the changes in 

labor rates? 

A I've ratioed other costs to get test year costs, 

but I have not done this cost so I don't know what 

calculations specifically you're asking me to check. 

Q I'm simply asking you. You have a general 

understanding of ratioing things up because that's what you 

do with other costs, right? 

A Yes. 

Q So if we've applied the same ratioing method that 

you've used for other costs but applied them to collection 

costs, then I'm not sure why you can't -- 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Chairman? 

MR. HALL: -- accept that subject to check. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Yes? 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Hall, I am not quite sure 

exactly what you're asking the witness to do. Subject to 

check. You need to identify exactly what she's checking. 

It's unclear to me, I'm afraid, and unclear to the record 

and to Dr. Schenk where she's supposed to check in order to 

confirm your number. 

MR. HALL: She doesn't have to. Well, she can 

check the mathematical calculation. She gave us the number 
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of .65 cents for the base year, so that's the starting 

point. That's her number. 

I'm simply asking her to use the same ratioing up 

method between the base year and the test year to arrive at 

what we believe is .76 cents. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Chairman, if Mr. Hall would 

like to put on a witness to that effect, you know, that 

certainly could be within his client's case, but this goes 

beyond what the subject to check is meant to cover. 

MR. HALL: I don't understand the concept or the 

difficulty. I mean, I can ask the witness if she 

understands that collection costs, if she had a collection 

cost of .65 in the base year, . 65 cents in the base year, it 

would be less in fiscal year 1993, wouldn't it? 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. Could you repeat that? 

BY MR. HALL: 

If you have a unit collection cost of .65 cents -- 

Yes? 

-- in the base year, -- 

Yes? 

-- which is the number that you gave us. 

Yes. 

Is that correct? 

Yes. 

That's your number? 
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A Yes. That's provided in Interrogatory Response 

MMA -- 

Q Is it your understanding that under the Postal 

Service's methodology that that cost would be lower in 

fiscal year 1993 and higher in the test year in this case? 

A That is true. Under my understanding of the 

methodology, that would be true. 

Q And we can agree that you would get there by 

ratioing? If we're going through the base year to the test 

y-r, you would get there by ratioing up your .65 cents by 

the factors generally applied to base year costs. Isn't 

that right? 

A Yes. 

Q So I think for now we have an understanding that 

we could use the .67 cents to discuss things, but -- 

A I can't say that that number is correct. I 

haven't done -- that's not my calculation. 

Q That's fine. We'll treat it as a hypothetical for 

now, but certainly there's nothing hypothetical about the 

.65 cents? 

A That's true. That's in my interrogatory response 

to MMA-T-43-6A. 

Q Okay. Now, if the difference between single piece 

letters and pre-sorted letters for the non-DPS city carrier 

delivery cost is 1.6 cents and you've identified collection 
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costs as accounting for .65 cents, then that leaves 

something approaching almost a cent for other factors. 

Isn't that right? 

A I wouldn't agree. I think we're putting apples 

and oranges together there. The 1.6 cents that you have in 

your Exhibit 1 was for FY '93 data. The .65 cents that I've 

indicated in my interrogatory response to MM&T-43-6A is for 

base year 2000. 

Q You're absolutely right. So hypothetically if the 

correct number for 1993 were the .54 cents that we discussed 

earlier, then the difference would in fact be over a penny, 

wouldn't it? 

When I say difference, I mean the difference 

between single piece and pre-sorted letters in terms of what 

other factors could possibly account for that cost 

difference. 

A I would agree that the difference between single 

piece and pre-sort letters that you show on Exhibit 1 for 

unit city carrier in-office costs for non-DPS is 1.6 and 

given your hypothetical that the collection costs are .54 

that that difference is more than one cent. 

Q Okay. As an expert in delivery costs, what other 

factors would account for that difference? 

A As I said before, one other factor that would 

account for that difference would be undeliverable as 
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addressed related workload. I can't say offhand what other 

factors would be, but that would be another one. 

Q Could work sharing account for some portion of 

that difference? 

A In what? I’m not sure. In the city carrier 

in-office costs? 

Q Yes. 

A I’m not sure if that's really a factor here. 

Q So you're telling me you don't know if work 

sharing could be one of the factors? 

A I don't know. 

Q Okay. And you haven't studied it? 

A No. 

Q Okay. Let me just ask you sort of as a matter of 

theory. Shouldn't the actual unit non-DPS cost be similar 

whether or not a letter is pre-sorted? 

A For the city carrier in-office costs, yes. 

Q Actually, let me show you a copy, if I may, of a 

response that was made by USPS Witness Meehan to an 

interrogatory request, MMA/USPS-T-43-18. It was redirected 

by you to her. 

(Pause.) 

A Yes. 

Q You've had an opportunity to review that. Does 

that response indicate to you that -- by the way, Witness 
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Meehan is a costing witness, right? 

A It's my understanding she's a base year cost 

witness, yes. 

Q Is what she's saying there basically that you 

can't get collection costs? 

A What she states in her response is that total 

collection costs incurred by the Postal Service are not 

available. 

Q Right. Did you have to use total collection costs 

in determining your .65 cent unit collection cost for the 

base here? 

A My calculation there was referring to carrier 

cost. Not total cost. 

Q What's the difference? 

A My understanding from Witness Meehan's response to 

Interrogatory 18C is that total collection costs include 

various non-carrier costs, including vehicle service costs, 

contract driver costs and some acceptance costs. 

Q Okay. So in contrast to Witness Meehan, you've 

simply focused on carrier costs? 

A Yes. 

Q Okay. Thank you. Now could you please turn to 

your response to Interrogatory MMA/USPS-T-43-llC(3)? Do you 

have that response before you? 

A I do. 
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Q You say in part that the referenced costs, 

specifically city carrier costs, the Library Reference 117 

non-DPS cost calculations, assume that the percentage of 

letters delivered on city delivery routes remains constant. 

Is that correct? 

A Yes. 

Q Now if you could look at Exhibit MMi-X-3, please? 

A Yes. I have that. 

(Pause) 

Q Looking at the percentages in columns five, six 

and seven, can you tell me what you mean by "remains 

constant"? 

A What I meant in the interrogatory response is that 

given that these are, comes from statistical data systems 

that statistically speaking that the percentage of letters 

delivered on city delivery routes remain statistically 

constant. That is constant with -- You know, that's what I 

said in my response. 

Q Statistically? 

A These volume data come from statistical sampling 

systems. There's going to be some variability. With that 

kept in mind, that my calculations assume that the 

percentage of letters delivered on city delivery routes 

remains constant. 

Q So actually when you answered this question did 
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you have the breakdown of fiscal year 1993 volumes? 

A NO. 

Q So then what you were really talking about in your 

response was that, for example, the first class single piece 

total letter volume of 50 million would remain fairly 

constant. Is that right? 

A I was referring to the percentage of letters, not 

the volume of letters. In my response. 

Q But what percentage were you talking about? 

A The percentage of letters delivered on city 

delivery routes. 

Q So without having the actual volumes how would you 

know that that was the case? 

A That's why I said that I assumed that was the 

case. 

Q Now you have the actual percentages shown here. 

Do they remain constant? 

A I don't have the variabilities for these numbers 

from the data so I don't know whether the changes that you 

show on this exhibit from FY93 to base year 2000 for city 

letters, whether those percentages show constancy or not. I 

don't have enough information in this exhibit to determine 

that. 

Q Let me focus on first class pre-sort in 1993 of 76 

percent versus for the same type of letter in base year 
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2000, 64 percent. IS that a statistically significant 

variation? 

A I don't know. I don't have enough information. 

Q You did have the total letter volume of about 29.5 

billion versus almost 45 billion in the base year, didn't 

you? 

A Those numbers are for FY93. 

Q FY93 is -- 

A Oh, it's the 29 -- 

Q -- first class pre-sort. 

A Yes. 

Q Just so the record is clear, first class pre-sort 

in 1993 was approximately 29.5 billion letters and for base 

year the equivalent number is almost 45 billion letters. Is 

that correct? 

A Yes. 

Q Would you expect with that kind of growth in 

volume that the percentages on city, delivered on city 

carrier routes would remain constant? 

A That depends on what's happening with volumes in 

the other categories. 

Q So wouldn't you be sort of on notice to be 

checking those things? 

A I don't see that I needed to do that for my 

analysis, no. 
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Q That's because you were just doing what Witness 

Daniel did? 

A No. It's a reasonable assumption to make. 

Q But you didn't even have to reach that assumption 

because you simply used total letters, right? 

A Yes. 

Q So you never looked beyond total letters. 

A No. As far as I was aware, the data were not 

available for '93 when I did the analysis for city carrier 

letters 

Q But now we have the data. 

A Yes. 

Q Could you turn to Cross-Examination Exhibit MMA-X- 

4, please? 

(Pause) 

A I have that. 

Q There at the top in columns one through six we 

have tabulated your non-DPS and DPS average costs for fiscal 

year 1993, base year 2000 and test year 2003. Do you see 

that? 

A Yes. 

Q And we've also added your DPS percentages, is that 

correct? 

A Yes. 

Q On the bottom half in columns seven through 12 we 
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have tabulated the non-DPS and DPS unit costs, had you used 

city carrier volumes rather than total volumes. Is that 

correct? 

A That's what the table is labeled, yes. I have not 

had a chance to check all of these numbers. 

Q Looking at the table, if you had used city carrier 

volumes rather than total volumes the unit DPS costs 

calculated and shown in column 11, I'm sorry, would be as 

shown in column 11. Is that right? 

A I have not had a chance to check those numbers. I 

don't know if that's correct. 

Q We've already discussed the non-DPS unit costs. 

This time I'd like to have you focus on DPS unit costs. 

You show that such costs are half a cent per piece 

in both the base and test years, is that right? 

A I believe that's correct, yes. 

Q Does that mean that it costs the Postal Service 

half a cent on average in order to DPS one extra letter that 

goes through the delivery point sequencing operation? 

A As you recall, these are carrier costs, not mail 

processing costs. So this is the cost to a carrier of 

processing a letter that went through DPS. 

Q So with that amendment, is what I said correct? 

A Could you repeat the question? 

Q Does that mean that it costs the Postal Service 
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half a cent in order to delivery point sequence -- I'm 

sorry. For the carrier to do a DPS sort for one additional 

letter that goes through the DPS operation. 

A The city carrier and office cost for letters that 

were DPS'd is .5. That's what those costs are. City 

carrier and office costs for letters that were DPS'd. 

Q In terms of your methodology, does this in fact 

mean that it really costs half a cent on average for a 

theoretical letter which partially incurs a DPS sort, 

partially incurs no DPS cost because it is delivered by a 

rural carrier, and partially incurs no DPS cost because it 

is delivered to a post office box? 

A I’m sorry, I don't understand -- Could you repeat 

the question? 

Q Aren't we getting into the same question, the cost 

that you have there reflects, once again it reflects rural 

volumes, rural carrier delivery volumes. Doesn't it? 

A Since the calculation of the DPS unit cost does 

involve the non-DPS unit costs, that yes, in part, to some 

degree there are rural volumes involved in those 

calculations. Yes. 

Q And there are also volumes that are delivered to 

post office boxes, isn't that right? 

A Yes. 

Q And those, we've agreed, don't incur delivery 
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A Yes. 

Q Back to sort of a theoretical conceptual question 

here. In terms of DPS unit costs, should there be a 

difference in the costs between pre-sort and single piece 

letters? 

A Yes, there are factors that would cause a 

difference between the DPS, city carrier -- the city carrier 

and office costs for letters that were DPS'd, depending on 

whether they were pre-sorted or single piece. 

Q What are those factors? 

A As I mentioned before, some of the other factors 

that affect carrier costs are whether the piece is 

undeliverable as addressed, as well as collection costs 

Q What about work sharing? Does that account for 

any difference? 

A Work sharing will affect the DPS unit costs, yes. 

The DPS unit carrier costs. 

Q Could you turn now to Cross-Examination Exhibit 

MM&X-2? 

(Pause) 

A I have that. 

Q Does your copy have a little handwriting where a 

number should be? 

A It has a number written in hand for the 7.1 cost 
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for test year '03 for first class single piece letters. 

Q Okay. For which I apologize. 

In any event, do you recognize this as information 

you supplied in response to interrogatory MMA/USPS-T-43-13A? 

A I said I did not have time to verify that these 

numbers were in Library Reference 191. 

Q Okay. Let's assume that they are. Do you see the 

column marked 7.4 costs? 

A Yes, I do. 

Q Shouldn't the distribution key for that column be 

the sum of 6.1 through 7.3? 

A Yes, I believe that's the case. 

Q And is it? 

(Pause) 

Q If you could look down at the formulas used for 

the 7.4 costs. 

A I see that. 

Q So is the distribution key the sum of 6.1 through 

7.3? 

A I don't have the actual spreadsheet in front of me 

so I can't see how the numbers were actually calculated. 

Q Could you correct the formula if it's wrong? 

A I can check to see what the formula is, yes. 

Q And correct the Library Reference if it's not 

correct. 
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A Yes. 

MS. MCKENZIE: The Postal Service can do that. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: All right. Thank you. 

BY MR. HALL: 

Q Would you turn to your response to MMA 

Interrogatory 13B? 

(Pause) 

A I have that. 

Q There you agreed that the unit costs for BMM, bulk 

metered mail, of 4.066 cents was almost two cents less than 

the unit delivery cost per single piece metered letters of 

5.92 cents, is that correct? 

A Yes. 

Q Let me ask you first, when your data shows that 

BMM costs almost two cents less than single piece metered 

letters do you assume that each BMM letter and the single 

piece metered letters are delivered using the same modes of 

delivery? 

A I don't do any analysis on BMM letters. That's 

outside the scope of my testimony. 

Q Didn't you develop the mixed A&DC which is what 

the Postal Service is using as a proxy -- 

A Yes. 

Q -- for bulk metered mail? 

A Yes. 
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Q So can you answer the question? Do you want me to 

repeat it? 

A Yes, please. 

Q Do you assume when your data shows that BMM costs 

almost two cents less than single piece metered letters, do 

you assume that each BMM letter and the single piece metered 

letters are delivered using the same modes of delivery? 

In other words, wouldn't they have the same 

percentage of total volume delivered by rural carriers, the 

volume delivered by city carriers, and the volume delivered 

to post office boxes? 

A I don't have any information that shows the 

percent by delivery method for machinable non-automation 

mixed AADC first class pre-sort letters. That information 

is not available to my understanding. 

Q Then how did you figure out that one cost two 

cents less than the other? 

A You don't need those percentages to calculate 

those costs. 

Q But the costs are dependent upon the number of 

pieces delivered by the carriers, aren't they? 

A Yes. 

Q So wouldn't they have the same percentages of 

total volume delivered by rural carriers, city carriers, and 

to post offices? Post office boxes? 
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Q Why is that? 

A One reason is metered letters, all metered letters 

include both single piece and pre-sort letters, whereas BMM, 

as far as Witness Miller has defined it, he's using it as a 

proxy for his carrier costs, the machinable non-automation 

mixed AADC first class pre-sort letters. 

Q Perhaps you misunderstood. I said single piece 

metered letters. 

A Oh, I'm sorry. So what's the question? 

Q Again, when your data shows that BMM costs almost 

two cents less than single piece metered letters, do you 

assume that BMM letters and single piece metered letters are 

delivered using the same modes of delivery? 

A Actually, I don't assume that the cost for BMM is 

two cents less than single piece metered letters. It's two 

cents less than the cost for all metered letters. 

Q So? 

A I'm sorry, your question was about single piece. 

It's two cents less for all metered letters. 

Q When you say that BMM costs almost two cents less 

than single piece metered letters, what exactly are you 

comparing in order to conclude that one costs almost two 

cents less than the other? 

A I looked at the unit delivery cost for metered 
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letters versus machinable amount automation mixed AADC first 

class pre-sort letters. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Chairman, if I may. 

Mr. Hall, where are you saying in an interrogatory 

response that she said BMM letters are two cents less? 

MR. HALL: I think they're on 13B. 

MS. MCKENZIE: I believe 13B says that mixed AADC 

can be a proxy, but she's not making any statements with 

respect to BMM, and I wanted to make sure that that was 

clear for the record. 

BY MR. HALL: 

Q Is what your counsel is saying your understanding? 

A Yes. I thought I made that clear in my responses, 

that I was saying that what the difference between the 

metered costs and the costs for machinable, non-automation 

mixed AADC first class pre-sort letters. 

My testimony does not determine what the proxy for 

BMM letters is. That's outside the scope of my testimony. 

Q Within the scope of your testimony, what accounts 

for the two cents difference? 

A I have not studied BMM letters. It's outside the 

scope of my testimony. I don't know what causes that 

difference. 

Q With what you did measure, you measured mixed 

AADC, right? 
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A Right. 

Q So what causes the two cent difference? 

A There are a number of factors that, as I've said 

before, that could affect the delivery or carrier costs 

between single piece letters and pre-sort letters. 

Q And the number of city carrier delivered letters 

is one of the factors, right? 

A That's true. 

Q Don't your unit delivery costs assume, for 

example, that the percentage of single piece metered letters 

delivered by city carriers decreased from 47 percent in 

fiscal year 1993 to 45 percent in base year 2000 while the 

percentage of BMM letters delivered by city carriers 

decreased from 76 percent in fiscal year '93 to 64 percent 

in base year 2000? 

You can refer to Exhibit MMA-X-3. 

(Pause) 

A Those changes that you note in your Exhibit 3 are 

the actual changes. I did not have the FY93 data for city 

carrier letters when I developed this analysis, so I did not 

assume that particular number. 

Q So you didn't know what they were, right? 

A For FY93, yes. 

MR. BALL: Those conclude all my questions. I 

would mention at this time, first I would like to move 
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1 admission of Exhibits Mm-X-1 through X-4. 

2 (The document referred to was 

3 marked for identification as 

4 Exhibit Nos. MM&X-l through 

5 X-4 and was received in 

6 evidence.) 
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Summary of FY 1993 NonDPS City Carrier Delivery Costs 
(000’s Except Unit Costs) 

11 First-Class Cate o 

Single Piece Letters 

Presorted Letters 

P-- 
I Source 

[II PI 

FY 93 Letter 
Total Delivery Cost Volume 

1,076,586 50,443,703 

652,975 29,486,424 

1,729,560 79,930,127 

USPS-LR-J-117 USPS-LR-J-117 

“letters 93” “letters 93” 

I 

j 

[31 [41 

Average City FY 93 Letter 
Carrier Volume 

Delivery Cost Delivered by 
(Cents) City Carriers 

2.13 23,815,756 

2.21 22,324,833 

2.16 46,140,589 

[1]/[2]‘100 MMANSPS-3 

-I-- 

C 

Exh )A-X-l 

Delivered Letter 



Derivation of Average Delivery Costs for First-Class Single Piece Letters By lndicia 
(000’5 E&pet ‘or ““it costs, 

Total Rural 
6.1 unit Piggybacked P.Wlli, city carrier carrier ““if Total hi, 

BY00 costs cost 6.1 casts 6.2 costs 7.1 costs 7.2 costs 7.3 cQ*,s 7.4 cost?. 10 costs CO& “ol”me unit cost cost cost 
Single-Piece Letters Stamped 0.0200 54&x620 92.809 3.779 47.569 98,315 116.534 140,062 1.346.901 25.512.201 O.M60 0.0068 0.0526 
Single-Piece Letters M&red 0.0195 3E3.250 66.127 2.754 34.668 71,651 64,929 102,076 966.353 16.593.167 0.0453 0.0068 0.0521 
Single-Piece Letters Omer 0.0258 75.390 13,724 434 5,459 11,262 13.373 16.073 181,530 2.927.737 0.0552 0.0068 0.0620 

IFirst-Class Single-Piece Leners B 0.0202 948,459 172,660 6,967 87.697 181,249 214,837 258.2,1 2,496,764 47.033.105 0.0463 0.0068 0.053, 

Total Rural 
6.1 Unit Piggybacked Permit City Carder Canier Unit Total unit 

TYo3 costs cast 6.1 Costs 6.2 Costs 7.1 Costs 7.2 Costs 7.3 Costs 7.4 Costs 10 costs costs “0,“m? ““it cat, cost co*, 
Singk-Piece Letters Stamped 0.0220 514,278 98.W7 4.c.38 50.115 103.818 123.017 144,966 1,401.025 23.334,537 0.0523 0.007, 0.0600 
Single-piece Letters Metered 0.0215 366.426 69.831 2.965 36.524 75,662 89.654 106.650 1.007.436 17.0%,096 0.05,s 0.0077 0.0592 
Single-Piece Letters Other 0.0284 76.049 14,493 467 5,751 11.914 14,117 16,636 188.477 2577.832 0.0626 0.007, Cl.0704 

IFirs-Class Single-P&e Letters T 0.0222 956,753 18233, ifizlz# 92,390 191,394 226.789 267.252 2596937.888 43.018455 0.0526 0.007, 0.0604 

.so”rce: LISPS-LR-J-19, 
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Comparison of FY 1993 and BY 2000 First-Class Letter Volumes 
(000’S) 

Rate Category 
Fy 
First-Class Single-Piece 
First-Class Presort 

Total 

BY 
First-Class Single-Piece 
First-Class Presort 

Total 

(1) (2) 

Rural Letters City Car Letters Total Letters 1 Boxes Total % of Total % of Total 

38204,542 23,815,756 
3,113,859 22,324.833 
6,318,401 46,140,58E 

50,443,703 23,423,405 6% 47% 46% 
29,486,424 4,047,732 11% 76% 14% 
79,930,127 27,471,137 8% 58% 34% 

10,384,160 21,308,674 47,033,105 15,505,959 22% 45% 33% 
10,304,441 28,757,969 44,931,629 5,972,717 23% 64% 13% 
20,688,601 50,066,643 91,964,734 21,478,675 22% 54% 23% 

Exhi. \A-X-3 

(3) (4) (5) 

Rural 

(6) (7) 

1 Implicit P.O. ( Letters % of 1 City Letters 1 Implicit P.O. 

Sources: For FY 1993 Volumes, Response to MMANSPS-3 
For BY 2000 Volumes, USPS-LR-J-117 worksheet “Delivery Volumes” 



Comparison of DPS and nonDPS Unit Costs 
(Cents) 

Deriviation of DPS and nonDPS Average Costs Using Total Volumes 
111 PI [31 [41 PI F31 

Single PC Avg Single Piece Avg Single Piece Presorted Non Presorted Presorted 
Time Period NonDPS Cost DPS Cost Avg DPS % DPS Cost DPS Cost 

FY 1993 2.13 NA 
Avg DPS % 

NA 2.21 NA NA 
BY 2000 2.55 NA NA 2.65 0.50 
TY 2003 

73.69% 
3.00 NA NA 3.11 0.50 73.68% 

Source: USPS-LR-J-117, worksheets “summary BY”, “summaryTY” and “letters 93” 

Deriviation of DPS and nonDPS Unit Costs Using City Carrier Volumes 
. * L-, 

Single PcAvg Single Piece Avg Sing& biece 
L ‘V, 1’ ‘1 L’LI 

Presorted Non Presorted 
Time Period NonDPS Cost 

Presorted 
DPS Cost Avg DPS % DPS Cost DPS Cost 

FY 1993 4.52 NA 
Avg DPS % 

NA 2.92 NA NA 
BY 2000 5.41 NA NA 3.50 0.19 
T-Y 2003 

73.69% 
6.36 NA NA 4.11 0.15 73.68% 

Source: USPS-LR-J-117, worksheets “summary BY”, “summaryTY” and “letters 93” 
but substitute city carrier volume for total volume on “letters 93” 

FY 93 tY Y3 % of Total 
Volumes Volumes I Total Volume City Car Volume Volume 

Single PC 50,443,703 23,815,756 47% 
Presorted 29,486,424 22.324,833 76% 
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MS. MCKENZIE: The Postal Service objects, Mr. 

Chairman. He hasn't laid the appropriate foundation. 

Dr. Schenk has had a number of problems with the 

data that is presented there so there is no foundation yet 

laid for its entry into evidence. 

Mr. Chairman, if it would help, it would be fine 

to help clarify the record if these exhibits were,attached 

to the transcript so that the record could be clear. We 

just object to the admission of them into the evidentiary 

record. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Is that okay with you, Mr. Hall? 

MR. HALL: I don't see what the basis of the 

objection is. I've identified on each of the exhibits the 

items that belong to the witness. They come directly from 

her own exhibits. Clearly that's within the ability, and 

that's the very purpose of Cross-Examination is to draw 

distinctions between what the witness has done in her 

exhibits and some possible alternatives based on, among 

other things, the responses that are in the record from the 

Postal Service and the witness herself. 

So there's nothing here that isn't already in the 

record. It's simply presented in a different form. 

If you look at Exhibit X-2, that comes entirely 

from the witness' Library Reference 191. Maybe she hasn't 

had time to confirm those numbers, but we simply printed it 
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out from the library reference itself. 

SO I think the fact that the witness -- 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Mr. Hall, would you put the motion 

in writing and the Service will have three working days 

within which to respond? 

MR. HALL: Certainly. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Thank you. 

Mr. Hall? 

MR. HALL: Yes, I would say the witness apparently 

has had some difficulties with accepting the results of the 

Postal Service's own response to institutional interrogatory 

MMA number three. And what we need now then is a witness 

from the Postal Service to tell us whether those numbers are 

real numbers or whether they're made up numbers or 

inaccurate numbers or accurate numbers. 

THE WITNESS: I'm not sure that really describes 

what I said about those numbers. I never questioned the 

numbers themselves, I just questioned the ability to use 

them in this particular analysis without other information. 

So I don't think that that really -- 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Chairman, if Mr. Hall would 

like to propound a follow-up interrogatory, institutional 

interrogatory, having to do with whatever issues he thinks 

relevant on reliability, et cetera, that would be fine with 
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the Postal Service. 

MR. HALL: No, I think we have the right to call a 

witness when someone else, one of the other witnesses is 

casting aspersions on information provided by the 

institution. That's sort of incomprehensible to me that 

this could occur. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: You may include any alternative 

belief you'd like in your motion. 

MR. HALL: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Is that it? 

MR. HALL: That's it. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: We had several other people who 

would Cross-Examine. I think we'll take a lunch break at 

this point. It's a good kind of stop point. I think we'll 

come back at say 1:15. 

(Whereupon, the hearing was recessed, to reconvene 

at 1:15 p.m. this same day, Tuesday, December,lE, 2001.) 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

ff 

// 
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AFTERNOON SESSION 

(1:15 p.m.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: On the record. 

Mr. Baker? 

MR. BAKER: Thank you. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

BY MR. BAKER: 

Q Dr. Schenk, my name is William Baker and I will be 

asking you questions this afternoon on behalf of the 

Newspaper Association of America. 

A Good afternoon, Mr. Baker. 

Q Good afternoon. And I want to shift subject 

matters to standard A, enhanced carrier route mail costs. 

As I understand it, your assignment from the 

Postal Service was to update Witness Daniel's testimony from 

the last case, correct? 

A My assignment was to update certain Library 

References that she had sponsored in her testimony, yes. 

Q And with respect in particular to your Library 

References 58 and 117, and I'll just limit it to those right 

now, you used or applied the same methodology that Witness 

Daniel had in the last case, but used the current case's 

base year and test year cost estimates and so forth, is that 

correct? 

A Yes. 
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Q So you actually didn't change her methodologies. 

Your update was really to the inputs to her methodologies, 

is that correct? 

A Yes. 

Q And to save a lot of time here, to the extent you 

used the same methodologies that Witness Daniel did, the 

same criticisms, well, let me strike that a second. 

Are you aware that Witness Daniel's testimony was 

the subject of considerable discussion in the last rate 

case? 

A That's my understanding, yes. 

Q So to the extent that you used the same 

methodology, then the same arguments about a pro or con 

would apply to the methodology used in this case. 

A Yes. 

Q You were asked I think by Val-Pak in their 

question number seven whether you had performed any new 

analogies and your answer to that was no. That's the case, 

correct? That was the Val-Pak seven. 

(Pause) 

A That is correct. 

Q Could you turn to your answer at ABA and NAPM, 

number seven? 

(Pause) 

Do you have that yet? 
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A That's ABA and NAPS243-7? 

Q That‘s correct. 

In that question they had asked you, they had 

characterized your testimony as having stated that you had 

adopted the methodology of Witness Daniel in the last case 

in the context of LR-117. And in the preamble to your 

response you took great care to say that although the 

methodology you used is the same as that of Witness Daniel, 

you did not "adopt" it in your testimony. 

The first question is, does the same go for LR-58 

as it does for 117 which is the subject of this question? 

That is to say do you, you used the same 

methodology in LR-58 as Witness Daniel does, but you didn't 

state anywhere in your testimony that you adopted the 

methodology, is that correct? 

(Pause) 

A That's correct. 

Q What do you mean by adopt a methodology? 

A I was concerned about that wording in the 

interrogatory which is why I made that clarification. I 

think in some context that can be taken as that I have 

studied the methodology in detail and that I have thoroughly 

evaluated it and taken it as my own. 

Q And in this case you wouldn't go so far as to say 

you had done that. It was more that you took the 
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A NO, I would not say that. I reviewed the 

methodology and found it to be a reasonable methodology. 

Q Does adoption therefore imply to you that some 

greater endorsement of the methodology as an expert witness 

is the way you would have done it than otherwise would have 

been the case? 

A I wasn't so much concerned about what I, how I 

interpreted it as how others would interpret that word, and 

that's why I made that clarification. 

Q Then is there a -- So in your mind there is a 

distinction between adopting a methodology as opposed to 

reviewing it and deciding, concluding that it was reasonable 

enough under the circumstances to use. 

A As I mentioned, I was concerned about how others 

would interpret the word adopt and so I wanted to make the 

clarification. 

Q And so you do not adopt, but your use of the 

methodology is somewhat short of actually full-fledged 

adopting it as your own, is that correct? 

A As I mentioned before, I reviewed the methodology 

and found it reasonable. 

Q Did you review it enough to decide whether it 

would be a methodology that you would adopt? 

A No. 
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Q More time would have been required? 

A Yes. 

Q Could you turn now to your answer to NM 

interrogatory number seven to you, and Attachment A? There 

was an Attachment A attached to that as well. 

(Pause) 

A I have it. 

Q In our question we had asked you for the total 

number of tallies in the FY2000 IOCS data set and you 

present them in Attachment A, correct? 

A Attachment A was presented as responsive to Part D 

which asked to identify the number of tallies that were used 

to distribute mail processing costs. 

Q I appreciate the clarification on that. 

On Attachment A I noticed that there is a column 

headed record count. To get our terminologies straight, is 

it your understanding that record count means actual, 

unweighted IOCS tallies? Or does it mean something else? 

A It's my understanding that the record count refers 

to the number of, the sample size in those cases. That's my 

understanding. 

Q Actual tallies then. 

A That's my understanding. 

Q Okay. 

And looking down on Attachment A under Classes to 
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the Classes Standard, the first line is regular ECR, and you 

may know that standard mail has a regular subclass and an 

ECR subclass. Is it your understanding that by regular ECR 

this table means commercial mail as opposed to non-profit? 

A That's my understanding, yes. 

Q And staying on the regular ECR line where you see 

the record count of about 2,104 tallies, would you agree 

that that's about one percent of the total records shown at 

the bottom of that column, is that correct? 

A That's correct. 

Q And those 2,104 tallies equate after applying the 

weighting process to the $159,023,000 in the way the tallies 

count, correct? 

A Yes. 

Q Could you turn to the next interrogatory which was 

NAA 8 which had an Attachment B to that. 

A Yes. 

Q And turning back to the question, here we had 

asked you for the IOCS tallies, under a particular 

spreadsheet in Library Reference 58, is that correct? 

A Yes You've asked for the number of IOCS direct 

tallies associated with the mail processing costs. 

Q Right. 

And if you turn to Attachment B, our units are in 

thousands of dollars, is that correct? 
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(Pause) 

A Attachment B provides the data distributed to 

shape and activity codes. and weight increments, and 

Attachment A does not. 

Q Does Attachment B distribute, if I may use that 

word, the 2,104 number that we saw in Attachment A of number 

seven? 

A It is my understanding that in Attachment B it's 

all of standard mail enhanced carrier routes. 

Q Including the non-profit? 

A That's my understanding, yes, sir. 

Q Does Attachment B include city carrier tallies? 

A I believe Attachment B is for mail processing 

costs. 

Q So if a city carrier is involved in mail 

processing would it be on Attachment B, do you think? 

(Pause) 

A That is my understanding that that was identified 

by the IOCS tally taker, yes. 

Q Still on eight in Attachment B, I notice that for 

all the shapes we have two sets of activity codes. One ends 

in 10 and the other ends in 30. Do you see that? 

A Yes, I see that. 

Q Is it your understanding that the 10's refer to 

commercial mail and the 30s refer to non-profit mail? Or do 
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you not have an understanding there? 

A I don't recall that, no. 

Q I direct your attention just for a moment to the 

line under flats, activity code 2330, handling category 

container. Do you see that? 

A Are we talking about page one? 

Q Yes. 

A Yes, I see that. 

Q And all the way across from 0 to seven ounces 

there are zero tallies, correct? 

A Correct. 

Q And if you turn the page and pick up where we left 

off on the first page and continue along the same line, We 

still have zero tallies, yet we have a total of 2,330. Do 

you see that? 

A I see that, yes. 

Q Can you tell me what that 2,330 is a total of? 

A I don't know. That's something I would have to 

check on. 

Q Okay. 

I had thought it was supposed to be the sum of the 

whole row. 

A I don't recall. 

Q You don't know. Okay. 

Similarly, if you were to add up the entries on 
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the activity code of 2330 single piece in the item 

categories under flats, I would ask you to accept, subject 

to check, that you would again find that the column of total 

weighted tallies exceeds the sum of the row. 

A Which rows were those for? 

Q Well, it would be for the 2330, single piece and 

single item. And I can further state that I think it is 

true for just about every single row in the attachment. 

A I don't recall. 

Q As we're sitting here today you don't know if the 

total column is supposed to be the sum of the rows or if it 

stands for something else? 

A I don't recall. 

Q You don't know that. Okay. 

So if I asked you to assume that the total was 

supposed to be the sum, then either the total is wrong or 

there's an error in the numbers in the rows themselves. 

Would that follow? 

A That would be one conclusion, yes. 

MR. BAKER: Commissioner Omas, at this point I 

think I would ask for a homework assignment which is simply 

to ask the witness to reconcile the total column on this 

Attachment B to NAA8 with the numbers to its left and 

either, if they are reconcilable to do so later, or if there 

is an error at one place or another for the correction to be 
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CHAIRMAN OMAS: Ms. Schenk? 

MS. MCKENZIE: That's fine, Chairman Omas. 

I've just been informed that we do seem to have an 

error in the formula. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Thank you. Can you provided that 

for us? 

MS. MCKENZIE: Yes. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

BY MR. BAKER: 

Q Dr. Schenk, leaving a finger on Attachment B of 

NAA-8, I'd ask you to turn also to NA?-11. There was an 

Attachment A to that as well. 

A Yes. 

Q Does Attachment A to NAA11 present the unweighted 

tallies that correspond to the weighted tallies of 

Attachment B to NAA-8 that we were just going over? 

A Yes. 

Q Do you know if Attachment A to number 11 includes 

unweighted tallies for city carriers that may have engaged 

in the mail processing operation? 

A Yes, those are for mail processing, so anyone 

involved in mail processing could be in there, yes. 

Q Looking at Attachment A to number 11 again, are 

you the person who distributed or spread the tallies to the 
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A They were done under my supervision. 

Q Could you look, it would be on the second page of 

Attachment A to number 11, on the row under Shape, activity 

Code 1310 single item, shape is letters, activity code 1310 

single item. At the 15 to 16 ounce weight increment. 

A Yes. 

Q I notice that there's a figure of two and that 

would indicate there were two unweighted tallies for single 

piece letters weighing 15 to 16 ounces, is that correct? 

A That's correct. 

Q If you flip back a second to Attachment B of 

number eight, that would correspond to the $116,000 weighted 

entry corresponding line in that attachment, assuming that 

number proves to be correct. 

A That's correct. 

Q And the jump from two to 115,000 is the result of 

the weighting process? 

A Yes. 

Q Although subject to -- 

A Subject to the check of the -- 

Q Subject to the check of the numbers. 

A Yes. 

Q But that's how the numbers interrelate. 

We were a little puzzled about the two 15 to 16 
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ounce letters so we did ask you an interrogatory, went to 

the general subject, and that was number 13 from us. And 

you can turn to that now. 

A I have that. 

Q We had asked what standard ECR letters weigh 15 to 

16 ounces and your answer as we see there noted that it was 

a small percentage of the tallies and the ISCS is a sampling 

system. 

I appreciate both of those, but you really didn't 

answer the question which is are there ECR letters that 

weigh 15 to 16 ounces? 

A That is the data that's reported in ISCS, yes. 

Q Do you know whether you can, a mailer can mail ECR 

letters that weigh in the 15 to 16 ounce range? 

A I don't recall that there's any restriction on 

mailing a letter shaped piece and the weight. I don't 

recall. 

Q You don't know. But it's your understanding that 

these were actual tallies. 

A Right, by the MM Shape. 

Q The second sentence in your answer to 13 said that 

ISCS is a sampling system, and the results are therefore 

subject to sampling error. Sampling variation, excuse me. 

I wanted to make sure, you did not mean by that to 

suggest the tallies were somehow not real and they were 
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somehow generated by the sampling system, but they were 

actually, the fact there were only two in that one or 

three, -- 

A What I meant by adding that comment was that it 

was an estimate. 

Q The two always is an estimate? 

A Yes. 

Q They're not actual tallies then? 

A I'm sorry, the interrogatory was referring to the 

116 weighted. 

Q So the 116 weighted is the estimate. 

A Yes. 

Q Based on the, if you will, the two actuals. 

A Yes. 

Q Could you turn back to Attachment A to NAA-ll? 

(Pause) 

A Yes. 

Q I'd like to focus now on the second page of that 

attachment on the flats category, and these are all flats 

above seven ounces. 

A Yes. 

Q And as we go from seven ounces up, the numbers go 

from 19 to as low as one, back up a little bit, zero at 14, 

and then six at the 15 to 16 ounce range, correct? Just 

reading across on the single piece line, 2310. 
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A And this is Attachment A to -- 

Q To NAA11, the second page. I'm looking at the 

number of unweighted direct tallies that appear -- 

A They start at 19: 

Q Yes. 

A Yes. 

Q Would the six at the 15 to 16 ounce range, these 

again are actual tallies, correct? 

A That's my understanding, yes. 

Q I was curious as to what kind of pieces those 

tallies might have been. I was wondering as we sit here, 

does your answer to Advo number one to you that was 

designated this morning shed any information that might tell 

us if those six, anything about those six pieces by pre-sort 

level? 

(Pause) 

Q I'm actuaLly looking at Attachment A on that on 

the mail processing cost segment 3.1 costs, and I'm 

wondering if you can tell me or if you know if the 15 to 16 

ounce column there, which are weighted costs, are related to 

the entries we see on Attachment A to NA?-ll? 

A That is my understanding. They're related. These 

do have piggyback and premium pay factors apply. And they 

are regular plus non-profit. 

Q So it might be that, for example, on the flats, on 
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NAA -- Where the unweighted tallies in the attachment to 

NAA11 show some 17 tallies on the flats, that those may be 

basic and saturation pieces when you look at the Advo 

interrogatory answer. Whereas at the 13 to 14 ounce range 

we may actually be having high density pieces appearing. 

Is that a reasonable way to read these two 

documents? 

A According to Attachment A of Advo T-43-1, there 

are also basic flats in the 13 to 14 ounce category so I 

can't really categorize where those particular tallies would 

fall. I haven't done a cross-check between the total and 

the buy rate category. 

Q It's your understanding that those two documents 

should relate to each other in this sort of way. 

A When you look at it in total, yes. 

Q I would like now to -- Do you have Library 

Reference 58 with you? 

A I have the text of it, yes. 

Q Well, there was a table in that that was entitled 

Standard Mail ECR Test Year Cost by Weight Increment. Do 

you have that with you? 

At least on one printed 

47. 

It's LR-58A-ECR Copy.XOS-Summary. 

out version of it it was page 1 of 

A I don't have those pages with me, no. 

Q I don't think you need to have it in front of you, 
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but if you did -- I was going to ask you, that would have 

been the summary presentation of the results that you 

presented in 58. There was a page, a table, which presented 

the total results. And they are presented as test year unit 

costs, correct? 

A That's my understanding, yes. 

Q And these were volume variable costs only. 

A Yes. 

Q You made no attempt to distribute non-volume 

variable costs. 

A That's correct. 

Q So the mail processing costs that we've been 

discussing up until now are part of the total that you 

presented in the summary page of 58. 

A Yes. 

Q That's one of the factors going into it. 

A Yes. 

Q The others were, carrier costs and all the others 

were distributed on the basis of the distribution keys that 

you described in your testimony and in your interrogatory 

answers, correct? 

A That's correct. 

Q Could you turn in your response to RIA?+2? 

A I have it. 

Q This was a question asking you about the standard 
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regular and non-profit parcels. They had asked whether you 

had calculated coefficient to variation for any of the test 

year unit costs for any of the weight ranges for standard 

regular and your answer was no, that you had not, given 

limited resources and the way they were used. 

Does that same answer apply to the ECR costs? 

A That is correct. 

Q The limited resources, you mentioned earlier today 

that apparently you didn't have a whole lot of time to 

prepare your testimony. 

A No, that's not what I said. 

Q Oh, that's what I understood you to say. What did 

you mean to say? 

A I believe what I said was, it was in reference to 

Library Reference 117. 

Q Not 58. 

A Right. 

Q What are the limited resources, what resources 

were limited, looking at RIAA-2? 

A I was referring more to Postal Service resources. 

We were not asked to provide that data. 

Q The resource wasn't time -- 

A No. 

Q Okay. 

I'd ask you to turn now to your answer to Val-Pak 
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(Pause) 

A This is Val-Pak T-43-4? 

Q Yes. 

(Pause) 

A Yes, I have that. 

Q Here they had asked you what percentage of the 

volume variable costs were distributed on the basis of IOCS 

tallies comparing standard regular to standard ECR, and the 

answer was 75.5 percent of the standard regular costs were 

distributed on the basis of IOCS tallies and 46.8 percent 

for ECR, is that correct? 

A That's correct. 

Q That would be consistent with standard regular 

making a greater use of mail processing services than ECR 

mails, correct? 

A The cost segment for mail processing window 

service and city carrier in office are distributed based on 

IOCS tallies. So it would be the combination of those 

three. 

Q Right. Which standard regular uses those more 

than ECR does. 

A There are more costs that are, more volume 

variable costs that are associated with those three 

categories for standard regular. 
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Q Finally, if you turn quickly to Library Reference 

117, and Table 1 of that Library Reference. 

A Yes. 

Q Here again you follow the same methodology as 

Witness Daniel had in R2000-1, correct? 

A Yes, in general that's correct. 

Q And directing your attention at the bottom of 

Table 1 there are the costs for, unit delivery costs for 

standard ECR mail, do you see that? 

A Yes, this is our test year unit carrier costs. 

Yes. 

Q To your knowledge are the cost differences you 

present there based at least in part on Witness Shipe's 

testimony from R90-l? Or do you not know how far back the 

calculations go that underlie this 

A I'm not sure what your question's referring to in 

terms of what differences. 

Q The differences between basic high density and 

saturation tiers. 

A And your question is -- 

Q Do you know how we got to a point where we were 

calculating the differences between the saturation and the 

high density in the basic tiers? Do you know the analysis 

that went into that and when it was first done? 

A I'm not familiar with that, the information on 
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that, no. 

Q Turning your attention to the last column on the 

right of that, ECR Basic High Density and Saturation. 

A Yes. 

Q I just want to make sure, this was revised on 

November 20th, correct? Has there been a subsequent 

revision or is November 20th the most recent version of that 

table? 

A That's the most recent version, yes. 

MR. BAKER: Mr. Chairman, I have no more 

questions. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Thank you. 

The Recording Industry Association of America, 

Val-Pak Direct Marketing Systems, Inc., and Val-Pak Dealers 

Association, Inc. Mr. Olson? 

MR. OLSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.... 

CROSS-EXAMINATION 

BY MR. OLSON: 

Q Dr. Schenk, hi. William Olson representing Val- 

Pak and before I begin I want to thank you for all your fine 

work on automatible BRM in a prior life on behalf of other 

clients. 

And I want to start with cleaning up a few loose 

ends. For example, we're taking a look at your response to 

Advo USPS T-43-l that was filed on the 17th and that Advo 
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designated today. Do you have that? 

A Yes, I do. 

Q You have three charts there for mail processing 

costs, window services, and then city carrier which I think 

are in-office costs, is that correct? 

A That is correct. 

Q It says there test year '03 costs. Are those 

before rates or after rates? 

A Those are before rates. 

Q And we're talking about all three charts are 

before rates? 

A Yes 

Q And let me ask you a question about your errata 

filed December 14th for Val-Pak/USPS T31-38. I believe on 

that date you intended to file an errata with a new chart 

but provided the old chart, is that correct? 

A Yes, I inadvertently provided the old chart 

instead of the new chart. 

Q Don't feel bad, I didn't notice. 

But let me ask you this, the new chart that you 

provided today is different from the old chart in this 

respect. Let me just try to tell you what I think you said 

before when you discussed this when it was going in on 

written Cross-Exam. I think you said originally the chart 

was developed for flat only and as revised it is for all 
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shapes, letters, flats and parcels, is that correct? 

A That is my understanding. We're definitely going 

to check this again to make sure we have the right numbers 

and everything, but that's my understanding. I know the 

original was for flats only and I believe this is for all 

shapes. 

Q Was this, did you notice this when we filed T-43- 

26? Because you reference an errata, this errata, in 

response to that interrogatory. Do you have your response 

to that interrogatory? 

A Yes, I do. 

In Val-Pak T-43-26 there were, you had asked some 

questions clarifying what the table in T-43-38 was asking 

for, and in the revised version some of the column headings 

were revised to make that clarification That's included in 

the, that was supposed to be included in the revised version 

and the table was inadvertently filed as the old version. 

Q I’m sorry I can't locate -- I recall the 

questions, I can't locate my own copy of it. But the first 

question I believe we asked you was whether the table, the 

data that you provided originally in response to T-31-38, 

was above or below the dividing line. Is that clarified in 

this response now? 

A Yes. 

Q What's the answer? 
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A Let me get the original back here. 

(Pause) 

A There were two columns of data provided in Val-Pak 

T-31-38. The first column is for the pieces under the break 

point and the second column is for the pieces above the 

break point. That will be clarified in the revised 

response. That's one of the clarifications that's in there. 

Q Are you saying that it will be provided or it has 

been provided to the reporter today? 

A The numbers in the version that was provided to 

the reporter today have the updated numbers. We did not 

update the heading, and I think for clarification we will 

want to just refile that with the final version in typed 

numbers, just to make things clear for everyone. 

Q Great. And when you do that if you could take a 

look, and I'm sorry, I for some reason mislaid that 

interrogatory of ours because I didn't designate it. But 

our interrogatory T-43-26 did ask two or three, I think 

there were three subparts to it and they asked some other 

questions about that table to make it clear. Oh, thank you. 

We also asked for the total costs on the other 

side of the 30 and the 35 dividing line. Will you likewise 

make clear those -- 

A Right. As I just mentioned, the numbers in the 

first column are below the dividing line and the numbers in 
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the second column are above the dividing line. That will be 

clear in the revised version. 

Q So the four quadrants will answer that question. 

A Yes. 

Q Thank you. 

MR. OLSON: Thank you, Mr. Baker. 

BY MR. OLSON: 

Q Let me also say that we asked you, as you may have 

noticed, quite a few questions about the attached address 

labels in this docket. I'm sure you noticed. 

A I did notice, yes. 

Q I wonder if you in the course of your work for 

Christensen Associates for the Postal Service had ever done 

any special cost studies on detached address labels other 

than in the course of the study you had to do to answer all 

of our interrogatories? 

A No. 

Q Let me start with some questions that are trying 

to get at the way you developed costs in Library Reference 

58 and how -- I'm going to tell you where I'm going so that 

you can help me along. How you take total volume variable 

costs in each of the categories you analyze and then 

distribute those by subclass, by shape and by weight. I 

have to go through a series of questions with you to help 

understand that, if you don't mind. 
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A That's what I'm here for. 

Q Okay, well, we'll see if you feel that way in a 

couple of hours. 

A (Laughter) 

Q First of all, why don't you focus on street time 

in cost segment seven. We're talking about city carriers to 

start out with, and last week I cross-examined Witness 

Harahush about some of this, and he said he did data 

systems, didn't do costs. I could talk to you or other cost 

witnesses. And I hope I can ask you about these. Some 

questions may be elementary, but let me begin 

Let me ask you first of all, do you have Library 

Reference Jl with you? If not I have a copy from dockets I 

could share with you. 

A I don't have a copy with me, no. 

(Pause) 

A Thank you. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Olson, do you have another copy 

for counsel, by any chance? 

MR. OLSON: No, I don't. However, with your vast 

resources you might be able to pull another one. It's a 

fairly simple question that I'm going to raise. I don't 

know that it's going to present a problem for you. 

MS. MCKENZIE: I'll let you go forward and we'll 

see if we can pull it from the Commission's web site. 
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MR. OLSON: Thank you. 

BY MR. OLSON: 

Q I put some tabs on there to facilitate things, and 

I'd ask you if you would turn to page 7-2 to start out with. 

You obviously worked through this summary description of how 

cost segments and components are developed for the Postal 

Service, correct? 

A I am familiar with it, yes. 

Q Page 7-2 deals with street time for city delivery 

carriers and it has two columns in the chart there, total 

accrued and volume variable. If you total the volume 

variable street time it comes to $2.6 billion roughly, is 

that correct? 

A That's what it shows, yes. 

Q And the Postal Service has a street time sampling 

system that captures the time spent by carriers in certain 

activities that to some degree correlate with these 

components, correct? 

When I talked to -- There was an interrogatory we 

filed with Witness Harahush and the Postal Service responded 

but they came back and said that the street time sampling 

system has cost pools that are load running time, which is 

access and route; driving time to route; street support and 

collection. IS that familiar to you? 

A It's generally familiar but it's not something I'd 
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know in the course of doing my work. 

Q Okay. The street time sampling system the Postal 

Service has, as I understand it, and maybe you can just 

confirm this if you know this, helps determine how much of 

the cost segment seven costs are volume variable. Is that 

an accurate statement? If you know. 

A That's really something that I don't study as part 

of mine. I take -- In my work I'm de-averaging costs that 

are already distributed to subclass so I'm taking those 

costs as given. So really the details of those is beyond 

what I'm prepared to discuss today 

Q All this happened before you start distributing 

the costs beyond the subclass level to shape and weight, 

correct? 

A That's correct. 

Q Let me ask you a couple more questions and if you 

have the same answer that's fine. If you happen to know, 

that's fine too. When we get the responses from the Postal 

Service institutionally we have to ask someone these 

questions so if you can simply respond to the best of your 

knowledge that would be great. 

My understanding is that the street time system 

records time in these various activities creating these cost 

pools that I went over a second ago, but it doesn't record 

any information about the volume or class of mail. Is that 
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something you can confirm or not? 

A I'm really not the best witness to ask that 

because it's beyond my assignment in terms of developing 

these costs. 

Q Okay. I'll get back to the subject of what you 

did in Library Reference 58, but if we determine how much 

volume variable costs there are for each of these 

activities, those cost pools then have to be distributed to 

classes and subclasses and it's your testimony you don't do 

that, somebody else does that. 

A That's correct. 

Q Do you know who does that? 

A It's my understanding that Witness Meehan does 

that in her base year cost analysis. 

Q Do you know who rolls those costs forward then to 

the test year? Because we're dealing with test year costs 

later on. 

A In Library Reference 58 we take the costs that are 

distributed to shape and weight increment and roll those 

forward to test year costs. We take the base year cost by 

shape and weight increment and roll those forward to test 

year costs. 

Q So you do that in Library Reference 58. 

A Yes. 

Q And you also take the cost pools for each class 
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My understanding is that the city carrier route 

test counts volume by subclass but doesn't measure the time 

spent by the carrier. Do you know if that's -- 

A I think the details of the city carrier costing 

systems are beyond the scope of what I do here. 

Q Right. Let me ask you to take a look at your 

response to Val-Pak T-43-4. 

A Yes, I have that. 

Q You talked about the beginning of that with Mr. 

Baker a minute ago. 

24 I want to direct you to the table that is attached 

25 to it. My understanding is in Library Reference 58 you take 
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and subclass and divide them by shape and by weight. 

A We distribute the subclass costs to shape and 

weight. 

Q In that Library Reference 58. 

A That's correct. 

Q There's also something that you may not be 

directly involved with called the city carrier route test or 

the city carrier mail count. Are you familiar with those? 

A I'm generally familiar with them but I don't know 

the details of those. That's beyond what I do in this 

Library Reference. 

Q I understand. Let me state my understanding and 

see if you can help. 
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route costs and access costs and distribute those by volume, 

is that correct? 

A We distribute the subclass and shape costs for 

delivery, city delivery route and access to weight increment 

using volume. Yes. 

Q To shape also? Or just to weight increments? 

A I believe it's to shape as well, yes. 

Q Let me try to give you a simple illustration to 

see if I understand what you're doing here. This isn't a 

complex numerical hypothetical but it's got a couple of 

numbers in it. 

I'm just assuming there are 100,000 pieces of mail 

in the Postal Service. 45,000 are first class in the first 

instance, and then I'll give you some other number at the 

moment. 

Are you saying in your response to this 

interrogatory that because 45 percent of the volume in the 

Postal Service is first class, that you would distribute 45 

percent of the route costs and access costs to first class? 

A No. In Library Reference 58 we take costs that 

are already at the subclass level and distribute those to 

weight increment using the volumes for that particular 

subclass level distributed to weight increments. 

Q And those come form Witness Meehan to you, by 

subclass. 
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A The subclass costs, yes. 

Q Is that in a particular Library Reference that's 

filed in this docket? The data that you use? 

(Pause) 

A I don't recall the particular Library Reference 

number. I know it's associated with her testimony T-11. I 

don't remember offhand the particular Library Reference 

number. I believe it's referenced in the Library Reference 

Q Is the information in the Library Reference that 

Witness Meehan sponsors associated with her testimony that 

breaks that cost by class and subclass, is that in essence 

the same form that you received the data from her? 

A That's my understanding, yes. 

Q And is it your understanding that when she 

distributes costs to class and subclass that she does it 

irrespective of how many let's say first class letter flats 

or parcels are in the mail stream. Simply there are that 

many first class pieces and therefore they get allocated by 

volume to subclass? 

A I don't recall her methodology for -- I don't 

recall the details of her methodology for distributing to 

subclass. That would be something that she described in her 

testimony and Library References. 

Q So I take it then that you wouldn't know 

necessarily that if, for example, within standard ECR there 
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were an extra million pieces in the pool of standard ECR 

mail, that that would cause a greater distribution to 

standard ECR mail by witness Meehan than if those pieces 

were not there? 

A I don't recall the details of her methodology, so 

I can't answer that. 

Q Let's change and look at elemental loads and time. 

My understanding of that as discussed also on page 7-2 of 

Library Reference 1 is that load time is the time carriers 

spend in delivery and box collection, and an elemental load 

time is the volume variable component of load time. Is that 

simplistically stated accurate? 

A Yes, and on page 7-2 it does say that elemental 

load time is time that is dependent on the volume of mail 

delivered or collected at stops. 

Q I want to explore whether elemental load time is 

distributed the same way in the CPA as it is in your Library 

Reference 58. Do you first of all have an opinion as to 

whether they're distributed the same way? 

A I don't recall the exact details of how they're 

distributed in the CRA. We take the subclass volume 

variable, elemental load costs and distribute them to shape 

and weight. 

Q Shape first, weight second. 

A Yes. 
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Q In Library Reference 58, what key do you use to 

distribute by shape first? What data source do you use? 

A As is mentioned in the institutional response, or 

the response to Val-Pak/USPS-11, the volume variable street 

city carrier, street costs for elemental load are 

distributed by city load distribution key. 

Q Can you explain to me how the city load 

distribution key is developed? 

A I don't recall the exact details of that but we do 

get that distribution key from an outside source. As I note 

in the response to Val-Pak 11, that comes from USPS-LR-J-57. 

Q In your response to Val-Pak T-43-4 in that chart 

we looked at a minute ago, it says that you use a weight key 

to distribute elemental load to shape. 

A Actually it says that we distribute subclass and 

shape costs to weight increments using weight. 

Q So this is the second step of your approach. This 

is distributing costs that have first been distributed by 

class and subclass, then by shape, and this is from shape to 

weight. That's what this attachment deals with? 

A To weight increment, yes. 

Q So there would be a different set of keys that 

gets you from the first step, from class and subclass to 

shape, correct? 

A That's correct, and that's what I was referring to 
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in the response to Val-Pak 11 which gives the distribution 

to shape for these particular costs. 

Q Is it T-43-11? 

A No, it's just Val-Pak/USPS-11 

Q So there you say route and access costs are by 

volume from RPW. Correct? 

A That's correct. The RPW number of pieces. 

Q And elemental load by city load distribution key, 

okay, then you reference Library Reference J-57, I see that, 

and delivery support costs by total carrier costs. 

A That's correct. 

Q Is this something that you do or somebody else 

does? 

A That is done in LR-58, yes. 

Q Just out of curiosity, why was this an 

institutional response, do you think, for the Postal 

Service? Isn't this what you do? 

A Yes, and I assisted in providing the response. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to note for 

the record that that was an institutional question so that's 

why it was given an institutional response. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: All right. Thank you. 

MR. OLSON: Well I guess it could have been 

directed to a witness, but it was a follow-up to one that 

was -- T-5(a) (e), I'll just mention for the record, which 
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was redirected to the Postal Service. 

BY MR. OLSON: 

Q Did you select these particular distribution keys 

that are referenced in Val-Pak/USPS 11-A? Or those were 

there before you got there? 

A It's my understanding that those are the same 

distribution keys as was used in the, by Witness Daniel in 

the studies that I'm updating that are represented in 58. 

Q In Library Reference 1, it indicates that there is 

$1.3 billion of elemental load time, on page 7-2, correct? 

A That's correct. I'm sorry, that's volume 

variables to load, yes. 

Q Which is I guess a redundancy because elemental 

load is always volume variable, right? That's from what you 

just read me, also on page 7-2, where you said elemental 

load time is time that is dependent on the volume of mail 

delivered and collected at the stops. 

A That's my general understanding, but that's data 

that I take as given. That's not part of my study. 

Q In this chart it's called load time volume 

variable, $1.3 billion, correct? 

A Yes. 

Q Then that is distributed to class and subclass by 

Witness Meehan in the Library Reference that she sponsors 

that we don't know the number of, correct? 
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A That's my understanding, yes. 

Q And then you take that and distribute that by 

shape based on the keys set out in Val-Pak/USPS T-11-A in 

the institutional response to that interrogatory. 

A That's correct. 

Q Then once they are distributed by shape, you use 

the distribution keys set out in response to Val-Pak/USPS T- 

43-4(a) in that chart on page two of your response on page 

two of your response to the interrogatory. 

A Technically the table was provided in response to 

Part B. 

Q Okay. But that's nonetheless, if I said Part B 

that would be a true statement, correct? 

A Yes. 

Q And when it says volumes there, are those also RPW 

volumes or are they city carrier mail count volumes? 

A Those are RPW volumes. 

Q And when it says weight, I assume that's an RPW 

weight also? 

A Yes, that's true. 

Q There is no other source of weight, is there? 

There's no other point that letters are weighed. 

A I don't recall any other source. 

Q Again in your response to T-43-4(b) in the chart, 

where you talk about city delivery support being distributed 
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based on other city delivery costs. What does that mean, 

other city delivery costs? 

A That would be all other city delivery costs which 

would be cost segment 6.1, 6.2, 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3. 

Q So that would include both cost segment 6, in 

office costs, and cost segment 7, street time costs. 

A That's correct, yes. 

Q What carrier costs would it exclude when it says 

other? We know what it includes, the four sections you just 

reference. Five, I'm sorry. 

A It includes all city carrier costs. It does not 

include rural carrier costs. 

Q So instead of other city delivery costs it might 

be better to say all city carrier costs? 

A I think the best way to, an alternative way to 

describe it is all other city carrier costs. 

Q Other meaning -- 

A Other than 7.4. Yes. 

Q There's a response from the Postal Service to an 

interrogatory that I want to draw your attention to. It was 

originally given to Witness Harahush. Val-Pak T-5-7(b). 

Do you recall that offhand? 

A I don't recall it offhand, no. 

Q There were two that were very similar that were 

sent to him and were answered by the Postal Service. I'll 
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just read you the two sentences that are in common between 

the two answers to interrogatories. 

We asked about cost segment seven costs and how 

they would be handled with flats with DALs and merchandise 

samples with DALs, and the response says, "Elemental load 

time has separate cost pools for letter flats, parcels and 

accountables. However within each of these specific cost 

pools the carrier cost system distribution key by subclass 

of mail is used to distribute volume variable costs to 

subclass." 

Does that make sense to you? 

A I haven't really studied that response. The cost 

by subclass we take as given. It's not part of what I'm 

prepared to discuss today. 

Q The carrier cost system is not something you work 

with then? 

A We use some of the data from it but I don't work 

on a detailed level with that system, no. 

Q It's the portion that says that elemental load has 

separate cost pools for letter flats, parcels and 

accountables that I was interested in. 

Do you use those separate cost pools that are 

referenced in this response or do your own allocation by 

shape to letters, flats and parcels? 

A As is mentioned in the response to Val-Pak 11 we 
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used the city load distribution key to distribute the 

elemental load to shape. I don't recall the exact details 

of that distribution key. I can't recall exactly what 

information is used in that. 

Q But you are not provided by someone else these 

cost pools by letter flats, parcels and accountables for 

elemental load, and simply you work with those, you'd rather 

do it the way you say in response to Val-Pak/USPS-ll? 

A That's my recollection, yes. 

Q Other than yourself do you know which cost witness 

would have the responsibility for developing the costs that 

I've just described, elemental load time, separated in the 

cost pools for letters, flats, parcels and accountables, 

what witness might do that? 

A I'm not sure. We get the cost by subclass from 

Witness Meehan. I don't know if that would be included 

under her analysis or not. 

Q Let me ask you to consider two separate 

hypotheticals and see if this is within the scope of your 

testimony also. I'm going to postulate that all of standard 

ECR mail consists of eight billion flats which are all 

accompanied by DALs. That's the totality of standard ECR 

mail -- Eight billion flats and eight billion DALs. And 

I'll also say that it's my understanding that those pieces, 

the DALs are counted in the tit carrier mail count. 
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Do you know if they are or not? 

A It is my understanding from Witness Harahush's 

response to Val-Pak T-5-7 that those DALs, that a DAL would 

be counted in the city carrier costing system. 

Q And in fact counted as a letter, correct? 

A I believe that was his response, yes. 

Q Let me ask you to contrast that with a separate 

hypothetical which is that those eight billion flats plus 

DALS convert to eight billion addressed flats. Catalogs or 

whatever you'd want to envision them as. And that each DAL 

and accompanied mail sleeve piece is simply replaced by one 

catalog, one addressed catalog, one addressed flat. 

So in other words the total volume of ECR mail is 

reduced by the number of DALs that have been eliminated 

because this is addressed mail. Do you have that scenario 

in mind? 

A I have that scenario in mind, yes. 

Q Between the first case which involved the DALs and 

the second case which had no DALs, could you say whether 

standard ECR would have a smaller amount of volume variable 

elemental load costs distributed to it? 

A I don't know, given that I don't develop those 

costs by subclass, as you've mentioned, so I don't know what 

else would go into those calculations. 

Q I'll just mention for the record that there is a 
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response that I believe the Postal Service gave to Val- 

Pak/USPS 12-A which says you can't confirm that in general 

terms. However, if everything in the two mailings was 

identical that the delivery costs for the covers and DALs 

would be greater than the delivery cost for the standard ECR 

flats which are the addressed ones in the scenario. 

Does that make sense? If you know, if you can 

speak to that. 

A That's what that response says. I haven't studied 

the issue so I don't -- 

Q You can't add anything to what it says 

A Or confirm it, no. 

Q Okay. 

And if the DALs were no longer in the mail stream 

under my hypothetical B and if there was a cost reduction, 

could you say whether the cost reduction was in letters or 

flats or both? 

A Given that I'm not the person who develops the 

subclass costs -- 

Q A moment ago you did indicate that Witness 

Harahush in response to an interrogatory you cited said that 

those DALs were considered letters, so if they were 

eliminated I would think that would reduce the cost 

distributed to letters, would it not? 

A Perhaps, but it may be that some of the caveats 
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from the other response are responsive as well. It's not 

under my jurisdiction to say whether that is or not. 

Q Okay. That's a fine answer. 

Do I understand you to have said today that every 

distribution of cost from the class and subclass level down 

to shape and down to weight is something that you are 

responsible for and that you did in Library Reference 58? 

A In order to provide the cost by weight 

distribution that I provide in LR 58 I need to take the 

subclass costs and first divide them into shapes, so I do 

that analysis for, to derive the cost by weight increment. 

Q And it's always done by shape first and then 

weight, correct? For all types of costs. 

A In my analysis, yes. 

Q Let's then talk about in your analysis you've got 

street time, city carrier street time which is volume 

variable in cost segment seven that we've discussed, and 

you're told how much is applicable to ECR. You distribute 

it to letters, flats and parcels. At that point you don't 

have date, I take, for the weight of letter, average weight, 

for example, of letters, flats and parcels from some city 

carrier sample, do you? 

A We don't use any weight information from the city 

carrier sample, no. 

Q But you do use the RPW volume to distribute route 
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and access and weight to distribute elemental loads, 

correct? 

A We use the volume for distributing the route and 

access and then the weight to distribute elemental load to 

weight increments. 

Q Are you aware of the fact that the RPW system does 

not count detached address labels as separate pieces? 

A Yes, I am. 

Q And are you aware that the city carrier mail count 

does include DALs as separate pieces? 

A Yes. 

Q And when you're distributing standard A ECR letter 

costs for example, aren't you assuming that the distribution 

of standard ECR letters by ounce increments in RPW which 

excludes DALs is the same as the distribution of ECR letters 

in the city carrier mail count which includes DALs? 

A I’m sorry, could you repeat the question? 

Q Sure. It's just about standard ECR letters. 

We've established that the RPW system excludes DALs from its 

count and the city carrier mail count includes DALs. 

When you distribute costs by weight arenIt you 

assuming that the distribution of standard ECR letters by 

ounce increment in RPW is the same as the distribution of 

standard ECR letters in the city carrier mail count which 

includes DALs? 
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Aren't you making that assumption? 

A It's not an assumption that I make in my analysis. 

It's not an assumption I need to make. We're distributing 

total cost to all pieces that are noted in the RPW. 

Q You're using RPW volume data. That's clear. 

A Yes. 

Q And what I'm asking is, does it not matter that 

RPW volume data are predicated on a different base than the 

city carrier mail count? It doesn't matter? 

A We use the RPW volume because it's the best data 

available. We don't have a distribution by weight for the 

city carrier volumes. 

Q What I’m trying to explore with you is whether, I 

know it's perhaps the best available data set but I’m trying 

to explore with you whether it might not have some 

limitations and whether it doesn't require an assumption on 

your part that the weight distribution is the same for RPW 

as it is for the city carrier mail count. 

A As I mentioned, I don't make that assumption. 

That's the best data available to that distribution. 

Q You don't make it expressly, that's correct. 

Don't you make it implicitly when you choose to use that 

distribution key? 

A Yes. 

Q And for standard ECR flats, do you use the same 
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distribution key as you do for standard ECR letters? The 

same ones that are set out in response to Val-Pak/USPS T-43- 

4? Those are both for letters, flats, parcels -- 

A Yes. 

Q Let me change topics and talk about rural carrier 

costs. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Can I ask about how much longer 

you have, Mr. Olson? 

MR. OLSON: I would estimate about 40 minutes. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Why don't we take a ten minute 

break at this point. 

(Recess taken from 2:44 to 2:56 p.m.1 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Mr. Olson, you may proceed. 

MR. OLSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I commend 

the Chair on picking up on the breaking point between city 

and rural carrier costs. That's where we now head, Dr. 

Schenk. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: I lucked up on that one. 

MR. OLSON: It was perfect. 

BY MR. OLSON: 

Q Dr. Schenk, I wanted to ask you if you would take 

that Library Reference 1 and take a look at the other tab 

that I placed there which was on 10-2. In the rural carrier 

section, cost segment 10, and simply to find and confirm 

this fact that in base year 2000, fiscal 2000, that the 
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volume variable costs of evaluated routes, component 10.1 

was about $1.7 billion, correct? 

A That's what the table says for FY2000 yes. 

Q Of the total 3.5 billion accrued costs for 

evaluated routes, correct? 

A That's what the table says, yes 

Q Okay. The page before talks about how most rural 

routes are evaluated in terms of time standards, and the H, 

J, and K routes cause these evaluated time standards to 

determine the rural carriers' salary, correct? 

A That's what's said on page 10-1, yes. 

Q I've been trying to get a handle on this and this 

again may not be your area, but if it's outside your area 

that's fine. I assume you do work with rural costs and 

you're distributing rural carrier costs just like you're 

distributing city carrier costs correct? In your Library 

Reference 58? 

A In Library Reference 58 we do distribute rural 

costs to weight increment. 

Q And shape, correct? 

A With rural costs we are provided the cost by rural 

evaluation cost pools, and we do a cross-walk to get those 

costs in terms of DMM shapes. And it's those costs that we 

then distribute to weight increments. 

Q Who provides you that information, and do you know 
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if that's in a Library Reference? 

A I don't recall the Library Reference number. It 

would be listed in the worksheets where that work is done, 

in LR 15-8. I don't recall it at this point. 

Q Do you know if that's Witness Meehan also? 

A I don't recall. 

Q The reason you need a cross-walk to the DMM for 

rural shapes is that they don't use traditional letter, 

flat, parcel distinctions, correct? 

A That's my understanding, yes. 

Q Can you explain the way that that cross-walk works 

or is that simply something that you look at the results of 

that cross-walk which tells you how many letters, flats and 

parcels are within each class and subclass? 

A We use information on distribution of pieces that 

we have the information to do a cross-walk between rural 

carrier shapes and DMM shapes and use that information to 

take the cost by rural evaluation cost pool. That is done 

in LR 58. That cross-walk. 

Q When I talked to Witness Harahush the other day we 

talked about the national rural mail count and how they use 

these different categories -- DPS, sector segment, other 

letter, et cetera. They also use the term box holder as 

evaluation factors, and each one of them has an evaluated 

time. Is that your understanding? 
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A That's my general understanding, yes. 

Q After you have used this cross-walk to the DMM, 

are you able to generate shape-based costs for rural 

carriers, cost segment 10, just as you do for city carriers? 

A I’m sorry, can you repeat the question? 

Q After you've used this cross-walk between the 

terminology in the rural world to the world of the DMM are 

you able to generate the same kind of letter, flat, parcel 

volumes for cost segment ten as you are for cost segment 

seven? 

A The letter, flat and parcel volumes we get from 

RPW. 

Q Let's go through more slowly. Perhaps I’m missing 

something. 

Let's take rural carrier costs again isolated from 

city carrier costs. And in rural carrier costs you were 

given from Witness Meehan costs by class and subclass, is 

that correct? 

A I believe it's Witness Meehan that provides us 

with cost by subclass and rural evaluation cost pool. 

Q What are rural evaluation cost pools then? 

A Those are cost pools that correspond to those 

evaluation factors that Witness Harahush mentioned. 

Q SO there would be a cost pool for sector segment, 

there would be a cost pool for other letter, et cetera, is 
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that what you're saying? 

A Yes. 

Q When you, let's take one of those as an 

illustration. Let's take box holder. 

Do you know how box holder -- Do you convert box 

holder to shape? Do you distribute it to shape? Do you 

determine how many box holders are flats, parcels and 

letters? 

A In our rural cross-walk we do a distribution of 

those rural evaluation cost pools to DMM shapes. 

Q Where does that cross-walk appear in the library 

references, do you know? 

A In the specific spreadsheets, the subclass 

spreadsheets in LR 58 there is a sheet, I don't remember the 

exact name, I believe it may be called Rural Cross-Walk. 

That's where that spreadsheet I believe is where that cross- 

walk is done. 

Q In that spreadsheet it somehow takes box holder 

rural evaluation cost pool and it distributes it by shape to 

letters, flats and parcels, is that what you're saying? 

A Yes. It takes each of the rural evaluation cost 

factors and distributes it to DMM shape. 

Q When I cross-examined Witness Harahush the other 

day with respect to box holders, for example, he said box 

holders could be letters, flats or parcels and that the 
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rural carrier cost system gives no way to break out how many 

of letters, flats or parcels from box holder. 

A That's my understanding, yes. 

Q If there's no way to know how many box holder 

costs are from letters, flats and parcels, do you know how 

that cross-walk could possibly allocate or distribute by 

shape? 

A Yes, I believe it was documented by Witness Daniel 

in R-2000 that there was a special study done using the 

rural carrier costing system and that's the data that we use 

to do that cross-walk. I believe that is documented in 

Witness Daniel's original study. 

Q And that special study was filed in R-2000-1? 

A Yes. 

Q Do you recall the designation of it or the Library 

Reference or other reference to it? 

A NO. I believe she may reference it in her Library 

References for these particular studies which are LR-I-91 

through 93. 

Q You did say I-91 through 93, correct? 

A Yes. 

Q So they're docket R-2000-I Library References 

you're referencing, correct? 

A Yes. 

Q So your testimony is that box holder is spread to 
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letters, flats and parcels based on a special study Witness 

Daniel did in R-2000-1? 

A It's a special study she relied on, yes. 

Q Do you know if that's been updated, modified, 

changed in this docket? 

A Not to my knowledge. 

Q For mail that's counted as sector segment, another 

one of the rural evaluation cost pools, do you know how that 

gets spread by shape? 

A The rural cross-walk analysis in LR-58 takes each 

of the rural evaluation cost pools and distributes them to 

DMM shapes using that same information. 

Q So it's not just box holders. Every one, DPS, 

sector segment, other letter, papers, magazines, catalogs, 

parcels, box holders are all analyzed in that special study 

Witness Daniel's, R-2000-1? 

A All the rural evaluation cost pools that we 

receive, yes. 

Q Let's take a box holder for a second. The 

evaluated time standard I think they call it for a box 

holder has a particular time value, does it not? 

A That is my understanding, but I don't deal 

specifically with those studies. 

Q Right. But it's expressed in terms of minutes, is 

it not? Or fractions of a minute? 
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A I'm not sure. 

Q Are you aware that addressed DALs are treated 

differently than DALs with a simplified address? Is that 

something you're familiar with, in the evaluated time 

standards. 

A I don't know. 

Q If I were to ask you whether the evaluated time 

standards covered sorting or delivery or both, would you 

know that? 

A I don't know. 

Q So if I were to ask you any questions about how 

evaluated time is developed based on factors such as route 

length or boxes served or mail volume, you wouldn't be able 

to answer that? 

A NO. That's beyond the scope of what I do. 

Q Do you know if the national rural mail count makes 

any record of the weight of the mail? 

A It's my understanding it doesn't, but I'm not an 

expert on that study. 

Q In any event you don't use any weight data 

generated by the national rural mail count to distribute 

shape costs to weight increment, correct? 

A In LR-58 we use the weight data from RPW. AS far 

as I know there's no weight information in any of the 

carrier costing systems. 
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Q With the rural carrier costs just like the city 

carrier costs, I take it you are the witness who distributes 

costs to shape and to weight. It's simply that with the 

rural system you get data in a different form to begin with, 

correct? 

Or as perhaps better stated, there's an 

intermediate step which is Witness Daniel's study and the 

analysis that requires to give you -- Now that I’m asking 

I’m not sure that's true. 

With respect to city carriers you said you took 

information from Witness Meehan based on, at the subclass 

level what the costs were and you did the shape and weight 

distributions thereafter correct? 

A That in general is true. I believe I was unsure 

about the elemental load cost and I know recall that I 

believe we get those in terms of shape and we used that 

shape information to develop the city carrier distribution 

key. So for all the costs except elemental load we get them 

by subclass and then distribute to shape. 

Q Let's go back to that. We'll go back to the 

elemental load costs. I asked you -- One of the Postal 

Service's responses to our interrogatory said there were 

separate cost pools for letters, flats, parcels and 

accountables within elemental load and I asked you whether 

you used those. 
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A Yes. 

Q Now you have a new recollection? 

A Yes. 

Q What is that? 

A That is that we do get them by those categories. 

That's how we get the elemental load costs and that we used 

that information on shape and that distribution key which I 

believe you also asked me about and I couldn't recall at the 

time how that was developed. 

Q How is it developed? 

A In general using the information we get from 

Witness Meehan on those distribution keys, on those 

distribution costs. 

Q SO are you saying that for elemental load you 

receive from Witness Meehan more information than you do for 

route access, street support? 

A That's correct. 

Q And the information you receive is that not just 

costs broken out by subclass but you also receive cost pools 

for letters, flats, parcels and accountables? 

A Yes. 

Q And you use her breakout of cost pools rather than 

do your own distribution by shape? 

A We use the information that she provides to 

develop that distribution key that I mentioned in that 
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response to Val-Pak 11 where I said the elemental load is 

distributed to shape based on that city load distribution 

key. We used that information from Witness Meehan to 

develop that distribution key. 

Q And you're saying the city load distribution key 

is nothing more than the elemental load cost pools by 

percentage? 

A I don't recall exactly how that's developed. I 

just recall that we used that information. I don't recall 

the specific details of how it's developed. 

Q Is it possible you could provide that to us, for 

elemental loads 

A I believe it is developed in LR-58, I just don't 

remember the details. 

Q Do you mean LR-57? 

A No, the distribution key is developed in LR-58. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Olson, I believe this is 

developed in LR-J-117. 

THE WITNESS: Oh, I forgot. 

(Pause) 

THE WITNESS: Yes, I'm sorry. 117. I believe 

there's a spreadsheet that's named something that is close 

to what would indicate the context. 

24 

25 BY MR. OLSON: 
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Q Do you think I would be able to look at that 

spreadsheet and discern how you developed the city load 

distribution key? 

A The spreadsheet includes all the formulas that are 

used to develop that so that would indicate how it's 

developed. I just don't remember the details exactly. 

MR. OLSON: Mr. Chairman, things that are obvious 

to Postal costing witnesses are not necessarily obvious to 

the rest of us and I would ask since the elemental load 

costs are so significant in terms of dollars that we receive 

a narrative explanation of what is implicit and inherent and 

incorporated in the spreadsheet. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Ms. McKenzie? 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Chairman, we're going to try to 

identify now through a soft copy that we have exactly the 

title of the worksheet here so that we can identify it for 

him in 117. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Can we see what they come up with 

and we'll go from there? 

MR. OLSON: Sure. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Thank you. 

MS. MCKENZIE: The worksheet is called City Load. 

MR. OLSON: IS it perhaps something that you could 

show the witness and the witness could then answer the 

questions so we wouldn't have to do it as a homework 
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project? 

MS. MCKENZIE: We will attempt to do that. 

MR. OLSON: Mr. Chairman, would that be 

appropriate for the witness to take a look at -- 

CHAIRMANOMAS: I was just going to say, would you 

mind, Ms. Schenk? Thank you. 

MS. MCKENZIE: We're not hooked up to a printer, 

it's a laptop. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Oh, it's a laptop. 

MS. MCKENZIE: We can bring it to you, Dr. Schenk. 

We'll just bring the laptop over to Dr. Schenk. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: All this technology, I can't stand 

IL. 

MS. MCKENZIE: But the Commission makes such 

wonderful use of it. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: I'm beginning to learn. 

MR. OLSON: It makes me feel so much better to 

know there's -- 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: We appreciate that. 

MR. OLSON: -- there's some small portion of this 

that even the witness doesn't grasp. However obscure. 

THE WITNESS: Unfortunately there's a lot of 

detail on some of these studies. I don't recall every 

individual part of it. I do apologize for that. 

MR. OLSON: I fully understand. 
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THE WITNESS: In developing that city load 

distribution key we take the data we get from Witness 

Meehan, it looks like in her Worksheet 7 on the different 

stop types, the distribution by shape and by subclass. We 

develop total costs from there, get the total unit cost 

using CCS volumes or city carrier system volumes, and then 

using those total unit costs, then apply them to volumes 

using the DMM definition. Then from those total costs using 

the DMM definition, shape definition, we then get the, 

within subclass get the shape distribution or the 

percentages from that. It's in that city load sheet and LR- 

J-117 and all of the cells do have the formulas in them so 

somebody can trace back how those are done. 

BY MR. OLSON: 

Q So you started off by saying that you get shape 

and subclass data from Witness Meehan's Worksheet 7? 

A Yes. 

Q And then you make use of CCS volumes as opposed to 

RPW volumes? 

A Yes, we get from those total carrier costs we then 

get a total unit cost by dividing the total carrier cost by 

the CCS volume. 

Q And if you use the CCS volumes at that point, I 

have to look at what you -- 
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(Pause) 

Q Strike that. 

Then you said you developed unit costs and you 

apply those to volumes using DMM definitions. This is the 

city carrier world. Do we have to cross-walk it to the DMM 

or isn't it already in DMM terminology? 

(Pause) 

A The reason for that separate calculation is that 

in the data that we have we needed to adjust the city 

carrier volumes to make sure that the volumes we had roll up 

to RPW volumes, so we wanted that second adjustment with the 

DMM based volumes, make sure that we roll up to the RPW 

volumes. 

Q So you developed unit costs by CCS volumes and 

then gross it up to equal RPW? 

A Yes. Then those total unit costs, we get 

distributions across shape within each subclass. Those 

other distributions we use to, we use those distributions to 

determine the elemental load costs by shape. 

Q So all of what you've just described you would 

call the city load distribution key. 

A Yes. 

Q And it's referenced here to Library Reference J- 

57. CSO 6 and 7.XLS. Is that an accurate reference? I'm 

looking at Val-Pak/USPS-11-A. 
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A That's where we get the original data that we use 

to develop that key. 

Q And you've just been reading from Worksheet 7 of 

Witness Meehan? 

A No, we get the data from Worksheet 7, and as I 

mentioned, this analysis is done in that city load sheet in 

LR-J-117. 

Q Is this complicated or is it just me? I think you 

can answer that, but that's all right. 

(Laughter) 

Q Is there anything else about elemental load that 

you want to tell us now that I should know based on 

refreshing your recollection? 

A No. 

Q Okay. 

Once the, and 1'11 be glad to look at that and 

trace it through as best that I can, but -- 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Olson, by the way, I just 

wanted to comment. Thank you very much. I prefer as little 

homework over the holidays as possible. 

MR. OLSON: Well this was a way to avoid it, so 

thank you for your indulgence. 

BY MR. OLSON: 

Q Am I accurate in saying that once you develop that 

city load distribution key and you have distributed the 
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costs by shape that then the subsequent distribution by 

weight of elemental load costs proceeds normally as you've 

described in response to that other interrogatory T-43-4? 

A That's correct. 

Q So there's no peculiarities of how you move from 

shape to weight in the elemental load area? 

A No. 

Q It's done by weight. 

A Exactly. 

Q RPW weight. 

A Yes. 

Q When I talked to Witness Harahush she was 

explaining to me how DALs are treated differently depending 

on whether or not they're specifically addressed to each 

recipient or whether they are using a simplified address. 

And that I believe if they use a simplified address they're 

called box holders and if they're specifically addressed the 

same DAL is considered other letter. Is that something 

you're familiar with? 

A It's my understanding that he was referring to the 

rural carrier costing system in describing the treatment of 

DALs in that way. Yes. 

Q Let me get back to the other aspects of rural, I'm 

sorry, somehow we got off on elemental load there, but let's 

go back to rural and just go back to this illustration of 

Heritage Reporting Corporation 
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You said there was some method by which you are 

able to use the special study Witness Daniel did and take 

box holder as well as the other evaluated time pools and 

spread them to letters, flats and parcels, correct? 

A Yes, I'm repeating the methodology that she used 

in R-2000. 

Q Let's go back to our illustration that we had a 

little bit ago about the city carrier costs where we had 

eight billion total pieces of standard ECR mail, and let's 

translate that to the rural world. Let's say the whole 

world of standard ECR mail has eight billion DALs and eight 

billion accompanying flat shaped pieces, and just for fun 

that they were all delivered to rural addresses, so they're 

all in the national rural mail count. If you can take that 

assumption. 

We've already discussed how DALs can be counted as 

other letter or box holder depending on the address, 

correct? 

A That's my understanding. 

Q And the flat covers that accompany these DALs are 

counted according to a response Witness Harahush made, he 

amended it. He said first it was either flats or box 

holders, then he took flats out so he said they were box 

holders. That the unaddressed wraps were box holders. Is 
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that consistent with your recollection? 

A I don't recall that part of his response. 

Q I'll just ask you to assume it because that's my 

recollection of it. 

A Okay I'm sorry, what was that again then? 

Q He said that, in the hypothetical we've got these 

unaddressed wraps, flats, and there are eight million of 

them and they all have DALs and the DALs are counted as 

either box holders or other letters, but the wraps are all 

considered box holders. 

Just for the record I'll give you the reference 

where he amended his interrogatory response so that the 

record's complete. It's his response to Val-Pak/LJSPS T-5- 

8(d) where he said in the city carrier system wraps would 

almost invariably be counted as flats. In the rural carrier 

system wraps would almost invariably be counted as either 

flats or box holders. Then his amendment took out flats or. 

So he says they would almost invariably be counted as box 

holders, the flats would. 

So I'm asking you to assume that. 

A Okay. 

Q Since box holders are, the DALs can be either box 

holders or other letters the hypothetical has to deal with 

the way they're addressed. It can't just be based on shape, 

but we have to talk about how the DAL is addressed. 
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Let's assume that they're specifically addressed 

so that they're all considered other letter. 

If you can help me with this fine, if you can't 

fine. But as between these two cases, Scenarios A and B, 

the first one is eight billion unaddressed, wraps flats with 

DALs and the second one is you take away the DALs. Just 

like we did before. It's just eight billion addressed 

catalogs, okay? 

A Uh huh. 

Q As between the first case and the second case. 

First with the DALs, second without the DALs. Would 

standard ECR have a smaller amount of volume variable rural 

carrier costs distributed to it? 

A Given that I don't do the distribution of costs to 

subclass I can't answer that question. 

Q Okay. 

If there were a, let's assume it did. Let's 

assume it did result in more attribution if the DALs are in 

the mailing. 

Would a reduction in the amount of volume variable 

rural costs distributed to standard ECR in the second 

scenario show up as costs distributed to letters? In other 

words, would the reduction be for letters or flats or both? 

A I think that would really depend on how the costs 

are distributed to the rural evaluation cost pools, and 
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since I don't do that, I don't know the details of the 

methodology and how that's done. 

Q I'll just try one more time and if you can't help 

me that's fine. But my understanding is that the DAL 

specifically addressed is an other letter. If you take the 

eight billion DALs out, you take out eight billion other 

letters, and you then have fewer letter costs to distribute 

in that scenario. And you do distribute costs to letters, 

flats and parcels. 

Can you answer my question, isn't it true that if 

you take the eight billion DALs out that you'd have fewer 

letter costs to distribute? 

A I would still like to refer to the fact that it 

depends on how those rural evaluation cost pools are 

developed, and I'm sure it would also depend on what, other 

characteristics of what the pieces with DALs would be versus 

pieces without DALs. So I really am not able to answer 

that. 

Q Well if there are eight billion fewer other 

letters, doesn't that affect the letter distribution? 

Wouldn't it reduce the amount of the letter distribution? 

If you can't say that's fine. I'm just trying to get help 

where I can find it 

A As I said, we take the rural evaluation cost pools 

and cross-walk them to DMM shapes. I don't know how it 
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would affect those rural evaluation cost pools. 

(Pause) 

Q When you distribute the rural carrier costs from 

shape to weight, isn't it true that you don't have any 

tallies or direct data from the national rural mail count to 

guide you? 

A As mentioned in my response to Val-Pak-T-43-4, we 

use volumes to distribute rural delivery costs to weight 

increment and there I'm referring to RPW volumes. 

Q So nothing out of the national rural mail count, 

correct? 

A It's my understanding that the only weight 

information available is from RPW. 

MR. OLSON: Mr. Chairman, I thank you. That's all 

we have. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Thank you, Mr. Olson. 

MR. OLSON: Thank you, Dr Schenk. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Is there anyone else who would 

like to cross-examine this witness? 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: I have -- 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Just a moment. We'll go with 

Commissioner Goldway first. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Thank you, Chairman Omas. 

My questions are somewhat technical and they deal 

with the parcel post weight study that was performed and 
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submitted and is part of Library Reference J-113. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: According to Table 1 in the 

parcel post weight study in that Library Reference, only 21 

out of the 85 mailers responded to the survey that you 

conducted, and we're concerned that this large non-response 

rate could result in bias. I'd like you to discuss the 

likelihood of whether the non-response bias and the effect 

of non-response bias, what kind of results that could have 

on the survey results. 

THE WITNESS: In developing the sample for the 

study, we used a stratified random sample methodology. That 

was done in part to help mitigate any bias that might result 

from non-response. I don't actually have that table in 

front of me. I believe that the sample volumes in that 

table are reported by stratum. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: If it makes things easier, 

I have copies of Table 1, parcel post weight study, survey 

piece coverage by stratum, taken from your Library Reference 

and if I could give one to you and circulate it. 

I don't know if this needs to be submitted as an 

exhibit since it's part of the Library Reference. It's 

really just for discussion. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Yes, I think it does need to be 

admitted as an exhibit. 
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COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Maybe our counsel can tell 

me what the proper label would be for doing that. 

(Pause) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: This will be designated as 

Commission XE-1 (Schenk). 

(The document was marked for 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

// 

identification as Commission 

Exhibit XE-1 (Schenk) was 

received into evidence.) 
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Table 1 
Parcel Post Weight Study 

Survey Piece Coverage by Stratum 

Stratum Rata 

Respondent Average 
Respondent Mailer Pieces With First Stage Stratum Pieces Second Stage 

Mailer Pieces First Stage Inflation Inflation Factor PFY 2000 Inflation Factor 

.- 

PSA DBMC 54,942.m 62,127.741 1.13 135,516,783 2.18 
3 of 49 Responding DSCF 23,690 48,139 2.03 1,272,349 26.43 

DDU 34,052,895 26,379,571 0.77 28,004,030 1.06 

NonPSA Certainty DBMC 1307,509 21,743,798 
11 of 20 Responding DSCF 0 0 

DDU 2,220,721 3,265,638 

12.03 52.776,981 2.43 
NA 2,724,551 NA 

1.47 9,145.081 2.80 

DBMC - 1 Random DBMC 
2 of 4 Responding 

DBMC - 2 Random DBMC 
1 of 4 Responding 

DSCF Random 
3 of 4 Responding 

DSCF 

DDU Random 
1 of 4 Responding 

DDU 

21.382 392,423 18.35 4.930,354 12.56 

12.117 32,576 2.69 951,513 29.21 

5,870 5,870 1.00 70,134 11.95 

2,341 25,263 10.79 228,049 9.03 

All DBMC 56.783.569 84,296,538 1.48 194.175,631 2.30 
DSCF 29.560 54,009 1.83 4.067.034 75.30 
DDU 36.275.957 29,670,472 0.82 37.377,160 1.26 
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COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Thank you. 

If you look at the table, at the column which is 

the second from the last, stratum pieces Postal fiscal year 

2000. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: You'll see that the actual 

volume are 52,760,OOO whatever, over 52 million in DBMC 

versus 9,145,OOO in DDU. 

But if you look at the respondent mailer pieces 

you'll see that the DBMC pieces are only 1.807 million, 

100,807,506. And I guess it's two billion 220 -- I'm sorry. 

The numbers speak for themselves here. 

But the point is that regardless of my inability 

to express the decimals correctly there are more DDU pieces 

in the respondents column than there are DBMC even though in 

the overall volume the DBMC is so much greater. 

Might this suggest that this survey response was 

not necessarily random? 

THE WITNESS: One of the reasons that we use a 

stratified random sample is that it helps to mitigate any, 

it helps us to adjust, to mitigate any bias in the 

responses. 

The numbers you're referring to refer to the non- 

PSA certainty stratum and there we had 11 out of 20 

responding. Those 11 mailers who were responding only 
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represent those 20 in that stratum. They don't represent 

any other mailers when we roll up to an overall average. 

So although the volumes there indicate that 

there's more DDU mail among the respondents than in general 

in that stratum, so there will be some variation there in 

the estimates, they only represent mailers in that stratum. 

So any variation that would add to the overall results is 

somewhat mitigated because of the stratified random sample 

method. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: But even within that 

category only 10 of the 21 responded or 11 of the 21. 

THE WITNESS: 11 of the 20 is indicated 

responding. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: If their sample was biased, 

and did not represent -- It's still not a complete group 

from your stratum, if their results were biased would that 

further bias the results even if you have factored in some 

adjustment? 

THE WITNESS: That would cause more variation in 

the estimates, but I'm not sure if it necessarily causes 

bias in the estimates. Just more variation. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Did you do any calculation 

for standard errors? 

THE WITNESS: No, I think on page five of that 

Library Reference we describe, we talk about standard errors 
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and how they were not calculated in this case. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Would it be possible to do 

such? 

THE WITNESS: One of the problems is because of 

the low response rate it's difficult to do a bootstrapping 

estimate of those standard errors. 

One thing that I do want to note is that the 

results for average weight at least come very close to the 

results you would find in RPW, and that does indicate that 

there may be some, that there's validity in the results of 

the study. 

I’m just concerned with the low response rate 

whether the variances that would be calculated would be very 

informative to us. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: We're concerned, too. 

I have another question which is on page six of 

Library Reference J-113. You mentioned that the survey 

estimate lies in, the quality of the survey estimate lies in 

the closeness of their average weight to the RPW average 

weight, I think that's what you just commented on. 

Do you have any statistical measure of closeness, 

confidence intervals that you might suggest or that you've 

used in estimating that there was a closeness in the average 

weight. 

THE WITNESS: I don't recall, since we don't have 
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standard errors we can't really do a confidence interval on 

that average. I don't recall what the specific numbers were 

so I don't know how -- 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: HOW would you determine 

closeness then? 

THE WITNESS: I think in this case what we were 

looking at was looking at the estimates and seeing just in a 

relative way how close they were. I don't recall the exact 

estimate so I can't -- 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Is there anything more 

specific that you might be able to offer in writing? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. We can look at that. I don't 

recall the specific numbers so I can't adjust them right 

now. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Would it be possible to 

derive similar estimates of mean values from distributions 

that differ substantially? Given the small survey results. 

THE WITNESS: Yes, that is possible. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: If it's all right with 

postal counsel, can we get some additional clarification of 

the term closeness if the witness is able to do that within 

the next seven days? 

MS. MCKENZIE: Certainly, Commissioner Goldway. 

Again, with the holidays I just wanted to -- 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: It's all right if it's 
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after the first of the year. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Okay, thank you very much. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER GOLDWAY: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Commissioner Covington? 

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman 

I just have some general questions that I want to ask Dr. 

Schenk here in regard to your cost savings analyses and so 

forth because I think the overall purpose and scope of your 

testimony was to discuss savings, and regretfully I haven't 

heard too many people here today mention the profound or the 

significant impact that bundle breakage probably had, even 

though that was one of the first things that you touched on 

in your testimony. So maybe as these proceedings go on we 

can look at breakage and what it does with flats, and 

periodicals as it figures in the processing cost. 

But what I wanted to know, I as looking at some of 

your responses to interrogatories and found very interesting 

the way a lot of the responses came back when looking at 

rural carriers versus the amount of, well, in comparison to 

what the city carrier does as far as cost. 

When you do these analyses, and I know Dr. Schenk, 

that you tie in a lot of other references from Ms. Daniel, 

from R-2001, to Witness Robinson and Moeller. But when you 

looked at some of your cost savings as it related to the 
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purpose and scope of your testimony did you consider any 

factors like manual productivity, what affect the new FS- 

100s are having on performance? I think back in R-2000-l 

there was a lot of thought that was given to maybe 

retrofitting your FSM-1000s with OCRs and automatic feeders 

Did you put any -- How much relevancy was put on that when 

you were looking at preparing your testimony here in R-2001 

l? 

THE WITNESS: In preparing the cost savings 

analysis for the bundle breakage study, one of the inputs I 

used is Witness Miller‘s flats mail processing cost model in 

order to estimate those cost savings. So to what degree he 

looks at these various factors, that's how it would be 

reflected in those estimates. 

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: When we talk about, we 

noticed there's been more automation as far as flat 

processing has occurred which has led to cost savings as far 

as USPS is concerned. 

I think back in R-2001-1 the Commission actually 

recommended that periodical mailers might want to do a 

better job or might want to be required to prepare their 

carrier routes, pre-sorted mail, using I think our 

Commission language was using up-to-date USPS line of travel 

or LOT information. Are you in a position to expound on how 

that's coming along? 
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THE WITNESS: I don't know to what degree mailers 

are doing more line of travel preparation for periodicals 

than they were back in R-2000. 

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: One other question, we 

know, at least I've learned in the short time that I've been 

here that there is a great difference in processing and 

dealing with mails in sacks as opposed to pallets, am I 

correct? 
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How much emphasis did you look at when -- I mean 

looking at your cost savings I think in one of your tables 

beginning you look at basically the test year cost 

differentials between periodical flats, mail which was 

prepared on pallets, and then that prepared with sacks. Can 

you expound on that a little bit for me as to how you 

arrived at this per piece savings? 

THE WITNESS: I think you're referring to Library 

Reference 100 and what we did to determine that or what I 

did to determine that cost difference between palletized and 

sack mailings was to look at the cost difference associated 

with the mail, when it arrives at the destinating plant, 

that is when that sack or pallet is going to be broken and 

that mail would be processed as bundles or pieces instead of 

in the container. 

24 So we looked at what different activities were 

25 
,-- 

involved with the handling of sacks and pallets at that 
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point in the process and then costed out those different 

activities. That's what's presented in the analysis in 

Library Reference 100. 

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Another question, Dr. 

Schenk, what impact has AL-001, what impact has that 

requirement or how has USPS use of a five digit sort scheme 

figured into your most recent analysis? 

THE WITNESS: I don't really look at the cost 

savings in any of my analysis of L-001. That wasn't 

something I was asked to look at in this case. 

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Okay. Vertical flat 

casings. Did you have an occasion to deal with any of that? 

THE WITNESS: No. 

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: One final question, as 

far as your combined automation and your pre-sort mailing 

analysis which I guess would be your bar coded versus non- 

bar coded pieces of mail, how much time was -- How much mail 

process cost savings or how much time did you personally put 

into looking at that part of the testimony that has been 

submitted in this current rate case? 

THE WITNESS: That's not something I was asked to 

look at. 

COMMISSIONER COVINGTON: Okay. Thank you, Mr. 

Chairman. That's all I have for this witness. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Thank you, Commissioner. 
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Dr. Schenk, I have two questions. I have two 

requests to make. One to you and one to the Postal Service 

in general. 

To facilitate the process I have provided both you 

and counsel with a copy of the questions. I will read it 

for the record. 

Dr. Schenk, I understand that your analysis 

involves FORTRAN programs that were run on a mainframe. For 

example, the program code submitted was Library Reference J- 

59 and Library Reference J-117. 

Could you please provide these FORTRAN programs in 

a form that can be run on a PC and include the 

identification of any special equipment, compilers, 

applications and instructions that may be required to run 

them on a PC? Or as an alternative, provide the program in 

PCSAS. 

The question to the Postal Service, could you 

please provide the corresponding program used to develop 

with Ms. Schenk's results using the cost methodology adopted 

by the Commission in R-2000-l. In particular, please 

provide FORTRAN programs in Library Reference J-83 as 

programs that can be run on a PC plus the identification of 

any special equipment, compiler, applications, and 

instructions that may be required to run them on a PC. Or 

as an alternative, provide programs in a PCSAS. 
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Could you please provide this material to us as 

promptly as possible? 

MS. MCKENZIE: Mr. Chairman, while Dr. Schenk was 

testifying we checked with Christensen Associates and we 

were not able to talk to the technician there to see if it's 

possible, but some of Dr. Schenk's colleagues here are 

expressing some grave concern of being able to do it. 

We will get back to you with a status report as to 

whether we can provide a PC version. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Get back to us on that as soon as 

possible, please. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Yes. Certainly before the end of 

this week. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Thank you. 

Ms. McKenzie, would you like some time with your 

witness? 

MS. MCKENZIE: Yes please, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: How much? 

MS. MCKENZIE: We think ten minutes might be 

enough time. 

CHAIRMANOMAS: Great, we will reconvene at ten 

after 4:O0. 

(Recess taken from 3:59 to 4:lO p.m.) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Ms. McKenzie? 

MS. MCKENZIE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We have, 
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

BY MS. MCKENZIE: 

Q Dr. Schenk, you indicated to counsel for Val-Pak 

that you rolled the base year costs forward in LR-J-58. 

Would you like to clarify your response? 

A Yeah, I would like to make one clarification to 

that. 

While I do calculate test year costs by subclass, 

shape and weight increment, I used the test year before 

rates costs from Witness Patelunas in his testimony T-12. 

So I don't do an independent roll forward. I use his roll 

forward costs in developing my test year costs. 

MS. MCKENZIE: Thank you. That's all we have. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Is there any Redirect? Mr. Olson? 

RECROSS-EXAMINATION 

BY MR. OLSON: 

Q Thank you. I have to ask, Witness Patelunas when 

he rolls forward costs doesn't care about things like shape 

and weight as I understand it. He thinks in big terms. So 

when he's doing his roll forward, how does that help you 

roll forward these costs by shape and weight from base year 

to test year? 

A In addition to the totals that we get from Witness 

Patelunas there are various factors that we use for cost by 
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shape as well as the distributions from the base year in 

order to roll up the base year numbers to test year. 

So we do use other factors by shape to do those 

calculations as well. 

Q Can you give me an illustration of one of those 

other factors? 

A You will notice that in the test year, in the 

summary test year sheets in the LR-58 workbooks, we 

reference some cost factors that were developed in, I can't 

remember if it's LR-J-52 or 53. I can't remember exactly 

which one. But that has to do with the ratio of costs, of 

total test year costs by shape, test year to base year costs 

by shape from those Library References. That's an example 

of some of the factors we used. 

Q Just to clarify then, you're saying that you do 

project the base year cost to the test year, but you also 

use some of what Witness Patelunas does in his roll forward, 

is that correct? 

A Yes. We take our base year weight distributions 

and project them to test year using the factors that are 

developed from Witness Patelunas' roll forward analysis. 

Q And the same thing would be true for shape, would 

it? 

A Yes. 

Q You said weight factors. 
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A Oh. 

Q So you mean shape and weight factors. 

A Yes. 

MR. OLSON: Thank you, Dr. Schenk. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Mr. Hall, any Recross? 

MR. HALL: No Recross, but I do have one 

procedural matter if I may. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Please. 

MR. HALL: You deferred ruling on the admission of 

the four MMA Cross-Examination exhibits which sort of leaves 

me a little bit in limbo in terms of their placement in the 

record. 

I think that whatever will happen with them will 

be governed by your evidentiary ruling so, and this is 

perhaps consistent with Postal Service counsel's suggestion 

that they be appended to the transcript. I would suggest 

that they be copied into the transcript at the place that I 

asked that they be admitted. And then whether or not I can 

use them as evidence will be, as I say, dependent upon what 

your ruling is. But I’m concerned that we not get them too 

far removed or in some different transcript or something. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Counsel? 

MS. MCKENZIE: The Postal Service has no objection 

to them being transcribed into the transcript associated 
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with Dr. Schenk's testimony. 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: Without objection. 

Ms. Schenk, that completes your testimony here 

today. We appreciate your appearance and your contribution 

to our record and we thank you. You're excused. 

(Witness excused) 

CHAIRMAN OMAS: This concludes today's hearings. 

We will reconvene tomorrow morning at 9:30 a.m. when we will 

receive testimony from Postal Service witnesses Mays, Miller 

and Moeller. Thank you. 

(Whereupon the hearing was concluded, to reconvene 

at 9:30 a.m. on Wednesday, December 19, 2001.) 
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